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Abstract

Synthetic biology aims at the understanding of living organisms through an engi-

neering perspective, with the goal of improving or creating new biological systems. The

prospect of building a synthetic cell focuses on producing life from basic elements by com-

bining synthetic and/or organic cellular components in a bottom-up manner. To create

a synthetic cell, the minimal functions of life are required and cell-free synthetic biology

offers a suitable framework for understanding biological processes outside the inherently

noisy environment of cells. A synthetic cell is expected to exhibit characteristics of a living

cell, such as fundamental metabolism, proliferation, and communication. The bottom-up

approach utilizes a wide range of in vitro tools/technologies such as biomimetic mem-

branes, protein reconstitution, cell-free expression reactions, and microfluidics. As tools,

they enable the thorough characterization of functional modules such as metabolism, repli-

cation, and cell division. The ultimate goal is to integrate these modules to construct a

predictable, customizable, and controllable entity.

Among the functional modules of living organisms, cell division stands out as a hallmark

feature. The machinery of division has evolved into a highly organized set of proteins with

the aim of accurately splitting a mother cell into two daughter cells, while preserving the

genetic information and cellular integrity. In the case of bacteria, and more concretely

Escherichia coli, cell division is mediated by the divisome, a contractile ring consisting of a

multiprotein complex that precisely assembles at midcell. At the center of this machinery

is the essential FtsZ protein, which is able to polymerize and form the FtsZ-ring. This ring

is key to the process, serving as a scaffold for the divisome and driving the division process.

However, the molecular details of how the ring is functionally assembled, stabilized, and

positioned are still not well understood. Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to develop and

expand the knowledge about the molecular mechanism of the FtsZ-ring assembly and its

function as a potential primary component in the minimal division machinery of synthetic

cells.
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Abstract

To this end, and following a bottom-up approach, we conducted assays based on the in

vitro reconstitution of FtsZ in cellular mimic environments using lipid vesicles. This allows

the characterization of FtsZ’s behavior and functionalities in environments that are similar

to a potential synthetic cell. Firstly, we designed a microfluidic device to deform lipid vesi-

cles into bacterial rod-shaped compartments to analyze the effect of different geometries

and membrane tension on FtsZ. We found that FtsZ filaments align with the shorter axis

of the rod-shaped vesicles and reorganize into cone-like structures when the membrane

tension is lowered, causing membrane deformations. This suggests that there is a geome-

try and tension-dependent mechanism in the assembly of FtsZ structures on membranes.

Secondly, we designed an in vitro reconstitution assay based on soft lipid tubes pulled

from FtsZ-decorated vesicles using optical tweezers. We observed the transformation of

lipid tubes into 3D spring-like structures, where the GTPase activity of FtsZ drives spring

compression likely through torsional stress. This allowed us to gain mechanistic insights

into the molecular dynamics behind the force generated by FtsZ filaments. Thirdly, we

studied the spatiotemporal localization of the division ring by co-reconstituting FtsZ inside

lipid vesicles with the MinCDE system, which is involved in positioning the divisome in

vivo, and FtsA, the natural tether of FtsZ to the membrane. We achieved the assembly,

placement, and onset of constriction of a minimal division ring inside lipid vesicles us-

ing two different approaches: purified components or cell-free expression of the MinCDE,

FtsA, and FtsZ proteins. This represents a significant advance towards the in vitro recon-

stitution of functional modules in a synthetic cell and expands our understanding of the

molecular mechanism underlying the spatiotemporal organization of the FtsZ-ring. Lastly,

we employed biochemical studies combined with cryo-ET visualization to characterize the

stabilization of the division ring and the crosslinking of FtsZ filaments by ZapD, a protein

known as one of the stabilizers of the divisome. We observed the formation of toroidal

structures in solution that are assembled by short FtsZ filaments connected by ZapD and

have bacterial size. Their characterization in 3D brings valuable structural information

about the FtsZ-ring and its functional stabilization, which is important for its further

reconstitution in minimal systems.

In conclusion, this thesis provides important insights into the molecular dynamics of the

central protein of division in E. coli and most bacteria, addressing its activity on the

membrane, mechanism of force constriction, spatiotemporal localization and stabilization

of the FtsZ-ring. Furthermore, we demonstrate significant advancements towards the im-

plementation of FtsZ-based division systems in minimal synthetic cells using a bottom-up

approach.
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Introduction

1.1 Bottom-up synthetic biology

Synthetic biology is an interdisciplinary research field focused on engineering ar-

tificial biological systems that mimic selected cellular functions and processes or build

completely new functionalities not found in nature [1, 2, 3]. This novel research field was

born after the combination of classical biological and chemical approaches were comple-

mented with an engineering view of modularity, modification and construction (Figure

1.1a). Synthetic biology could be broadly categorized into two groups: (1) the top-down

approach consisting of the manipulation of existing natural systems or (2) the bottom-up

approach assembling artificial functional systems from their fundamental biological com-

ponents such as DNA, proteins and lipids (Figure 1.1b). Among many different purposes,

both approaches share the same goal of creating fully functional synthetic cells with desired

functionalities. Reviewed in [4, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].

1.1.1 The top-down approach

The top-down strategy exploits the huge diversity of existing natural parts found

in living systems to engineer them with predictable and controllable functions that are

potentially beneficial for a wide range of human activities [12, 13]. For instance, the cre-

ation of artificial compositions of new genetic, metabolic, or signalling networks enables

the exploitation of cellular metabolic processes aiming at the creation of living factories

that produce drugs, biofuels, biomaterials, or fine chemicals. The top-down approach has

experienced a great improvement in recent years thanks to the new tools to synthetize, re-

combine, engineer and sequence DNA, allowing the simplification, modification or addition

of functional modules to living systems [14, 15, 16].

The top-down approach has proven its potential in research answering questions about

the fundamental understanding of life. The most representative success of the top-down
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: The bottom-up and top-down approaches in synthetic biology.

a) Synthetic biology is a multidisciplinary field of science that focuses on living entities and com-
bines biology and chemistry with engineering principles to develop new biological parts, devices,
and systems or to redesign existing systems found in nature. b) Representation of the bottom-up
and top-down approaches in synthetic biology. a and b have been adapted with permission from
[2]. Copyright 2022 American Chemical Society.

approach pursuing the aim of the synthetic cell is the synthesis of the minimal bacterial

genome achieved by Craig Venter and coworkers. They genetically reduced the genome of

Mycoplasma mycoides to only the essential genes for life. This minimal genome was chem-

ically synthetized and it supported cell growth when transplanted into cytoplasm creating

the JCV-syn1.0 [17, 18, 19]. After years of research, characterization and optimization,

they created the genetic minimal bacterium JCV-syn3.0A with only 493 genes in a 543kbp

DNA [20, 21]. Curiously, out of 452 protein-coding genes, approximately 90 remain with-

out known function. Ongoing efforts are being carried out to understand the participation

of each gene in the cell cycle as an essential factor for the development and survival of

JCVI-syn3 [20]. This knowledge may help to understand basic cellular processes by iden-

tifying the fundamental components essential for life with the limitation from the inherent

complexity of living cells themselves [22, 23].

In addition, the top-down approach aims for the controllable generation of application-

driven modified synthetic organisms to achieve certain functions or products that are absent

in nature. From the synthesis of products of interest to the use of desirable properties in

the field of biomedicine, biotechnology, or bioremediation among others, this approach

offers exciting perspectives for the future [24, 2, 13, 23].

2



1.1 Bottom-up synthetic biology

1.1.2 The bottom-up approach

In contrast to the top-down, the bottom-up approach pursues the construction of

cell-free systems designed from scratch to perform cellular processes, in order to understand

their molecular mechanisms and ultimately allow for customizable designs of life-systems

with adapted or repurposed functions [25, 8, 26]. This multidisciplinary field requires a

combination of many biological disciplines such as biochemistry, molecular and cell biology,

biophysics; and bioengineering disciplines, including micro-fabrication and microfluidics.

The bottom-up approach is based on studying isolated components and minimal biological

systems reconstituted in a controllable fashion and capable of performing basic biological

phenomena, such as self-organization, self-replication, and self-sustainability [27, 2].

This approach employs the engineering principles in a much more efficient way than the

top-down, as it provides unprecedented control over the independent functional modules

due to the defined and simplified experimental setups [28, 29]. In these synthetic sys-

tems, every component can be defined and located in a quantitative manner, along with

specified interactions between molecules. In addition, if there is sufficient biological in-

formation available regarding the function, behavior, and biochemical properties of each

part, mathematical modelling is more precise, which is helpful for the design of synthetic

systems.

The bottom-up approach strongly relies on the fundamental understanding of the different

modules of life to be able to reconstitute, engineer and reshape them to fulfil their biological

function or acquire new ones [30]. To achieve this in the long term, it is essential to study

independent cellular processes on appropriate cellular-like platforms, eventually combining

them into functional modules. Full reconstitution of proteins has revealed insights not

accessible by cell biological approaches, such as detailed molecular characterization, self-

assembly dynamics, or hidden functions.

Thus, by following a bottom-up approach and employing in vitro cell-like platforms, com-

plex biological processes can be broken down into simpler modular parts defined at the

molecular level. The characterization of each independent component within those modules

will enable the understanding of their functionality and therefore confer further control of

those molecules by design, which will open a new range of applications [31, 32]. Therefore,

a bottom-up approach has been chosen in this thesis to gain insights into the molecu-

lar dynamics of a complex cellular system, such as bacterial cell division, aiming for the

understanding of its minimal pieces and further reconstitution in vitro.

3



1. Introduction

1.1.3 In vitro reconstitution of molecular systems

The ability to express and purify proteins has allowed an impressive improvement

in our understanding of life on the molecular scale, making it possible to characterize the

physical and biochemical features of isolated macromolecules. Their analysis in simplified

experimental environments in a test tube has provided the base and essential insights into

the current knowledge of most of the biological processes in life [33, 34]. However, the study

of purified protein systems in aqueous buffers can fail in revealing their function, as many

proteins require the presence of certain geometries, co-factors, biochemical environments

or platforms to resemble their biological functionality, especially the ones that emerge their

complex behaviors upon protein-lipid interactions [35, 36, 37]. For this reason, the study

of macromolecules in conditions that mimic the cellular environment is often required for

their functional reconstitution and eventually the understanding of biological processes. It

is therefore of special interest to understand how molecules are linked and coordinated to

generate remarkably robust cellular processes, which usually involve the creation of large

structures in the order of dozens of micrometers over timescales of seconds to hours.

In vitro reconstitution can identify the properties of individual cellular components, un-

derstanding their interaction and coordination with other elements in a controlled manner.

Therefore, they can complement in vivo studies and help to refine and improve molecular

models of biological processes, facilitating their interpretation and providing information

on how new ones could be engineered from scratch. Unexpected dynamics, hidden func-

tions, or secondary mechanisms can arise in simplified reconstitutions, which might yield

new insights into biological organization. However, the reconstitution of more complex

cellular processes such as cell division, motility, or chromosome segregation involves the

combination and self-organization of multiple components, including compartmentaliza-

tion, signalling, energy or mechanical force [27]. This challenging task requires the study

and characterization of every component at the molecular level, reconstituting them in

cell-mimicking environments as similar as possible to their native state. This can only

be achieved by using cellular-like platforms suitable to be used in vitro, including key

components that can affect the behavior and dynamics of biological molecules.

4



1.1 Bottom-up synthetic biology

1.1.4 Cellular membranes

Among all the cellular components found in living organisms, the cellular membrane

stands up as one of the most important elements of the cell (Figure 1.2a). The cellular

membrane is a semipermeable bilayer made of lipids [38, 39], containing a variety of proteins

and sugars inside and on its surface, whose composition is highly heterogeneous and related

to the specific function of the cell or organelle [40, 39]. Membranes are the base of the

exchange of substrates and information, mediated by either a passive transport of small

solutes or the protein-mediated exchange of components. In addition to its role as boundary

and protection for cells and organelles, membranes provide the core and reaction platform

for multiple cellular processes [41], such as signalling, generation of energy (respiration or

photosynthesis), motility, adhesion or cellular division among others [42].

The role of the cell membrane in such a high number of cellular processes in both eu-

karyotic and prokaryotic organisms, together with its physical properties and biological

importance, makes it a good target for research and a perfect candidate to be used as a

reaction platform to reconstitute molecular systems in cell-mimic environments [43, 29, 44].

In addition, the physicochemical properties of the lipid molecules allow the generation of

simplified artificial membranes in vitro. These artificial membranes mimic most of the

biophysical and biochemical features found inside the cell, without having the uncontrol-

lable heterogeneity of sugars and other molecules [45, 46, 47]. For this reason, the use of

artificial lipid-based platforms is a popular approach to understand cellular processes in

vitro. Some of the most used strategies are supported lipid bilayers (SLBs), free-standing

membranes, lipid-coated beads [48, 49, 50, 51, 52], or liposomes and lipid droplets, provid-

ing tridimensional confinement [44, 53, 39]. Multiple examples of systems that have been

successfully reconstituted into lipid-based platforms can be found in the literature, such as

membrane proteins, cytoskeletal systems or enzymatic reactions [54, 44, 55, 39].

1.1.5 Macromolecular crowding and microenvironments

Another important aspect when comes to the in vitro reconstitution using cell-like

systems is to mimic the properties of the cellular environments in which the biological

processes take place (Figure 1.2a). The cellular interior is constituted by a highly het-

erogeneous mix of biomolecules of different natures, which crowds the available space and

can therefore create unique microenvironments that typically are not found in vitro. It is

estimated that about 30 % of the cytoplasm is occupied by polysaccharides, proteins, and

nucleic acids, whose concentration is calculated to reach 300–400 g/L in the cytoplasm [57]

or even 500 g/L in cellular organelles [58]. This crowded setting can considerably influence

the behavior, diffusion, reactivity and distribution of the macromolecules participating in

biochemical processes, which can eventually impact the enzymatic reactions and modulate

5



1. Introduction

Figure 1.2: The crowded and complex internal cellular environment.

a) Representation of a cross-section through an E. coli cell. A closer view of the bacterial
cell features, such as cell-wall, membranes, cytoplasm, and nucleoid shows the highly crowded
internal environment of the bacterial cell. Cartoons adapted from David S. Goodsell gallery
https://pdb101.rcsb.org/sci-art/goodsell-gallery. b) Schematic representation of common in vitro
experiments in aqueous buffers and the environment in vivo, which is complex and fully crowded
with a heterogeneous mixture of molecules. c) (i) The crowding-induced volume exclusion effect
results in a smaller available space for a large particle (black sphere) compared to a small particle
(red). The free space for the particle is represented in blue. (ii) In many biochemical processes
and reactions, an optimal level of crowding exists at which the complexation rate (blue curve)
is maximized and the diffusivity (red curve) is decreased due to the enhanced excluded volume
effect. (iii) Depletion forces play a role in decreasing the overall excluded volume by bringing
molecules together. Adapted from [56].

protein-protein interactions [59, 60]. Weak, nonspecific interactions might have little con-

tribution to independent systems, while in physiological environments, these interactions

could collectively modulate the kinetics and/or equilibria of a variety of biochemically

6



1.1 Bottom-up synthetic biology

important reactions [61].

A crowded cytoplasm has more similar properties to gels than solutions, which can lead

to the formation of liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) and eventually membrane-free

compartments [62]. In the context of the cytoplasm, these membrane-less organelles en-

sure orderly biochemical reactions, by creating microenvironments to modulate cellular

processes [63, 64, 65, 66]. The crowded environment can also cause a reduction in the

diffusion coefficients of molecules by a volume exclusion effect [67, 68]. Furthermore, it can

increase the equilibrium constants of macromolecules [69] and might enhance the associa-

tion of proteins, facilitating the folding of proteins or protein aggregations. All these effects

are important parameters in biological systems that need to be considered [56] (Figure

1.2b and c).

The reconstitution of the crowded environment in cell-like systems is then crucial to under-

stand the dynamics of protein systems and their real behavior within the cell. In confined

systems, the addition of inert crowding agents, such as polyethylene glycol (PEG), dex-

tran, and ficoll can mimic the crowded cellular interior to some extent [70]. Following

this strategy, the effects derived from crowded environments can be studied and quantified

[61]. In vitro experiments supported by theoretical studies have shown the potential in-

fluence of these effects on the states of proteins association and their functions in the cell

[71, 72, 73, 74].

Importantly, volume exclusion effects on soluble proteins enhance the adsorption of proteins

on the membrane surface and their self- and hetero-association into fibers or aggregates

[75]. Therefore, it is an important aspect to take into consideration in membrane-based

experiments, where the nucleation and assembly of protein systems on the membrane

are key to understand their functionality. For instance, the volume exclusion effect from

macromolecular crowding promotes FtsZ bundling in solution when it is forming filaments

[76] or drives the assembly of condensates when the protein is depolymerized [77]. These set

of indirect effects as a result of the cellular environment can significantly modulate complex

biological processes. Their understanding is required to design, control and engineer them

and therefore of special interest in the context of a bottom-up approach.
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1.1.6 Vesicles as synthetic cellular models

The compartmentalization of cellular components inside lipid vessels is an essential

principle that all living organisms use to isolate their minimal parts as independent units,

namely “cells”. At the same time, cells compartmentalize biochemical reactions and cellu-

lar processes from each other and from external environments. This essential requirement

of life enables multiple pathways or reactions to proceed independently with individually

optimized environmental conditions and without the risk of unwanted crosstalk among

them [26, 67, 78]. Compartmentalization is therefore not only a fundamental principle of

living systems, but also a desired approach for the bottom-up reconstitution of cellular pro-

cesses, as it adds another controllable layer to optimize the features of synthetic biological

systems [27].

Artificial lipid vesicles provide a perfect biomimetic membrane model of simple protocells

[79, 80]. They are thus a highly valuable model system to study the function of isolated

cellular processes and the interaction of their components in controllable environments,

providing important advances in the understanding of macromolecular systems [29, 24, 45,

44, 79, 81]. They have been useful for a broad range of studies, including the analysis of

isolated proteins, membrane-protein interaction, complex enzymatic reactions, membrane

transporters, the origin of life, and membrane biophysics [82, 83, 84, 85, 86]. In addition,

lipid vesicles have also gained attention in recent years as suitable biomimetic platforms not

only for basic research but also for biotechnological and biomedical applications. Vesicular

platforms have been useful for the discovery of new drugs targeting membrane receptors

[87, 88, 89, 90], as biosensors, or as pharmaceutical devices for the delivery of drugs [91,

12, 92, 93, 88, 2, 94, 95, 32, 96].

The biological membranes are mimicked by synthetic lipids in the form of vesicular com-

partments or liposomes of various sizes depending on the method used for their preparation.

Principally, they are usually divided into small, large, or giant unilamellar vesicles (SUVs,

LUVs, or GUVs, respectively) ranging from 20 to 100 nm in diameter for the SUVs, from

100 - 1000 nm for LUVs, and more than 1 µm for GUVs (Figure 1.3a) [79]. Lipid bilayers

are usually around 3-5 nm thick and their composition determines their physical prop-

erties which, in tour, regulates their ability to encapsulate, release cargo, or incorporate

membrane proteins or other molecules.

Lipids can be broadly defined as hydrophobic or amphiphilic small molecules and they can

be categorized depending on their hydrophilic head group (positive, negative or zwitteri-

onic), the length of their fatty acids or the saturation of the chain [98]. The choice of the

lipidic composition can be adapted to the purpose of study, determining the properties of

the vesicles including the size, membrane fluidity, permeability of small soluble molecules

through the membrane, mechanical stability, surface charge density, hydrodynamic prop-
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1.1 Bottom-up synthetic biology

Figure 1.3: Lipid vesicles and methods for vesicle production.

a) Lipid vesicles are classified by their size in GUVs, LUVs and SUVs. Lipid droplets can also
be categorized as water-in-oil or oil-in-water. b) Methods for vesicle production. (i) Swelling or
gentle hydration methods. (ii) Electro-formation of vesicles using dry lipid films and applying
an electric field. Dry lipid films can be deposited on one or both ITO slides. (iii) Droplet
phase transfer methods, where lipid vesicles are generated by water-in-oil droplets transfer to
the aqueous phase through a lipid-stabilized oil–water interface. (iv) Formation of lipid vesicles
by the microfluidic generation of w/o/w double emulsions and subsequent oil extraction. Other
microfluidic methods can use different strategies to generate lipid vesicles. Schemes adapted from
[97].
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erties, the efficiency of encapsulation of the cargo, and compatibility with the encapsulated

system [86, 99].

Other alternatives to lipid vesicles have been explored to expand the range of available

tools for in vitro reconstitution. Some examples are block copolymers-based polymersomes

[79, 100], hybrid systems composed by polymers and lipids, as well as other artificial

systems like proteinosomes [101] dendrimersomes [102], nanocompartments or encapsulines

[103]. In the case of polymers, they usually have a larger molecular weight than lipids

and polymersome membranes are therefore thicker than lipid membranes, which results

in differences in elasticity and viscosity of the membrane. These differences lead to lower

leakage and permeability, lower lateral mobility, higher stability, and chemical versatility

of polymersomes compared to liposomes [86]. Thus, those alternative vesicle systems will

show different properties depending on the target molecular system, offering the potential

of being combined and tailored to specific applications. Indeed, some examples have been

already shown using different biological systems [97, 104, 39, 105].

One of the challenges of bottom-up reconstitution is the encapsulation of protein modules

and other biomolecules into artificial vesicles. The encapsulation of cellular components

involves certain challenges intrinsic to its methodology [83, 44, 85]. Most of the methods to

generate lipid vesicles are not suitable for the encapsulation of protein systems since they

involve apolar solvents, high heat, long incubation time and/or incompatibilities [91, 83].

However, several methodologies for the encapsulation of molecules inside lipid vesicles have

been developed and broadly tested in diverse systems. The strategies of encapsulation and

formation of vesicles could be categorized into three major methodological groups: Lipid

film hydration, inverted emulsion transfer or microfluidic techniques (Figure 1.3b) [106].

Lipid film hydration, also called swelling, is the most conventional and used method for

the formation of vesicles as cellular models (Figure 1.3b (i)) [107]. Briefly, a lipid film

is hydrated in an aqueous solution, which induces the penetration of aqueous media into

the lipid film and thus spontaneous formation of vesicles. This type of vesicle formation

has been widely used as the simplest method for vesicle production, however, it has cer-

tain restrictions regarding lipid compositions and salt conditions [108]. In addition, the

encapsulation of molecules into the vesicles is difficult, as they need to penetrate through

the lipid film while the vesicles are being formed, rendering low encapsulation efficiency

[109]. A variation of this method is electroformation, where the lipids are usually deposited

in a conductive surface and the swelling is assisted by an externally applied electric field

[110, 111, 112] (Figure 1.3b (ii)). Although the process of vesicle formation in this

method follows the same principle as simple hydration, it often benefits from faster for-

mation and higher yields of homogeneous vesicles compared to the hydration method.

However, this method also has several limitations regarding charged molecules and rele-
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vant buffer conditions for protein function [113]. To overcome them, further improvements

in this methodology have been developed through the years to allow a broader range of

buffer conditions [114, 115] and charged lipids [116], although it is still problematic for

the encapsulation of proteins or molecules. Nevertheless, electroformation is still the most

used methodology for vesicle production and protein reconstitution on the outer leaflet of

the membrane.

On the other hand, inverted transfer methods have become the most efficient way to en-

capsulate molecules into lipid vesicles for the last 20 years, thanks to various contributions

and methodological developments [117] (Figure 1.3b (iii)). This method can be adapted

to almost every type of protein system and has been also successful in the encapsulation of

cell-free expression systems, membrane proteins or membrane transport systems, among

others [118, 44, 119]. In this strategy, the ability of lipid molecules to assemble into mono-

layers when exposed to water-oil interfaces is used to eventually form lipid vesicles. To

achieve this, first, a lipid monolayer is formed on the oil-water interface of an aqueous solu-

tion. Then, water-in-oil droplets are transferred to the aqueous phase through this second

lipid-stabilized oil-water interface previously generated, so that the monolayer of the inter-

face wraps the droplets to produce vesicles. Centrifugation is often used to promote this

process and improve the phase transfer efficiency [117, 85, 120]. Modification and improve-

ments of the methodology can be done depending on the experimental setup, involving

the use of differential lipid composition, oils, density gradient and/or centrifugation. Re-

cent modifications of the emulsion transfer principle have used microfluidic components

to improve certain aspects of the encapsulation and vesicle formation [121, 122] as the

cDICE (continuous droplet interface crossing encapsulation) [123, 124, 125] or the one-pot

synthesis [126]. The customization and optimization of the encapsulation method for each

individual application are critical to achieve a faithful reconstitution of the target biological

system.

Finally, also based on the double emulsion principle, microfluidic-based methodologies

have recently emerged to improve the efficiency of the process and the encapsulation yield

[127, 128, 129, 130] (Figure 1.3b (iv)). Microfluidic technology not only offers an improve-

ment on the encapsulation of biological systems, but also enables the handling and manip-

ulation of picoliter volumes of fluids via highly customizable PDMS-based microchannels

[28]. This technology allows the integration of multiple functions as modules at different

scales into one microfabricated chip, which significantly improves the reproducibility, ac-

curacy and data analysis speed. A stable water-oil-water emulsion is directly formed in

the microfluidic device, and the intermediate oil phase solvent is extracted by evaporation.

This concentrates the lipids into bilayers generating unilamellar vesicles. Various designs

have been developed to form vesicles and optimize their yield, size or protein incorporation

[131, 132, 133, 134]. These systems have multiple advantages such as the production of
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larger number of vesicles, higher encapsulation rates or more homogeneous sizes facilitating

high-throughput analysis [135, 132]. Microfluidic approaches are attractive alternatives to

control and manipulate the reconstituted systems, becoming one of the best options to

achieve the bottom-up construction of a minimal synthetic cell [28, 10].

In summary, hydration methods are still the standard for protein reconstitution experi-

ments, when only addition from the outside and further reconstitution on the outer leaflet

are required. However, they fail in the encapsulation of complex systems, where the emul-

sion transfer methodologies become more efficient. The methodological strategy of choice

needs to be adapted to each particular system [106].

In the last years, the reconstitution of proteins has gained interest and many biologi-

cal systems have been successfully reconstituted inside lipid vesicles, putting this method

forward as great model systems to study the functionality of proteins in membrane en-

vironments. Cytoskeletal, soluble or membrane proteins and enzymes have been tested

over recent years, gaining insights into their functionality [44, 97]. Among lipid vesicles,

GUVs are considered the best candidates to reconstitute biological systems and eventu-

ally reassemble a synthetic cell, enabling essential cellular functions such as metabolism,

growth or autonomous self-replication etc. Recent developments in the production and

encapsulation of lipid vesicles have enabled their extensive use and supported further im-

provements of GUVs as a reaction platform towards building a functional synthetic cell

and the reconstitution of complex biological processes.

1.1.7 The prospect of building a minimal synthetic cell

As has been described above, one of the major goals of synthetic biology is the

reconstruction of a fully-functional synthetic cell from a bottom-up approach. In order to

reach this goal, it is necessary to ensure complete autonomy and sustainability, including

all the required features found in biological cells [136], such as (1) compartmentalization,

(2) source of energy, (3) protein production, (4) specific transport across the compartment,

(5) metabolism, (6) replication of the genetic information, and (7) machinery of division

(Figure 1.4). All of these crucial cell processes are being currently explored independently

by isolating their components to study them and be eventually implemented as functional

modules in a fully synthetic bottom-up system [54, 27, 2, 137, 5, 138, 136]. These func-

tional modules could be further summarized into four essential features of life: metabolism,

energy supplement, proliferation, and communication [136]. Metabolism encompasses all

the biochemical reactions that provide the material base for life. Most of these reactions

and life activities are energy-dissipative, thus requiring sufficient energy input to support

their functions. Finally, the ability of proliferation allows growth, self-replication of the

genetic material, and eventually division. Considering these minimal requirements, the
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most effective strategy to reconstitute a synthetic cell from the bottom-up approach is to

rebuild natural functional networks by combining different modules as building blocks [27].

Figure 1.4: Essential modules of an ideal synthetic cell from the bottom-up.

The creation of a synthetic cell is the result of assembling and synchronizing isolated biological
and chemical components in a modular way to achieve desired traits and functions. The synthetic
cell consists of at least one main compartment and optional sub-compartments (vesicles) enclosed
by a membrane made of either lipids (brown) or polymers (gray). Sub-compartments can contain
individual processes and biochemical reactions, as exemplified by a compartmentalized enzymatic
reaction (cyan). To ensure that the artificial cell functions properly, energizing modules provide
energy for energy-dependent processes; transport modules supply building blocks, nutrients and
dispose of waste products; while a minimal metabolism (red) replenishes essential components.
Replication, transcription, and translation (enzymes in gray) of genetic information enable con-
tinuous and autonomous function. The artificial cell’s ability to divide ensures sustainable growth
and proliferation (illustrated by the component of a minimal divisome in green). The synchro-
nization of all these independent processes and modules is fundamental to sustain the synthetic
cell’s function. Reprinted with permission from [2]. Copyright 2022 American Chemical Society.

Among all the individual modules needed for the synthetic cell, self-replication of the

genetic material and division of cell-like compartments are some of the most important

and challenging tasks to overcome [137, 139, 138]. Despite all the essential modules for life

are interdependent, self-replication and further division of the compartment are especially

important, as they ensure the expansion of unicellular organisms and the development of
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advanced species. A robust and steady division system is the foundation of life, although

the detailed processes involved in the replication of the genetic material and division of

cells have not yet been fully revealed in most organisms.

Replication and division cannot be fulfilled only by nucleic acids themselves plus their

replicative and segregation machinery, energy supply, transcription and translation ma-

chineries, but also requires a precisely coordinated nucleus/cell division machinery to phys-

ically divide the reaction compartment. The orchestration and coordination of all these

components is a challenging milestone towards the reconstruction of a functional synthetic

cell, due to the intrinsic complexity of these processes and the high number of components

involved. In this regard, many studies have already approached different protein modules

from a bottom-up perspective in vitro, succeeding to reproduce, at least partially, their

biological function [54, 2, 39].

The production of proteins inside cell-like systems is another key step to construct a self-

replicative synthetic cell [140, 141, 142, 143]. The most common strategy to achieve the

production of proteins in vitro is the use of cell-free expression systems. Essentially, cell-

free expression can be achieved by using either cell extracts containing all transcription-

translational machinery in cells or recombinant protein systems composed of purified com-

ponents involved in protein synthesis [144, 31]. These approaches have experienced a huge

development in the last decade by improving the yield and efficiency of protein synthesis as

well as their integration inside cell-like containers [145, 146, 142, 141]. Recent studies have

addressed the implementation of protein expression systems to supply synthetic cells with

essential proteins and other cellular components such as DNA replication and transcrip-

tion [138, 147], energy generation [148], lipid synthesis [149], and cell division components

[150, 151, 152]. A combination of different strategies and further developments of the cell-

free expression systems should allow the autonomous self-replication and survivance of the

synthetic cell, mimicking living cellular systems. Despite being far from the construction

of essential functionalities for life to some extent, these studies set up the basis for the

reconstitution of functional modules in synthetic cells.

Among the designed recombinant systems, the PURE system is one of the most common

platforms to express proteins in vitro [153, 154]. The PURE system contains all enzymes

involved in transcription and translation, together with purified 70S ribosomes and all

other essential components such as an energy regeneration system, nucleotides, tRNA, and

salts. In contrast to cell extracts-based systems, PURE or other reconstituted expression

systems lack proteases, ribonucleases, and non-essential molecules for protein synthesis

found in the cell and carried along in cell extracts. In addition, recombinant systems offer

a higher controllability of the components and enzymatic reactions involved in the process,

as all of them are pre-defined and therefore exchangeable, which is more suitable for a
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bottom-up approach.

On the other hand, the autonomous self-replication of genetic information also requires

the physical division of its compartment, which is still a mostly unexplored ground due to

its complexity. The physical separation of the replicated genetic material such as genomic

DNA is needed to ensure the continuation of the division process, allowing symmetric seg-

regation before the physical separation in different compartments [137, 155]. To complete

this process, the division of a synthetic cell involves the previous segregation of its com-

ponents, deformation of the membrane and finally scission, dividing the mother cell into

daughter cells. The most plausible mechanism to divide an artificial lipid compartment

involves the isolation and reconstitution of division machineries found in nature, such as

the bacterial divisome or the mitotic spindle [54, 156]. Recent efforts have been made fo-

cusing on the bacterial division system based on FtsZ, which stands up as one of the most

promising candidates to achieve controllable division in synthetic cells due to the extensive

research using in vitro systems. The bacterial division offers advantages in reconstitution

studies compared to eukaryotic systems, as it is a simpler and faster process. Concretely,

division in E. coli consists of the assembly of a presumably contractile FtsZ ring that

splits the cell into two equal daughter cells. In addition, the in vitro reconstitution of FtsZ

has proven its ability to form ring-like structures and to constrict synthetic membranes

[157, 158, 159]. FtsZ’s role as a center protein in the bacterial division process facilitates

its combination with other division proteins involved in chromosome segregation, cell wall

and lipid synthesis, or cytokinesis. From a bottom-up approach, FtsZ can be a great tool

to construct a minimal division machinery. All these aspects are further addressed in the

section below.

Other division systems have also been explored, as membrane deformations and blebbing

could be observed in GUVs containing actin and myosin [160, 161] or full membrane scission

when some components of the eukaryotic endosomal sorting complexes for transport (ES-

CRT) were reconstituted inside GUVs [162, 163]. Other mechanisms have been proposed as

alternatives to the symmetric segregation, such as random partitioning in systems contain-

ing multiple copies of a small genome [164], entropy-driven segregation [165], mechanical

division [166] or DNA origami-based structures to promote scission of the membrane [167].

All of these systems have great potential, although they are still far from being functional

and further developments have to come [54].

The division process also requires the synthesis of new membrane components to maintain

the continuous growth of the daughter cells after division. These additional membrane

components could be externally added by fusing lipidic SUVs from the extravesicular en-

vironment [168, 169] or synthesized inside the compartment. The synthesis of phospho-

lipids has been already demonstrated using nonenzymatic [170, 171] or enzymatic reactions
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[149, 172, 173], eventually achieving a membrane synthesis machinery which is able to syn-

thesize lipids of different nature at desired ratios by cell-free expressed enzymes inside

vesicular compartments [149].

The achievement of a full division of the cell-like system is a milestone that the bottom-up

reconstitution has to achieve. The improvements done to date and the raising number

of studies approaching these aspects are good indicators that we are on a good track to

accomplish such reconstitution of controllable division machinery inside cell-like systems

in a near future.

As addressed in this chapter, the bottom-up assembly of functional modules has experi-

enced significant advances in mimicking cellular functions in vitro, providing not only a

fundamental understanding of the molecular dynamics of the components but also tools

for applications in bioremediation, biomedicine, biosensing and biotechnology. However,

the combination of these fundamental modules to assemble a minimal synthetic cell still

needs to tackle a number of issues. Among them, the lack of autonomy and self-regulation

is a limiting feature that makes them dependent on external control, while the lack of

self-replication modules restricts their function to short lifetimes. Many individual cel-

lular processes have been already isolated and successfully reconstituted inside vesicular

compartments, but their coordination and combination into a fully-functional system still

is one of the greatest challenges for present and future studies. For these reasons, it is

important to study natural processes such as bacterial cell division in model systems like

E. coli, in order to comprehend the coordination of the essential parts driving the process

and eventually their implementation in a synthetic cell.
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1.2 The bacterial cell division machinery

The mechanisms underlying the capacity of a cell to self-replicate and proliferate

are primordial for life. These mechanisms are known to be highly conserved throughout

evolution, even though bacterial cells have evolved into very efficient proliferative systems

independently of the other domains over billions of years. As single-cell organisms, they

typically proliferate by binary fission, duplicating the population exponentially even under

severe stress conditions and allowing their successful expansion and adaptation to extremely

diverse environments found on Earth. Throughout evolution, they have developed a robust

and efficient cell cycle, tightly regulated by a complex cellular organization, which is vital

for the proper coordination of all cellular processes [174, 175]: from the assembly of the

nucleoid to protein patterning across the cytoplasm and the cellular membrane to ensure

the progression of the cell cycle. Concretely, the coordination of cell growth, the replication

of the genetic material, and the division of the cell are essential for bacterial proliferation.

The regulation of these critical processes together with their functionality itself has caught

the eye of the scientific community since their discovery, reaching important advances in

how they are controlled and coordinated at the molecular level by the host organism.

However, they are still far from being fully understood and more research has to come.

The study and characterization of the bacterial cell division process from a bottom-up

reconstitution approach offers great benefits for the understanding of the system and also

for its implementation as a functional module within a synthetic cell. In a more general

view, we can gain insights into how complex spatiotemporally controlled processes work in

vivo and in vitro, how to employ them in synthetic cell-like settings, and eventually how

to engineer them to design new functionalities.

In all organisms, the end of cell division must be tightly coupled to the cell cycle to faith-

fully ensure that each daughter cell receives a complete copy of the genome to proliferate

[176, 177, 178, 179, 180]. In the case of E. coli, the division process could be split into

different stages: the determination of the division site, the recruitment and assembly of

the division machinery, the activation of the cell-wall synthesis, and, eventually, the cy-

tokinesis dividing the cell (Figure 1.5). The whole process is organized by the divisome,

a multiprotein complex constituted by more than 30 proteins participating in the process

[181, 182, 178, 183]. Although most of the components of the complex are known in E.

coli, their coordination, activation and assembly into the divisome are still under investiga-

tion [184, 185, 186]. Despite the intrinsic complexity involved in the division process, the

machinery responsible for the binary division in bacteria is far simpler than in eukaryotic

systems, which makes it a particularly interesting target to understand the coordination of

complex systems in cells. Concretely, focusing on E. coli as a model system for bacterial

division is beneficial due to the broad knowledge of its cell cycle and the shared mechanisms
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of division among bacteria, even considering the variability of the bacterial kingdom [187].

The first step in the cell division process in E. coli is the assembly of the FtsZ-ring at the

division site [189]. FtsZ is the first component to localize at the future division site and

the central protein of division, polymerizing upon GTP hydrolysis forming filaments [190].

These FtsZ filaments are attached to the membrane via its interaction with the bitopic

membrane protein ZipA or the amphitropic protein FtsA [191], allowing the reversible at-

tachment of the FtsZ filaments into the inner membrane of the cell forming the FtsZ-ring

[192, 183]. This FtsZ-ring is then condensed and stabilized by the Zap proteins (ZapA,

ZapB, ZapC and ZapD), which crosslink the FtsZ filaments laterally allowing their stabi-

lization [193, 194] and further recruitment of division proteins [177, 188]. The localization

and placement of the FtsZ-ring are tightly regulated to ensure its preferential assembling

at midcell, placing the divisome machinery in between the segregated chromosomes and

avoiding aberrant septation [195]. The mechanisms of spatial regulation include negative

and positive modulators. They vary among diverse bacteria and their absence often leads

to altered morphology due to misplacement of the division site [195, 196, 197]. In addi-

tion, these regulatory systems often have redundant roles to enhance the robustness of the

spatial localization of the system, ensuring proper placement of the division machinery.

In E. coli cells, the main negative regulators of the placement of the division ring are the

MinCDE and the Nucleoid Occlusion (NO) systems, while only the Ter-linkage has been

identified as a positive regulator.

The MinCDE proteins oscillate between the cell poles creating a MinC protein gradient

on the membrane with its maxima at the poles and minima at the center of the cell. As

a result of this gradient, MinC disrupts the assembly of the FtsZ-ring at the cell poles,

allowing its formation only at midcell [198, 199, 200]. In addition, the NO system supports

the Min function by preventing the formation of the ring over the nucleoid and therefore the

loss of genetic information in daughter cells. The NO is mediated by SlmA, a protein that

interacts with FtsZ upon binding to a specific region of the chromosomal DNA containing

a SlmA binding site (SBS) [201, 202], disrupting the stabilization of FtsZ polymers on the

membrane. Thus, SlmA remains bound along the chromosome preventing the assembly

of the FtsZ-ring until it is transported away from the cellular center by segregation of

the nucleoid, creating a void at midcell which allows the FtsZ filaments to persist at

the membrane [203, 204]. On the other hand, the Ter-linkage represents the only positive

regulator of the positioning of the ring [205, 206]. It is mediated by ZapA, ZapB and MatP,

which interact one to another in sequential order, constituting a complex that anchors the

Ter region of the E. coli chromosome and the FtsZ-ring [207, 208, 209]. This Ter region is

located at the cell center when the chromosomes are completely replicated [209], promoting

the formation of the FtsZ-ring at the midcell. The coordination of nucleoid segregation

and FtsZ-ring formation by the Ter-linkage allows the progression of division without
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Figure 1.5: Overview of the cell division process in E. coli. a) Schematic depicting the
proposed mechanism of cell division in E. coli. After the E. coli cell replicates and segregates
its chromosome, FtsZ is concentrated at mid-cell and tethered to the membrane by FtsA and
ZipA, forming the essential FtsZ-ring. FtsZ filaments recruit the early division proteins, mainly
involved in the stabilization of the ring (ZapA-D). Following a continuous process, the FtsZ-ring is
stabilized and recruits the late-division proteins, resulting in the formation of a mature divisome.
Most of these proteins participate in the synthesis of the cell wall and cytokinesis. Some of them
are FtsK, FtsW, FtsI, FtsQLB, FtsN, FtsEX, EnvC, Tol-Pal system and AmiB among others.
After triggering the cytokinesis process, the divisome coordinates the constriction of the inner
and outer membranes, ultimately leading to the separation of the bacterial cell. Scheme based on
[188]. The spatiotemporal localization of the division machinery is determined by the MinCDE
system (i), nucleoid occlusion (NO) and Ter-linkage (ii). (i) The MinCDE system inhibits the
assembly of the FtsZ-ring by creating a dynamic protein concentration gradient of MinC. (ii)
The NO is mediated by SlmA, which prevents the assembly of the FtsZ-ring over the nucleoid
location.
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chromosome disruption. Eventually, the DNAse translocator FtsK participates in the

spatial segregation of the chromosome relative to the division system and the recruitment

of downstream proteins [210, 211, 196].

Once the FtsZ-ring is correctly positioned and stabilized at midcell, it functions as a

scaffold to recruit the late division components in a hierarchical order. This process could

be considered the maturation or development of the division machinery, eventually forming

the divisome that leads the process of cytokinesis [184, 188, 212]. The downstream proteins

recruited in this phase are mainly involved in carrying out the septal peptidoglycan (PG)

synthesis, the activation of the contraction and the outer membrane invagination (Tol-

Pal) [213, 214]. In E. coli, the PG layer is located between the inner and outer cellular

membranes, maintaining the shape of the cell and protecting it from the mechanical stress

that results from high intracellular turgor [215, 216, 217]. PG is the main component of

the bacterial cell wall and its synthesis is one of the essential cellular functions [218]. Its

biosynthesis is carried out by a macromolecular complex formed by downstream proteins,

such as FtsK, FtsW, FtsI, FtsQLB, FtsN and FtsEX among others [184, 185, 218, 219].

The molecular mechanisms of how the proteins involved in PG synthesis are recruited into

the FtsZ-ring scaffold, assembled and activated as well as their whole functionality are

still an active area of investigation [184]. The late division components are recruited and

assembled in a highly coordinated and hierarchical manner to form the (PG) synthase

(PBP1b-FtsW-FtsI complex) [220], which is linked to the FtsZ-ring by the FtsQLB sub-

complex [221, 222, 223]. Subsequent recruitment of FtsN at the division site is thought

to finalize the divisome assembly by triggering the septal PG synthesis [224, 225]. FtsN

then binds to the FtsQLB complex and relieves the inhibition of the PG synthase, start-

ing the process of PG synthesis [226, 227, 228]. When the PG synthesis is completed, the

trans-membrane FtsEX complex recruits EnvC to activate specific amidases (AmiA, B and

C) that hydrolyze the septal PG when the cell wall needs to split into two daughter cells

[229, 230, 231].

Intriguingly, one of the biggest questions that remain open in the process of cell division

is the molecular mechanism of the constrictive force generation that completes cell con-

striction and division. Despite several hypotheses have been discussed for many years, an

agreement has not yet been reached. Essentially, as a result of a large number of com-

ponents and their regulatory dynamics, it is not known yet whether the main source of

the force generation to split the bacterial cell comes from the contractile FtsZ-ring or the

cell-wall synthesis machinery [184, 232, 185, 233, 217].

Finally, the precise divisome disassembly is still hardly understood, although it is thought

to occur in a coordinated sequential order [234]. It is initiated by FtsZ, which seems to

disassemble from the division septum before the full closure of the cell envelope [235],
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however, recent data defined FtsZ as an essential player in the late stages of constriction

[236]. After the fusion of the inner membrane, ZipA and FtsA disassemble, followed by

the components of the PG synthesis machinery and a subpopulation of FtsN. Lastly, the

remaining FtsN molecules also disassemble and the two daughter cells separate. This

sequence of events follows an order of disassembly similar to that of the assembly process,

indicating that disassembly might follow a first-in, first-out principle [237, 234].

As introduced, each stage of the division process requires coordinated regulation and spatial

control, tightly synchronized with the previous and subsequent processes to ensure their

collective function. The molecular mechanism underlying the control and functionality of

bacterial cell division inside the cell is still far from being understood and many years

of research lie ahead. What seems to be clear by now is that a combination of in vivo

approaches and classical biochemistry, together with bottom-up reconstitution in cellular-

mimic environments are going to be required to fully understand the intriguing coordination

of this essential module of life. The use of the E. coli cell division components as a

functional module to build a minimal division machinery from scratch raises a hope to

eventually be able to divide the synthetic compartments in a controllable manner. In

addition, a detailed understanding of this process can help us to comprehend the function

of complex division systems and eventually enable us to construct functional synthetic

cells.

1.2.1 FtsZ, the central protein of division

FtsZ is the central cytoskeletal protein that organizes the formation of the divisome

and orchestrates the division process [238, 193, 179]. It is a soluble 40.3 kDa GTPase

protein [239] that is essential in the cell, widely conserved in bacterial and archaeal species

and considered the ancestral homologue of Tubulin (Figure 1.6a and b) [240, 241, 242,

243, 244]. Since its first description in the early 90s [189, 239, 245], many studies have

focused on understanding its molecular dynamics both in vivo and in vitro. However, due

to its dynamic nature and the small size of the bacterial cell, a full characterization and

understanding of its molecular interactions are still not achieved.

The structure of FtsZ was determined in 1998 [242] and the atomic structure of FtsZ

monomers or dimers from different bacterial species are currently available [250, 251, 252,

253, 254]. FtsZ contains five different domains: (1) a short and unstructured N-terminal

peptide (NTP), (2) a highly conserved globular core that includes the GTP-binding do-

main, (3) a variable C-terminal linker (CTL), (4) a conserved and short C-terminal tail

(CTT) and (5) a C-terminal variable region (CTV) (Figure 1.6c). Importantly, the

C-terminal region, consisting of the CTT and CTV domains, acts as a central hub for

many of the interactions with other division components [255]. Proteins like FtsA, ZipA,
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Figure 1.6: FtsZ is the central protein of bacterial division. a) (i) Phase images of wild-
type E. coli and ftsZ84(Ts) mutant cells under permissive and restrictive growth temperatures,
respectively. Scale bar is 5 mm. (ii) Fluorescence images of FtsZ-GFP in E. coli cells during
the division process. Images from a and b reprinted from [185]. (iii) SEM images of E. coli cells
during division [246]. b) Representation of the structures of Tubulin and FtsZ: heterodimer of
tubulin (left) and a homodimer of M. jannaschii FtsZ (right). The C-terminal linker (CTL) and
C-terminal tail (CTT) domains are not present in the structure. Sandwiched between the dimeric
units of each protein is a space-filled model of GTP. c) Schematic domain architecture of FtsZ.
The globular core contains the motif responsible for binding GTP and GTP hydrolysis. This
globular domain is linked to the CTT by the CTL. The CTT contains a variable region (CTV)
and is known as the central hub of FtsZ, which binds various FtsZ binding proteins listed in the
figure. c) FtsZ self-assembles into single-stranded filaments upon binding and hydrolysis of GTP.
These polymers will eventually form the FtsZ-ring in bacterial cells, driving the division of the
cell. e) Visualization of FtsZ filaments in vitro using TEM, TEM and AFM. (i) Straight and
curved FtsZ filaments are absorbed into a cationic membrane and visualized by TEM. FtsZ mini
rings of approximately 24 nm diameter, probably stabilized with GDP-FtsZ. (ii) TEM micrograph
of FtsZ forming straight bundles with 220 g/l ficoll. FtsZ filaments forming single-stranded rings
in TEM (iii) or in cryo-EM (iv). (v) AFM image of FtsZ ring-like structures on surfaces. Images
reprinted from (i)[247], (ii) [76], (iii) [248], and (v) [249].
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1.2 The bacterial cell division machinery

SlmA, ZapD or MinC modulate the behavior of FtsZ by interaction through the central hub

[256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261], which is then essential for its functionality. At the same time,

the flexible C-terminal linker participates in the assembly of FtsZ, enabling weak lateral in-

teractions between filaments, and also providing extra flexibility to the interactions through

the central hub for the proper division of the cell [262, 263, 255, 264, 265, 266, 267, 268].

FtsZ homopolymerizes upon GTP consumption, forming polymers both in vivo and in vitro

[192, 269, 270]. Structural studies have determined the formation of two FtsZ isoforms of

the monomer due to its flexible structure [271, 272, 273, 274], resulting in a tense and

relaxed form for FtsZ-GDP and GTP bound monomers, respectively [275] (Figure 1.6d).

The conformational change of the monomers from relaxed to tense upon GTP hydrolysis

generates a twist of around 30 degrees in the polymers, providing their intrinsic curvature.

[276, 277, 278]. FtsZ filaments are dynamic due to a continuous exchange of monomers

coupled to GTP hydrolysis, polymerizing and depolymerizing directionally [279, 280]. The

FtsZ filaments can adopt multiple conformations into straight, curved, or circular single-

stranded filaments. They can further assemble into multistranded sheets, bundles, helices

or rings depending on environmental conditions such as ionic strength, metal ions, pH, and

molecular crowding agents among others [281, 247, 76, 193, 180, 282, 283] (Figure 1.6e).

This high level of polymorphism and adaptability is likely the reason why the study of

FtsZ has been challenging by crystallographic or electron microscopic studies. In addition,

FtsZ filaments themselves possess an intrinsic curvature and bending rigidity optimized to

align curvatures of around 1000 nm in radius [284], although ring-like structures ranging

from 24-1000 nm have been also observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

[285, 286]. Thus, FtsZ assembles into soft flexible and polymorphic filaments that can

adopt a large range of conformations, which are easily modulable through the modification

of the environmental conditions, but also by other FtsZ-associated proteins (ZipA, FtsA,

MinC, ZapA-D, MatP, SlmA). However, the understanding of how such dynamic and

plastic filaments are responsible for the organization, coordination, and maintenance of

the divisome structure at the membrane are still some of the most attractive questions in

the field.

The association of FtsZ with the membrane is essential for its function, assembling the

FtsZ-ring tethered to the cellular membrane. The attachment of FtsZ to the membrane is

mediated by the interaction of the adaptor proteins FtsA and ZipA [289, 290], although

chimeric FtsZ fused to a membrane targeting sequence (mts) region has also shown to be

functional in vivo and in vitro [291, 287]. The membrane attachment regulates the filament

dynamics, likely affected by the distance and strength of the attachment [292, 55, 293].

For this reason, in vitro studies have focused on the reconstitution of FtsZ on lipid-based

platforms to understand its behavior and polymerization dynamics, especially under the

spatial confinement of the lipid membrane to reassemble the features of the cell. It has been
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Figure 1.7: FtsZ filaments follow a GTP-driven treadmilling mechanism.

a) Schematic depicting the treadmilling behavior of FtsZ filaments on membranes. The FtsZ fil-
aments treadmill by growing at the front of the polymer concurrently with depolymerizing at the
opposite end, maintaining the same filament length. Thus, when FtsZ filaments (green) are bound
to the membrane through FtsA (blue) and ZipA (purple), the treadmilling of filaments emerges
as an apparent directional movement of the filament by continuous polymerization/depolymer-
ization, although individual monomers remain stationary. b) Reconstitution of FtsZ filaments
on supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) shows the assembly of FtsZ vortices. (right) TIRFM images
of FtsZ tethered to the membrane by FtsA demonstrated a clockwise treadmilling. Kymograms
of the image reveal the directionality of the filaments over time. Image adapted from [55]. c)
Reconstitution of the FtsZ-YFP-mts (i) shows the self-assembly into vortices that treadmill in
a clockwise direction, while a mts-YFP-FtsZ mutant follows an anticlockwise directionality (ii).
They contain the membrane attachment at the C- or N-domain (Scheme below). The localiza-
tion of the attachment modifies the apparent directionality of the treadmilling. Additionally, a
FtsZ-YFP-mts GTPase defective mutant shows successful filament assembly but lacks directional
treadmilling (iii). Figure adapted from [287]. d) Treadmilling of FtsZ filaments has been demon-
strated in vivo. Bacillus subtillis cells were immobilized and imaged over time. Montages from
time-lapse imaging of cells labelling FtsZ (left) and FtsA (right). Kymographs of the division
ring demonstrated bidirectional treadmilling in both cases. (below) Vertically immobilized cells
show multiple, independent filaments moving in both directions around the division site. Cropped
rings and radial kymographs are shown in the image. Scale bar is 500 nm. Images adapted from
[288]
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1.2 The bacterial cell division machinery

proven that surface confinement can dramatically modulate the filament dynamics [294,

295, 296], such as preferential curvature, lateral interactions and twist between monomers

[297, 298, 299, 300]. The interaction of FtsZ with other division proteins can also impact

the behavior of the filaments on the membrane, such as the enhancement of FtsZ assembly

in presence of Zap proteins (ZapA) [301] or the detachment and disassembling of the

filaments via interaction with MinC [302, 303] and SlmA [304].

On the other hand, in vitro studies on supported lipid membranes (SLBs) have also demon-

strated critical aspects of FtsZ dynamics at the molecular level. For instance, FtsZ fila-

ments follow a directional cooperative behavior upon GTP hydrolysis following a GTP-

driven treadmilling fashion, forming bacterial size vortices of around 1 µm independently

of the nature of the attachment (FtsA, ZipA or -mts) [55, 287], resembling some of the

dynamics observed in vivo (Figure 1.7 a - c). Treadmilling is the apparent directional

movement of a filament by the continuous polymerization at the front of the polymer con-

current with depolymerization at the opposite end, although individual monomers remain

stationary [274] (Figure 1.7a). The treadmilling of filaments has been also confirmed in

vivo and it is tightly coupled to FtsZ’s GTPase activity [288, 305, 306, 246] (Figure 1.7d),

although its role in the cell and the molecular mechanism are still not fully understood

[307, 306]. Nevertheless, two main functions are hypothesized to be related to it: the

spatial distribution of the cell-wall synthesis enzymes and force generation.

In vitro reconstitution of FtsZ on lipid platforms has been successful in recent years,

advancing substantially the knowledge of its functionality, and providing important mech-

anistic insights into its molecular details [186]. However, many questions remain open

regarding its functionality and implication in the cytokinesis process or its assembly in

vivo. Further analysis involving the co-reconstitution of FtsZ filaments and other division

proteins can reveal the dynamic molecular mechanisms behind the assembly of the division

machinery.

1.2.2 Membrane attachment of the FtsZ-ring

The recruitment of FtsZ and the formation of the FtsZ-ring at the midcell region is

the first step of division. One of the critical steps of this event is the attachment of the FtsZ

filaments to the plasma membrane. The correct attachment and formation of the FtsZ-ring

at midcell are essential to achieve proper cytokinesis and division of the cell. In E. coli,

the attachment of FtsZ to the membrane is mediated by two proteins: ZipA and FtsA.

Both proteins have overlapping functions in the recruitment of FtsZ to the membrane,

although their nature is completely different. The main properties and differences of those

proteins will be briefly described below, as well as for the autonomous membrane-binding

FtsZ chimera, the FtsZ-YFP-mts (Figure 1.8).
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Figure 1.8: FtsZ-ring attachment to the membrane.

a) Crystal structures of T. maritima FtsA and E. coli ZipA. The FtsA molecule includes the
ATP and the central hub of FtsZ, while ZipA only includes the FtsZ central hub. Both linkers
are depicted as unstructured peptides and the amphipathic helix (FtsA) and alpha helix (ZipA)
bind each protein to the membrane. Images adapted from [194]. b) FtsZ-YFP-mts is an FtsZ
chimera that contains the amphipathic helix from MinD to attach the membrane independently
to the interaction with FtsA or ZipA. The schematic domain structure of this chimera is shown in
the picture, including the globular core of FtsZ, a YFP “Venus” protein and the mts attachment.
c) Schematic representation of FtsZ bound to the membrane through FtsA (left) or by the mts
domain in the case of FtsZ-YFP-mts (right). Scheme adapted from [308].

1.2.2.1 FtsA

FtsA is an actin-like protein that contains a conserved C-terminal amphipathic helix

able to bind the bacterial membrane [309] (Figure 1.8a). Although the function of FtsA

overlaps with ZipA in recruiting FtsZ filaments to the membrane, FtsA is conserved among

bacteria and is an essential protein for division [310]. Membrane binding is a fundamental

function of FtsA, although the sequence of the membrane binding domain does not play

a direct interaction with FtsZ. It has been reported that FtsA can oligomerize and form

filaments upon ATP consumption [260]. Moreover, FtsA can also assemble into mini-ring

structures that inhibit FtsZ bundling and ring formation [311, 312]. The conformational

change of the FtsA protein can affect the formation of the FtsZ-ring and the process of

bacterial division, as it may cause membrane deformation that might eventually lead to the

contraction of the membrane [313]. Nevertheless, the role of FtsA’s ATPase activity and

polymerization are still not clear and further studies are needed to clarify the physiological

role of this ability to form energy-dissipative high-order structures.
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1.2 The bacterial cell division machinery

On the other hand, FtsA not only tethers FtsZ filaments to the membrane but participates

in the recruitment of downstream division proteins to the FtsZ ring [184, 314, 227]. FtsA

recruits FtsK and FtsQLB and also interacts with FtsN, which are essential proteins of the

septal PG synthesis machinery [315, 226, 312, 316, 317]. A recent in vitro study together

with previous observations suggest a mechanism of divisome maturation and cell constric-

tion that depends on the switch of FtsA from inactive polymers to an active monomeric

form [318, 226]. The binding of FtsN and other divisome proteins would depolymerize

FtsA and activate the division machinery through FtsN. However, another study chal-

lenges this model by demonstrating FtsA polymerization and alignment of filaments when

FtsN is present, suggesting that the conformational switch from mini-rings to filaments

is important for FtsA function [312]. Thus, FtsN and FtsA’s role in the recruitment and

activation of the PG synthesis machinery is still to be disclosed [184].

1.2.2.2 ZipA

ZipA is bitopic protein that integrates into the membrane through its N-terminal

transmembrane domain [290, 310], (Figure 1.8a). ZipA connects FtsZ to the bacterial

membrane through an interaction of a flexible, unstructured linker region of ZipA with the

central hub of FtsZ [259], although a secondary binding site in the globular domain has

been recently found [319]. ZipA is only present in Gram-negative gammaproteobacteria

such as E. coli, and its function is essential for cell division [193, 320]. However, a gain

of function form of FtsA* can bypass the need for ZipA in cells [314]. In E. coli, ZipA

functionally overlaps with FtsA in the attachment of FtsZ to the membrane [310], but

their combination provides a stronger attachment of the filaments to the membrane [183],

probably enhancing the FtsZ-ring stability [314, 321].

FtsA and ZipA directly interact with each other [322] and ZipA prevents FtsA polymeriza-

tion, although the effect on division is still not clear [323, 324]. The in vitro reconstitution

of ZipA in lipid membranes has been challenging due to its transmembrane region, which

hinders its purification and subsequent use. Thus, a His-tagged soluble variant of ZipA

(siZipA) lacking the transmembrane domain was made to facilitate its purification and fur-

ther use through DGS-NTA derivative lipids as membrane attachment [325, 50, 53, 326].

Reconstitution studies have proposed that ZipA can recruit FtsZ monomers to the mem-

brane while FtsA only recruits FtsZ polymers [292, 55]. Furthermore, in vitro experiments

using GUVs also described the interaction between ZipA and FtsZ, promoting the mem-

brane constriction upon GTP consumption [325, 150].
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1.2.2.3 FtsZ-YFP-mts

As mentioned above, FtsZ does not bind the membrane by itself but it requires the

natural anchors FtsA or ZipA to interact with the lipidic membrane. However, the addition

of these two membrane proteins to the in vitro experiments challenges the reconstitution

of FtsZ on synthetic lipid membranes, limiting the bottom-up studies. Therefore, to by-

pass these natural anchors and provide autonomous membrane attachment, a chimeric

membrane-targeted FtsZ protein (FtsZ-YFP-mts) was constructed substituting the cen-

tral hub by inserting a YFP-Venus fluorescent protein and a membrane targeting sequence

(mts) to its C-terminal region, allowing a direct reversible binding to the membrane [291]

(Figure 1.8b and c). This mts region corresponds to the amphipathic helix from E. coli

MinD, one of the elements of the MinCDE system able to bind the inner membrane. This

membrane targeting sequence is a 15 amino acids sequence, containing hydrophobic and

positively charged residues that promote the binding of MinD with anionic phospholipids

[327]. The use of this mutant form facilitates the reconstitution of FtsZ in vitro, which is

a major advantage to reveal its function.

Using GUVs, Erickson and coworkers demonstrated that FtsZ-YFP-mts cells are viable in

vivo and FtsZ-YFP-mts can bind membranes in vitro, assembling stable ring-like structures

and inducing membrane deformation and tubulation upon GTP addition [291, 158, 159].

In vitro reconstitution using SLBs demonstrated that FtsZ-YFP-mts behaves similarly

to FtsZ, showing a fast exchange of monomers with a half-life of 10 s [198], similar

to the rate found in vivo [328] and single filaments in solution [192]. Further studies

achieved the reconstitution of bacterial size vortices on SLBs, demonstrating a directional

treadmilling behavior [287] (Figure 1.7c). The directionality of the treadmilling depends

on the localization of the -mts at the N-terminal or C-terminal domain of FtsZ, while the

velocity of subunit-exchange is greatly affected by the membrane affinity of the -mts region,

slowing down the treadmilling for higher affinities [329]. The use of this membrane-bound

FtsZ greatly facilitates the in vitro studies with FtsZ, not only to understand the dynamics

and interactions of FtsZ with other division proteins [303], but also its use in studies of

protein printing [330]or as a platform to test effects of Halogenation [331, 332].

However, it is noteworthy that the attachment of FtsZ to membranes via either autonomous

FtsZ attachment or anchoring through ZipA or FtsA, may have a significant impact on

the structural organization of the filaments. The most significant difference among them

is related to the spatial distance to the membrane. Cryo-EM images of FtsA and FtsZ

on lipid membranes showed filaments with a 6-9 nm spacing [285, 333], while the negative

stain images of FtsZ-YFP-mts showed a spacing of around 5 nm [334]. A larger separation

of FtsZ with the membrane can provide different filament dynamics that could eventually

play a role in the recruitment of downstream proteins or in the assembly of the FtsZ-ring.
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Nevertheless, the use of FtsZ-YFP-mts has permitted a great advance and development

in the in vitro reconstitution of FtsZ and it is a great tool to characterize the molecular

dynamics of division systems.

1.2.3 Spatiotemporal localization of the FtsZ-ring by

the MinCDE system

The MinCDE system is responsible for the spatiotemporal positioning of the FtsZ-

ring and division machinery, defining the cellular midcell and preventing septal aberrations

[335]. The Min system is constituted by three proteins called MinD, MinE and MinC that

self-organize into reproducible and stable pole-to-pole oscillations inside the bacterial cell

[336] (Figure 1.9a).

MinD and MinE induce spatiotemporal heterogeneity of their concentrations on the mem-

brane following a biological pattern formation system, the so-called reaction-diffusion mech-

anism, that generates a concentration gradient of MinC with the maximum at cell poles

and the minimum at midcell (Figure 1.9b). As MinC inhibits the polymerization of FtsZ

on the membrane, the MinCDE oscillations inhibit the formation of the division ring at

the cell poles, limiting it only at the midcell [336, 199]. The apparent simplistic mech-

anism behind the MinCDE oscillations has been subjected to extensive in silico, in vivo

and in vitro studies, reaching a detailed knowledge of the molecular mechanism of the

system [337, 338, 335]. Interestingly, the E. coli MinCDE system shares similar structures

and functions with the ParABS system found in many bacteria. The ParABS system

also follows a reaction-diffusion mechanism and it is involved in the segregation of the

newly synthetized genetic material [339]. Despite their functional differences, Min and

Par systems share remarkably similar molecular components, mechanisms, and strategies.

A comparison of these two reaction-diffusion systems, as well as an introduction to the

MinCDE system, is addressed in Publication 1.

MinD is an ATPase that contains an amphipathic helix at the C-terminal end of the

protein, which functions as a membrane targeting sequence (mts). MinD dimerizes upon

the exchange of ADP to ADP, allowing its binding to the membrane [342, 343, 344].

Once on the membrane, MinD dimers interact laterally with each other, increasing their

residence time and stability on the membrane [345, 346, 344]. On the other hand, MinE

is a small dimeric protein that acts as an ATPase-activating protein of MinD [347, 348].

Similar to MinD, MinE also possesses a mts domain, although its membrane affinity is low

before binding to MinD [349, 350]. MinE interacts with membrane-bound MinD, which

induces a conformational change that enhances its membrane-binding affinity and allows

the formation of an asymmetric MinDE complex [351]. This interaction then stimulates

MinD’s ATPase activity [349, 352] and triggers the monomerization and further detachment
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Figure 1.9: The MinCDE system.

a) Schematic depicting the molecular mechanism of the MinCDE system and the interaction with
FtsZ. MinD (blue) binds ATP, dimerizes and attaches the membrane in a cooperative fashion.
On the membrane, MinD can either recruit MinC dimers (magenta), forming a MinCD complex
and inhibiting FtsZ-ring formation (green); or bind MinE (yellow), which competes with MinC
for the binding site and enhances the ATPase activity of MinD, promoting its detachment to
the membrane. b) Min oscillations in vivo. (Top) trapped E. coli cells show Min pole-to-pole
oscillations over time. The average intensity is shown on the right. Images adapted from [340].
(Middle, bottom) Schematic representation of the Min protein gradients during the oscillatory
mechanism in the cell. Via the reaction-diffusion mechanism shown in (a), the MinDE proteins
emerge pole-to-pole oscillations along the bacterial membrane. MinC is transported along the
membrane with MinD, creating a protein gradient that allows the assembly of the FtsZ-ring only
at midcell. c) Confocal images of the Min system reconstituted on SLBs show a high variety of
patterns. Images reprinted from [341]
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of MinD from the membrane [351]. This molecular interaction between MinE and MinD

is responsible for generating reaction-diffusion patterns on the membrane, by creating

an oscillatory cycle of ATP-driven exchange of those proteins between membrane and

cytoplasm that results in pole-to-pole oscillations.

The third participant of the Min system is the effector protein MinC, which is an inhibitor

of FtsZ polymerization. MinC is a dimeric protein [353, 354] that is recruited to the cell

membrane by MinD, competing with MinE for the MinD’s binding site [355, 356, 357]. This

competition allows MinE to displace MinC from membrane-bound MinD, which enhances

MinD’s ATPase activity and further detachment from the membrane [358, 342]. Thus,

MinC undergoes the oscillatory behavior together with MinD and the antagonistic protein

MinE, providing the ability of the MinCDE system to position the FtsZ-ring. MinC can

interact with the FtsZ’s central hub, disrupting the assembly of FtsZ on the membrane

by shortening the length of FtsZ filaments, although the molecular mechanism behind the

inhibition is still not fully understood [359, 360].

Although the MinCDE system forms pole-to-pole oscillations in vivo [336, 361], in vitro

studies have demonstrated that they can self-organize generating a large range of dynamic

patterns on planar membranes, even resembling Turing-like patterns [362] (Figure 1.9c).

The first observation of Min oscillations in vitro was done by Loose et al. [363] showing

the formation of “travelling waves” on SLBs. Since then, a large number of in vitro studies

have employed the Min system not only to understand the molecular dynamics of Min

proteins but also other biological reaction-diffusion systems[337]. As a result of all these

efforts in recent years, the understanding of the molecular details of the Min system has

advanced significantly, defining the detailed functionality of the Min proteins and their

interaction in synthetic environments [335].

Importantly, the extensive knowledge of the Min system both in vivo and especially in vitro,

makes it interesting to reconstitute the cell division machinery inside synthetic cell models

in combination with FtsZ. Previous studies have demonstrated a successful reconstitution

of the MinDE oscillations inside GUVs [364] even observing a geometrical response of the

membrane compartment arising from the interaction with the Min proteins. Moreover, fur-

ther developments have enabled the emergence of Min oscillations by “de novo” proteins

expressed using PURE cell-free expression systems on SLBs or inside lipid droplets and

GUVs [151, 152], determining the effect of protein ratios (MinD/MinE) [365] or the effect of

macromolecular crowders [366] on the emergence of waves. On SLBs, deep characterization

of the Min system has significantly advanced the understanding of their functionality. Im-

portantly, a recent study demonstrated the ability of Min proteins to displace any molecule

bound to the membrane by a friction-driven diffusiophoresis mechanism [341], a desirable

feature for the in vitro reconstitution of synthetic systems.
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In addition, the co-reconstitution of FtsZ and the Min system demonstrated a displace-

ment of FtsZ antagonizing the MinCDE waves on SLBs [302, 303, 367], reassembling their

biological function in vitro. This displacement can be further enhanced by the presence of

macromolecular crowders [302]. On the other hand, the co-reconstitution of FtsZ-YFP-mts

and Min system inside open rod-shape chambers allowed the emergence of Min pole-to-pole

oscillations and localization of FtsZ filaments only at the middle of the chamber [367]. How-

ever, MinDE was proven to also displace FtsZ by a diffusiophoresis mechanism, although

the presence of MinC sharpens the inhibition of the FtsZ polymerization [368, 303]. The

combination of cell-free expressed MinDE proteins and purified FtsZ achieved the emer-

gence of Min travelling waves on SLBs without showing a clear formation of a FtsZ structure

stabilized at the MinC minima [151]. Although the bottom-up reconstitution of MinCDE

and FtsZ has experienced great development in recent years, a clear localization of the

FtsZ filaments in membrane-based platforms has not been achieved so far. The com-

plexity involved in both FtsZ polymerization and MinCDE self-organization makes their

co-reconstitution far more challenging than individual reconstitution. However, the spa-

tiotemporal localization of the FtsZ filaments driven by the Min system at the equatorial

plane of a synthetic cell raises a hope to establish systems which can potentially accomplish

a controllable minimal division system in vitro.

1.2.4 FtsZ-ring stabilization and assembly

The condensation and stabilization of the FtsZ filaments in the midcell region of the

bacterial cell is a process yet to be fully understood mediated directly by both, the positive

and negative regulators of division. The FtsZ filaments are arranged on the membrane and

the FtsZ-ring is then assembled and condensed, creating a tight structure once the division

is initiated [369, 370, 371]. One of the features already described is that the FtsZ-associated

Zap proteins (ZapA, ZapB, ZapC and ZapD) are responsible for the stabilization of the

FtsZ-ring, interacting at an early stage of the ring assembly and colocalizing with it.

The biological function of the Zap proteins is the crosslinking of FtsZ filaments, promot-

ing lateral interactions to assemble and stabilize the FtsZ-ring structure (Figure 1.10).

Deletion of either of the Zap genes alone does not affect dramatically the cell viability, but

deletion of more than two genes leads to filamentation, which suggests that Zap proteins

have overlapping functions in the cell [207, 372, 257, 373, 374]. ZapA is highly conserved,

whereas ZapB, ZapC and ZapD are only found in gammaproteobacteria [257, 375, 376].

ZapA is a dimeric protein that tetramerizes at high concentration [377] and simultaneously

binds to the globular domain of two FtsZ filaments, promoting bundling [376, 377, 378].

ZapC is a monomeric protein that crosslinks FtsZ filaments by binding the FtsZ globular

domain [373, 379]. ZapD is a dimeric protein that interacts with the central hub of FtsZ,

connecting filaments into bundles [257, 380, 381]. Curiously, ZapB is a dimeric coiled-coil
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Figure 1.10: Stabilization of the FtsZ-ring and filament crosslinking.

Schematic depicting the stabilization of FtsZ filaments into an FtsZ ring. The Zap proteins
(ZapA, ZapB, ZapC and ZapD) crosslink FtsZ filaments laterally, although their mechanisms of
interaction are not entirely clear. Here, a simplified representation of filament crosslinking by
every Zap protein is shown. Additionally, lateral attractive forces can occur between filaments,
either between globular cores or with the central hub mediating the lateral interactions. Never-
theless, the mechanism of functional stabilization of a constrictive FtsZ-ring by Zap proteins is
still unknown. Scheme based on [194]

protein that binds FtsZ through ZapA [382, 375], also interacting with MatP, a DNA-

binding protein involved in the chromosome condensation and segregation [372, 209]. The

complex formed by ZapA, ZapB and MatP is designated as the Ter-linkage, which en-

sures the correct segregation of the chromosome. Thus, ZapB links MatP to the FtsZ-ring

through ZapA, functioning as a continuous link between the Ter region of the chromosome

and the divisome machinery, coordinating them during the division process [372, 208, 383].

Despite the Zap proteins have been proven to be functionally redundant, they do not share

common sequences and their structure and molecular mechanism of filament crosslinking

are clearly differentiated. These differences provide an extra layer of complexity and plas-

ticity to form the FtsZ-ring through different mechanisms. Their biological function is key

in the division process, although the molecular mechanism of their interaction with FtsZ

and the crosslinking of filaments is still far from being understood.

It is known that even without those crosslinking factors, FtsZ can form bundles in the

presence of macromolecular crowders and divalent cations in vitro [384, 193, 385]. Forma-

tion of filament assemblies is likely mediated by weak attractive forces via the C-terminal

linker of FtsZ, which can modulate FtsZ bundling in vitro [263, 255, 386, 285, 266, 267].

This suggests that non-protein mediated lateral interactions between filaments might also

play a role in the FtsZ functionality in the cellular environment. However, the presence of

bundles in vivo is doubted [387], and the FtsZ’s ability to form bundles is highly variable,
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differing substantially between species [255, 193]. In vivo studies have not clarified the

role of bundling in the FtsZ-ring assembly, confirming that lateral interaction defective

FtsZ mutants are lethal in cells [268, 188, 388, 324], despite it is not fully clear whether

they are defective to form the FtsZ-ring or in any of the subsequent steps. Experiments

using cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) of the FtsZ-ring determined that the spacing

between individual filaments is too distant for lateral interactions, although their coexis-

tence could not be discarded [285, 389, 333] (Figure 1.11). Therefore, lateral connections

via weak FtsZ-FtsZ interactions might collaborate in the assembly of the FtsZ-ring, de-

spite the crosslinking of filaments via Zap proteins is the main mechanism of the divisome

stabilization.

Importantly, among the Zap proteins, ZapD is the only one that binds FtsZ through the

C-terminal domain [380, 381]. This can provide an extra degree of freedom in the spac-

ing and crosslinking of filaments, enabling longer distances between filaments and higher

flexibility in the interaction. In addition, the presence of ZapD will compete with other

division proteins for the FtsZ’s binding site such as negative regulators (MinC or SlmA) or

membrane tethers (FtsA or ZipA). This competition may be important to modulate the

condensation of the FtsZ-ring in the cell. A combination of different crosslinking strate-

gies together with lateral interactions of filaments may also have interesting mechanistic

implications that can be translated into higher forces on the membrane, different filament

curvatures or local densities within the FtsZ-ring structure.

Thus, the stabilization of the division ring is a critical step that determines its ability to

complete its biological function of positioning at midcell, recruit further division compo-

nents and even drive or trigger the constriction of the cell. A better understanding of

the mechanism behind the assembly and stabilization of the FtsZ-ring can shed light on

the whole process of division, a step ahead in our comprehension of an essential biological

function.

1.2.5 FtsZ-ring structure and function

As introduced above, the divisome stands by the orchestration of a large number

of components, which we are only starting to understand. It is broadly accepted that the

FtsZ-ring serves as the scaffold and main coordination of the division site, recruiting the

division components and leading them to complete the entire division event. However,

the internal architecture of the FtsZ-ring and its participation as a force generator during

cytokinesis are controversial and no agreement has yet been reached.

Both the structure of the FtsZ-ring and its function are strongly related to each other,

and many studies have revealed interesting insights regarding this interrelation. The un-

derstanding of the FtsZ-ring structure has experienced a substantial improvement in re-
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1.2 The bacterial cell division machinery

Figure 1.11: Structure of the FtsZ-ring.

a) (i) Conventional fluorescence images of FtsZ-ring at midcell in wild-type E. coli cells. Scale
bar is 5 µm. (ii) Cryo-ET micrograph of the cross-section of an E. coli division site shows
that FtsZ filaments are located around 16 nm underneath the inner membrane (IM). Image
adapted from [333]. b) Schematic depicting the current FtsZ-ring model. It consists of a toroidal
area of discontinuous filaments, probably connected laterally by crosslinkers and attached to the
membrane via FtsA and ZipA. The FtsZ-ring is located around 16 nm underneath the membrane.
. c)Images of photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) of the division ring. They show
that the FtsZ-ring is a discontinuous arrangement of filament nodes. Images of cells expressing
FtsZ-mEos2 in the order of bright-field (i), green fluorescence (ii), regenerated fluorescence image
(iii), and PALM images (iv). Scale bar is 500 nm. Approximate cell outlines are depicted by
yellow dashed lines. Images adapted from [390]. (Right) 3D PALM images of two-dimensional
projections of alive E. coli. In the top panel, the corresponding division rings are outlined in
dashed boxes in the panel below. Xy, yz panel of the E. coli cell and below the xz of the cross-
section of the ring. x is the short axis and y is the long axis of the cell parallel to the imaging
plane, while z is the axis of the cell perpendicular to the imaging plane. Scale bar, 200 nm.
Images adapted from [391] d) Cryo-ET of Caulobacter crescentus cells showing the cross-section
of a division ring. The segmentation of these cells shows spacing between filaments. Scale bar is
200 nm. Images adapted from [389]. e) Cryo-EM images of a lipid vesicle containing T. maritima
FtsZ and FtsA. Dashed white lines highlight the junction points of the rings with the membrane.
Cryo-ET and further segmentation of the rings assembled on these vesicles also showed space
between filaments (right). Images adapted from [333].

cent years, mostly due to the advances in high-resolution imaging [177, 185, 186] (Figure

1.11). The FtsZ-ring is most certainly constituted by a collection of single-stranded FtsZ

filaments, which could be laterally associated with each other. However, the arrangement

or architecture of the FtsZ filaments in the FtsZ-ring in vivo remains elusive. Studies using
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conventional fluorescence microscopy described a structure of a condensed ring at midcell

[392, 393, 189, 190] (Figure 1.6a and Figure 1.11a). Further studies using advanced

super-resolution imaging and (cryo-ET) supported a discontinuous and heterogeneous ar-

range of filaments, overlapping and condensed into nodes of higher density in a belt-like

array [390, 391, 190, 394, 333] (Figure 1.11a, c, d and e). The current model based

on these studies supports a dynamic molecular system of FtsZ filaments loosely associated

with each other via protein factors such as Zaps or weak lateral attractive forces between

FtsZ filaments [268, 193, 389, 249, 333] (Figure 1.11b). These associations might al-

low the alignment and sliding of adjacent filaments while maintaining their juxtaposed

organization [186, 395, 333]. The FtsZ filaments are condensed on the membrane, in a

toroidal area of around 80–100 nm in width located around 13-16 nm underneath the inner

membrane [207, 396, 390, 397, 391]. The dependence of this condensation on the GTPase

activity of FtsZ is not clear, as FtsZ mutants with low GTPase activity are also able to form

condensed FtsZ-rings. [390, 391]. The mechanistic implications behind this phenomenon

are still to be studied.

In addition, in vivo studies have proven that only around 30% of cellular FtsZ is participat-

ing in the FtsZ-ring structure at a given time, due to the rapid exchange of FtsZ molecules

with the cytoplasmic pool, which has a lifetime of around 8 s [328, 192]. Single-molecule

tracking indicated that individual FtsZ molecules within the ring are immobile, consis-

tent with a GTP-driven treadmilling behavior [288, 246]. Furthermore, FtsZ treadmilling

polymers are oriented in both directions around the division plane, which can contribute

to the uniform distribution of the PG synthesis machinery [288, 398, 246] and perhaps

the contraction of the ring, in good agreement with the current model of the FtsZ-ring

[186](Figure 1.11a and b). In vivo, tracking of single molecules of PG synthases has

revealed a directional movement at the division plane, affecting the spatial distribution,

but not the rate of PG synthesis (Figure 1.7d). Likewise, FtsZ GTPase mutants retain

the ability to form the septum in vivo, although their formation is aberrant [392, 246], sug-

gesting that the GTPase activity of FtsZ could be dispensable for the generation of forces

in cytokinesis [399, 396, 239, 206, 391, 400, 401, 246]. However, a recent study confirmed

that FtsZ was still required in the late stages of constriction, pointing towards a role of

FtsZ in the contraction of the membrane [236].

The functions of the FtsZ-ring as the scaffold of the divisome and division coordinator of

the system are clear, although its role as a force generator to drive the cytokinesis process

has been discussed for the last years [402, 232, 384, 233, 298, 395, 186, 403] (Figure 1.12a).

Basically, it is argued whether the mechanism and source of force generation to split the

bacterial cell comes from the cell-wall synthesis machinery or the contractile FtsZ-ring.

Experimental evidence has been collected supporting both hypotheses both in vitro and

in E. coli cells. Despite the cell-wall synthesis machinery seems to be the leading force of
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1.2 The bacterial cell division machinery

Figure 1.12: Function of the FtsZ-ring. a) Schematics depicting the known functions of the
FtsZ-ring in vivo. FtsZ-ring serves as a scaffold to recruit all division proteins and functions as
a coordinator of cytokinesis. However, its participation as a constriction force is debated. The
constriction force can either come from the PG synthesis machinery, pushing from the outside (i);
from the FtsZ ring, constricting from the inside (ii); or a combination of both (iii). b) Confocal
images of GUVs containing FtsZ with siZipA (i) or FtsZ and FtsA (ii) demonstrated membrane
deformation. Confocal images of FtsZ-YFP-mts reconstituted on the inside (iii) or the outside
(iv) show outwards and inwards membrane deformations, respectively. Images adapted from
[325, 157, 159]. Scale bars are 10 µm. c) Scheme of the force mechanisms of the FtsZ filaments.
Some of them are the bending of filaments, torsional stress from the treadmilling forces, the
sliding of filaments and constriction, or drilling forces from the helical structure of FtsZ.
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constriction, as the PG synthesis is the rate-limiting factor for division [396], the partici-

pation of the ring as a contractile force is still not clear. The continuous rearrangement of

FtsZ on the membrane could provide force to drive membrane constriction, as observed in

vitro. However, it is doubted that this force would be strong enough to overcome the turgor

pressure and membrane stiffness [217]. Instead, some authors proposed the FtsZ-ring as

the spatiotemporal coordinator of the bacterial septal machinery, simply guiding it to the

correct position without exerting substantial force [288, 404, 215]. A coordinated effort

of both systems has been also proposed with FtsZ pulling from the inside and the septal

machinery pushing from the outside [396, 217], although further experimental evidence has

not been provided yet.

It has been demonstrated that FtsZ filaments can exert forces on lipid bilayers in vitro, but

their implication in vivo and their relation with the cytokinesis are not clear yet (Figure

1.12b). Three basic properties of FtsZ filaments are proposed as the main mechanisms

in play to exert forces [186]: (1) the persistent length of FtsZ filaments and their intrinsic

bending rigidity, (2) the GTP hydrolysis–induced filament conformational change, and

(3) the treadmilling result of FtsZ polymerization dynamics [232, 247, 405, 406, 407].

Alternative and more complex mechanisms have been proposed from the combination of

the basic three [408, 409, 395, 300, 410], some of which involve the condensation of FtsZ

filaments caused by lateral affinity [411] or the antiparallel sliding of FtsZ filaments within

the FtsZ-ring [333] (Figure 1.12c).

Considering the persistence length of FtsZ in given conditions [412], FtsZ polymers would

be able to deform any membrane softer than the filament itself. This was proven using

liposomes in vitro, which show membrane constrictions on GUVs [291, 158, 159]. It was

also proposed that the C-terminal linker plays an important role in driving the bending

of FtsZ away from the membrane, generating bending forces [262, 263, 386]. In addition,

attachment of the FtsZ filaments through the C-terminal or N-terminal region of FtsZ

causes inward or outward forces respectively,[294, 287] (Figure 1.7c and Figure 1.12b).

The continuous bidirectional treadmilling of the filaments on the membrane may involve

constrictive forces, which combined with lateral sliding of antiparallel filaments can also

generate torsional forces [333, 288, 395]. Likewise, recent computational simulations sug-

gest that a rigid linker connecting to the membrane and lateral associations could also

favor the constrictive forces [395]. On the other hand, the conformational change suffered

upon GTP hydrolysis has been experimentally observed in vivo [389, 413, 275] and in vitro

by cryo-EM and cryo-ET studies, confirming the presence of curved and straight filaments

[285, 414, 407]. The curved conformation has been also described in the GDP-bound My-

cobacterium tuberculosis FtsZ, in contrast to the straight conformation in other bacterial

species [415, 250, 273, 253]. This conformational change driven by GTP binding can create

forces on the membrane.
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1.2 The bacterial cell division machinery

The understanding of the structure and architecture of the FtsZ-ring as well as how the ring

is assembled and stabilized is essential to comprehend its role. Unfortunately, technical

limitations in either in vivo or in vitro studies have restricted further knowledge of the

dynamics of FtsZ and its natural division partners within the divisome. Many questions

remain open, and the ability of FtsZ filaments to generate forces is accepted but still

unclear, as well as their implication inside the cell. The softness of the FtsZ filaments in

comparison with similar proteins like tubulin or actin suggests that the forces that can be

achieved by the FtsZ filaments are more limited. However, most of the studies have only

taken into consideration the structure or mechanism of individual filaments, whereas the

structure of the FtsZ-ring as a whole could play a bigger role in the molecular mechanics of

constriction [384, 233]. It has been proven that factors such as the membrane attachment,

presence of cations or lateral interactions between the filaments affect dramatically the

dynamics of the filaments and likely their ability to bend or deform membranes.

Considering the current model of the FtsZ-ring, the organization of the filaments could be

antiparallel, connected through lateral interactions of different natures that might allow

and enhance the sliding of filaments and the treadmilling in both directions. This complex

organization might enhance the constriction force exerted on the membrane, although it

has not been experimentally addressed yet. In vitro experiments following a bottom-up

approach and including model membranes and cellular environments could shed light on

this important question, making significant progress in the understanding of the bacterial

cell division process and its reconstitution in synthetic compartments.
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FtsZ has been in the spotlight within the field of bacterial cell division due to its

importance in the bacterial cell cycle as the central protein of the division process. Its

dynamic behavior to homopolymerize, and its function of integrating and coordinating

other division components have been of great interest to the community. While previous

in vivo studies have visualized the positioning and hypothesized the structure of the FtsZ-

ring, in vitro approaches have determined the structure of the filament and the mechanism

of polymerization, defining its great plasticity. Despite all these new mechanistic insights

into its functionality, many aspects remain elusive in its biological function, such as the

spatial organization and coordination of the division process, assembly of the FtsZ-ring at

midcell, the recruitment of division components to form the divisome, and FtsZ’s role in

cytokinesis and force generation.

The intrinsic complexity of the FtsZ system has its origin in the interaction of FtsZ with

multiple division components, which are necessary to regulate and stabilize the FtsZ-ring

in the early stages of division. Several division partners are required to anchor FtsZ to the

membrane (FtsA or ZipA), position the FtsZ-ring at midcell (MinCDE), or stabilize the

FtsZ filaments on the FtsZ-ring (Zap proteins). All of these components are essential for

division, which implies that FtsZ functionality strongly depends on its interactions with

the environment and other division components. Therefore, it is necessary to assess them

together with FtsZ to understand the molecular dynamics underlying the division process.

Due to the high complexity involved in the assembly of the FtsZ-ring and the process

of division, bottom-up reconstitution approaches are one of the best strategies to study

the interaction and molecular dynamics of such complex systems, as we can dissect the

numerous modules. In addition, the use of membranous cell-like model systems allows

for deep characterization of protein systems, mimicking important cellular processes. For

bacterial cell division, nearly every element in the cellular environment, such as the plasma

membrane, the nucleoid, confinement, microenvironments, or the geometry of the reaction

compartment, plays a critical role in the division process. This is particularly interesting for

the case of FtsZ, due to its structural plasticity and multiple interactions with other division
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proteins. Therefore, the improvement and development of bottom-up tools that allow the

incorporation of cellular aspects is a relevant and highly sought objective to clarify and

understand biological functions, complementing classical in vivo and in vitro approaches,

while opening up new and exciting perspectives about previously studied systems.

The autonomous division is a milestone for fully-functional synthetic cellular systems, re-

quiring the spatiotemporal reorganization of the division machinery to coordinate, deform,

and split the synthetic compartment. A minimal division system based on FtsZ and other

bacterial components could be an attractive option, as reconstitution of FtsZ in cell-like

systems has proved the feasibility of the formation of ring-like structures able to deform

synthetic membranes. At the same time, the co-reconstitution of FtsZ with other division

components demonstrated their ability to modulate FtsZ’s behavior and resemble, at least

partially, their native cellular function in vitro. This opens up the avenue of reconstituting

the entire bacterial cell division machinery in vitro. However, we are still far from a com-

prehensive understanding of the molecular mechanism behind the complex cellular division

process in simplified environments. Therefore, bottom-up reconstitution of FtsZ with other

division components in cell-like environments can not only provide insights into their func-

tionality but also shed light on their application as a functional module for constructing a

fully-functional synthetic cell.

Thus, I set out to investigate and expand our knowledge on the assembly and force con-

striction of the FtsZ-ring in membranous cell-like environments, with the final aim of re-

constituting a functional minimal division system. Based on the above goals, the objectives

of my thesis can be listed below:

• To explore the effects of the membrane boundary and geometry of the reaction com-

partment on FtsZ dynamics.

• To understand the role of FtsZ in the process of force generation during cytokinesis,

assessing whether the FtsZ ring participates in or leads to the constriction of the

bacterial cell by deforming the plasma membrane.

• To reconstitute a minimal division machinery in vitro, consisting of the FtsZ-FtsA

and the MinCDE system to position and form a minimal FtsZ-ring structure inside

lipid vesicles.

• To study the effects of macromolecular crowding on the behavior of FtsZ and other

division components in cell-like environments.

• To investigate the mechanism of assembly, stabilization, and organization of the FtsZ-

ring by characterizing the interaction of FtsZ with ZapD, one of the ring stabilizers.
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3.1 Publication P1

Self-organized protein patterns:

The MinCDE and ParABS systems

Summary:

The review article explores recent advances in the understanding of two prokaryotic pattern-

forming systems, the MinCDE system and the ParABS system, that play important roles

in biological decision-making processes such as cell division and DNA segregation. Both

systems have similar molecular components, mechanisms, and strategies to achieve biolog-

ical robustness despite functional differences.

Reprinted with permission from:

Merino-Salomón, A.*, Babl, L.* and Schwille, P. (2021). Self-organized protein pat-

terns: The MinCDE and ParABS systems. Current Opinion in Cell Biology, 72:106-115.

(Review)

Source online: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ceb.2021.07.001
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Self-organized protein patterns: The MinCDE and
ParABS systems
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Abstract
Self-organized protein patterns are of tremendous importance
for biological decision-making processes. Protein patterns have
been shown to identify the site of future cell division, establish
cell polarity, and organize faithful DNA segregation. Intriguingly,
several key concepts of pattern formation and regulation apply
to a variety of different protein systems. Herein, we explore
recent advances in the understanding of two prokaryotic
pattern-forming systems: the MinCDE system, positioning the
FtsZ ring precisely at the midcell, and the ParABS system,
distributing newly synthesized DNA along with the cell. Despite
differences in biological functionality, these two systems have
remarkably similar molecular components, mechanisms, and
strategies to achieve biological robustness.
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Introduction
Living entities depend on the continuous formation and
maintenance of structures and gradients. The spatio-
temporal symmetry breaks that these can be achieved

based on various levels, ranging from the formation of
concentration gradients in single cells up to multicel-
lular or organismic organization [1,2]. Protein gradients,
in particular, show interesting properties, pointing to
essential requirements for life-like systems. Several
well-studied examples of pattern-forming protein sys-
tems can be found in various model organisms. In yeast,
the Rho family GTPase Cdc42 plays a key role in polarity
induction and cytoskeletal organization [3], while the
organization and division of C. elegans are driven by the
PAR proteins [4]. Cell division, in particular, is often

guided by specifically oriented morphogenetic cues that
are, in fact, concentration gradients of proteins reflecting
on the cell’s spatial features. Similarly, prokaryotes use
proteinpatterns andgradients to achieve thepositioningof
large-scale structures. Extensive research on theEscherichia
coli Min system has shown a dynamic gradient on the cell
membrane which achieves the precise positioning of the
division machinery to midcell [5,6]. In a similar manner,

the ParABS system forms patterns on the nucleoid and
thereby achieves faithful segregation of genetic material
[7]. A large number of quantitative biology and theoretical
biological physics approaches have been accompanying the
experimental investigations of pattern and gradient for-
mation throughout the history of modern cell biology, with
increasing success and predictive power [1,8e12]. How-
ever, elucidating the fundamental molecular features
supporting the emergence of self-organized patterns
generated by protein reaction-diffusion,actively regulated
by the cell through energy dissipation to maintain its out-

of-equilibrium state is still a formidable goal in biology.

The prokaryotic Min system has been extensively
studied, and the mechanisms of pattern formation and
regulation are thought to be well understood [5].
However, recent advances have revealed not only new
surprising discoveries on pattern formation, linking the
biochemical reaction-diffusion mechanisms to biophys-
ical phenomena, such as active directional transport on
membranes induced by MinCDE, but also the role of
charge-dependent effects, such as liquid condensate

formation, in the ParABS system. Intriguingly, these
new insights point toward important differences in the
molecular mechanisms of pattern formation, despite
several conceptual and molecular similarities of the Min
and Par systems. Thus, in this study, we focus particu-
larly on a comparison between pattern-forming mecha-
nisms of these prokaryotic systems, highlighting the
general importance of the Min and the Par system as
models for understanding biological self-organization
mechanistically from first principles (see Figure 1).

The MinCDE system
The Min protein system constitutes a spatiotemporal
regulatory mechanism for positioning the division ma-
chinery in E.coli [13]. Min proteins self-organize after a
reaction-diffusion mechanism forming a protein con-
centration gradient that allows the assembly of the
divisome only at midcell (Figure 2A and B).
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Briefly, the P-Loop ATPase MinD dimerizes in an ATP-
dependent fashion, enhancing its membrane affinity and
binding to the plasma membrane in a cooperative manner
[14e16]. The MinD ATPase-activating protein MinE is
then recruited by a threshold concentration of membrane-

bound MinD, forming an asymmetric MinDE complex.
MinE stimulates theATPase activity ofMinD,which in turn
results inMinD’smonomerization anddetachment fromthe
membrane (Figure 2A) [14,17e20]. Thereby, MinDE pro-
teinsappear tomovealongthebacterialmembranethrougha
reaction-diffusion mechanism of membrane attachment-
detachment that generates pole-to-pole oscillations.

The third component of the Min system is MinC, which
is also recruited by membrane-bound MinD and inhibits
the assembly of the early division machinery on the

membrane [14,17]. MinC does not participate in the
reaction-diffusion mechanism, although it is displaced
by MinE during the MinDE oscillatory process. As a
result, MinC travels with the MinDE movement
generating a time-averagedMinC gradient that prevents
the assembly of the divisome at the cell poles, driving its
formation at the geometric cell center.

Despite its compositional simplicity, the actual interac-
tion mechanisms of MinDE self-organization on the

structural level are still far from being comprehensively
understood. However, a key feature underlying the Min
dynamics is the dimerization and cooperative self-
enhancement of MinD on the membrane after ATP
complexation (Figure 2C) [21,22]. Previous studies sug-

gested that membrane-41bound MinD dimers recruit
further proteins from solution, although the mechanism
has long been unknown [21,23]. However, a recent study
has determined the presence ofMinDeMinD interaction
interfaces distinct from the canonical dimerization site,
allowing the formation of higher-order oligomers [16].
The presence of multiple transient low-affinity in-
teractions gives rise to a dynamic oligomeric equilibrium
that leads to higher robustness needed for the MinDE
wave formation and propagation on the membrane [16].
Thus, the classical model of MinD monomeric/dimeric

state is now expanded to a dynamic scenario in which
MinD exists in a range of oligomeric states.

Interestingly, it has recently been found that Min pro-
teins can also regulate the localization of other periph-
eral membrane proteins without any specific molecular
interactions (Figure 2D) [24]. Cooperative self-
recruitment of MinD generates a mobile diffusion bar-
rier able to locally affect the membrane attachment and
detachment of proteins by binding site competition

Figure 1

Comparison of the cellular organization of the two pattern-forming protein systems MinCDE and ParABS. The MinCDE system positions the FtsZ ring
(purple) through negative feedback, while the ParABS system localizes cargo DNA through a positive feedback mechanism. The time-averaged gradients
of the systems display the differences of negative versus positive feedback. However, the molecular mechanisms of both systems are intriguingly similar.
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Figure 2

MinCDE system. (a) Scheme of the MinCDE reaction mechanism. (b) Min proteins drive the localization of the division machinery. Pole-to-pole oscil-
lations generate a time average protein gradient that inhibits the formation of the FtsZ ring at cellular poles. Min proteins form pole-to-pole oscillations
in vivo and dynamic waves (among other patterns) in vitro. Scale bar is 50 mm (Images adapted by permission from the study by Loose et al. [15], Wu et
al. [37]). (c) MinD shows a cooperative membrane binding forming oligomeric species on the membrane that favor its self-recruitment from the cytoplasm.
(d) MinDE proteins can regulate the localization of other membrane proteins without any specific molecular interaction by binding site competition and
repulsion. In vitro reconstitution of the MinDE system in supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) adding Membrane-bound streptavidin (restricted detachment from
the membrane, only lateral movement) and mCherry-mts (Lateral movement, exchange with cytoplasm). (Top) Scheme of the unspecific binding and
fluorescence intensity profiles. (middle) Representative time-lapse images and kymographs of MinDE oscillations, streptavidin and mCherry-mts counter-
oscillations. Scale bars 50 mm. (below) Reconstitution of those systems in cell-sized PDMS microcompartments, scheme of the experimental setup and
representative images of the time-lapse images. Scale bar 10 mm. Images and schemes adapted by permission from the study by Ramm et al. [24]. (e)
MinE can be dissected into four functional modules: ATPase stimulation, dimerization, conformational switch and membrane attachment. Representative
images of the MinDE system reconstituted in SLBs using minimal MinE modules. Scale bars 300 mm. Images adapted with permission from the study by
Glock et al. [29]. (f) Quasi-stationary patterns formed using MinDE proteins reconstituted in SLBs. Representative confocal images of patterns were
observed under different MinD-MinE protein ratios. Adapted with permission from the study by Glock et al. [44]. Scale bar 50 mm.
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[24,25]. Even more intriguingly, diffusible membrane
proteins unable to dissociate will be directionally
pushed by the traveling MinDE by repulsive and fric-
tional forces into large-scale gradients, described as
diffusiophoresis [26]. This mechanism may function as
an unspecific active transport system in bacteria and
might disclose new insights of possible additional roles
of the Min system inside the cell [27]. In particular, the

Min system may play a role in the chromosomal segre-
gation process by directly or indirectly driving the
localization of components involved in the process [28].
Even though more research has to be conducted on this
phenomenon, the unspecific transport of molecules is an
interesting feature that might be found in other self-
organizing systems able to generate protein gradients.

The second key molecule of the dynamic Min system,
MinE, has been the primary target of bottomeup
functionality engineering because of its small size.

MinE’s structure can be principally dissected into four
functional modules: ATPase stimulation of MinD,
dimerization, membrane binding and conformational
switch between a catalytically active and inactive form
[29](Figure 2E). MinE ATPase stimulation of MinD is
mediated by a short peptide [15,30] and its dimerization
has been found to be important to generate patterns
in vitro [31]. While the MinE membrane attachment
regulates the Min wave shape and dynamics in vitro
[32e34], its conformational switch enhances the
robustness of the pattern formation over different pro-

tein concentrations [35,36]. Curiously, Glock et al. have
reduced MinE to the minimum function of each
module, revealing the structure-function relationship
and the minimal requirements to form Min patterns
in vitro (Figure 2E) [29]. The minimal peptide of MinE
required to stimulate MinD ATPase activity is not able
to generate patterns, although its combination to either
of the two protein motifs for membrane attachment or
dimerization results in MinDE patterns with different
dynamics [29]. Importantly, these modular features may
be replaced by artificial units of similar function. This
has recently been demonstrated by fusing the catalytic

MinE peptide to minimal dimerizing motifs, such as
short complementary nucleic acid strands, the DNA-
peptide hybrids resulting in clear pattern formation
[31]. The combination of different functional modules
enriches the capacity of MinE to modulate the MinDE
dynamics, affecting the outcome of the reaction-
diffusion system, and highlighting the structural plas-
ticity of MinE.

New insights about the Min system have been possible
thanks to a remarkable improvement of its in vitro
reconstitution in recent years, which have revealed a
rich variety of different dynamics [5,8]. Besides trav-
eling waves, several patterns can be found mostly driven
by differential protein densities [32]. Interestingly,
other factors such as geometry or bulk-to-surface ratio of

the chambers are found critical for the MinDE oscilla-
tory features [37e39]. Min proteins adapt their behavior
and pattern formation under different geometries,
highlighting the high plasticity of the system [40]. At
the same time, 3D confinement into lipid vesicles and
other transformable membrane structures revealed the
Min proteins’ capacity to affect the physical properties
of the membrane and actually induce mechanical forces

[41e43]. Furthermore, a recent study has observed the
formation of quasi-stationary patterns that assemble
into a variety of shapes reminiscent of ‘Turing patterns’
depending on the protein concentration and MinD/
MinE ratio [10e12,44] (Figure 2F). In those patterns,
Min proteins are in constant exchange with the mem-
brane, although the patterns appear to be arrested in
space once they are established [44]. To our knowledge,
they represent the first reconstitution of dynamic
Turing-like patterns by a biological reaction-diffusion
system, an interesting discovery for the self-organized

systems [1,9,12].

To sum up, improvements in the understanding of the
cooperative membrane binding of MinD and detailed
MinE structure-function relationships have shed light
on the dynamics of the Min system. Formation of quasi-
stationary patterns and new and unexpected Min fea-
tures and functionalities, such as non-specific active
transport of membrane proteins or mechanical mem-
brane transformations, suggest interesting secondary
roles of the system in the cellular context that may have

been lost or masked in the progress of evolution.

The ParABS system
Similar to the positioning of the division site, faithful
segregation of genetic material is a fundamental
requirement for functional cell division. Many bacteria
achieve this complex task using the so-called ParABS
system. Like for the Min protein system, the active, that
is, energy-dissipating core of the ParABS system is a P-
Loop ATPase, ParA. However, unlike the Min system
that operates via variable membrane affinity, the Par
system attaches to DNA as a template, achieving cargo

positioning by a DNA-binding protein (ParB) and a
DNA sequence (parS). But still, the proposed mecha-
nism of DNA segregation shows many parallels to the
MinCDE system: The P-Loop ATPase ParA dimerizes in
an ATP-dependent manner which increases non-specific
template d in this case, DNA-binding affinity, recruit-
ing the ParA dimers to the nucleoid. ParB dimers, bound
to parS marked cargo, interact with nucleoid-bound
ParA and stimulate the ParA-ATP hydrolysis rate. ATP
hydrolysis subsequently leads to ParA-DNA dissocia-
tion, which generates a ParA-gradient on the nucleoid.

This ParA-gradient is thought to cause the ParBS com-
plex to travel along with the formed patterns through a
still debated mechanism, separating the newly synthe-
sized DNA or plasmid cargo [45e47] (Figure 3A and B).
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The mechanisms of formation and regulation of the
ParBS complex are not yet fully understood, and
different models have been discussed. These models
can be categorized by their different modes of ParBe
ParB and ParBeDNA interactions. A one-dimensional
(1D) ParB binding to parS and either recruiting more
ParB through ParBeParB interactions [48] or sliding
along the DNA until a conformational switch modulates

ParB-DNA affinity [49] was used to explain the
spreading from parS sites found in ChIP-Seq data. Other
models assume a higher-order structure of the ParBS
complex. Herein, ParB initially binds parS and then
bridges DNA through interactions with non-specific

DNA and other ParB dimers bound to non-specific
DNA [50e52]. However, a more detailed structure of
the partition complex remains elusive.

An intriguing possible explanation on how the ParBS
complex is formed and regulated has been theoretically
proposed in the study by Broedersz et al. [50] and was
recently experimentally supported in vivo by Guilhas

et al. [60]. It involves the possibility of liquid conden-
sate formation, at present, very widely discussed phe-
nomenon in the cell biological context [53]. Single-
molecule imaging revealed that the ParBS complex is a
spherical and ParB-rich structure with lowered

Figure 3

ParABS liquid– liquid phase separation. (a) Mechanism of ParB mediated ParA displacement. (b) In vivo pattern of ParA (images adapted from the study
by Ringgaard et al. [71]) and ParBS positioning (Image adapted from the study by Guilhas et al. [60]). (c) FRAP and fusion of ParBS condensate adapted
from the study by Guilhas et al. [60]. (d) Phase diagram describes parameter space for demixing of homogenous solution into two distinct liquids. These
demixed liquids can have different biochemical and biophysical properties. (e) Potential lowering of ParB phase boundary and dependence of condensate
formation on parS. (f) Condensate wetting surfaces. (g) Potential cooperative displacement of ParA by a ParB condensate; (h) Properties of active
condensates (adapted from the study by Zwicker et al. [57], Zwicker et al. [64]).
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molecular mobility. Fluorescently tagged ParB was able
to diffuse between different ParBS clusters, and these
clusters were observed to fuse upon contact
(Figure 3C). Also, fluorescence recovery after photo-
bleaching indicates a mobile phase rather than a solid-
like structure. Taken together, these experiments
point toward a formation of the partition complex
through liquideliquid phase separation (LLPS).

LLPS has been shown to organize a wealth of biochem-
ical processes in eukaryotes, from pattern-forming P-
granules inC. elegans embryos to complex stress responses
[54,55]. More recently, a variety of bacterial proteins
involved in different biological functions have been
shown to undergo LLPS in vitro and in vivo [56].

LLPS is a highly cooperative molecular process. Upon
reaching a saturation concentration, a homogenous so-
lution is separated into two distinct phases. These

liquid phases usually differ in composition, dielectric
constant, and viscosity and are, therefore, thought to
provide a distinct chemical environment for certain
biological processes [53] (Figure 3D). They have even
been discussed in the context of constituting the first
potential compartmentation strategies in the evolution
of cells before the emergence of membranes from
amphipathic building blocks as defined boundaries [57].

Intriguingly, key properties of the ParBS complex could
be explained by liquideliquid phase separation. Nucleic

acids have been shown to organize many LLPS driven
processes and alter the biophysical properties of con-
densates [58,59]. ParB condensate formation depends
on the presence of at least one parS site [51,60], and
biophysical properties of ParB condensates could be
altered by parS as has been observed for other phase
separating systems [59]. ParB specifically binds to parS
sites, and therefore, local protein concentration at parS
sites is significantly enriched when compared to cyto-
plasmic concentrations. Thus, this would be a plausible
mechanism to spatially control the nucleation of ParBS
condensates (Figure 3E).

Recently, it was found that different ParB orthologs have
enzymatic CTPase activity, which is stimulated upon
parS binding [49,61,62]. The ParB CTPase activity was
shown to facilitate the reopening of closed ParB dimers
to unload ParB from non-specific DNA. Intriguingly,
mutations of the CTP binding pocket lead to a more
uniform distribution of ParB in cells, pointing toward a
regulatory mechanism of the energy dissipation in the
potential liquideliquid phase separation of the ParBS
complex [61].

ParB clusters are known to spread to non-parS sites
in vivo, but until recently in vitro reconstitution of this
spreading behavior was not possible. In the study by Soh
et al. [49], 1D spreading in vitro is achieved by addition

of CTP, which was shown to facilitate the formation of a
ring-like structure of ParB. However, ChIP-Seq data
points to more complex behavior in vivo with 3-
dimensional interactions within the ParBS cluster
[52,72]. LLPS of ParB offers an exciting mechanistic
explanation for these observations. Interactions of con-
densates with large surface structures can lead to a
wetting behavior, where the liquid phase spreads around

the original nucleation point, like a drop of water wets a
glass surface. Therefore, a ParB condensate could bridge
and condense surrounding non-specific DNA as
observed in vivo (Figure 3F).

Also, ParBeCTPase activity and its dependence on parS
presence could be another physiologically relevant rep-
resentation of the theoretically predicted ‘out-of-equi-
librium’ condensates [64]. The positioning of parS sites
within ParB condensates could, in this case, be
explained by the theoretical framework of active particle

behavior within condensates. Herein, the particle is
positioned precisely in the middle of a condensate
because of chemical fluxes originating at the particle
surface [64]. This theory was successfully applied to
eukaryotic centrosome formation through liquideliquid
phase separation [65] and could potentially be trans-
ferred to the bacterial ParBS complex, where parS
stimulates ParBeCTPase activity. It was recently argued
that ParB foci sizes do not scale with cell length, as
expected by equilibrium LLPS [66]. However, energy-
dissipating condensates can regulate size, shape, and

localization through kinetic rates of chemical reactions
[67] (Figure 3H).

Interactions of ParBS condensates with ParA could
answer some outstanding questions with regard to the
ParABS mechanism. All currently discussed diffusion
ratchet models assume a lag time after ParA displace-
ment where no rebinding is occurring [45e47]. This
could be achieved by partitioning of ParB-displaced ParA
monomer into the viscous ParBS condensate
(Figure 3D). Also, the ParBS condensate interface
constitutes a strong chemical gradient, and its interac-

tion with nucleoid-bound ParA dimers could lead to the
highly cooperative displacement of ParA, reminiscent of
the traveling wavefront of the MinCDE system as
discussed previously, generating higher chemical gradi-
ents and larger molecular forces to act on the ParBS
condensate (Figure 3G).

Taken together, the recently hypothesized concept of
the partition complex as a bacterial condensate offers
interesting insights and may help to explain pertinent
questions regarding the mechanisms of complex for-

mation, function, and interaction with ParA. The for-
mation of dynamic patterns through liquideliquid phase
separation has been shown for eukaryotic systems,
where protein gradients achieve the spatial positioning
of phase-separated P granules [54].
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Summary and perspectives
MinCDE and ParABS represent two pattern-forming
protein systems in bacteria that show remarkable simi-
larities at first glance (Table 1). The purpose of both
protein patterns is to provide a spatiotemporal cue for
cell division by the generation of a protein gradient on a
matrix. Their modular composition and mechanistic
details of the pattern-forming systems are remarkably
similar. The two systems use ATP-dependent dimer-
ization and subsequent binding to a matrix, that is,
dramatic reduction of their diffusional mobility, to
generate a uniform layer of protein-covered matrix. The

molecular antagonist of the matrix binding protein then
stimulates ATP hydrolysis and causes detachment of the
matrix-bound protein. Intriguingly, this ATP-operated
and thus, energy-dissipating switch of molecular
mobility and consequently, diffusional range of an
‘activator’ molecule, additionally classified by coopera-
tive binding to its matrix, is a biologically very
straightforward variant of the local self-amplification and
long-range inhibition, as originally proposed by Gierer
and Meinhard [68]. Herein, the long-range inhibition is
simply implemented by dramatically slowing down the

activator molecule d with respect to its inhibitor d
upon matrix binding. For the MinDE system, it has
already been demonstrated that MinD binding to the
membrane reduces the diffusion coefficient by at least
two orders of magnitude [15,19]. Similar to the change
of diffusion by MinD membrane binding, ParA mobility
is drastically reduced by three orders of magnitude upon
DNA binding [69]. To drive the speculations further,

also the transition of molecules into liquid condensates,
with their presumably increased viscosity and thereby
reduced diffusion, could be one way of fulfilling the
condition early formulated for pattern-forming systems
of symmetry breaking in diffusional mobility.

However, despite these conceptual similarities, the
detailed modes of assembly and the mechanisms of
transport in the two discussed bacterial systems appear
to be different. Moreover, while the MinCDE system
positions the divisome through negative feedback, the
ParABS system achieves positioning through positive
feedback. On a molecular scale, this difference is
obvious by the inhibition of FtsZ polymerization
through MinC on one hand and the direct interaction of

ParB with parS on the other hand. Both systems use
cooperativity to enhance the stability of the positioning,
however, different players show cooperative behavior.
MinD forms higher-order oligomers to ensure the
robustness of the MinCDE pattern [16], and the ParB
liquideliquid phase separation offers a mechanism to
buffer cellular noise through a cooperative process
[56,70].

To conclude, even though there seem to be some shared
conceptual motifs in the design of the two discussed
bacterial pattern-forming protein systems, a remarkably

similar composition, and conserved crucial details of the
molecular mechanism, their variations are remarkable
and intriguing. Both patterns forming systems make use
of different strategies to achieve cargo positioning and to

Table 1

Summary of similarities and differences of the MinCDE and ParABS systems.

MinCDE ParABS

Components MinD P-Loop ATPase Protein
Dimerization (ATP-dependent)
Membrane Attachment (ATP-dependent)
Cooperative Binding
Interaction with MinE and MinC

ParA P-Loop ATPase Protein
Dimerization (ATP-dependent)
DNA Attachment
(ATP-dependent)
Interaction with ParB

MinE Dimeric Protein
Membrane attachment
Conformational switch
MinD ATPase activating protein
Unclear mechanism of traveling
on the membrane

ParB Dimeric Protein
CTPase activity
DNA attachment
Conformational switch
ParA ATPase-activating protein
Unclear mechanism of traveling t
hrough the Nucleoid
Cooperative LLPS

MinC Dimeric Protein
Cargo of the system
Interaction with MinD
Inhibitor of Z-ring

parS DNA sequence
Cargo-tether of the system
Interaction with ParB

Matrix Plasma membrane DNA from Nucleoid
Cooperativity Oligomerization potential LLPS
Function Positioning of divisome by

negative feedback
Chromosomal Segregation

by positive feedback
Pattern
Formation

In vivo Pole-to-pole Oscillations Oscillations on the Nucleoid
In vitro High Variety (?)
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confer robustness. In better understanding these dif-
ferences, we hope to be able to significantly enrich our
conceptual toolkit for the bottom-up design of biological
structure and function. With respect to the physiological
understanding of the principles that govern self-
organized systems, their reconstitution in vitro in
recent studies has not only helped to shed light on the
common mechanisms of protein gradient formation but

also revealed functionalities that have neither been
observed nor hypothesized in the cellular context so far,
such as the ability of the MinDE system to directionally
transport membrane-attached molecules of mechani-
cally transform membranes. It seems, therefore, obvious
that in vitro reconstitution should ideally accompany any
mechanistic study in cell biology to enlarge our still far
too limited assortment of mechanistic hypotheses for
the fundamental functions of life.
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3.2 Publication P2

FtsZ reorganization facilitates deformation of giant

vesicles in microfluidic traps

Summary:

In this manuscript, we introduce a microfluidic device to trap and reversibly deform GUVs

into bacterial rod-shape. Non-geometrical vesicles are particularly desirable for reconsti-

tuting membrane shape- or curvature-dependent protein systems that request elongated

geometries. Using this microfluidic tool, we studied membrane-bound FtsZ, defining a

tension-dependent reorganization on the membrane, from filaments perpendicularly aligned

with the short GUV axis into dynamic rings that stabilize membrane protrusions after the

release from the device.

Reprinted with permission from:

Ganzinger K.*, Merino-Salomón, A.*, Garćıa-Soriano, D., Butterfield, N. A., Litschel,

T., Siedler, F. and Schwille, P. (2021). FtsZ Reorganization Facilitates Deformation of

Giant Vesicles in Microfluidic Traps. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2020, 59, 21372-21376.

Source online: https://doi.org/10.1002/anie.202001928
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Synthetic Biology

FtsZ Reorganization Facilitates Deformation of Giant Vesicles in
Microfluidic Traps**
Kristina A. Ganzinger+,* Adri�n Merino-Salom�n+, Daniela A. Garc�a-Soriano,
A. Nelson Butterfield, Thomas Litschel, Frank Siedler, and Petra Schwille*

Abstract: The geometry of reaction compartments can affect
the local outcome of interface-restricted reactions. Giant
unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) are commonly used to generate
cell-sized, membrane-bound reaction compartments, which
are, however, always spherical. Herein, we report the develop-
ment of a microfluidic chip to trap and reversibly deform
GUVs into cigar-like shapes. When trapping and elongating
GUVs that contain the primary protein of the bacterial Z ring,
FtsZ, we find that membrane-bound FtsZ filaments align
preferentially with the short GUV axis. When GUVs are
released from this confinement and membrane tension is
relaxed, FtsZ reorganizes reversibly from filaments into
dynamic rings that stabilize membrane protrusions; a process
that allows reversible GUV deformation. We conclude that
microfluidic traps are useful for manipulating both geometry
and tension of GUVs, and for investigating how both affect the
outcome of spatially-sensitive reactions inside them, such as
that of protein self-organization.

One hallmark of living entities is their ability to self-
organize into complex architectures, both on the level of cells
and tissues, with molecular gradients controlling cell polarity,
division, and the spatial dynamics of signaling.[1,2] Interest-
ingly, cell geometry itself can induce the required spatial
symmetry breaks in signaling activity.[3] In eukaryotes, cell
shape is controlled by both plasma membrane properties and
components of the membrane-proximal cytoskeleton, most
importantly the actin network.[4] Recently, bottom-up syn-

thetic biology has been increasingly able to reconstitute these
cellular phenomena in vitro, including spatially organized
processes such as cell division.[5, 6]

Reconstituting cell division in vitro represents a desirable,
albeit ambitious, goal towards the bottom-up construction of
an artificial cell.[7–9] Cell division involves the segregation of
chromosomes and other intracellular components, concluding
with cytokinesis, the physical splitting of the cell envelope. In
bacteria, cytokinesis requires constriction and fission of the
cell membrane as well as the peptidoglycan layer.[10] Cell
division in many bacteria involves the GTPase protein and
tubulin homologue FtsZ.[10] FtsZ polymerizes into a dynamic
ring-like structure at the division site (“Z-ring”), where it is
anchored to the membrane by adaptor proteins FtsA and
ZipA.[11–13] The Z-ring serves then as a platform to recruit
further divisome proteins.[7] The process of FtsZ assembly has
been reconstituted in vitro at supported lipid bilayers.[14] On
these, FtsZ spontaneously assembles into dynamic ring
structures, in which individual FtsZ filaments undergo
treadmilling to drive chiral ring rotations.[15] Reconstituting
FtsZ in spherical aqueous droplets in oil showed dynamic
FtsZ bundles, while studying FtsZ behavior inside rod-shaped
droplets was also attempted.[16] FtsZ behavior in membrane-
bound compartments (polymersomes or giant unilamellar
vesicles (GUVs)) has also been studied.[8, 17] However, bac-
teria are not spherical, and it is clear that cell shape has a great
impact on the boundary conditions of these processes.

In the present study, we therefore introduce a single-layer
microfluidic chip based on previous work[18,19] in which GUVs
can be reversibly deformed into cigar-like shapes by capturing
them between narrowing PDMS posts. After several itera-
tions (Figures S1–4), we found that the design shown in
Figure 1 was optimal for GUV capture and deformation
(Figure S1, design FS814): adjacent columns of traps (in 2
channels with 280 traps each) are vertically offset to maximize
GUV capture, and post spacing is step-wise reduced towards
the chip outlet, such that differently-sized GUVs are effi-
ciently captured. Since we were interested in reconstituting
elements of a synthetic cell division machinery in these
elongated GUVs, we also designed the traps to mimic the
“neck” of the division site (Figure 1 a). Each trap has multiple
indentations for stable GUV trapping, and a “stopper” to
prevent GUVs from escaping if they slip through the posts.
Since the constriction features are small with a high aspect
ratio (2 � 2 � 13 mm), we imaged both wafer using laser
scanning based profilometry (Figure S5) and PMDS mold
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) for quality control
(Figure 1b). To test how encapsulated FtsZ filaments respond
to compartment geometry, we made GUVs containing
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purified FtsZ-YFP-mts (henceforth referred to as FtsZ) in
polymerizing conditions. The membrane targeting sequence
(mts) included in the protein�s C-terminal domain circum-
vents the need for ZipA or FtsA by directly attaching FtsZ to

the membrane, and YFP allows direct visualization of FtsZ
polymerization.[15,20–22] Importantly, this construct has also
been shown to form functional Z-rings in vivo.[22] Using
a syringe pump to apply negative pressure from the outlet to
suck FtsZ-containing GUVs (FtsZ-GUVs) into the chip, we
were able to capture and trap GUVs for minutes (flow rates
5–10 mL h�1, Figure 1c). Some GUVs deformed from a spher-
ical to an elongated shape (Figure 1 c, white arrow), but most
trapped GUVs remained spherical. Using up to 50 times
higher flow rates, we succeeded in “squeezing” GUVs fully
into the trap funnels (Figure 1 d,e, bottom images). Interest-
ingly, compared to GUVs only containing FtsZ buffer
(control GUVs), FtsZ-GUVs deformed strongly and at
lower flow rates, but only if FtsZ was membrane-bound and
GTP was present (Figure 1 f, Figure S6a). This suggests that
FtsZ filament attachment and treadmilling at membranes
may affect spontaneous membrane curvature and hence
extent of vesicle deformation obtained under forces. When
we applied a mild osmotic deflation (14–23% increase in
buffer osmolarity), GUV deformation was greatly facilitated,
even more so in the presence of FtsZ (Figure 1 f). GUVs
assumed non-spherical shapes likely more readily as osmotic
deflation likely increased the membrane area-to-volume
ratio, although we could not reliably quantify GUV volumes
by confocal microscopy (see SI methods for further discus-
sion). After the initial deformation flow rates of 5 mL h�1 were
sufficient to keep GUVs stable in rod-like shapes and the
mean aspect ratio from � 1 for spherical GUVs changed to
6.7� 1.9 (Figure 1g). We were thus able to create GUVs with
a height of 13 mm and width of 7 mm (or 5 mm at the
constriction sites), corresponding to the trap dimensions,
and lengths up to � 50 mm depending on initial GUV size
(Figure S6b).

In elongated FtsZ-GUVs, FtsZ filaments aligned prefer-
entially perpendicular to the GUVs� long axis (Figure S7),
particularly at GUVs� necks (Figure 2 a,b). Releasing GUVs
from the traps by reversing flow direction, they reassumed
spherical shapes within a minute (Figure 2c,d, S8a). Strik-
ingly, this shape change was accompanied by FtsZ filament
reorganization: elongated FtsZ filaments re-polymerized into
ring-like structures (Figure 2d, i-ii). Although our image
resolution is insufficient to discern filament organization, the
dimensions make it likely that these structures correspond to
the dynamic rings previously described (see Figure S9 for
experiments under identical conditions to[23]). These ring-like
filaments formed in short cone-like membrane protrusions at
GUV surfaces, as soon as the mechanical membrane tension
was decreased upon isosmotic GUV release from the traps
(smec (shape change) =�70� 10 mNm�1; n(GUV) = 10, Fig-
ure 2e–f, Figure S8b; see SI for details on calculation of smec

from Figure S6 data). The change from filaments to rings was
also apparent from a shorter mean filament length (Fig-
ure 2g). Interestingly, we observed that osmotic deflation
instead of FtsZ-GUV trapping and elongation also induced
FtsZ-stabilized membrane protrusions (Figure S10a–c).
Taken together, these results suggest that lowering elastic
membrane tension, either by releasing external forces (GUV
release from traps) or by osmotic deflation, both lead to FtsZ
reorganization and FtsZ-driven membrane shape changes.

Figure 1. Design of microfluidic GUV traps. a) Schematic depiction of
chip design, zooming in on the trap features. All dimensions in mm.
b) SEM image of PDMS mold as a quality control step showing clean
trap features. c) Brightfield and fluorescent microscopy composite
image showing traps and trapped GUVs (containing FtsZ-YFP-mts,
green and DOPE-ATTO655 in the membrane, red). Scale bars for (b,c)
are 100 mm. d) Schematic depiction and confocal images of trapped
(top) and deformed (bottom) FtsZ-GUVs (GUVs containing FtsZ-YFP-
mts, green) and e) GUVs containing FtsZ buffer (control, DOPE-
ATTO655 in membrane, red). Scale bars are 10 mm. f) Maximum
deformation of FtsZ- or control GUVs before and after osmotic
deflation. g) GUV aspect ratios before and after squeezing. Box plots
in (f,g) denote median in red, interquartile range as blue box, the 2.7s

(99.3%) confidence interval as whiskers and outliers with a red cross.
n(GUVs) >10 from >4 independent experiments.
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Importantly, higher solute concentrations alone, as expected
for osmotically deflated GUVs, did not result in increased
FtsZ-stabilized membrane protrusions, but even at higher
solute concentrations, FtsZ-protrusions could still be reliably
induced by osmotic deflation (Figure S10d).[23] We also note
that elastic membrane tension only affects membrane-bound
FtsZ, as for GUVs containing FtsZ without a membrane
targeting sequence (FtsZ wt) FtsZ organization was unaf-
fected by osmotic deflation (Figure S11a). In contrast to the
short cone-like protrusions observed for FtsZ-GUVs, we
observed that in control GUVs, the excess membrane area
upon reobtaining spherical shapes was stored by the forma-
tion of longer and percolated membrane tubules, as previ-
ously described (Figure 2h, white arrows). Similar tubules
were also observed when relaxing mechanically-tensioned
GUVs containing FtsZ wt, confirming that FtsZ needs to be
membrane-bound to affect GUV membrane shapes (Fig-
ure S11b). In summary, our data suggest that FtsZ filaments
reorganize on low-tension membranes into ring-like struc-
tures at membrane regions of higher curvature (“cones”),
possibly driven by an intrinsic preference of membrane-
bound FtsZ for higher membrane curvature.

With membrane area being “stored” in membrane
protrusions (cones), we tested whether these structures
could act as membrane area reservoirs to facilitate deforma-
tion of GUVs into aspherical shapes, analogously to applying
an osmotic shock before deforming GUVs. When we pushed
FtsZ-GUVs with membrane protrusions back into the traps

after a first (osmotically facilitated) deformation cycle, we
observed that deformation was now indeed fully reversible
under isosmotic conditions, merely by changing flow direction
(Figure 3a, S12). Again, GUV shape changes were accom-
panied by FtsZ filament reorganization: in a few minutes,
rings gave way to elongated filaments as protrusions were re-
incorporated into the membranes of elongated GUVs (Fig-
ure 3a, i-iii, S8, Movie 1). While almost all FtsZ-GUVs
repeatedly deformed, the majority of control GUVs did not
(success rate of individual attempt � 90 % for FtsZ-GUVs
versus < 50 % for all controls, Figure 3b). In addition, more
deformation cycles could be achieved, on average, for FtsZ-
GUVs (up to 5, mean of 2.5 versus < 2 for all controls,
Figure S13a). Even when control GUVs could be successfully
deformed, higher flow rates were required for shorter vesicle
deformation compared to FtsZ-GUVs (Figure 3c, S13b).
Taken together, our data suggest that membrane-bound
FtsZ filament reorganization facilitates GUV membrane
shape changes. This facilitation required FtsZ to cycle
between different polymerization states (rings and filaments)
in an energy-dependent (i.e. GTP-dependent) process
depending on overall membrane tension, allowing to rever-
sibly store excess membrane area (Figure 3 d).

In summary, we have designed microfluidic traps for
deforming GUVs with constriction sites mimicking the
indentation of a division furrow and at mean aspect ratios
close to that of rod-like bacterial shapes. Fanalista et al. have
also developed microfluidic traps to deform water-in-oil

Figure 2. GUV deformation affects FtsZ filament alignment and filaments reorganize as constraints on GUV shape are released. a) Confocal
images of trapped FtsZ-GUVs (FtsZ in green, top), the same image overlaid with automatically traced filaments (red, bottom) and DIC image
(right). Neck region marked with yellow box (manually defined from brightfield image). Scale bar is 10 mm. b) Relative enrichment of filaments at
angles a with the GUV axis at GUV necks; n(filaments) >245. c) Mean relaxation times for FtsZ reorganization. Error bars are s.d. d,h) Confocal
images of the equatorial plane of a trapped and reversibly elongated FtsZ-GUV (d, i-ii, top) or a control GUV (h, i-ii, top, membrane labelled with
DOPE-ATTO655) and corresponding DIC images (d,h, bottom). The scale bar is 10 mm. e) Close-up images of FtsZ reorganization, from left to
right: confocal images of FtsZ-GUVs (FtsZ, green; DOPE-ATTO655, red) and corresponding DIC images. Elongated GUV (top) and the same GUV
after isosmotic release from the trap, having reassumed a spherical shape (bottom). Scale bars are 5 mm. f) Membrane protrusions are filled with
FtsZ. (FtsZ, green; DOPE-ATTO655, red) Scale bar is 10 mm. g) Distribution of filament lengths in FtsZ-GUVs. n is the number of filaments
analyzed. For all experiments, n(GUVs) >12 from >4 independent experiments.
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droplets to spheroid-like shapes.[24] In contrast to our obser-
vations, they reported FtsZ alignment along the long axis of
deformed droplets.[24] In their experiments, however, FtsZ is
not membrane-anchored which likely explains the discrep-
ancy. In principle, our microfluidic chip can deform many
GUVs in parallel. In practice, we studied single GUVs at
a time to resolve the GUVs� responses at maximal temporal
resolution. However, the large number of traps was still
advantageous to select specific GUVs (e.g. those encapsulat-
ing FtsZ) from a heterogeneous population.

Using these traps to deform FtsZ-GUVs, we show that
imposing a rod-like geometry with a central membrane neck
is sufficient to align FtsZ filaments along the short axis,
preferentially at the neck location, mimicking FtsZ assembly
into the Z-ring at the division site in live bacteria. This is in
agreement with previous results for elongated lipid-bilayer
coated containers or liposomes.[14, 25, 26] When rod-shaped

GUVs were released from the traps, GUVs relaxed back
into a spherical shape with a lower surface/volume ratio. As
expected, the concomitant excess of membrane area led to the
formation of membrane tubules in absence of FtsZ. However,
FtsZ-GUVs showed highly-curved membranes in form of
cone-like, FtsZ-filled membrane protrusions as filaments
reorganized into ring-like structures, independently of GUV
size. Low membrane tension has been shown to play an
important role for FtsZ filaments to induce membrane shape
changes:[27] FtsZ reorganization similar to that observed by us
has also been shown on deflated vesicles decorated with FtsZ
on the outside.[23]

Interestingly, changes in membrane and filament organ-
ization were fully reversible: repeated GUV trapping and
release cycled FtsZ-GUVs between (1) a state of tense GUV
membranes, with elongated FtsZ filaments and macroscopi-
cally smooth membrane surfaces, and (2) a state of relaxed
GUV membranes, with GUV membranes showing protru-
sions stabilized by ring-like FtsZ filaments (see Movie 2 and
3).[23] In contrast, shape changes in control GUVs required
increasingly higher forces and/or repeated osmotic deflation.
Therefore, we conclude that FtsZ on its own is able to not only
actively influence membrane shapes, but also facilitates
externally-induced changes by conserving and releasing
excess membrane area (in an energy-dependent process).
Our results suggest that FtsZ organization into ring-like
filaments and FtsZ-driven membrane deformation may only
occur as membrane tension is decreased during the division
process (e.g. by de novo membrane synthesis), and that this
could contribute to controlling the timing of cell division
machinery assembly and thus cytokinesis. Reorganized FtsZ
filaments may then also constrict lipid membranes, generating
forces by GTP-fueled treadmilling.[28,29]

Overall, we present this microfluidic device as a platform
for studying the effect of compartment geometry and
membrane tension on processes reconstituted in and on the
membrane of GUV-based minimal cells. In future experi-
ments, these membrane tension changes could be measured
quantitatively using tension-sensitive dyes or by quantifying
the hydrodynamic forces in our microfluidic devices.[30]

Beyond GUVs, our traps could also be used to deform
vesicle-like membranes derived from cells, such as sphero-
blasts[31] and giant plasma membrane-derived vesicles.[32, 33]

Likewise, it will be interesting to study compartment geom-
etry effects on other processes, such as MreB, the Min
reaction-diffusion system, or the cell-polarity inducing Cdc42
system.[34, 35] With the increasing capacity to create artificial,
minimal cells, for example, by encapsulation of cell-free
expression systems,[36] a device such as the one presented
herein will be useful for studying how compartment geometry
affects the behavior of increasingly complex molecular net-
works.
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Material and Methods 

 

Chemicals 

All reagents used in this work were from Sigma-Aldrich. Lipid compositions were prepared with 
DOPG (1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3 phosphoglycerol, Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc.), EggPC (L-α-
phosphatidylcholine (Egg, Chicken), Avanti Polar Lipids. Inc.), DOPC (1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine, Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc.) and DOPE-ATTO655 (ATTO-tec).  

Microfluidic device fabrication 

The microfluidic vesicle trap squeezer devices were fabricated from PDMS using rapid prototyping 
and standard soft lithography techniques. The geometry was inspired by the traps we used in a 
previous study[1], but here extended the trapping structure along the flow axis with a narrow 
squeezing channel containing evenly spaced indentations, and added a larger entrance funnel to 
increase GUV capture efficiency (Figure S1). We found it advantageous to design device channels 
with a high density of traps, which have progressively narrower funnels and squeezing channels 
towards the outlet. 

Wafer fabrication and coating. Master moulds of 13µm height were produced on a 4-inch silicon 
wafer (University Wafer) using SU-8 3010 (Microchem corp.) according to the manufacturer’s data 
sheet and developed in PGMEA (process parameters were optimized by direct laser writing 
(uPG101, Heidelberg Instruments, Germany) as described in Figure S2 to S4). Due to the small 
size of the PDMS features to be released from the mould, fluorophilic coating with Cytop was used 
routinely prior to the hard-baking step. In brief, 250 µL of a 1:10 dilution of Cytop CTL-809M in 
CTSOLV180 (Asahi Glass Co. Ltd., Japan) was dispensed on the SU-8 features and excess 
removed by spinning at 4000rpm for 1min. The coated wafer was then hard-baked for 30min at 
180°C on a hot-plate and then allowed to cool down to room temperature slowly by turning off the 
heating. Quality control of the final SU-8 molds was done by laser profilometry (VKX1100, 
Keyence, Japan; Figure S5).  

PDMS moulding. A 10:1 mixture of PDMS base and curing agent (Sylgart 184, Dow Corning) was 
homogenized and degased simultaneously for 2min using a Thinky Planetary Vacuum Mixer (ARV-
310, Thinky Corp., Japan) and subsequently poured to about 4mm height onto the master in a 
petri-dish. After curing over-night in an oven at 75°C the PDMS was peeled off the wafer and cut 
to size. Fluid ports were then punched with a 3 mm and 0.75 mm diameter biopsy puncher (World-
Precision-Instuments) for the reservoir and outlet, respectively. For quality control, images of 
PDMS chips were taken by Scanning Electron Microscopy (Mira3, Tescan) using sputter coated 
samples (1.5nm Pd/Pt, Cressington 208HR). In brief, samples were sputter coated with 
platinum/palladium on a high-resolution automatic sputter coater (Cressington 208HR) at 20 mA 
and 0.1mbar Ar for 3x 20s. Thickness of the applied coatings was measured with a build-in 
thickness controller to be 2.0 nm. Coated surfaces were viewed using a TESCAN MIRA3 FESEM 
operating at an accelerating voltage of 10 kV in SE mode. The microchannels of chips with well-
resolved structures were then sealed by plasma bonding them onto glass cover slips (24 × 32 mm, 
thickness 1.5, VWR) using oxygen plasma (15 s at 0.3mbar, 50% power, model ZEPTO, Diener 
electronic, Germany) and baking them for 15–30 min at 75 °C on a hot-plate. 
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Preparation of FtsZ-containing GUVs 

Giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) were prepared using a water-in-oil (w/o) emulsion transfer 
method.[2] The lipid-oil-suspension was made by first drying lipid films from lipids dissolved in 
chloroform (Uvasol): L-α-phosphatidylcholine (Egg, Chicken; EggPC) and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phospho-(1'-rac-glycerol (DOPG) in a ratio of 80:20 mol % (both Avanti Lipids), adding 0.02 or 
0.07 mol % of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DOPE)-ATTO655 (ATTO-TEC) to 
label the lipid membrane. For this, the chloroform was evaporated from the lipid mixture by placed 
in a desiccator connected to a vacuum pump for >1h. The phospholipid-oil suspension was 
prepared by dissolving the lipid film in mineral oil (M5904, Sigma Aldrich) and sonicating the 
suspension for 30 min, reaching a homogeneous suspension with 0.5 mg/mL as final lipid 
concentration. GUVs were prepared by adding 15 µl of inner buffer into 500 µl phospholipid oil 
suspension pipetting carefully up and down to create a homogeneous emulsion. This emulsion 
was deposited over a lipid monolayer previously formed for >1h between 500 µl of phospholipid-
oil suspension and 500 µl of the outer buffer in 2 ml Eppendorf tubes. The mixture was centrifuged 
for 10 min at 100 rcf to deposit the GUVs at the bottom of the tube. GUVs were collected and 
added into the inlet reservoir of the microfluidic chip or into microtitre plates for visualization.  

Inner solution of FtsZ samples was prepared by diluting purified FtsZ-YFP-mts[3] to a final 
concentration of 2 µM in its buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl, 125 mM KCl, 6.25mM MgCl2 pH 7.5) and 
adding 20% iodixanol (OptiPrep™, Sigma Aldrich) to increase the density of the encapsulated 
solution, in order to improve the vesicle yield obtained.[4] FtsZ samples were encapsulated in the 
polymeric form by adding 2 mM GTP and previously described GTP regeneration system (RS) to 
prolong the polymerised FtsZ lifetime[5]. Control FtsZ without GTP was prepared without the 
presence of the regeneration system. In all experiments, the outer and inner buffer solutions were 
the same but an additional 180 mM glucose was added to the outer solution to match the 
osmolarity of the inner solution (~480 mOsm/kg) (measured with Fiske Micro-Osmometer Model 
210).  
Samples containing FtsZ wt were prepared by diluting FtsZ wt to a final concentration of 2 µM 
including 0.8 µM FtsZ-wt-Alexa 488 as a fluorescent tracer. Both proteins were cordially provided 
by German Rivas’ laboratory, purified and labelled as described.[5] (We note similar results were 
obtained using 1.65 µM, 1.4mM GTP and 2mM MgCl2 as in reference [6](Figure S9). Experiments 
using GUVs with higher concentrated content were made by proportionally increasing all inner 
buffer components (including FtsZ, GTP regeneration system and iodixanol) by 20% or 50%. 
Glucose content of both outer solutions were also increased to match the osmolarities of the inner 
and outer buffers (620 mOsm/kg and 740 mOsm/kg for 20% and 50% respectively). Control GUVs 
without FtsZ were prepared using FtsZ buffer adding 160 mM glucose and 20% iodixanol to match 
the osmolarity of FtsZ-GUVs so the outer buffer was identical in all conditions.  

We note that the yield of FtsZ-containing GUVs of desired sizes (10-20µm diameter) was variable 
even under identical experimental conditions, and that not all GUVs showed FtsZ filaments at the 
GUV membranes, likely due to variations in the final FtsZ concentration inside the vesicles. A high 
degree of variation in both vesicle content and yield is commonly observed for GUVs made by 
emulsion transfer. As we trapped many GUVs in our microfluidic device, we could focus our 
studies on those GUVs that initially showed visible FtsZ filaments when trapped and imaged by 
confocal microscopy. 
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Handling of microfluidic device and experimental setup 

Microfluidic devices were passivated to prevent vesicle rupture upon contact with the walls by 
adding 20 µL of pluronic F-127 (Sigma Aldrich) at 10-50 mg/mL in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 
in the inlet reservoir and centrifuging at 800 rcf for 10 min. The remaining pluronic was removed 
and cleaned with outer buffer. After passivation, the microfluidic devices were loaded with 
approximately 40 µl volume of vesicles in the inlet reservoir. A syringe joined to a pump system 
(neMESYS base 120 with neMESYS 290N, cetoni, Germany) and filled with 250 µl of ~60% 
ethanol was connected to the outlet of the device, avoiding any air in between the device and the 
syringe. Negative flow was applied at a rate of approximately 5-10 µl/h to draw the vesicle solution 
and reagents through the fluid channels during the experiments. After 10-20 min, a high number 
of vesicles were collected in the microfluidic traps. To deform the GUVs, we osmotically deflated 
them by replacing the buffer solution in the inlet reservoir with fresh buffer with a higher osmolarity. 
Some buffer exchanges with progressively higher osmolarity were sometimes necessary to induce 
vesicle deformation. Osmolarity was not increased more than 10-15% at a time to avoid vesicle 
rupture. Once the vesicles were partially deformed, the flow rate was progressively increased to 
introduce the GUVs completely into the trap, deforming them slowly. To move the vesicles out of 
the traps (and back in again, this time keeping osmolarity constant), the flow rate was usually 
changed within a range of ±15-20 µL/h for FtsZ experiments, although this flow rate range was 
increased depending on the conditions we tested. Our pump set up does not allow to calculate 
the forces exerted by the fluid flow on the vesicles inside the chip. 

 

Experiments with FtsZ GUVs in the absence of trapping 
FtsZ vesicles were deposited in a microtite plate for imaging (Greiner Bio-One, 364-well glass 
bottom SensoPlate™) previously passivated by 1 min of plasma cleaning (air plasma; model 
MiniFlecto®, Plasma Technology, Germany) and followed by a 30 min incubation with 10 mg/mL 
pluronic F-127 to avoid vesicle rupture. The plate was incubated tilted at ~45˚C for 10 min to favour 
vesicle accumulation in one of the borders improving thus their visualization. Vesicle deflation was 
then induced by replacing most of the buffer solution with fresh buffer with a higher osmolarity. 
For experiments with FtsZ GUVs, the osmotic difference varies from ~480 mOsm/kg in its initial 
buffer to ~560 mOsm/kg in the higher osmotic buffer, while for higher concentrated FtsZ vesicles, 
the osmolarity varies from ~620 to ~740 mOsm/kg in vesicles with 20% increased content and 
from ~740 to ~840 mOsm/kg for vesicles with 50% higher concentrated content. “Undetermined” 
category shown in Figure S9 includes vesicles with no protein in the membrane (depolymerized) 
and GUVs with no obvious filament or ring structures but showing protein binding to the 
membranes (likely meaning that the protein is polymerized in filaments smaller than the resolution 
of our confocal imaging (<1µm)). 

 

Microscopy setup 

All the experimental data were recorded with an LSM 780 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss, 
Germany) equipped with a C-Apochromat, 40x/1.2 W objective. Fluorescence emission was 
detected by using laser excitation at 488 nm for YFP (FtsZ experiments) and Alexa 488 (FtsZ-wt 
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experiments), while 633 nm was used for Atto655. All the experiments were conducted at room 
temperature. 
 

Image analysis 

All image data was manually prepared for visualisation using ImageJ[7]. Image data was further 
analysed using ImageJ[7], either manually or using ImageJ plugins, or by MATLAB scripts as 
described in the following section. 

Vesicle deformation (Figures 1f,g; 3b,c; S6; S12) was quantified using ImageJ by fitting an ellipse 
to the vesicle through the ATTO 655 laser channel. Aspect ratios in deformed or partially deformed 
vesicles were analysed by using the major and minor axis of the ellipses fitted in vesicles under 
different osmotic conditions and flow rates. Excel and MATLAB (2014/18b, The MathWorks; 
Statistics Toolbox) were used for plotting and descriptive statistics. For Figures 3b,c and S12a, the 
threshold for counting a GUV as successfully deformed was a deformation ratio of 0.7, which 
corresponds the mean value achieved for FtsZ-GUVs after an initial osmotic deflation. 

Quantification of the volume change before and after osmotic shock was attempted but 
measurement scatter was very large, due to GUVs movement during z-stack acquisition, and as 
volume change was small this error was to large to allow us to discriminate volumes size before 
and after osmotic shock with confocal microscopy. 

For Figure 2, filament angles were calculated using first the RidgeDetection plug-in from ImageJ 
(https://zenodo.org/badge/latestdoi/18649/thorstenwagner/ij-ridgedetection) that is based on the 
ridge / line detection algorithm by Steger.[8] The settings used were: line width ‘1.5’, high Contrast 
‘300’, low contrast ‘100’ and method for overlap resolution: ‘slope’. The coordinates for the traced 
filaments were then exported to MATLAB via the ImageJ ROI tool for further automated analysis. 
We (1) calculated filament angles with respect to the GUV axis (Figure S7) and assigned whether 
they were positioned in the ‘neck’ region of the elongated GUV or not (Figure 2b; this region was 
manually defined around trap feature using the bright field image) and (2) analysed filament 
lengths and plotted the distribution of filament lengths for trapped (elongated) and released 
(spherical) vesicles (Figure 2g). Calculation of relaxation times (Figure 2c; S8a) was done 
manually by counting frames between trapping/releasing GUVs and complete resolution of FtsZ 
filaments or rings/protrusions.  

Filament and ring detection in experiments with non-trapped vesicles (Figure S9) was done by 
collecting Z-stacks images from different positions selected in a tile image of the whole sample 
well. Z-stack spacing 2 µm was selected to optimize the vesicle visualization. The same procedure 
is repeated after the addition of the higher osmolarity fresh buffer to deflate the vesicles. Addition 
of new buffer involves a vesicle movement that makes difficult to track single vesicle state before 
and after the osmotic change. Filament and Ring detection was done manually using ImageJ. 
Further data analysis was done using MATLAB and Excel. 

 

Estimate of mechanical membrane tension upon iso-osmotic GUV release from geometric 
confinement (microfluidic traps) from microscopy data 

To infer the change in membrane tension that a GUV experiences as it is iso-osmotically released 
from the traps, we determine the GUV shape transformation upon trapping from our microscopy 
data and hence extrapolate the new GUV’s surface area for elongated GUVs. In the absence of 
external forces or constraints (i.e. after release from the traps), a GUV membrane aims to attain 
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a new optimal area 𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 for its now spherical shape, which corresponds to the optimal packing of 
its molecules. The membrane thus experiences a mechanical tension, σ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, when its original area 
𝐴𝐴 deviates from this new optimal area 𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜.This mechanical tension can be expressed as[9] 

σ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝐴𝐴) =  𝐾𝐾𝐴𝐴
𝐴𝐴−𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

  with K𝐴𝐴  being on the order of  200mN
m

 for lipid bilayers.[10] 

Measuring the length and height of the deformed vesicles (Figure S6) and assuming a cylindrical 
shape, we obtain AC and VC of the cylinder. Then we can calculate the surface area AS upon 
reassuming a spherical shape (at constant volume VC=VS). With 𝐴𝐴−𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
= 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆−𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶

𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶
: 

σ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(A𝑆𝑆) = −70 ± 10
mN
m

;  𝑛𝑛(𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺) = 10 
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Figure S1. Evolution of microfluidic designs. To trap and squeeze GUVs in a microfluidic 
environment funnel like structures with various features were designed and tested. Structures are 
named by Experiment-ID. The central idea in the beginning was to capture GUVs in a funnel and 
then, by carefully rising the flow, to squeeze them past the subsequent neck. Indentations were 
intended to mimic the naturally occurring constriction site that is a part of cell division. Finally, the 
addition of stoppers was tested to prevent GUVs from escaping the traps too early. 

In FS800 indentations were too small to be reproduced sufficiently precise and they did not induce 
a clear indentation of membranes of trapped GUVs. With FS801, a stopper was found to be 
necessary but the overall design showed already a reliable performance, and therefore all 
necessary exposure optimizations were done with this design. For some bigger GUVs, however, 
the relatively short neck section was a problem. Our preferred design was finally found with FS814, 
which was used in combination with a stopper for all experiments reported in this work. The 
prototype FS821 with a double funnel to facilitate back and forth shifting of GUVs and a slight 
narrowing of the central channel was not found to show any advantages.  
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Figure S2. Optimization of Exposure Parameters. To find the best set of parameters for rapid 
prototyping via direct laser writing, a 7x10 array of test structures comprising the most delicate 
structural features was exposed on a 4 inch silicon wafer. Parameters varied were focus setting 
(y-direction; arbitrary units) and energy attenuation (x-direction; % of 10mW). For unique 
identification positions in the array are numbered from bottom to top and right to left as indicated 
by cyan numbers. Results of height measurements by laser profilometry are indicated in red.  
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Figure S3. Light-microscopic inspection of the test array from Fig.S2. For all positions, 
images were taken from the same part of the test structure at constant microscopic settings. This 
overview is best suited to narrow down the parameter space to useful values. Close-ups indicating 
the subsequent decision making process are shown in Fig.S4 
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Figure S4. Optical inspection of the test structures from the array (Fig. S3) by light 
microscopy. In the course of the experiment, exposure energy and focus correction were varied 
as indicated on the top and left. Position numbers correspond to the ones given in the overview 
(Fig.S3). Areas important for quality judgement are marked by white arrows. Changing focus 
correction from negative values to zero (pos15 -> pos17) reduces unwanted reflections on the 
wafer surface (solid arrow) at the expense of sharpness (dashed arrow). Shifting focus correction 
even further to the positive (pos19) shows clearly a blurring of the structure. 

A similar effect can be observed for the energy setting: Too high energy settings lead to reflections 
at the bottom and therefore cure resist in unwanted regions (pos37), whereas too low energy 
settings produce too soft and therefore undefined structures (pos7). In both directions, the best 
compromise appeared to be in pos17. Starting from these settings, the best parameter set for 
production could be estimated and tested (resist: SU8-3010, 13um height; laser writer: Heidelberg 
Instruments uPG101, 2mm writing head, energy 67% of 10mW, defoc +2). Scale bar 20µm.  
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Figure S5. Quality control of final SU8 mold. The exact 3D structure of the final mold (FS814) 
was determined using laser profilometry (Keyence VKX1100). In the landscape representation 
(left), the smooth surface on the top and the intended steepness of the shoulders is visible. Height 
measurements on the 3D dataset can be done at any location (right).  
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Figure S6 Maximum deformation of FtsZ- or control GUVs before osmotic deflation and 
determination of GUV aspect ratios after trapping and osmotic shock. a) Deformation of 
FtsZ- or control GUVs before osmotic deflation. Additional controls for Fig. 1f; data for GUVs with 
FtsZ-mts and without FtsZ is plotted again for comparison and identical to that of Fig. 1f. Additional 
controls are FtsZ-wt without membrane targeting sequence (mts) and with FtsZ without GTP in 
the buffer (no dynamic FtsZ polymerisation). b) The aspect ratio of trapped GUVs was manually 
determined in ImageJ at GUV mid plane; x and y axis length (input for the y/x ratio plotted in Fig. 
1F). Box plot denotes median in red, interquartile range as blue box, the 2.7σ (99.3%) confidence 
interval as whiskers and outliers as red dots. n(GUVs) = 10.  
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Figure S7 Orthogonal FtsZ filament alignment to the long axis in elongated GUVs. 
Elongation and indentation of GUVs containing FtsZ filaments leads to filament alignment 
orthogonal to the long axis at the GUV neck. Distribution of filament angles α for all filaments 
observed in maximum intensity projections of elongated GUVs. Angles were calculated as 
described in the methods section. 
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Figure S8 Upon membrane deflation (release from geometric confinement to spherical 
shape), FtsZ reorganises into dynamic rings that result in membrane protrusions. a) 
relaxation times for filament to ring transitions as observed by confocal microscopy of GUVs that 
were pushed out (filament -> rings) or into (rings -> filaments) traps. b) Confocal and 
corresponding bright field microscopy images of GUVs containing membrane-bound FtsZ 
filaments (green); example for elongated filaments observed in an untrapped GUV and ring-like 
filaments observed in a GUV after release from the trap, having assumed a spherical shape again. 
Note that the membrane shows protrusions after FtsZ filaments have rearranged into dynamic 
rings (bottom DIC image, white arrow) that are absent in the presence of long filaments (top DIC 
image, white arrow). Osmolarity was not changed in this experiment. 
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Figure S9 Different buffer conditions does not affect the behaviour of FtsZ. Slightly different 
buffer and protein conditions previously used in reference [6] were tested, showing that FtsZ is 
able to form membrane protrusions and filaments under this condition (1.65 µM FtsZ-YFP-mts and 
1.4 mM GTP in buffer 125 mM KCl, 25 mM Tris-HCl, 2 mM MgCl2), in agreement with results in 
our working buffer. Confocal images of a trapped and elongated FtsZ GUV into our microfluidic 
device. Images of FtsZ-YFP-mts (Green) at the bottom (left), and equatorial plane of the lipid 
vesicle.  
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Figure S10 Osmotic deflation alone favours FtsZ reorganization into dynamic rings. a) 
confocal and corresponding bright field microscopy images of non-trapped GUVs in a microtitre 
plate after an osmotic shock; some GUVs with FtsZ show membrane protrusions (white arrows, 
bright field image) with ring-like FtsZ filaments (white arrows, green). Scale bar is 10 µm. b) 
Maximum intensity projection of a GUV with elongated FtsZ filaments (top) and rings (bottom). 
Scale bars are 5 µm. c) Quantification of GUV populations (FtsZ) showing FtsZ organisation 
(filaments, rings, undetermined) before or after osmotic deflation. These results show that a mild 
deflation of FtsZ GUVs is enough to lead FtsZ filament reorganisation into dynamic rings when 
GUV membranes are not concomitantly tensioned by the microfluidic traps. Box plots denote 
median in red, interquartile range as blue box, the 2.7σ (99.3%) confidence interval as whiskers 
and outliers as red dots. d) Quantification of GUV populations showing FtsZ filament organisation 
(filaments, rings, undetermined) before or after osmotic deflation for GUVs made with our standard 
buffer conditions and GUVs made with buffers of higher concentrations of buffering components 
and FtsZ. Note that higher salts/FtsZ concentrations alone do not favour ring formation unless 
GUVs are osmotically deflated. Data are from >3 independent experiments and >100 GUVs per 
condition.     
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Figure S11 Membrane attachment of FtsZ is required to shape GUV membranes (into cone-
like membrane spikes) upon relaxation from mechanically tensioned shapes or upon 
osmotic deflation. a) confocal and corresponding bright field microscopy images of non-trapped 
GUVs in a microtitre plate after an osmotic shock, GUVs with FtsZ-wt without membrane targeting 
sequence (mts) show no FtsZ-stabilised membrane protrusions after osmotic deflation b) Confocal 
images of the equatorial plane of an elongated (trapped) GUV (top row) and the same GUV after 
isosmotic release from the trap (bottom row), having reassumed a spherical shape. GUV contains 
FtsZ-wt without membrane targeting sequence (left, FtsZ wt-Alexa 488, green; middle, membrane 
labelled with DOPE-ATTO655; right, corresponding DIC images). Scale bar are 10 µm. Data is 
representative of GUVs from 12 independent experiments. 
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Figure S12 Reversible elongation and relaxation of FtsZ GUVs leads to transitions between 
FtsZ rings and long filaments. a) Schematic depiction of experiment. FtsZ forms elongated 
filaments in rod-shaped (tense) vesicles while FtsZ rings are formed when the vesicle is relaxed 
back to its spherical shape; b) confocal images of the equatorial plane of a trapped and elongated 
GUV showing FtsZ filaments (top), traced filaments (middle) and GUV membrane (bottom); FtsZ 
is shown in green. Trap outline is marked (white dotted line). c,d,e) transition of the same GUV 
between spherical c) and e) and elongated d) shapes purely by manipulation of flow rates and 
direction. Flow range was -15 to +10 ul/h and osmolarity was kept constant. Data is representative 
of GUVs from 12 independent experiments. The scale bar is 10 µm 
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Figure S13 GUVs with a membrane-bound, dynamically polymerising FtsZ cytoskeleton 
can be deformed more often and more strongly under the same conditions (osmolarities, 
flow rates). a) Maximum number of deformations achieved for individual GUVs by repeated 
trapping for GUVs containing FtsZ or control GUVs without FtsZ (red), with FtsZ-wt without 
membrane targeting sequence (- mts, purple) and with FtsZ without GTP in the buffer (no dynamic 
FtsZ polymerisation, yellow).  Stem plot shows # of deformations achieved for a single GUV; the 
value for the mean # deformations for each experimental condition is plotted as a horizontal line 
(colour coded). b) Cumulative probability of GUV deformation ratio achieved by trapping FtsZ or 
control GUVs without FtsZ (red), with FtsZ-wt without membrane targeting sequence (- mts, 
purple) and with FtsZ without GTP in the buffer (no dynamic FtsZ polymerisation, yellow). All 
osmolarities >480 mOsm/kg (internal osmolarity). 
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Movie legends 

 

Movie 1 FtsZ-GUV can be reversibly elongated and relaxed into spherical shape. The movie 
shows the filament/ring transitions and formation of membrane protrusions generated by FtsZ 
rings. Osmolarity of the surrounding buffer remains unchanged. Green and red channel 
correspond to FtsZ-YFP-mts and lipid membrane (DOPE-ATTO 655), respectively. For the video, 
several confocal movies (played back at 80x) were stitched together. Therefore, time intervals are 
not constant throughout the entire videos as we do not know the precise time interval between 
individual videos.  

Movie 2 FtsZ-GUV can be deformed into rod- or cigar- shapes using the microfluidic devices. The 
movie shows reversible squeezing and elongation of a FtsZ-GUV by controlling the flow rate in 
the device microchannels. Osmolarity of the surrounding buffer remains unchanged. Green 
channel corresponds to FtsZ-YFP-mts while red channel corresponds to lipid membrane (DOPE-
ATTO 655). For the video, several confocal movies (played back at 70x) were stitched together. 
Therefore, time intervals are not constant throughout the entire videos as we do not know the 
precise time interval between individual videos. 

 

Movie 3 Continuous time-lapse of reversible FtsZ-GUV deformations in microfluidic devices. The 
flow rate used in this video varies from -20 µl/h to +5 µl/h to push in and out the vesicle. Reversible 
transition between FtsZ filaments and rings can be observed. Green and red channel correspond 
to FtsZ-YFP-mts and lipid membrane (DOPE-ATTO 655), respectively. Two first digits of the time 
counter represent minutes while the last two correspond to seconds (the movie is played back at 
150x). 
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3.3 Publication P3

FtsZ induces membrane deformations via torsional stress

upon GTP hydrolysis

Summary:

In this manuscript, we investigate the mechanism behind FtsZ’s force constriction in bac-

terial cell division. FtsZ forms the FtsZ ring and has two known features: self-organizing

into treadmilling vortices and shape deformation of flexible liposomes. We employed an

assay using soft lipid tubes pulled from FtsZ-decorated giant lipid vesicles and we observe

that FtsZ filaments actively compress the tubes into spring-like structures. We could es-

timate the directional forces exerted by FtsZ to be in the pN range, sufficient to induce

membrane budding and constriction on lipid vesicles and wall-less E. coli cells. The forces

are believed to result from torsional stress in a GTPase-dependent manner.

Reprinted with permission from:

Ramirez-Diaz, D. A., Merino-Salomón, A., Meyer, F., Heymann, M., Rivas, G., Bramkamp,

M. and Schwille, P. (2021). FtsZ induces membrane deformations via torsional stress upon

GTP hydrolysis. Nature Communications 12, 3310.

Source online: https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-021-23387-3
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ARTICLE

FtsZ induces membrane deformations via torsional
stress upon GTP hydrolysis
Diego A. Ramirez-Diaz1,2, Adrián Merino-Salomón1,3, Fabian Meyer4, Michael Heymann 1,5, Germán Rivas6,

Marc Bramkamp 4 & Petra Schwille 1✉

FtsZ is a key component in bacterial cell division, being the primary protein of the presumably

contractile Z ring. In vivo and in vitro, it shows two distinctive features that could so far,

however, not be mechanistically linked: self-organization into directionally treadmilling vor-

tices on solid supported membranes, and shape deformation of flexible liposomes. In cells,

circumferential treadmilling of FtsZ was shown to recruit septum-building enzymes, but an

active force production remains elusive. To gain mechanistic understanding of FtsZ depen-

dent membrane deformations and constriction, we design an in vitro assay based on soft lipid

tubes pulled from FtsZ decorated giant lipid vesicles (GUVs) by optical tweezers. FtsZ

filaments actively transform these tubes into spring-like structures, where GTPase activity

promotes spring compression. Operating the optical tweezers in lateral vibration mode and

assigning spring constants to FtsZ coated tubes, the directional forces that FtsZ-YFP-mts

rings exert upon GTP hydrolysis can be estimated to be in the pN range. They are sufficient to

induce membrane budding with constricting necks on both, giant vesicles and E.coli cells

devoid of their cell walls. We hypothesize that these forces result from torsional stress in a

GTPase activity dependent manner.
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In biology, fundamental mechanical processes, such as cell
division, require an intricate space-time coordination of
respective functional elements. However, how these elements,

mostly proteins, can self-organize to exert forces driving large-
scale transformations is poorly understood. In several organisms,
ring-like cytoskeletal elements appear upon cytokinesis; for
instance, the FtsZ-based contractile Z ring in bacteria. Ring-like
FtsZ structures have previously been shown to deform liposome
membranes1,2. When reconstituted on flat membranes, FtsZ self-
assembles into treadmilling vortices with conserved direction3,4.
In vivo, FtsZ shows circumferential but bidirectional treadmilling
that is assumed to serve as a pacemaker guiding peptidoglycan
synthesis around the septum5,6. In vivo5,6 and in vitro3 experi-
ments have suggested that the emergence of FtsZ treadmilling
phenomenon is intimately related to its GTPase activity.

Despite of these exciting findings, it is not clear how exactly
FtsZ treadmilling filaments may at all contribute to the physical
process of constriction7,8. The challenge is twofold: (i) to deter-
mine the forces that are actually required to divide a bacterial cell
with its much more complex architecture than a membrane shell,
and (ii) to formulate the exact mechanism by which forces on
membranes could at all be exerted by FtsZ treadmilling filaments.
For instance, considering the mechanical bearing related to
internal turgor pressure (~MPa), models have suggested that FtsZ
forces in the range of 8–80 pN would be required for
constriction9. In contrast, it has been proposed that turgor
pressure need not be considered, due to the possibility of same

osmolarity between periplasm and cytoplasm10. For this case,
very low FtsZ forces in the range of 0.35–2.45 pN could exert
membrane deformations leading to constriction10. In conclusion,
in vivo and in vitro experimental approaches addressing those
two major questions are needed to gain deeper understanding in
cell division in bacteria. While (i) can only be addressed by
extensive in vivo studies and may remain a notorious challenge in
bacterial cell biology for many years, (ii) is more readily accessible
by state-of-the-art biophysics on in vitro reconstituted systems,
aiming at elucidating the mechanistic features of FtsZ as a
membrane-deforming polymer.

Regardless of whether or not FtsZ is the major force con-
tributor in cell division, it remains a fundamental question
whether forces can be associated to GTP consumption and
whether there is a structural connection to the emergence of
treadmilling. And if so, how this force could be transmitted to
constrict the membrane. To approach these questions, we intro-
duced an experimental strategy to produce cylindrical membrane
geometries mimicking rod-like bacterial shapes, by pulling soft
lipid tubes from deflated giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) using
optical tweezers. Our aim is to quantitatively elucidate the phy-
sical principles underlying membrane deformations induced by
dynamic FtsZ rings and the scale of delivered forces. These par-
ticular principles are key to understand the nature of FtsZ
membrane deformations in vitro and in vivo.

Results and discussion
Based on our recent study3, we externally added FtsZ-YFP-mts to
GUVs made of E. coli lipid extract. Conditions to obtain ring-like
structures were determined by tuning GTP and Mg+2 (Fig. 1a).
Since no clear deformations were observed for tensed vesicles
(Fig. 1a), we designed a two-side open chamber allowing for slow
water evaporation to obtain deflated and deformable GUVs. After
20–30 min, we evidenced that rings were inducing inwards cone
structures emerging from the membrane surface, indicative of
drilling-like inward forces (Fig. 1b). Motivated by this specific
geometry, we designed PDMS microstructures mimicking such
inward cones (Figs. 1c and S1A). After coating these with sup-
ported lipid bilayer (SLB) and triggering protein polymerization,
we observed individual filaments/bundles to wrap the cone in a
dynamic fashion resembling a vortex (Fig. 1d) (Supplementary
Movie S1). We noticed that the dynamic vortices rotate both
clockwise and anticlockwise (Fig. 1e), indicating that preferential
directionality observed on flat SLBs is absent in conical geometry.
Rotational velocities were estimated around 43 nm=s; showing
relatively good agreement with our previous results on flat sur-
faces (34 nm=s)3.

To quantitatively characterize the impact of FtsZ on soft tub-
ular geometries, we developed a method based on optical twee-
zers. Contrary to prior approaches using micropipettes11, we
pulled soft tubules from weakly surface-attached GUVs (Fig. 2a)
by moving the GUVs relative to an optically trapped bead. Lipid
tubes with mean diameter of ca. 0.47 μm (Fig. S2A) were now
pulled from deflated GUVs decorated with ring-like FtsZ struc-
tures and inward-conical deformations (Supplementary Movie
S2). Given the mobility of FtsZ rings and filaments over the GUV
surface, protein from the vesicle started entering the tube
immediately after pulling. After 175 s, helical tube shapes were
clearly observed (Fig. 2b), indicative of dynamic coiling (Sup-
plementary Movie S3). As more protein entered the tube, the
spring-like structure became compressed (Fig. 2b, 500 s). These
helical tube deformations can be rationalized by twisting of an
elastic rod subjected to constant tensile force (Fig. 3f). Similar to
the experiment in Fig. 1d, filaments grew toward (clockwise) and
away from (counterclockwise) the tip of the tube. If filament
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Fig. 1 Bidirectional FtsZ treadmilling rings yield directional screw-like
lipid membrane deformations. a FtsZ-YFP-mts ring structures externally
decorating GUVs (scale bar= 10 µm). b After GUV deflation, inwards
conical deformations emerged from FtsZ rings (GUVs: N > 20) (scale bar
= 5 µm). c Inspired by deformations in (b), we designed a PDMS
microstructure with inwards conical geometry covered with a supported
lipid bilayer (SLB). The imaging plane was chosen to have a cross-section of
1–2-µm diameter (scale bar= 5 µm). d Inside cones, FtsZ-YFP-mts self-
assembled into dynamic vortices (Supplementary Movie S1) (scale bar=
5 µm). e A representative kymograph (N > 3) showed negative and
positive slopes indicating the presence of clockwise and anticlockwise
directions.
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growth imposes torsion, the counter-growing filament will gen-
erate torsion in the opposite direction. The importance of bidir-
ectional filament growth can be understood using a shoelace
analogy: opposite torque should be exerted on both ends of the
shoelace to observe a helical deformation. If one end is loose, the
opposite end will only rotate accordingly (sliding).

Since spring-like deformations were observed with a FtsZ
protein chimera that binds autonomously to membrane (FtsZ-
YFP-mts), we attempted to confirm whether this phenomenology
is intrinsic to the FtsZ polymer and not due to chimera artifacts,
e.g., induced by the membrane targeting sequence. Based on the
reconstitution of treadmilling dynamic rings on flat membranes
using the E. coli FtsZ natural anchor ZipA12, we aimed to
establish appropriate conditions for WT-FtsZ rings externally
decorating GUVs using ZipA. First, as a control, ZipA-decorated
vesicles were examined under deflation conditions, and none of
them showed inwards deformations (N= 14, Fig. S2B). In addi-
tion, we pulled lipid tubes with only ZipA and none showed any
relevant deformation over time (N= 10, Fig. S2B). Only after
adding wild-type FtsZ, we obtained rings and inward deforma-
tions (Fig. 2b). We then pulled tubes from these vesicles and
observed helical transformations (Fig. 2c) (N= 3 out of 18 pulled
tubes), indicating that FtsZ polymer and not its membrane
attachment (in this case ZipA) caused this effect. Interestingly,
FtsZ+ZipA (as well as FtsZ-YFP-mts) displayed in plectonic/
supercoiled regions (Figs. 2c and S1E) as further indicative of
torsion over the lipid tube.

After having established that the spring-like membrane trans-
formations do not result from membrane anchors only, we

needed to explore the active role of the GTPase activity. To
investigate the role of GTP hydrolysis for the spring-like defor-
mations, we reconstituted FtsZ-YFP-mts*[T108A], a mutant with
low GTPase activity3. This mutant self-assembles into rings at
similar times (comparable polymerization rates) with respect to
FtsZ-YFP-mts but lacks dynamic treadmilling3. Once recon-
stituted here on soft vesicle surfaces, FtsZ-YFP-mts*[T108A]
rings (Fig. S1B) also induce cone-like deformations (Fig. S1C) as
well as helical deformations, after 300 s, in lipid tubes (Fig. 3b).
The pitch of these helices, however, remained unaffected
(λ > 3 μm) at longer times (900 s, Supplementary Movie S4). In
contrast, helices decorated with GTP-active FtsZ-YFP-mts
(Fig. 3a) underwent compression to a pitch of λ ~1.5 μm
already before 300 s. By plotting the arclength of the spring
against FtsZ density on the tubes in Fig. 3a, b as a function of time
(Fig. S2D), we clearly observed a greater membrane-deforming
activity for FtsZ-YFP-mts (Fig. 3c). The timescale of deformations
likely depends on the amount of protein on the tube. Thus, since
the initial amount of protein on the tubes varies among inde-
pendent experiments, further statistical analysis was performed in
steady state.

Since the deflation of individual GUVs could fluctuate, we also
tested whether compression could be biased by GUV membrane
tension and protein density over the tube. The tube diameter d
represented our observable for membrane tension according to

the relation d ¼
ffiffiffiffi

2κ
σ

q

, where κ denotes the lipid bending modulus
and σ the membrane tension11,13. The lower the membrane
tension by deflation, the larger the tube diameter. Therefore, we
plotted the mean pitch vs. tube diameter (Fig. 3d), considering
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Fig. 2 Inwards FtsZ-induced conical deformations are geometrically equivalent to spring-like deformations on a tubular surface. a To characterize the
protein structures forming the cone-like deformations, we stretched the deformed vesicle membrane into a tubular geometry. Large and soft lipid tubes
were pulled from weakly surface-attached GUVs by moving the GUVs relative to an optically trapped bead. b A representative time acquisition shows that
FtsZ-YFP-mts entered the tube promoting coiling as a function of time (N= 12). Clustering of protein toward the tip correlates with a spring-like shape.
Green and magenta corresponds to fluorescence signal of FtsZ-YFP-mts and lipid, respectively. c To rule out that artificial attachment of the FtsZ-YFP-mts
is responsible of the helical transformation, we reconstituted wild-type FtsZ anchored to the membrane via ZipA. When wild-type FtsZ was added to ZipA-
decorated vesicles, rings were self-assembled causing inwards cone-like deformations (N= 74) such as in the case of FtsZ-YFP-mts. d After pulling
lipid tubes, similar helical deformations and supercoiled regions were observed confirming that torsion is related to the FtsZ core of the polymer (N= 3
out of 18 pulled tubes). Fluorescence signal of wt-FtsZ-Alexa 488 is shown in green while siZipA remains unlabeled and lipids are shown in magenta.
(Scale bar= 2 µm).
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also the amount of protein (Fig. 3d—insert). Although there was a
mild correlation between pitch and diameter (Fig. 3d) for FtsZ-
YFP-mts (N= 12), the mean pitch was consistently longer for (N
= 10) FtsZ-YFP-mts*[T108A] (Fig. 3d) in the case of tubes with
comparable or higher protein density (Fig. 3c—insert). To better
visualize the impact of GTPase activity, we plotted the pitch
distribution for both proteins: the GTPase activity contributed to
a decrease of pitch (Fig. 3e) as clear indicative of spring com-
pression. Interestingly, both distributions can be reasonably
considered to be bimodal. We suggest that this might indicate two
states of torsion: a structural intrinsic torsion (longer pitch) that
is further enhanced (shorter pitch) via GTPase activity (Fig. 3f).
Note that FtsZ-YFP-mts*[T108A] exhibits residual GTPase
activity, driving some compression and potentially explaining the
bimodality of this distribution.

To assess mechanical properties of FtsZ-YFP-mts-induced spring-
like structures, we implemented an alternative approach based on
the elastic response of the GUV+ tube system to a specific dynamic
input. Using a piezoelectric stage, we induced a lateral oscillation of
the GUV position (A= 3 μm, f= 1Hz) and recorded forces by the
optical trap (Supplementary Movie S5). We here measured the
resistive force of the material per micrometer (k-spring constant).
The stiffer the material, the higher force detected by the optical trap.
To calculate the amplitude of the signal at 1 Hz, the signal was Fast
Fourier-transformed, as depicted in Fig. 4b, where the magenta line
refers to the pure lipid tube and the green line to FtsZ. The pure
lipid contribution (N= 11) yielded values between 0.15 and 0.59
pN/μm (Fig. 4d), while values between 0.23 and 1.52 pN/μm
(Fig. 4d) were obtained for FtsZ. Although forces were recorded for
tubes fully covered with FtsZ (Fig. 4a); for some vesicles, the lipid
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Fig. 3 GTPase activity in FtsZ filaments promote spring compression and condensation. Time-lapse acquisition of lipid tubes covered by a FtsZ-YFP-mts
(N= 12) and b FtsZ-YFP-mts*[T108A] (N= 10). Both proteins promote helical deformations with the difference that GTPase activity induces compression
(λ ~1.6 µm) of initially longer pitch (λ > 3 µm). FtsZ-YFP-mts is shown in green while lipids are shown in magenta (scale bar= 2 µm). c Tube deformation
(arclength) in (a, b) against FtsZ-YFP-mts (green circles) and FtsZ-YFP-mts*[T108A] (gray circles) tube density, as function of time (Fig. 2SD), evidenced
that GTPase activity caused greater tube deformation. d To rule out that compression was biased by the deflation state, we plotted tube diameter vs. mean
pitch for FtsZ-YFP-mts (N= 12) (green) and FtsZ-YFP-mts*[T108A] (N= 10) (gray) in steady state. Despite of higher tube densities (arbitrary units) for
FtsZ-YFP-mts*[T108A] as shown in (d—insert), the mean pitch for no GTPase case is longer at comparable tube diameters. eWe observed two clear pitch
states for FtsZ-YFP-mts (light green bars/green line) and FtsZ-YFP-mts*[T108A] (gray bars/magenta line) with a clear dominance of longer pitch for the
mutant without GTPase activity. f Helical deformations can be understood by twisting an elastic rod subjected to constant force. We postulate that FtsZ
has an intrinsic torsion that is enhanced by GTPase activity, driving further compression. Intrinsic FtsZ torsion rules long-pitch transformations (λ > 3 µm)
while GTP enhances further torsion causing higher pitch states (λ < 2 µm).
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response still dominated the spring constant measurement, meaning
that some FtsZ data points lie in the lipid range (dashed magenta
lines, Fig. 4d). This means that for some vesicles, the oscillation
amplitude was not sufficient to fully unfold the membrane excess,
and then the force induced by FtsZ range falls into the lipid con-
tribution. For others, the membrane is completely unfolded, and in
this case, we are able pick up the resistive contribution from FtsZ
itself. Thus, FtsZ data points overlapping the lipid contribution were
discarded for further analysis.

Interestingly, in our GUVs in vitro assays (also encapsulated
rings, see Fig. 5d), we observed that discernible FtsZ-YFP-mts
rings appeared to be of fairly similar size and brightness (Fig. S2E,
with N= 412 analyzed rings). To estimate the range of forces that
these ring units could exert in our particular assays, we took
advantage of the fact that some ring-decorated vesicles flattened
on the glass surface (Fig. 4b) allowing precise imaging of single
rings on the surface using the same conditions as in the FtsZ
coated tubes. Although the absolute number of monomers or fila-
ments within the treadmilling ring units is unknown, the actuation
of these ring-associated filaments shaped the lipid tube into a spring
by exerting forces that are proportional to the here measured spring
constant. Then, by knowing the spring constant, the oscillation
amplitude, and the number of rings, we estimate that each ring unit
exerts forces in the range of 1 pN (Fig. 4d—insert). In addition, one
can estimate the dependence of this force on GTPase activity by
using the pitch difference in Fig. 3e (4λ ~2 μm), the average for the
k-spring constant (kFtsZþlipid � 0:9 pN/μm), and the number of
rings-per-μm (~1 ring). A force of ~0:9 pN suggests a significant
contribution in the total ring-unit force resulting from GTPase
activity. Note that these force estimations did not exclude an
intrinsic lipid contribution.

The validity of our k-spring measurements can be evaluated by
assuming the persistence length of FtsZ filaments. Previously, we

had inferred that FtsZ-YFP-mts rings on SLB are made of fila-
mentous structures of ~0.39-μm length in an average3. Assuming
a persistence length as 0.39 μm, FtsZ filaments would exhibit a
flexural rigidity K ¼ 1:59 ´ 10�27Nm2 (K ¼ lpkBT

14) that agrees
well with previous experimental reports15. Based on this, we
could assess the Young’s modulus of FtsZ filaments: EFtsZ ¼
51:8MPa: (K ¼ EI, where I ¼ πr4=4, the area moment of inertia,
r ¼ 2:5 nm16). On the other hand, the Young’s modulus E of a
spring is related to the spring constant through E ¼ ðkl0Þ=S, where k
denotes the spring constant, l0 is the spring initial length, and S the
cross-section. By considering two independent hollow cylinders, one
made of lipid bilayers (lipid bilayer thickness: ~5 nm) and one made
of FtsZ-YFP-mts (one FtsZ monomer diameter: ~5 nm), the ratio
l0=S was fairly constant in our tube experiments, and therefore the
relationship EFtsZ=El ¼ ðkFtsZ=klÞ is reasonably valid. To calculate
kFtsZ
kl
, we here considered raw averages for distributions shown in

Fig. 4d and subtracted the lipid contribution in the case of FtsZ:
kl ¼ 0:34 pN/μm and kFtsZ ¼ 0:59 pN/μm. Then, the ratio kFtsZ

kl
¼

1:72 showed good agreement compared to EFtsZ
El

¼ 2:26 assuming
El ¼ 22:9MPa (lipids with bending¼ 20kbT)

17,18. This confirmed
that our force measurements corresponded well with previous
flexural rigidity values for FtsZ fibers. In addition, our data provide
further evidence that FtsZ filaments are softer than other cytoske-
leton proteins such as microtubules (K � 10�23) or actin
(K � 10�26)19,20.

The helical nature of FtsZ and its torsional dynamics have been
experimentally observed21,22; however, its relation to a potential
mechanism of actively deforming membranes has not yet been
clearly established. According to our observations, the helical
membrane transformation caused in this study by FtsZ filaments
can best be understood by assuming Darboux torque around the
lipid tube. Darboux torques are tangential torques caused by a local
mismatch between the plane defined by the filament curvature and
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the membrane attachment direction23. This twisting angle along
the one filament is key to produce torque. A molecular dynamics
study showed that dynamin, a helical endocytic constriction pro-
tein, required twisting of the “adhesive-stripe” to achieve full
membrane hemifusion23. In the case of FtsZ, molecular dynamics
studies have predicted an angle of “twisting” along the c-terminus,
where membrane attachment occurs24,25. Also, Fierling et al. have
theoretically studied membrane deformations produced by fila-
ments inducing torques26. Strikingly, they found inward vortex-like
deformations from flat surfaces and spring-like shapes when fila-
ments wrapped around a tubular geometry26. These predictions
agree remarkably well with our observations.

So far, we had investigated an inverse geometry, i.e., FtsZ added
from the outside, as compared to the physiological case. Now, we
also reconstituted FtsZ-YFP-mts and FtsZ-YFP-mts*[T108A]

inside GUVs (Fig. 5a). Conditions to obtain ring-like structures
(Fig. 5b) or filaments wrapping the vesicle (Fig. S1D) were again
found by tuning GTP and Mg+2. Interestingly, the diameters of
FtsZ-YFP-mts*[T108A] rings were significantly larger (0.89 μm)
than FtsZ-YFP-mts (0.44 μm) (Fig. 5d). This difference was not
observed in the case of SLBs3, suggesting that enclosure and
deformability of the lipid surface affect the steady state of FtsZ
assembly. In addition, the wide size distribution in the low
GTPase mutant case (Fig. 5d) might indicate that polymers were
more flexible to accommodate a larger variety of curvatures.
Strikingly, both FtsZ mutants could create outwards deformations
emerging from rings (Fig. 5e). But only in the case of FtsZ-YFP-
mts, there was clear evidence of ring constriction (Fig. 5e) in
agreement with previous reports1. Indeed, 80% (N= 21/26)
vesicles showed outwards deformations and constriction
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necks simultaneously; in contrast to 26% for FtsZ-YFP-mts*
[T108A].

In view of this data, we suggest that FtsZ ring formation creates
outwards out-of-plane forces on deflated GUVs due to filament
structure and polarity (Fig. 5f). However, FtsZ filaments only
exhibiting structural torsion (low GTPase activity) are unable to
stabilize smaller diameters in agreement with long-pitch spring
deformations in lipid tubes. In contrast, upon GTP hydrolysis,
FtsZ filaments drive constriction and condensation inside deflated
GUVs in a similar way to how the same GTPase activity drives
spring compression in a tubular geometry when the protein is
externally added. This establishes an interesting similarity
between FtsZ and dynamin, a motor protein well-known for
torsional and contractile features in which GTP hydrolysis trig-
gers a super-constricted state leading to fragmentation and
clustering27,28. This similarity let us to hypothesize an alternative
explanation for the emergence of FtsZ treadmilling and indicate a
possible connection to force generation. While the leading-edge
of the filament grows, a significant increase in the torsional stress
over the trailing edge of the filament (due to GTP hydrolysis)
drastically deforms the membrane, which in turn imposes a
mechanical strain on the FtsZ filament. This strain would be
highest in the membrane region between two filaments growing
against each other (Fig. 5g), promoting fragmentation and
bidirectional treadmilling. This also suggests that the physical
properties of the membrane (e.g., membrane tension) plays a role
in the emergence of FtsZ dynamic-treadmilling patterns.

Although it has been pointed out that these mechanistic studies
on FtsZ in controlled membrane environments may not easily be
transferred to the situation in vivo, it is tempting to evaluate the
ability of FtsZ-YFP-mts construct to deform and actuate lipid
membranes in a more physiological setting. Therefore, E. coli cells
were transformed with a plasmid containing the corresponding
gene under control of an inducible promoter. Upon IPTG
induction, FtsZ-YFP-mts fluorescence signals in the cells were
observed. The FtsZ-YFP-mts construct localizes in several ring-
like structures around midcell (Fig. 6a). Multiple Z-ring struc-
tures were observed, due to the overexpression of the FtsZ-YFP-
mts protein. A 3D-reconstruction reveals that these FtsZ assem-
blies are indeed ring structures that resemble those formed by
native FtsZ rings at the division site (Fig. 6b). Importantly,
without addition of inductor, no FtsZ-YFP-mts structures were
observed (Fig. 6a). Since FtsZ-driven membrane deformations
could not be observed in tensed GUVs (Fig. 5), we reasoned that
they were even less likely to appear in walled bacteria with turgor
pressure. Therefore, cells were treated with lysozyme to create E.
coli spheroplasts in osmoprotective media. Cells expressing the
FtsZ fusion protein were highly fragile and prone to lysis. We
therefore started microscopic analyses before all cells have con-
verted to spheroplasts (Fig. 6a). Importantly, vesicular structures
budding out from spheroplasted cells were observed (Fig. 6a,
arrows). These vesicular structures were not observed in control
cells lacking the FtsZ-YFP-mts expression, indicating that they
are a consequence of protein overproduction. However, in the
MBL medium, the occurrence of FtsZ-YFP-mts budding was low
(Fig. 6a). In contrast, similar lysozyme treatment in sucrose-
buffer showed cells with (i) small outwards deformations (irre-
gular surface) that correlate with a regions higher protein density
and (ii) swelled cells with clear vesiculation (Fig. 6c and Sup-
plementary Movie S6). A membrane stain confirmed that areas
with strong FtsZ fusion protein assemblies displayed lipid
membrane budding (Fig. S3) and constriction necks. Although
the presence of cells with irregular surfaces (small outwards
deformations), single and multiple vesiculation was not exclusive
of overexpression, the frequency of such events clearly increased
due to FtsZ-YFP-mts (Fig. 6d). Further interesting phenotypes

such as cells connected by lipid tubes or “pearl-necklaces” were
observed (Fig. S3). These results agreed remarkably well with our
outwards deformations and constriction necks from FtsZ rings
inside GUVs. Directional screw-like forces promoting extrusion
of lipid material or budding (Figs. 5h and 6b), as well as con-
striction necks (Figs. 5g and 6c), are both explained in terms of a
FtsZ polymer able to exert torsional stress as explained above.
Interestingly, this demonstrates the possibility of FtsZ filaments
playing an active role in cell division organisms that divide by
budding, such as Acholeplasma laidlawii29.

In this work, we show that FtsZ filaments can deform lipid
membranes via torsional stress due to an intrinsic twist along the
FtsZ filament. In addition, we demonstrate that the GTPase
activity, which is otherwise responsible for filament treadmilling,
enhances this torsional stress promoting further constriction/
condensation. As a result of this interaction, FtsZ-YFP-mts rings
exert forces in the range of 1 pN upon GTP hydrolysis; directional
forces that suffice membrane deformations and constriction/
condensation in deflated GUVs as well as wall-less E. coli cells.
Although this force range might not suffice for the entire process
of bacterial cytokinesis of walled rod-like cells, given the temporal
relevance of FtsZ dynamics in the coordination of synthesis of
new wall material5,6, an initial inwards membrane deformation
may be key to trigger cytokinesis in the form of a FtsZ-curvature-
trigger. Interestingly, viable FtsZ-GTPase mutants6 as well as
temperature-sensitive mutants30 exhibit abnormal septum for-
mation or twisted septum. In agreement with our data, GTPase
FtsZ-deficient mutants could generate inwards membrane
deformations along a helical FtsZ filament. Due to the lack of
further twisting/condensation in FtsZ, the synthesis of new wall
material would follow a relaxed-helix pattern (twisted septum)
rather than a compressed-helix or “ring”. We also hypothesize
that if the membrane tension is lowered by incorporation of de
novo synthesized lipids10, the here reported forces range might
become relevant for the initiation of cell division.

Methods
Plasmids and primers. Please refer to Supplementary Information (Tables S1 and
S2).

Protein purification. FtsZ-YPF-mts*[T108A] mutation was constructed using site-
directed mutagenesis. T108A_RV and T108A_FW oligonucleotides were designed
using NEBaseChanger–Substitution to replace the Thr in position 108 by an Ala, as
described in our previous work3. Briefly, FtsZ-YFP-mts was first amplified using
the FW and RV oligonucleotides in different PCR reactions, testing three different
temperatures: 54 °C, 58.5 °C, and 65 °C. In a second PCR reaction, the PCR pro-
ducts from the FW and RV oligonucleotides were mixed; also, three different
temperatures were tested: 54 °C, 58.5 °C, and 65 °C. After digestion with DpnI, the
three PCR products were used to transform CH3-Blue competent cells. Efficient
colonies were picked and confirmed by sequencing.

FtsZ-YFP-mts and FtsZ-YPF-mts*[T108A] were purified as described3. Briefly,
the protein was expressed from a pET-11b expression vector and transformed into
E. coli strain BL21. Overexpression was performed at 20 °C for the proteins FtsZ-
YFP-mts. Cells were lysed by sonication and separated by centrifugation. Then,
protein was precipitated from the supernatant, adding 30% ammonium sulfate and
incubating the mixture for 20 min on ice (slow shaking). After centrifugation and
resuspension of the pellet, the protein was purified by anion exchange
chromatography using a 5 × 5-ml Hi-Trap Q-Sepharose column (GE Healthcare,
17515601). Protein purity was confirmed by SDS-PAGE and mass spectrometry.

Wild-type FtsZ was purified from E. coli cells (BL21 strain) using the plasmid
pET-28a containing the E. coli FtsZ gene as previously described31. Briefly,
overexpression of wild-type FtsZ was performed at 37 °C for 3 h after induction
with IPTG. Cells were lysed, and the soluble fraction was separated by
centrifugation. The protein was extracted by two cycles of Ca2+-induced
precipitation. First, the sample was incubated during 15 min at 30 °C after addition
of 1-mM GTP and 20-mM CaCl2. The sample was centrifuged and resuspended,
followed by a second cycle of Ca2+-induced precipitation. The protein was then
purified by anion exchange chromatography using a 5 × 5-ml Hi-Trap Q-Sepharose
column (GE Healthcare, 17515601).

The soluble six-His tags (sZipA) construct of ZipA was produced by elimination
of the hydrophobic N-terminal domain (first 25 amino acids) as described
previously32. Having the plasmid pET-15ZIP as template DNA, deletion of amino
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acids was obtained by inverse polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using primers
sZipAI and ZipAII. After PCR purification, the product was digested with DpnI,
and ligated with T4 DNA ligase. Overexpression of sZipA was induced with IPTG
for 3 h at 37 °C in transformed BL21 cells carrying the pET-15ZIP cloning vector.
After cell lysis and centrifugation, the soluble fraction was loaded on a 5-mL Ni-
NTA resin column (Novagen) and the protein was eluted in buffer containing
imidazole. Protein purity was confirmed by SDS-PAGE and mass spectrometry.

Wild-type FtsZ and sZipA were covalently labeled in the amino groups with
Alexa Fluor 488 carboxylic acid succinimidyl ester dye (Molecular Probes/
Invitrogen) as earlier stated33.

Imaging chamber for slow evaporation. The imaging chamber (Fig. S4A) was
made using—customized size—coverslip glasses (Menzel, Germany) and a PMMA
3-mm height spacer (Fig. 1). The bottom coverslip has 1.5 thickness and 12-mm
width. The upper one was 1.0 thickness and 10-mm width. Glued coverslips to the
spacer form a two-side-open chamber of ~380-µl volume. Coverslips were cleaned

by immersion in a 50:50 water/ethanol solution followed by 1-min air-plasma
cleaning. After this, coverslips were glued to the spacers and passivated for more
than 2 h using 5-mg/ml b-casein (Sigma, Germany). Samples are examined for 1 h
with a consistent evaporation osmolarity ~50 mOsm per hour under constant
humidity and temperature conditions. Examined vesicles were located in the
central area of the chamber, fairly distant from the evaporation meniscus.

Confocal spinning disk imaging and optical tweezers setup. Confocal spinning
disk imaging was performed using a Yokogawa CSU10-X1 spinning disk system
connected to a Nikon Eclipse Ti inverted microscope (Nikon, Japan). A DPSS laser
stack with 488, 561, and 640-nm laser lines (3i, Denver, Colorado USA) is used for
illumination and an Andor Ixon Ultra 512 × 512 EMCCD camera for fluorescence
detection. 3i-Slidebook software controlled lasers, filter selection, microscope, xy
stage, and acquisition (3i, Denver, Colorado USA). For simultaneous FtsZ-YFP-mts
and ATTO655-DOPE excitation, 488 and 640-nm lasers were rapidly switched by
an AOTF. For image detection, the use of an appropriated quad-band filter avoided
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expressing FtsZ-YFP-mts show impaired division and a regular fluorescence pattern. Removal of the cell wall by lysozyme treatment leads to spheroplast
formation. Occasional membrane vesiculation can be correlated to the localization of FtsZ-YFP-mts (arrows) (scale bar= 2 µm). b Upon induction, cells
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mechanical filter switch. Samples were images using a CFI Plan Apochromat
Lambda 100X oil, NA= 1.45 (Nikon, Japan).

The optical tweezers setup (Fig. S4B) was built according to previous
reports34,35. Briefly, a 3W 1064-nm DPSS laser (Cobolt, Sweden) was used as
trapping laser. A half-wavelength plate (λ=2 plate) and a polarizing beam splitter
control the laser power entry to the scope. A two-lens telescope expands the laser
beam to fill the back aperture of—above mentioned—100× objective. In addition,
two mirrors adjust the laser-beam xy position. The force detection arm was
mounted in the illumination pillar of the microscope, collecting (from above) the
light from the laser using a—long working distance—condenser 20X, NA= 0.6
(Edmund optics, USA). A micrometric xyz stage positions the condenser (and the
detection arm) in -z- to achieve Köhler illumination and -xy- for centering. For
alignment, once the proper laser axis has been defined, the position of field
diaphragm (having Köhler illumination) is imaged through an auxiliary camera
DCC3240M (Thorlabs, USA) on the right port of the microscope. Using camera
software options, a drawing masking the field diaphragm was saved in a file. This
drawing can be reused in such a way that the drawing overlays the real-time
camera acquisition. Therefore, xyz knobs are moved to position the field
diaphragm according to the drawing mask.

In the detection arm, a relay lens imaged the back focal plane of the condenser
in a quadrant positional detector (QPD) PDQ80A (Thorlabs, USA). The signal
voltage of the QPD defined the position of the trapped bead. The force detection
module OTKBFM (Thorlabs, USA) was used for data acquisition. This DAQ
acquired a voltage signal from the QPD at a maximum rate of 100 kHz. In addition,
this module was customized to control a 20 × 20-µm range LT2 piezoelectric stage
(Piezoconcept, France) using an analog signal (1–10 V). Position calibration and
trap-stiffness determination was performed using the OTKBFM software
(Thorlabs, USA). To calibrate position, beads were attached to a clean glass
coverslip in high salt medium (1-M NaCl). Here, the streptavidin-coated beads
have a mean diameter of 1.71 µm (Spherotech, USA). The laser beam is focused
over one bead. The xy position of the bead, relative to laser beam, was adjusted
using the piezo stage to maximize the signal in QPD. Similarly, the focus -z-
position of the laser beam was adjusted to maximize QPD output. Then, the piezo
stage was moved 4 × 4-µm xy and changes in QPD signal were recorded. From the
typical “s-shape” response curve, a straight line was fitted representing the volts to
µm conversion. The trap stiffness was determined using the power-spectrum
analysis. Using this, the frequency corner of a xy Brownian motion subjected to a
trapping potential was fitted from data. The stiffness of the trap was measured over
different laser powers to determine the linear range. All experiments are performed
at the same laser power of 200 mW (before objective) with a 1:66-V/µm conversion
and a trap stiffness of 74:4 ± 2:5 pN/µm. Experiment acquisition was performed
using a Matlab script controlling the OTKBFM. This Matlab script set (for 60 s) an
oscillatory motion for the piezo stage with an amplitude of 3 µm and a frequency of
1 Hz. In parallel, QPD data were acquired at a rate of 10 kHz.

FtsZ rings reconstitution in vesicles
FtsZ externally added to vesicles and tube experiments with force detection. GUVs
were produced using electro-swelling. E. coli lipid extract was dissolved in chloro-
form to reach a final concentration of 3 mg/ml. To image lipids in the red channel,
0.05% (mol) of ATTO655-DOPE (ATTO-Tech GmbH, Germany) was added to the
lipid mixture. In addition, 0.15% of DSPE-PEG (2000) Biotin (Avanti, AL, United
States) was also added to achieve binding between GUVs and streptavidin-coated
beads. For experiments with Wt-FtsZ, 0.5% DGS-NTA lipids were also added to
enable the attachment of sZipA protein. In our home-made Teflon chambers, three
drops (~1 µl) were carefully seeded in Pt wires and rapidly air-dried. After 1-h
vacuum of further chloroform drying, GUVs were swelled in 250-mOsm sucrose
solution at 10Hz for 2 h and 2 Hz for 1 additional hour (detachment). Lipid con-
centration and electroformation times were carefully optimized to guarantee an
appropriated GUV yield. Furthermore, to obtain similar GUV-lipid concentrations,
two identical chambers underwent same procedure and mixed afterwards.

GUVs were mixed in buffer (120-mM KCl, 20-mM Tris-HCl, and 1.5-mM
MgCl2 pH 7.5) with an osmolarity of 250 mOsm. In details, 4 µl of GUVs were
highly diluted in 360 µl of buffer in a reaction tube. FtsZ-YFP-mts and FtsZ-YPF-
mts*[T108A] were added to reach a final concentration around 0.07 µM. For
experiments with Wt-FtsZ and siZipA, the same procedure was used adding first
siZipA at around 0.2 µM followed by addition of FtsZ reaching ~0.8 µM
supplemented with ~0.2-µM wt-FtsZ-Alexa 488. In both cases, polymerization is
triggered by adding 1.25 mM of GTP (Sigma, Germany). Flaccid vesicles with FtsZ
rings and inward deformation were observed after 20 min. On these vesicles, tubes
were pulled and imaged for 10 min (1 fps) in two colors: FtsZ-YFP-mts/wt-FtsZ-
Alexa 488 and lipid channel. This time was enough to obtain helical deformations
and reach a steady state of protein entering the tube, at least for FtsZ-YFP-mts.
Right after, force measurements (oscillations) were performed for 60 s.
Experiments with pulled tubes longer than 10 min were prone to display
contamination on the “force channel” (beads, small vesicles, and protein clusters
were attracted to the trapping bead). This made force measurements with FtsZ-
YFP-mts*[T108A] difficult since the timescale of deformation was significantly
longer. To analyze pitch, N= 12 experiments for FtsZ-YFP-mts and N= 10 for
FtsZ-YFP-mts*[T108A] were analyzed.

To measure forces and estimating spring constants, we used the oscillation mode
as described above. Force experiments were carried out in tubes without protein to be
contrasted to experiments with FtsZ-YFP-mts and helical deformations. As
mentioned above, data were acquired in Matlab (Mathworks, USA) and signal
amplitude determined by the amplitude of the FFT (Fast Fourier transformation) at
1 Hz. Then, these values are converted to force using volts/µm conversion and the
trap stiffness and further divided by the oscillation amplitude (A= 3 μm). To
guarantee high/full protein coverage of the tube in FtsZ force experiments, we
increased the protein sample concentration to 0.08–0.09 µM. To characterize single
FtsZ ring brightness, we imaged vesicle (outside FtsZ) rings that have flattened over
the glass surface. Using same light conditions as used for tube experiments, the
brightness of FtsZ rings of N= 421 rings was analyzed and plotted (Fig. S2E).

FtsZ encapsulated in lipid vesicles. FtsZ encapsulating vesicles were produced
using droplet emulsion transfer36. Lipid composition was EggPC/DOPG 80:20
(Avanti, AL, United States) with 0.05% mol ATTO655-DOPE (ATTO-Tech GmbH,
Germany). Briefly, vacuum-dried lipids were dissolved in mineral oil (Sigma, Ger-
many) to reach a final concentration of 0.5mg/ml. To form lipid vesicles, two
interfaces are required: outer and inner interface. In a reaction tube (A), 500 µl of
lipid+ oil mixture was added to 500 µL of outer buffer (150 KCl 50-mM Tris-HCl
pH 7.5). At the oil–water interface, a lipid monolayer was assembled after 30min. In
a second reaction tube, 15 µl of protein master mix was added 500 µl of lipid+ oil
and vigorously vortexed for 2 min to obtain a homogenous cloudy emulsion. The
inner monolayer was rapidly formed (~2min). This protein master mix was com-
posed of inner buffer (125-mM KCl, 25-mM Tris-HCl, 2-mM MgCl2 pH 7.5), 20%
OptiPrep (Density Gradient Medium, Sigma, Germany), protein and GTP. FtsZ-
YFP-mts (or FtsZ-YPF-mts*[T108A]) and GTP final concentrations were 1.65 µM
and 1.4mM, respectively. Therefore, the emulsion was transferred to the reaction
tube (A) and centrifuged at 100 g for 7 min. Finally, the oil-based supernatant is
discarded and 300-µl final vesicles are 1:2 or 1:3 diluted in fresh outer buffer.

Image analysis. Image analysis and plotting were carried out in MATLAB
(MathWorks, USA) and ImageJ (NIH, USA).

To generate kymographs (Fig. 1), a script allows the user to define a circular
section by providing two coordinates such as described in reference3. This
circular section is automatically fitted to a circle with radius r (in this case, r= 0.5
µm). Then, three trajectories corresponding to three concentric circles having
radii r, r+ 1, and r− 1 pixels are determined. At this point, the script read the
time-series data and calculate a kymograph for each time point and trajectory.
The final kymograph corresponds to the average of the three different trajectories3.

To determine tube diameter (Fig. S2A), the intensity over a representative tube
section was normalized to be fitted to a Gaussian function. Then, the here reported
diameter represented half-width of the Gaussian. To quantify the arclength (helical
shapes projection to an 2D image), tubes were binarized and fitted to a function using
linear interpolation (Fig. 3). Then, the arclength of the function was calculated. The
protein density was calculated by measuring, over the tube, the FtsZ-intensity
difference between initial and final acquisition. This difference was divided by the
FtsZ intensity on the GUV (in the tube proximity) times the tube length.

To measure the pitch in the spring-like tubes (Fig. 3), a Gaussian filter was
applied. The tube red-lipid-intensity profile was integrated and normalized, in a
perpendicular direction (to the tube), to find the pixel position where the
normalized intensity was “1” and closer to “0.3”. The 1 (maximum) position pixel
defined the center of the tube while “0.3” defined the upper and lower limit of the
tube. The intensity profile, now in parallel direction to the tube, was plotted for
these three locations: up, center, and down. Using this intensity profile, peaks are
automatically found and then pitch was calculated. Every experiment is manually
inspected to avoid miscalculation.

To measure the size distribution of FtsZ encapsulated rings (Fig. 5), TIRF
imaging was used according to our previous work3. The diameter was manually
measured using intensity profile in ImageJ (NIH, USA). Diameters were exported
and plotted in MATLAB. For both protein mutants, the number of analyzed rings
was N > 100.

In vivo assays, spheroplasts generation, and imaging. For overexpression of
FtsZ-YFP-mts in E. coli cells, the respective DNA sequence was amplified by PCR
using oligonucleotides SacI-mts and SalI-ftsZ, respectively. The pET-11b-ftsZ-yfp-
mts plasmid served as template DNA. The resulting PCR product was ligated into
SacI/SalI opened pEKEx2-vector. The final plasmid pEKEx2-ftsZ-YFP-mts was
transformed into competent E. coli DH5α cells.

E. coli cells expressing FtsZ-YFP-mts were cultured in osmoprotective MLB-
medium (1% peptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 1-mM CaCl2, 30-mM glucose, 25-mM
MOPS (pH 7.2), 340-mM NaCl)37. Plasmid maintenance was ensured by addition
of 25-µg/ml kanamycin and cultures were incubated at 37 °C with constant shaking
(120 rpm). Expression was induced by adding 100-µM IPTG. The formation of
sphaeroplasts was induced by addition of 0.5-mg/ml lysozyme, followed by an
incubation of 30 min at 37 °C. For microscopy, a 0.1% agarose-pad in MLB
medium was used.

In order to improve spheroplasting efficiency, an adaptation of the method
described in ref. 38 was used. Therefore, single colonies were picked and cultivated
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overnight in 10-ml LB-medium (10-g/ l tryptone, 5-g/ l yeast extract, and 10-g/ l
NaCl), using environmental conditions like described above. The next day 200 µl of
the overnight culture were used to inoculate the respective over day culture. For the
mutant, kanamycin (25 µg/ml) was used in both pre-cultures, induction with IPTG
was performed on the over day culture only. After 4 h, 1 ml of exponentially growing
cells was harvested at 3000 g for 1min. The pellet was gently resuspended in 0.8-M
sucrose, together with 30-µl Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 24-µl 0.5-mg/ml lysozyme, 6-µl 5-mg/
ml DNaseA and 6-µl EDTA-NaOH (pH 8.0) and incubated for 5min at room
temperature. One hundred microliter of a STOP solution (10-mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0),
0.7-M sucrose, and 20-mM MgCl2) were added to complex-free EDTA. For one
replicate, phospholipid membranes were stained for 5min with 1-µg/ml nile red
(Invitogen). For microscopy, 2 µl of the suspension were directly applied on the
sample slide with a cropped pipet-tip and covered with a high-precision coverslip.

Fluorescence and phase contrast imaging for in vivo studies were performed on
a Zeiss Axio Imager M1 microscope equipped with an immersion condenser, a 2,5x
optovar and an EC Plan Neofluar 100x/1.3 Oil Ph3 objective (Zeiss). YFP
fluorescence was imaged using filterset 46 HE shift free (EX BP 500/25, BS FT 515,
EM BP 535/30), and nile red fluorescence was detected with filter 43 HE Cy 3 shift
free (EX BP 550/25, BS FT 570, EM BP 605/70). Image acquisition was carried out
using the AxioVision software-package (Zeiss). For image analysis, FIJI was used39.

Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
All other data and materials supporting this publication are available from the
corresponding author upon reasonable request. Source data are provided with this paper.

Code availability
Custom code has been deposited in https://github.com/diegoalejandrord/
FtsZ_Torsion_NatComm (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4695237)40.
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FtsZ induces membrane deformations via torsional stress upon GTP hydrolysis. 
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Heymann1,5, German Rivas6, Marc Bramkamp4 & Petra Schwille1*. 
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Fig. S1 to S4 

Supplementary Table 1-2 (Cloning vectors and primers) 
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Fig. S1. 

 

Design of microstructure, FtsZ-YFP-mts*[T108A] deformations, high density 

encapsulated FtsZ-YFP-mts and FtsZ-YFP-mts supercoiling, a) 3D sketch of the PMDS 

microstructure with inwards cone-like shapes. b) FtsZ-YFP-mts*[T108A] also self-assembled 

into ring-like structures on GUVs (GUVs:N>20) (Scale bar = 10 µm). c) After deflation, FtsZ-

YFP-mts*[T108A] induced inwards conical deformations emerging from before mentioned 

rings (GUVs:N>20) (Scale bar = 2 µm). d) By encapsulating FtsZ-YFP-mts in GUVs, Mg+2 

and GTP content-conditions were fine-tuned to obtain either ring structures (Fig. 5) or nematic 

phases at a higher membrane protein density (GUVs:N>10) (Scale bar = 10 µm). e) FtsZ-YFP-
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mts torsion over lipid tubes can be found in (less frequent) experiments displaying 

plectonic/supercoiled regions (N=2). (Scale bar = 2 µm). 

Fig. S2. 

 

Tube diameter distribution, ZipA control experiments and ring-unit-brightness 

distribution. a)  The diameter distribution (N=55) showed a Gaussian distribution with a mean 

of 0.47 µm. This implied that membrane tensions equivalent to this mean (± std) were highly 
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frequent despite of precise control on the vesicle membrane tension. b) Vesicles decorated with 

ZipA and imaged under deflation conditions exhibited no deformations (GUVs:N=14). In 

addition, we examined lipid tubes only coated with siZipA-Alexa 488. No deformations (N=10) 

were observed in the range of 400-600 seconds. c) Similar initial lipid tube diameter (0.44 µm) 

for experiments shown in Figure 3 a-b d) For experiments shown in Fig. 3 a-b, FtsZ-YFP-mts 

entered rapidly to the lipid tube while the mutant without GTPase activity (slower).  e). 

Distribution of FtsZ brightness-per-ring (N=412 analyzed rings). The distribution’s mode value 

was chosen as the value for FtsZ brightness-per-ring. (Scale bar = 2 µm). 

Fig. S3.  

 

Observed phenotypes of E. coli ftsZ-YFP-mts after lysozyme treatment in sucrose-buffer. 

The first columns in a, b & b show a pearl necklace like appearance of the cells, while the 

second column in b might show an earlier stage of this chaining type of vesiculation. Nile red 

was used to prove that the observed vesicles and tubular connections are actually phospholipid-

membranes. As a control unstained cells b) and stained cells c) were also imaged separately in 
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the respective channel. Example micrographs from (N=3) biological replicates. (scale bar = 

2µm). 

Fig. S4 

a 

 

b 

 

Drawing for the experiment chamber and optical trapping device a) Sketch of imaging 

chamber for deflated vesicle preparation. b) Optical tweezers setup layout.  
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Supplementary Table 1: Cloning Vectors 

Vector Protein  Source/reference 

pET-11b FtsZ-YFP-mts gifted by Harold Erickson, Ref. 1 

pET-11b FtsZ-YFP-mts*[T108A] Ref. 3 

pET-28a FtsZ-WT Ref. 31 

pET-15ZIP sZipA Ref. 32 

pEKEx2 FtsZ-YFP-mts This publication  

Supplementary Table 2: Primers 

Name Sequence 5’ – 3’  

T108A_RV GGTGGTGGTGCCGGTACAGGT 

T108A_FW ACCTGTACCGGCACCACCACC 

sZipAI CATATGGCTGCCGCGCG 

sZipAII ACCAGCCGTAAAGAACG 

SalI-ftsZ CATGTCGACATGTTTGAACCAATGGAACTTACC 

SacI-mts CATGAGCTCTTATCCTCCGAACAAGCG 
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3.4 Publication P4

In vitro assembly, positioning and contraction of a

division ring in minimal cells

Summary:

In this publication, we demonstrate the full in vitro reconstitution of the E. coli MinCDE

system within lipid vesicles to construct a machinery for autonomous self-division. The

system consists of five proteins (MinCDE, ftsA and FtsZ) and shows the following events in

real-time: assembly of an isotropic filamentous FtsZ network, condensation into a ring-like

structure, pole-to-pole mode selection leading to equatorial positioning, and onset of ring

constriction.

Reprinted with permission from:

Kohyama, S.*, Merino-Salomón, A.* and Schwille, P. (2022). In vitro assembly, po-

sitioning and contraction of a division ring in minimal cells. Nature Communications

13:6098.

Source online: https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-33679-x
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In vitro assembly, positioning and contrac-
tion of a division ring in minimal cells

Shunshi Kohyama 1,2, Adrián Merino-Salomón1,2 & Petra Schwille 1

Constructing a minimal machinery for autonomous self-division of synthetic
cells is a major goal of bottom-up synthetic biology. One paradigm has been
the E. coli divisome, with the MinCDE protein system guiding assembly and
positioning of a presumably contractile ring based on FtsZ and its membrane
adaptor FtsA. Here, we demonstrate the full in vitro reconstitution of this
machinery consisting of five proteins within lipid vesicles, allowing to observe
the following sequence of events in real time: 1) Assembly of an isotropic
filamentous FtsZ network, 2) its condensation into a ring-like structure, along
with pole-to-pole mode selection of Min oscillations resulting in equatorial
positioning, and 3) onset of ring constriction, deforming the vesicles from
spherical shape. Besides demonstrating these essential features, we highlight
the importance of decisive experimental factors, such as macromolecular
crowding. Our results provide an exceptional showcase of the emergence of
cell division in aminimal system, andmay represent a step towards developing
a synthetic cell.

Constructing a fully synthetic cell from defined biologicalmolecules is
one of the great aims of bottom-up synthetic biology1–5. Of the many
essential features of cells, such as metabolism, replication, and inter-
actionwith the environment, cell division isprobably themost tangible
goal to be reachedwith a basic set of functional components, owing to
the successful reconstitution and thorough mechanistic under-
standing of many division-related protein machineries6–8. One of the
most advanced systems in this respect is the divisionmachinery of the
bacterium Escherichia coli9,10. In E. coli cells, three Min proteins called
MinC, MinD, and MinE constitute a reaction-diffusion system that
exhibits temporal oscillations between cell poles, so-called Min waves,
generating a protein gradient that forms its maxima at the cell poles
and minimum at mid-cell11,12. This protein gradient spatially regulates
depolymerization of the division ring protein FtsZ, targeting proto-
ring filaments to the middle of the cell by anchoring them to the
membrane through FtsA and ZipA proteins, constructing a primary
division ring known as FtsZ-ring13,14 (Fig. 1a).

Remarkably, the self-organization of the Min gradient patterns
and FtsZ polymerization-depolymerization dynamics have been
reconstituted in vitro15–26 on supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) and
inside lipid compartments, such as microdroplets and vesicles,

thereby significantly contributing to a quantitative mechanistic
understanding of these systems. FtsZ has been shown to polymerize
into dynamic ring-like structures17 that can deform free-standing
membranes18–22, and co-reconstitution of the Min positioning system
and membrane-anchored FtsZ on supported membranes has con-
firmed the spatial regulation of FtsZ polymers by Min patterns23–26.
However, the precondition for Min wave-guided assembly of an FtsZ-
based ring-like structure with contractile ability is the functional co-
reconstitution of the two systems in a closed and deformable
membrane compartment such as lipid vesicles. This has so far not
been accomplished due to the complexity of controlling the large
number of components and environmental factors, as well as their
intrinsic complex dynamics10,14,27,28.

To master the multiple-protein system, several studies attempted
the generation of Min waves and FtsZ structures via cell-free protein
synthesis in vitro19,20,26,29. Although this approach avoids the compli-
cations imposed by protein purification, its challenge lies in the
expression of multiple functional proteins at the right time and in the
right concentration ratios30,31 that were shown to be critical for the
emergence of self-organization of the MinCDE system in vitro29,32–34,
and other divisome proteins in vivo10,35,36. Indeed, cell-free expression
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of more than four division-related proteins within a single lipid vesicle
has so far not been possible.

Herein, we successfully demonstrate Min wave-assisted FtsZ-ring
assembly within lipid vesicles by two alternative approaches: in a fully
controlled system with purified proteins, and by employing cell-free
protein expression in a specifically tailored assay (Fig. 1a). In both

cases, we were able to follow by time-lapse imaging the origin, con-
densation, and equatorial placement of a minimal division ring-like
FtsZ structure in giant unilamellar vesicles, more than ten times the
size of bacterial cells. The more controlled reconstitution using pur-
ified proteins, MinCDE and membrane-anchored FtsZ allowed a
quantitative assessment of decisive factors and revealed that crowding
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macromolecular crowding conditions. a Left: Schematic illustration of the
molecular mechanism of the minimal bacterial division system. FtsZ polymerizes
upon GTP hydrolysis and binds the membrane through FtsA to assemble into the
FtsZ-ring. The dynamic MinCDE system self-organizes into oscillatory waves inhi-
biting FtsZ polymerization at cell poles. Right: Our experimental setup by which the
minimal division system is reconstituted inside lipid vesicles using two different
approaches: the purified components or the cell-free expression of the system. In
both cases, we observe a minimal FtsZ-ring at the equatorial plane of the vesicle.
b Top: schematic representation of FtsZ-Venus-mts. Bottom: 3D max projection of
encapsulated 2 µMof FtsZ-Venus-mts (green) in the absence (left) or presence (right)
of macromolecular crowding using 100g/L Dextran70 and 1mM GTP. Scale bars:
15 µm. c Frequency of FtsZ structures formed inside lipid vesicles. FtsZ structures
were differentiated into three categories: Bundles assembling a mesh, FtsZ dots, or
luminal localization (n= 295, 230, 212, 242, 226, 218, 262 for no additives, 25, 50,
100g/L Dextran70, 25, 50, 100g/L Ficoll70, respectively). We could not observe the
assembly of FtsZ-rings regardless of crowding conditions. d Left: Representative

confocal image of purified MinCDE proteins inside lipid vesicles in the presence of
macromolecular crowding (50 g/L Dextran70). Capital alphabet letters correspond
to the kymographs on the right side (0.5 µM mScarlet-I-MinC, 3 µM MinD, and 3 µM
MinE). Scale bar: 15 µm. Right: Kymographs of different MinCDE wave patterns
captured bymScarlet-I-MinC fluorescence. The Kymograph is a 2D representation of
a 1D object along with elapsed time. In this case, the fluorescence of mScarlet-I-
MinC on the membrane is represented over time. The Y axis represents the signal at
the membrane of the circumference (however, circumference was straightened to
present the 1D information) while the X axis represents the time. Different intensity
patterns observed in the Kymographs can be related with the Min oscillation modes
on the membrane. e Frequencies of vesicles containing variations on the MinCDE
dynamics (absence of waves, pole-to-pole oscillations, traveling waves, or pulsing) at
different macromolecular crowding concentrations (0–100g/L) using Dextran70 or
Ficoll70 (0.5 µM mScarlet-I-MinC, 3 µM MinD, and 3 µM MinE) (n= 374, 227, 181, 161,
297, 181, 298, 303 for no additives, 25, 50, 100g/L Dextran70, mScarlet-I-MinCG10D in
100g/L Dextran70, 25, 50, 100g/L Ficoll70, respectively). Images were collected
after 10min of vesicle preparation for 1–2 h.
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environments are essential to form FtsZ-ring structures. As already
suspected from our earlier work on MinDE wave-induced
diffusiophoresis25,37, we demonstrated that MinC, the main compo-
nent for spatial regulation of FtsZ, was dispensable for assembly and
spatial positioning of FtsZ polymers byMinDE, although the efficiency
of ring formation was drastically improved by MinC. Moreover, we
observed a positive feedback between the pole-to-pole oscillations of
MinCDE and FtsZ-ring formation, in the way that the two processes
promoted and spatially stabilized each other. On the other hand, our
alternative approach using cell-free protein production within the
vesicles supported a time-sensitive sequential expression of all the five
components MinCDE, FtsA, and FtsZ. Strikingly, and in contrast to the
system with purified proteins, this time-controlled series of events of
FtsZ self-assembly and MinCDE oscillation resulted in a noticeable
shape transformation of the spherical vesicle along with the Min-
induced centric condensation of an originally isotropic FtsZ-FtsA
meshwork. Our experiments thus reveal that such progressively con-
densed FtsZ-ring structures are not only able to constrict the vesicle
precisely in the middle, but also induce a clear symmetry breaking of
Min oscillations upon deviation from spherical geometry, selecting a
single pole-to-pole oscillation mode that intensifies further equatorial
FtsZ condensation in a positive feedback mechanism. These exciting
findings emphasize how the timing of events may be crucial for
unfolding a particular biological activity, and that under the right
conditions, complex spatiotemporal biological dynamics can indeed
be reconstituted in vitro, marking a significant step towards con-
structing synthetic cells from the bottom-up.

Results
Optimizing FtsZ and MinCDE reconstitution in lipid vesicles
under macromolecular crowding conditions
Recent experiments with reconstituted proteins revealed that macro-
molecular crowding significantly influences the functionality of divi-
some proteins32,38–40. In particular, it has shown to promote lateral
interactions among filaments, thereby enhancing FtsZ
polymerization39,40 and improving the regulation of FtsZ by Min waves
into steeper gradients23,41. It has been suggested that the regulation of
FtsZ by MinCDE, as well as FtsZ condensation into pronounced ring
structures, is likely to depend critically on excluded volume effects23.
Moreover, previous reports stated that FtsZ can only form bundles
inside lipid vesicles under crowding conditions18,22,42,43, whichmight be
essential to achieve the assembly of a FtsZ-ring. On the other hand,
much enhanced crowding with non-physiologicalmolecules can easily
becomeartificial andobstructive for the seamless interlocking ofmore
complex biological machineries, in particular under cell-free condi-
tions. Therefore, we first attempted an optimization of environmental
conditions with respect to the functionality of the main components,
MinCDE and FtsZ. To this end, we adapted an experimental setup and
assay that stably generatesMin waves via tuningMinE dynamics inside
lipid compartments29,32,33 and employedDextran70and Ficoll70,which
are well-known and widely accepted macromolecular crowders
in vitro18,20,38,44,45. For standardized vesicle production, we used a
double-emulsion transfer method29,46.

To simplify our experimental setup and avoid the use of mem-
brane linkers of FtsZ, we employed FtsZ-Venus-mts, a commonly used
FtsZ mutant containing the YFP variant fluorescent protein Venus and
the membrane targeting sequence (mts) domain to confer the spon-
taneous membrane binding ability on FtsZ16,18,21,22,47,48 (Fig. 1b and
Supplementary Notes). First, we achieved the encapsulation of FtsZ-
Venus-mts in lipid vesicles, showing a high proportion of FtsZ assem-
bled into bundles, forming an isotropic mesh on the membrane in the
presence of crowders (Fig. 1b, c, and Supplementary Fig. 1a). In con-
trast, the absence of crowders yielded only dot-like structures on the
membrane (Fig. 1b, c, and Supplementary Fig. 1b), similar to previous
observations21. The abundance of vesicles containing FtsZ bundles and

isotropic mesh structures increased considerably at 50g/L or higher
crowding concentrations (Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 1a), which led
us to select this concentration regime as optimal for efficient FtsZ
bundling.

Next, we investigated the influence of different crowding condi-
tions onMinwave dynamics inside lipid vesicles (Fig. 1d, e), whichhave
been poorly addressed in the different experimental approaches so
far23,33. To test this, we first verified the protein concentration depen-
dence ofMin wave dynamics in vitro, as it has been shown to be highly
sensitive to MinD/MinE ratios on SLBs or in microdroplets29,32–34. Fol-
lowing established procedures, we successfully reconstituted Min
waves using MinD, MinE, and mScarlet-I-MinC inside lipid vesicles
(Supplementary Fig. 2a–d). In agreement with previous studies32,33, we
observed an overall higher prevalence of dynamic Min patterns, as
compared to stationary localization in the lumen or at the membrane,
when the MinDE ratios were roughly balanced (Supplementary
Fig. 2b–d and Supplementary Notes). Then, we analyzed the impact of
macromolecular crowding on the MinCDE patterns, successfully
reproducing the above-described MinCDE dynamics inside lipid vesi-
cles also at high crowding conditions optimal for FtsZ bundling
(Fig. 1b, c, and SupplementaryMovie 1), without significantly affecting
the frequency of Min patterns (Fig. 1e and Supplementary Notes).
Therefore, we could verify that both FtsZ and MinCDE systems are
functional under macromolecular crowding inside lipid vesicles, a key
precondition for their co-reconstitution towards the functional
assembly of bacterial division machinery in vitro.

Co-reconstitution of MinCDE and FtsZ under crowding condi-
tions yields the assembly of pronounced FtsZ-ring structures
After characterizing the effect of macromolecular crowding over the
FtsZ and MinCDE systems independently, we co-reconstituted both
systems within vesicles at different crowding conditions (Fig. 2 and
Supplementary Fig. 3). Intriguingly, for 50 g/Lor higher concentrations
of crowders, we observed an efficient condensation of previously
isotropic FtsZ bundles into a single ring structure along with an
equatorial positioning of this structure in the spherical vesicles, clearly
driven by pole-to-pole oscillations of the MinCDE wave (Fig. 2b–e and
Supplementary Fig. 3). These FtsZ-rings were slightly fluctuating spa-
tially around the equatorial region of the vesicle as a consequence of
Min oscillations. However, the ring structures remained stably posi-
tioned in the middle of the vesicles for an extended period of about
half an hour, which constitutes a significant accomplishment towards
assembling a functional divisome (Fig. 2c, d, and Supplementary
Movie 2).

By analyzing the emergence of FtsZ structures inside lipid vesi-
cles,we found that the formationof FtsZ-ringswashighly related to the
crowding concentration (Fig. 1c and 2f). The occurrence of FtsZ Mesh
and FtsZ-rings increased with the concentration of crowders, and
especially, it reached around 40% at 100 g/L Dextran70, while we did
not find any FtsZ-ring structure in the absence of crowders or MinCDE
proteins (Fig. 1c and 2f). In addition, the presence of FtsZ in the
equatorial region of the spherical vesicles yielded a significant increase
in pole-to-pole Min oscillations, indicating a tendency for mode
selection by the presence of the FtsZ-ring structures or FtsZ bundles
on the membrane (Fig. 2g). The establishment of Pole-to-pole oscilla-
tions under 100 g/L Dextran70 increased up to 43%, in good agree-
ment with the yield of pronounced FtsZ-ring structures found under
these conditions (40%) (Fig. 2f, g). Thus, we concluded that Min waves
enhance and regulate FtsZ-ring assembly and placement with the help
of macromolecular crowding in vitro.

MinC is not required for FtsZ ring positioning
Interestingly, we observed that the presence of the FtsZ polymeriza-
tion inhibitor MinC was not required for the positioning of the FtsZ-
ring structure, as clear FtsZ-ring structures were also found in the
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MinD, 3 µMMinE, and2 µMFtsZ-Venus-mts). Scale bar: 25 µm. cTime-lapse confocal
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bars: 5 µm. f Frequency of FtsZ-ring formation in co-reconstituted vesicles. FtsZ
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tion for a time frame of 1–2 h. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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absence of MinC at high crowding conditions (Fig. 2e, f). Moreover,
similar results were observed using an FtsZ interaction defective MinC
mutant (MinCG10D)41,49 (Fig. 2f). These observations agreed with pre-
vious studies that described a diffusiophoretic mechanism by which
theMin proteins can positionmolecules on themembranewithout any
specific interaction25,37. Consequently, our results demonstrate that the
diffusiophoretic positioning by theMinwaves is preserved even in cell-
like models on FtsZ. This calls for a greater future attention to the
potential relevance of this mechanism in vivo, where its principle has
been demonstrated recently37.

However, it is important to point out that although a non-specific
interaction between FtsZ and the Min waves could result in a distinct
equatorial FtsZ-ring formation in vesicles, the presence of MinC sig-
nificantly enhanced the efficiency of this process (Fig. 2e, f), showing
FtsZ-ring formation with about four times higher abundance (From
~10–12% to ~40%), thus emphasizing MinC’s role in the regulation of
FtsZ polymerization. In contrast, MinCG10D did not increase the pole-to-
pole oscillations asmuch asMinC in our experimental setup (from 25%
to 31% for MinCG10D, and from 20% to 43% for MinC) (Fig. 2g). This
difference in the yield of pole-to-pole oscillations between MinC and
MinCG10D suggests a positive feedback mechanism between Min oscil-
lations and FtsZ positioning inside vesicles, in the way that the for-
mation of the FtsZ-rings promoted by Min pole-to-pole oscillations in
turn stabilize the pole-to-pole oscillation mode (Supplementary
discussion).

Increasing compositional complexity using PURE cell-free
expression
Although the co-reconstitution of purified FtsZ-mts with MinCDE
represents a step towards the assembly of a fully controlled minimal
divisome, this system still lacks a potentially relevant degree of free-
dom in the regulation of FtsZ membrane attachment, which is in the
cellular system conferred by anchoring through FtsA17,50,51. Membrane
anchoring though another protein molecule rather than an mts motif
on the FtsZ monomers not only decouples the stoichiometries of
polymerization and membrane binding, but also confers more struc-
tural flexibility to the system. To investigate the potential relevance of
this additional regulation feature, we set up the reconstitution of this
more complex machinery inside lipid vesicles utilizing the PURE cell-
free expression system52,53. Since transcription and translation are the
basis of cellular information processing, combining gene expression
with a rudimentary division system is an intriguing alternative concept
for the bottom-up construction of synthetic cells. Thus, several studies
have previously been performed to incorporate cell-free expression
into a minimal division system in vitro19,20,26,29. Min waves were recon-
stituted inside lipid vesicles by de novo expression of MinDE
proteins26,29. Also, FtsZ mesh structures and the deformation of lipid
vesicles by FtsZ were observed by co-expression of FtsZ and FtsZ-
related proteins, such as FtsA, ZipA, and ZapA19,20 However, formation
and placement of a distinctive division ring has not yet been accom-
plished by simultaneous expression of MinCDE, FtsZ, and FtsA. The
expression of multiple genes from different, functionally interlocking
self-organizing machineries is more challenging, due to the different
temporal concentration ramps of expressed proteins.

To conduct cell-free expression within lipid vesicles, we used
our standard protocol of vesicle formation and observation. Addi-
tionally, we employed a Peltier stage mediated temperature control
device to incubate the vesicle-containing chambers for cell-free
protein synthesis. After confirming the optimal crowding condition
for our cell-free expression setup which allowed us to obtain about
10 µM of the reporter protein (superfolderGFP) expression (Supple-
mentary Fig. 4 and Supplementary Notes), we first performed cell-
free expression of FtsA with purified FtsZ-Alexa488 protein to
visualize the integration of the wild-type FtsZ-FtsA cytoskeleton
(Supplementary Fig. 5a). In accordance with previous reports19,20,

under the Ficoll70 crowding condition FtsZ formed bundles on the
membrane, anchored through cell-free expressed FtsA. Moreover, in
addition to visualizing the readily formed FtsZ bundles at sufficient
expression time (40–60min), we also captured the process of FtsZ
bundle formation on the membrane along with the expression of
FtsA over 40min (Fig. 3b, Supplementary Fig. 5b, c, and Supple-
mentary Movie 3). The time-lapse images show the FtsZ dynamics
inside lipid vesicles that gradually formed mesh structures on the
membrane, with the bundles branching into even smaller ramifica-
tions (Supplementary Fig. 5b). Thus, we conclude that our experi-
mental setup fully supports the transition to cell-free expression of
our functional machineries, and that cell-free expressed FtsA enables
us to capture the real-time dynamics of the development of an FtsZ-
FtsA meshwork inside lipid vesicles.

Direct observation of FtsZ-ring condensation inside vesicles
To testwhether the FtsZ-FtsA cytoskeleton system also condenses into
discernible FtsZ-ring structures inside vesicles upon spatial regulation
by MinCDE waves, we next combined the expression of FtsA and
MinDE (Fig. 3a). Since the minDE operon structure from the E. coli
genome successfully resulted in Min patterns through PURE cell-free
expression aspreviously reported29, we constructed theminDEoperon
DNA template as well. Cell-free expression from this operon DNA
template supported the MinDE expression system to produce Min
patterns inside up to 80% of the vesicles (Supplementary Fig. 6c). We
then attempted to expressMinDEandFtsAwithpurifiedFtsZ-Alexa488
and mCherry-MinC to investigate the FtsZ dynamics under the reg-
ulation of Min waves.

Similar to the previous studies that indicate antagonistic mem-
brane localization of FtsZ andMinCDE waves23–26,41, the FtsZ structures
dynamically reorganized in a time-dependent manner in response to
the emergence of Min wave patterns (Fig. 3c and Supplementary
Movie 4). At the beginning of protein expression, neither FtsZ nor Min
protein patterns could be observed. Then, FtsZ gradually developed
into mesh structures on the membrane, similar to the experiments
without MinCDE. Only with a noticeable delay of more than 10min
after FtsZmesh formation,Minwaves emerged predominantly aspole-
to-pole oscillations and instantly started to reorganize the FtsZ
meshwork, eventually driving FtsZ to condense into a ring-like struc-
ture at themiddle of the vesicle (Fig. 3c, d, and Supplementary Fig. 5f).
Thus, we confirmed that partially cell-free expressed FtsZ-FtsA and
MinCDE systems coordinate to assemble and correctly position FtsZ-
ring structures inside lipid vesicles. However, the ring structure
obtained through this process was not stable for an extended time
period beyond 40min. The Min oscillations eventually degenerated
into traveling waves, and FtsZ mesh structures reappeared, however,
FtsZ only antagonistically localized against the Min waves, resulting in
a continuous spatio-temporal rearrangement of the ftsZ mesh (Fig. 3c
and Supplementary Fig. 5f).

These time-dependent pattern changes of Min waves leading
to a loss in mode-locked pole-to-pole oscillations were similar to
the ones previously reported32. Therein, Min waves inside micro-
droplets showed pole-to-pole oscillation in the relatively early
phase after Min wave emergence, but then deteriorated towards
traveling waves due to the change in the MinDE concentration over
time29. Indeed, some vesicles showed pole-to-pole oscillation only
for less than 5min and then transited to traveling waves (Supple-
mentary Fig. 5f). FtsZ followed this trend and maintained pro-
nounced ring structures only while pole-to-pole oscillations were
present (Supplementary Fig. 5f). Together with the previous stu-
dies showing the reorganization of FtsZ by Min waves23–26,41, it
became obvious that Min waves strictly govern FtsZ patterns, and
more importantly, out of the two major dynamic Min patterns,
only pole-to-pole oscillations, but not traveling waves, support
stable FtsZ-ring formation inside lipid vesicles.
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Ensuring compatibility of fully cell free expressed MinCDE and
FtsZ-FtsA systems
After reconstitution of FtsZ-ring structures by partially cell-free
expressed proteins, we expanded the system towards building the
entire division machinery with genetically encoded proteins. One
challenge for this approach is that either one or two proteins must be
fused to Fluorescent Proteins (referred as FPs) to monitor their
dynamics by fluorescence microscopy. However, E. coli FtsZ is known
to lose its functionality by fusing tag proteins to the C-terminus51,54.
Furthermore, an increase in the molecular weight of FtsZ by con-
jugating average-size FPs decreases the protein expression yield. On
the other hand, since MinDE waves are highly sensitive to the protein

concentration ratio, it needed to be validated that cell-free expressed
MinCDE proteins can maintain ideal concentrations to emerge wave
dynamics. Thus, we first reconstituted the partial systems (MinCDE vs.
FtsZ-FtsA) and verified the self-organization ability of cell-free
expressed proteins (Supplementary Fig. 6a).

Since the minDE operon DNA template had already been opti-
mized for cell-free expression29, we decided to keep theminDE operon
structure for the MinDE expression. Therefore, we additionally intro-
duced mCherry-MinC as reporter of the Min wave localization,
because it would not be required for self-organization, and is at the
same time the regulator for FtsZ localization. As expected, co-
expressed MinCDE proteins sustained Min wave emergence inside
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vesicles (Supplementary Fig. 6b and Supplementary Movie 5),
implying that MinDE concentrations were still within a well-balanced
range of co-expression (Supplementary Fig. 6b, c, and Supplemen-
tary Notes).

Next, we investigated the assembly of FtsZ-FtsA from fully cell-
free synthesized FtsA and FtsZ, which promised to be more compli-
cated than the MinCDE system. To overcome the loss of function in
FtsZ-FPs chimeric proteins51,54, we adapted a novel FtsZ mutant
according to a previous report55, in which FPs are inserted into theG55-
G56 position of FtsZ instead of C-terminal conjugation. After the vali-
dation of FtsZ and FtsA template concentrations (3 nM for FtsZ and
1 nM for FtsA) to maintain the ideal protein proportions to form FtsZ
bundles, we confirmed that co-expressed FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 and
FtsA generated FtsZ mesh structures on the membrane (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 6d, e, and Supplementary Movie 6). Simultaneously, we cap-
tured the mesh formation of FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 that showed to be
similar to the FtsA-only expressionwith purified FtsZ-Alexa488 (Fig. 3b
and Supplementary Fig. 6d), demonstrating a similar correlation of
FtsZ intensity on the membrane with vesicle size as observed for
purified proteins (Supplementary Fig. 5e, 6h, i, and Supplementary
Notes). Together with the reconstitution of the MinCDE system, we
concluded that sub-division systems could be faithfully reconstituted
from cell-free expressed proteins inside lipid vesicles.

Mid-cell placement and radial constriction of a minimal divi-
sion ring
Finally, we incorporated the co-expression of MinCDE, FtsZ and FtsA
proteins under the established conditions within vesicles (Fig. 4a). We
confirmed that upon co-expression of all five proteins, FtsZ-ring
structures spatially self-assembled under the regulation of Min waves
(Fig. 4b, c, and Supplementary Movie 7). As observed for the partial
co-expression described above (Fig. 3c), FtsZ first assembled into
isotropic mesh structures, which upon the onset of MinCDE oscilla-
tions spatially condensed into an FtsZ-ring structure in the middle of
the vesicle (Fig. 4d, Supplementary Fig. 7a, c, d, Supplementary
Movie 8, and 9). In turn, as observed for the purified proteins, the
formation of the ring structure led to a mode selection of the Min
oscillations into a pronouncedpole-to-poledynamicsperpendicular to
the plane defined by the FtsZ ring structure.

Strikingly, in contrast to all other assays with partly purified pro-
teins, we found that the simultaneous evolution of FtsZ-ring assembly
and mode selection into pole-to-pole Min oscillations resulted in a
markeddeformationof the lipid vesicles away fromspherical to amore
rod-like shape, reflecting on a radial constriction of up to 19% (Fig. 4f
and Supplementary Fig. 8). This vesicle deformation by a central FtsZ-
ring structure could also be observed for static bipolar localization of
Min proteins but not for traveling waves, implying that the static pat-
tern of Min waves also supports FtsZ-ring assembly and placement
(Fig. 4c, Supplementary Fig. 7a, b, and Supplementary Notes).

Evaluation of the vesicle size dependence of FtsZ organization
and vesicle deformation revealed more unexpected features of the
reconstituted minimal division system. The population of
deformed vesicles with pronounced FtsZ-ring structures increased
with the vesicle size (22.5% at 12–16 μm, 40% at 16–20 μm, 50% at
>20 μm), while relatively small vesicles (~12 μm) remained spherical
(Fig. 4e). We also found that the aspect ratio of the deformed
vesicles and their original diameters were moderately correlated
(r-value = −0.40, Fig. 4f). In several cases such as shown in Fig. 4d,
the aspect ratios (diameter/length) of the deformed vesicle
approached about 0.75 after 3 h expression. Since we performed all
experiments under isosmotic conditions, this suggests that the
FtsZ-rings upon spatial condensation generated considerable for-
ces to constrict the vesicles radially by up to 19% (Supplementary
Fig. 8). Taken together, these results successfully demonstrate that
such a complex biological function as contracting ring-based cell

division could indeed originate from a set of well-defined compo-
nents in vitro.

Discussion
In this work, we have reconstituted the bacterial division ring place-
ment system in vitro fromaminimal set of components, namely,MinC,
MinD, MinE, FtsA, and FtsZ by cell-free expression. At the right choice
of template ratios, proteins have been orchestrated reliably within
giant lipid vesicles to form FtsZ-ring structures, and unexpectedly,
even shown to constrict their membrane containers, despite being
more thananorder ofmagnitude larger thanbacterial cells. In addition
to the complete cell-free expressed system, we have quantitatively
investigated the assembly and spatial regulation of a FtsZ-ring with
MinCDE and FtsZ-Venus-mts in a fully controlled system based on
purified proteins, which has allowed us to evaluate the key factors
involved in the process, such as optimalMin protein concentrations or
macromolecular crowding conditions (Supplementary discussion).
Both approaches highlight important features of the bacterial division
mechanism in vitro, confirming the relevance of the coupled protein
systems FtsZ-FtsA and MinCDE as paradigms for minimal cell division
in bottom-up synthetic biology.

One of the expected insights gained from our study and in
agreement with previous observations41 is that MinCDE pole-to-pole
oscillations indeed seem to be directly responsible for FtsZ-ring for-
mation andplacement in the sense that a previously isotropicmesh-like
appearance of FtsZ filaments condensed into ring-like structures tar-
geted to the equatorial region of the vesicles (Figs. 2c–e, 3d, and 4c, d).
Not directly expected, but nevertheless highly plausible, was our
observation that the condensation of FtsZ into ring-like structures,
reminiscent of a spatial symmetry breaking, in turn led to a mode
selection for oscillatory MinCDE dynamics in the sense that pole-to-
pole oscillations perpendicular to the emerging FtsZ ring structures
were favored over pulsing or travelling wave modes (Supplementary
discussion). By using the FtsZ interaction defective mutant MinCG10D or
removing MinC from the system, we also found that the interaction
betweenMinCandFtsZ is not necessary to formandposition FtsZ-rings
(Fig. 2e, f), although functional MinC significantly enhances the
assembly of FtsZ-rings and the emergence of pole-to-pole oscillations.
Moreover, Min self-organization dynamics and FtsZ-ring assembly and
positioning appear to reinforce each other in a positive feedback
mechanism towards division. Indeed, in most cases, FtsZ-ring struc-
tures and pole-to-pole oscillations persisted for a long time, supporting
this hypothesis (Fig. 2c, d, and Supplementary Movie 2). This positive
feedback resulting in spatial symmetry breaking and establishment of a
defined axis along which division is particularly remarkable with
respect to the originally spherical vesicles, quite distinct from the rod-
like shape of E. coli bacterial cells. In previous attempts of targeting
circumferential actomyosin ring structures with contractile features to
spherical membrane vesicles56, the lack of a defined division axis
resulted in the slipping off from equatorial to polar regions upon ring
constriction, in stark contrast of what can be observed in the presence
of spatially stabilizing Min oscillations. We can thus conclude that any
deviation from spherical symmetry leads to preferential mode selec-
tion of pole-to-pole oscillations.

The other highlight of our results was the pronounced vesicle
deformation by the interplay of FtsZ-ring assembly and Min wave-
induced positioning in the complete set of cell-free expressed pro-
teins on the scale of tens of micrometers. Even though there were
previous reports on how FtsZ and related proteins may constrict or
deform lipid vesicles16,18–22, our results allowed to visualize the gra-
dual onset of force generation along with the condensation and
positioning of a large FtsZ-ring from an isotropic meshwork in a
plausible chain of causation (Fig. 2c, 3c, and 4d). Recent studies
demonstrated that micron-sized treadmilling rings of FtsZ produce
weak forces in the 1-2 pN range that can only constrict deflated
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vesicles or wall-less E. coli cells21, much lower than what is estimated
for constriction in native cells (8-15 pN)57,58. For the equatorial FtsZ-
rings that are more than an order of magnitude larger than any
known FtsZ ring-like structure in vitro, we did not observe any
deformation of GUVs under isosmotic conditions when FtsZ was
directly attached to themembrane (Fig. 2c–e). In contrast, FtsZ-rings
anchored to the membrane through FtsA constricted the vesicles
(Fig. 4c, d). This suggests that the FtsZ-FtsA system might generate

greater effective forces on membranes, potentially owing to a dif-
ferent mechanism of dynamic membrane attachment, similar to the
spatiotemporal imbalance of membrane curvature of lipid vesicles
induced by attachment ofMinDE proteins through their amphipathic
helices59,60, aiding large membrane deformations. In this regard,
accumulation of transmembrane proteins that are also part of the
bacterial divisome but have been missing in our system so far, such
as ZipA, might enhance the local bending of the membrane as
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hypothesized previously61, thus being interesting candidates to
improve the reconstitution of bacterial cell division (Supplementary
discussion).

In conclusion, although we successfully reconstituted the bac-
terial division ring placement system in vitro, and could even witness
ring-induced shape transformation of the vesicles, further investiga-
tions are necessary to develop synthetic cell models that are truly able
to autonomously self-divide in an energy-dissipatingmanner based on
their intrinsic biological machinery. Despite the exact sequence of
events in bacteria is not fully clear, there is a high plausibility for a
major mechanical role of cell wall expansion in vivo, a feature that will
be challenging to replace inminimal systems. Further, one of themost
promising candidates for additional large-scale force-inducing ele-
ments to aid FtsZ-ring constriction is actually the nucleoid, which
could exert strong effects on the membrane through its replication
and segregation via biochemical, but also biophysical mechanisms,
such aswetting and liquid phase separation62,63. Thus,moving from the
reconstitution of a minimal division machinery, that has now been
accomplished to a large extent, to a more holistic system which also
comprises minimal genome replication, appears to be the next excit-
ing goal of bottom-up synthetic biology.

Methods
Plasmid construction
Plasmids for protein purification and cell-free expression were con-
structed by seamless cloning or blunt end cloning method according
to the provider’s protocol. All enzymes for cloning were purchased
from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Briefly, DNA
fragments were amplified with overlaps regions between adjacent
fragments by PCR using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase and
origo primers (Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Then, PCR pro-
ducts were treated with DpnI and combined using GeneArt Seamless
Cloning and Assembly Enzyme Mix. For deletion of sequences, a DNA
fragment amplified from the original plasmid was treated with DpnI,
phosphorylated using T4 Phosphokinase, and then ligated with T4
DNA Ligase. All plasmids were propagated in E. coli OneShot TOP10
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) and purified from overnight culture using
NucleoBond Xtra Midi kit (Macherey-Nagel GmbH, Duren, Germany).
Constructed gene sequences were verified using Sanger Sequencing
Service (Microsynth AG, Balgach, Switzerland). Detailed construction
methods are described in SupplementaryMethods, and all primers are
listed in Supplementary Table 1.

Protein purification
His-MinD15, MinE-His15, FtsA17, FtsZ-Venus-mts47 were purified as pre-
viously reported. Wild-type FtsZ was purified by calcium-induced
precipitation64 and covalently labeled in the amino groups of N-term

amino acid residue with Alexa Fluor 488 carboxylic acid succinimidyl
ester dye (Thermo Fisher Scientific) as earlier stated40. super-
folderGFP (sfGFP), msfGFP-MinC, mCherry-MinC, mScarlet-I-MinC,
and mScarlet-I-MinCG10D were purified as described previously15,32. In
brief, E. coli BL21 (DE3) pLysS cells were transformed with pET28a-
His-msfGFP-MinC, pET28a-His-mCherry-MinC, pET28a-His-mScarlet-
I-MinC, or pIVEX2.3d-sfGFP-His and incubated in LB medium (with
50μg/mL Kanamycin or 100μg/mL Ampicillin) at 37 °C while shaking
at 180 rpm. After an optical density at 600 nm reached 0.2-0.3,
Isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside was added at a final con-
centration of 1mM to induce expression of the target protein. Cells
were further cultured for 2–4 h and harvested. Consequently, cells
were resuspended in Lysis buffer (50mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 300mM
NaCl, 10mM Imidazole) and disrupted using a tip sonicator (Branson
ultrasonics S-250D, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The crude cell lysate
was separated by centrifugation for 30min at 20,000 × g at 4 °C, and
the supernatant was mixed with Ni-NTA agarose (QIAGEN, Hilden,
Germany). The sample was incubated for 10min at 4 °C while gently
shaking and loaded into an empty column. Ni-NTA agarose was
washed with Wash buffer (50mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 300mM NaCl,
20mM Imidazole, 10% Glycerol), and then the target protein was
eluted with Elution buffer (50mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 300mM NaCl,
250mM Imidazole, 10% Glycerol). The buffer of the protein solution
was exchanged with Storage buffer (50mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150mM
GluK, 5mM GluMg, 10% Glycerol) using Amicon Ultra-0.5 centrifugal
filter unit 10 kDa (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany).

FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 was purified using a calcium-induced pre-
cipitation method similar as described previously64. E. coli BL21 (DE3)
pLysS cells were transformed with pET11b-FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56, and
the cell culture was prepared using LB medium (with 100μg/mL
Ampicillin) as described above. After collecting cell culture, the pellet
was resuspended in PEM buffer (50mM PIPES-NaOH, pH 6.5, 5mM
MgCl2, 1mM EDTA) and disrupted using a tip sonicator. The crude cell
lysatewas separated by centrifugation for 30min at 20,000 × g at 4 °C,
and the supernatant was collected. The supernatant was mixed with
1mM GTP and 20mM CaCl2 and incubated at 30 °C for 15min to
induce FtsZ bundles. Subsequently, the FtsZ bundles were pelleted by
centrifugation for 15min at 20,000× g at 4 °C, and the supernatant
was discarded. The pellet was again resuspended in PEM buffer, and
the supernatant was collected after a centrifugation for 15min at
20,000× g, 4 °C. Then, precipitation and resuspension steps were
repeated (total two precipitation-resuspension cycles) to purify fur-
ther. The buffer of the protein solution was exchanged with Storage
buffer using Amicon Ultra-0.5 centrifugal filter unit 50 kDa
(Merck KGaA).

The concentration of the proteins was measured by Bradford
Assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA), and protein solutions were

Fig. 4 | Reconstitution of minimal division ring placement system by co-
expression of five essential components. a Schematic illustration of co-
expression systems of FtsA, FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56, mCherry-MinC, MinD, and MinE.
b 3Dmaxprojection of FtsZ-ring formation andMin protein localization at the pole
of the vesicles after 100min of co-expression at 37 °C (1 nM ftsAopt, 3 nM ftsZopt-
G55-Venus-Q56, 2 nM mCherry-MinC, and 1 nM minDEoperon templates). mCherry-
MinC and FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 are indicated in magenta and green, respectively.
Scale bar: 20μm. c Enlarged images of FtsZ-structure andMinwave patterns inside
lipid vesicles after 3 h of cell-free expression. Pole-to-pole oscillations and static
patterns stabilize the FtsZ-ring structures, and inboth cases, FtsZ-ring can constrict
vesicles. Experimental condition is the same as Fig. 4b. Scale bars: 10 μm. d Time-
lapse images of the formation of the FtsZ-ring structure and constriction of the
vesicle driven by the pole-to-pole oscillations of MinCDE. Top panels: 3D max
projection of the merged image of mCherry-MinC (magenta) and FtsZ-G55-Venus-
Q56 (green). The isotropic FtsZ mesh is condensed into a ring structure after the
emergence of pole-to-pole oscillations, which later constricts the vesicle mem-
brane. Bottom panels: Differential interference contrast (DIC) images of the

equatorial plane of the vesicle. Red lines indicate aspect ratios of the vesicle before
and after constriction by FtsZ-ring, yellow triangles indicate necks of the con-
striction by FtsZ-ring. Experimental condition is the same as Fig. 4b and the
recording started after 50min of cell-free expression. Scale bar: 10μm.
e Percentage of the ring structure and deformed vesicles among different vesicle
sizes after 2–3 h co-expression of 5 essential genes (at the same template ratios as
Fig. 4b) at 37 °C. Proportions of both FtsZ-ring structures and deformation of the
vesicles increase along vesicle diameter, while deformation never appears under
12μm in a diameter. n = 40 for each diameter range. f Scatter plot of the aspect
ratios of deformed vesicles against vesicle diameter. The correlation coefficient
shows moderate correlation (Pearson’s r = −0.40), suggesting greater effective
force generation by FtsZ-rings within larger vesicles. Gray and blue dots (with
respective background colors) indicate non-deformed vesicles (aspect ratio >0.95)
and deformed vesicles (aspect ratio < 0.95), respectively. n = 79 from three inde-
pendent biological replicates. Experimental condition is the same as shown in Fig.
4e. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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aliquoted, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80 °C until
further use.

Preparation of crowding solution
Lyophilized BSA (Sigma–Aldrich, catalog number: A6003) was dis-
solved in Reaction buffer (50mMTris-HCl, pH7.5, 150mMGluK, 5mM
GluMg) at approximately 100 g/L. Then, thebufferwasexchangedwith
Reaction buffer to wash out residualmolecules using AmiconUltra-0.5
centrifugal filter unit 50 kDa. After washing steps, the concentration of
BSA was measured by Bradford Assay. Ficoll70 and Dextran70
(Sigma–Aldrich) were dissolved in Reaction buffer, and their con-
centration was calculated from the weight of crowding agents and
total volume of the solution (typically, the final concentration of the
solution was 300–500g/L). Crowding solutions were stored at −20 °C
until further use.

Preparation of lipid vesicles
1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) and 1-palmi-
toyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-(1’-rac-glycerol) (POPG) (Avanti
Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL, USA) were mixed at 7:3 molecular ratio
dissolved in chloroform at 25 g/L. In case of visualizing the lipid
membrane, 2.5mg/L of ATTO655 labeled 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine (DOPE) (ATTO-Tech GmbH, Siegen, Germany)
was furthermixed into the lipidmixture. 50μL of the lipidmixturewas
driedbynitrogengas stream. 10μLof decane (TCIDeutschlandGmbH,
Eschborn, Germany) was added to the lipid film, and lipids were
resuspended by vortexing shortly, and subsequently, 500μL of
mineral oil (Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) was added and
vortexed for 1min to prepare a lipid-oil mixture.

We used the double emulsion transfer method for vesicle pro-
duction to yield giant unilamellar vesicles29,46. For reconstitution with
purified proteins, both inner and outer solutions were prepared in
Reaction buffer. For cell-free expression experiments, a homemade
PURE solution I based on a previous report53 was used as the outer
solution. The osmolarity of inner and outer was measured using an
osmometer (Fiske Micro-Osmometer model120, Fiske Associates,
Norwood, MA, USA), and outer buffer was diluted to match the
osmolarities between inner and outer solution.

Lipid vesicles containing purified proteins or cell-free expres-
sion systems were formed following the same methodology with
slight differences. For the case of purified proteins, a 96-Well Flat-
Bottom Microplate (SensoPlate, Greiner Bio-One GmbH, Krems-
muenster, Austria) was used for vesicle formation and visualization,
while for the cell-free system, vesicles were formed using a 1.5mL
tube. For the encapsulation of purified proteins, emulsion solution
was obtained from 2 μl of the inner solution and 100 μL of the lipid-
oil mixture mixed in a 1.5mL tube by tapping. 100μL of the outer
solution was added into a well in a 96 well-plate, and subsequently,
50μL of the lipid-oil mixture was layered on top of the outer solu-
tion. Then, ~80μL of the emulsion solution was further dripped on
the multi-layered solution. For the encapsulation of the Cell-free
system, emulsion solution was formed by 5μl of the inner solution
and 250μL of the lipid-oil mixture in a 1.5mL tube. 500 µL of the
outer solution was added to a fresh 1.5mL tube, and subsequently,
200 µL of the lipid-oil mixture was layered to form a lipid monolayer.
200 µL of the emulsion was added carefully to the multi-layered
solution.

Aftermulti-layering, lipid vesicleswereobtainedby centrifugation
for 10min at room temperature (for purified proteins) or 4 °C (for cell-
free expression) at appropriate centrifugation force. Applied cen-
trifugation force was varied depending on the density of the inner
solution given by crowding agents. Typically, we used 3000 × g for
10 g/L, 500 × g for 60 g/L, and 300× g for 110 g/L of the density of the
inner solution. After centrifugation, the oil phase and the supernatant
of the water phase were discarded. The rest of the water phase

(approximately 100μL) was then gently mixed by pipetting to resus-
pend lipid vesicles, and 50 μL of the vesicle solution was restored in
another fresh tube.

Self-organization assays inside lipid vesicles with purified
protein
For reconstitution of theMinCDE system, an inner solution containing
different concentrations of MinD and MinE (0.25–3 µM) and 0.5 µM
mScarlet-I-MinC, mScarlet-I-MinCG10D were mixed with 10mg/ml BSA
and 2.5mM ATP in Reaction buffer. For the co-reconstitution of FtsZ
and Min system, FtsZ-Venus-mts was added to this mixture at 2 µM in
addition to 2mM GTP to trigger its polymerization. In samples con-
taining crowder, different concentration of either Ficoll70 or Dex-
tran70 was added at 25–100 g/L as the final concentration. Assays
using only FtsZ were carried out following the same methodology in
the absenceof theMin systemandATP. All proteins and crowderswere
previously dialyzed or diluted in Reaction buffer. Confocal images
were collected after 10min of vesicle preparation and they were used
for up to 1–2 h per sample.

Cell-free expression inside lipid vesicles
Cell-free expression was carried out using PUREfrex 2.0 (GeneFrontier,
Chiba, Japan) following the supplier’s instruction. DNA templates were
linearized from corresponding plasmids using PrimeSTAR Max DNA
polymerase (Takara Bio, Shiga, Japan) with T7P-F and T7P-R primers
(Supplementary Table 1). Linearized templates and original plasmids
are listed in Supplementary Table 2. The inner solution consisted of
PUREfrex 2.0, linearized DNA templates, 10 g/L BSA, and 50g/L
Ficoll70. For expression with purified proteins, 2 µM FtsZ-Alexa488,
0.5 µM mCherry-MinC, or 0.5 µM msfGFP-MinC were additionally
supplied to the inner solution. The concentration of DNA templates
and ratios were optimized to obtain the Min waves patterns and FtsZ
structures. All template conditions are listed in SupplementaryTable 3.
The crowding agent and its concentration were varied for the esti-
mation of sfGFP expression yield.

A homemade chamber was prepared for incubation with the
temperature control stage. Coverslips (Menzel Glasses, # 1.5,
22 mm × 22mm, Thermo Fisher Scientific) were washed with 70%
EtOH. Then, three imaging spacers (Grace Bio-Labs SecureSeal
imaging spacers, 1 well, 9 mm × 0.12 mm, Sigma–Aldrich) were
stacked on a glass slip. 20 μL of 10 g/ BSA solution was added to the
chamber to passivate the glass surface and leave for 10min at room
temperature, and subsequently, BSA solution was discarded and
then washed with outer buffer. 30 µL of vesicle solution was added
to the homemade chamber, and it was enclosed by another cover-
slip and sealed. Then, the chamber was mounted to the PE120-XY
Peltier system (Linkam Scientific Instruments, Surrey, United
Kingdom) and placed on Zeiss LSM780 confocal laser scanning
microscope (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany). The tempera-
ture was set at 4 °C before observation and then kept at 37 °C for
cell-free expression.

Microscopy and image processing
Images of lipid vesicle samples were taken by a Zeiss LSM780 confocal
laser scanning microscope using a Plan-Apochromat 20x/0.80 air
objective or C-Apochromat 40x/1.20 water-immersion objective (Carl
Zeiss AG). Fluorophores were excited using a 488 nm Argon laser (for
Alexa488, sfGFP, msfGFP, and Venus), 561 nm diode-pumped solid-
state laser (for mCherry and mScarlet-I), and 633 nm He–Ne laser (for
ATTO655). Images were typically acquired with 512 × 512 pixel resolu-
tion, 10-15 Z-stacks with 1–2μm intervals, and 15–20 s intervals for
10min to 3 h. All recorded tiff images were processed, visualized, and
analyzed using Fiji65 (v1.53 f). Z-stacks were visualized in 3D max
reconstituted images by the Z projection function. Kymographs were
generated using a custom ImageJ macro script. In short, the vesicles
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periphery was detected from manually drawn ROIs, and then straigh-
tened to obtain time-stacked straight-line images. Subsequently, lines
were stacked into an orthogonal direction against the long axis of the
images in order of elapsed time (Fig. 1d).

Self-organization assay on SLBs
Preparation of the supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) was described
previously25. Briefly, a plastic chamber was attached to a cleaned glass
coverslip (Menzel Glasses) using ultraviolet-curable glue (Norland
Optical Adhesive 63, Norland Products Inc., Jamesburg, NJ, USA). The
slide was cleaned in an oxygen plasma cleaner (model Zepto, Diener
electronic, Ebhausen, Germany) for 30 s at 50% power. Small uni-
lamellar vesicles (SUVs) were prepared at a concentration of 4mg/ml
of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) and 1,2-dioleoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phospho-(1’-rac-glycerol) (DOPG) mixture (DOPC:
DOPG= 7:3 molar ratio) in a buffer (25mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150mM
KCl, 5mM MgCl2) by sonication in a sonicator bath. To generate the
SLBs, SUVs were added to the reaction chamber at a concentration of
0.5mg/ml and incubated for 3min on a 37 °Cwarmheating block. The
SLBswerewashed 10 timeswith a total of 2ml in the samebuffer in the
absence of magnesium (50mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150mM KCl) to
remove excess vesicles.

Before self-organization assays, the buffer in the chamber was
exchangedwith Reaction buffer. Then, FtsAwas added to the Reaction
buffer at 0.25 µM. After ~2min of incubation, a mixture of either FtsZ-
wt and FtsZ-Alexa488 (30%) or FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 at 1 µMwas added
to the chamber. Subsequently, 1mM ATP and 1mM GTP were added
and mixed carefully. SLBs were incubated for >10min before visuali-
zation. Fluorescence imaging was carried out on an inverted custom-
built TIRF microscope66 with a UAPON 100x/1.49 oil-immersion
objective (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Excitation of the sample was
made using a 488 nm laser, and the fluorescence signal was detected
on a CMOS camera (Zyla 4.2, Andor Technology, Belfast, Northern
Ireland).

GTPase assay of FtsZ
GTPase activity of FtsZ was measured by quantifying the inorganic
phosphate with a colorimetric phosphate quantification assay (BIO-
MOL GREEN kit, ENZO life sciences, Lörrach, Germany) for 140 s48.
Purified FtsZ-wt or FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 were used at 3 µM in Reaction
buffer, and polymerization was triggered by 1mM GTP. 13 µL fractions
were added to a 96-Well Flat-BottomMicroplate (UV-Star, Greiner Bio-
One GmbH) every 20 s after addition of GTP and mixed with 37 µL of
Reaction buffer and 100 µL of BIOMOL GREEN reagent, stopping the
reaction. After ~10min of incubation at RT, the absorbance at 620 nm
wasmeasured in a TECAN plate reader (Tecan Group Ltd., Mannedorf,
Switzerland) at room temperature. Phosphate concentrations were
calculated from a Na2HPO4 standard curve in Reaction buffer, and the
GTPase activity reaction rate (V, mol Pi/mol FtsZ/min) was determined
from the slope of the linear part of phosphate accumulation curves.

Analysis of the wave patterns and FtsZ structures inside lipid
vesicles
Wave patterns of MinCDE proteins inside vesicles were analyzed using
a custom ImageJ macro script. Briefly, time-lapse images were used to
detect the lipid vesicles andobtain a kymograph from thefluorescence
intensity on the peripheral membrane. These Kymographs were clas-
sified and checkedmanually in order to calculate the appearance ratios
of each wave mode at each condition. FtsZ structures were visualized
and classified manually using the 3D max projection of the lipid vesi-
cles containing FtsZ.

Estimation of the sfGFP expression level within lipid vesicles
First, different concentration series of purified sfGFP (0, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3,
10, or 30 µM) was encapsulated in vesicles, and the fluorescence

intensity of sfGFP was measured (n = 30 individual vesicles) from
confocal images for each concentration to obtain the standard curve
(Supplementary Fig. 4a). Then, sfGFP was expressed inside lipid
vesicles using 2 nM sfGFP template with different macromolecular
crowding conditions (no additives, 50 g/L Ficoll70, 100 g/L Ficoll70,
50 g/L Dextran70, or 100 g/L Dextran70), and the fluorescence
intensity of sfGFP was measured within 100 individual vesicles for
200min with 1min intervals. The box plots were obtained from
fluorescence intensities at 200min (for Supplementary Fig. 4g), and
time-development of sfGFP expression level was calculated from
fluorescence intensities at each time point (Supplementary
Fig. 4b–f).

Analysis of the FtsZ localization inside lipid vesicles along with
FtsA expression
Cell-free expression of FtsA was performed with 2 µM FtsZ-
Alexa488 (ftsA template was omitted for a negative control) for
60min with 20 s intervals (total 180 time points, recording started
after 20min incubation at 37 °C). Fluorescence intensity of FtsZ-
Alexa488 in the lumen or membrane at the equatorial plane was
thenmeasuredwith a representative vesicle and average intensities
at each time point were plotted in Supplementary Fig. 5b or d. The
same procedure was repeated to measure the intensity of FtrsZ-
G55-Venus-Q56 on membrane in the co-expression experiment of
FtsA/FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 and plotted in Supplementary Fig. 6h. In
both cases, average fluorescence intensities of FtsZ on membrane
among different vesicles were measured after cell-free expression
(total 80min) and plotted against vesicle diameter in Supplemen-
tary Figs. 5e and 6i.

Estimation of the wave occurrence with cell-free expressed Min
proteins
Cell-free co-expression of MinD/MinE or mCherry-MinC/MinD/
MinE was performed with 0.5 µM purified msfGFP-MinC for 50min
with 20 s intervals (total 150 time points, recording started after
10min incubation at 37 °C). Then, vesicles were randomly chosen
(n = 116 and 100 for MinDE and MinCDE expression, respectively.)
and the percentage of Min wave patterns inside lipid vesicles were
calculated as (sum of the dynamic waves and static patterns)/
(vesicle number) at every 3min time point and plotted in Sup-
plementary Fig. 6c.

Analysis of FtsZ structures and the aspect ratio of deformed
vesicles
Before and after 2–3 h of co-expression of FtsA/FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56/
mCherry-MinC/MinD/MinE, Z-stack images of Venus fluorescence
were acquired with tile-scan function. Vesicles were classified into
four size ranges (8–12, 12–16, 16–20, >20 μm in a diameter, n = 40 for
each range) from the images before expression. The structures of
FtsZ were then detected manually from 3D max projection images,
and vesicles with FtsZ-ring structure were further analyzed to
determine the aspect ratio. The aspect ratio of the deformed vesicles
was calculated as (length of short axis)/(length of long axis). Also, the
degree of deformation was calculated as (length of short axis)/(dia-
meter of the vesicle before deformation). The status of the vesicles
was classified into three (no ring structure, ring structure, ring
structure + deformation (with < 0.95 aspect ratio)) and plotted in
Fig. 4e. The relation of the aspect ratio of the vesicles with FtsZ-ring
and the original vesicle sizes were further plotted in Fig. 4f, and the
correlation coefficient was calculated among all vesicles plotted in
the figure (n = 79).

Surface plot of the FtsZ distribution inside a lipid vesicle
The kymograph of FtsZ distribution at an equatorial plane of the
vesicle shown in Supplementary Fig. 7c was obtained using a custom
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ImageJ macro. Then, fluorescence intensities of the FtsZ were mea-
sured at every 10min from the kymograph. The intensity profiles were
then plotted against relative position on the peripheral of the vesicle
(0°−360°) in Supplementary Fig. 7c.

Statistics and reproducibility
The high number of vesicles per sample and the protein behavior
found in them allowed a deep characterization of the phenomenology
described in our results in a reliable manner. Wide field images
showing multiple vesicles and several micrographs of similar results
are shown in the figures to demonstrate and support the high repro-
ducibility of our data together with quantitative analysis. In addition,
all the micrographs shown in figures both in the main manuscript and
supplementary file correspond to a reproducible result from3ormore
independent biological replicates.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The data sets for all experimental conditions, graphs, and oligonu-
cleotide sequences generated in this study are provided in the Sup-
plementary Information/Source Data file. The original image data are
available under restricted access for their large file size (>10 GB),
access can be obtained by reasonable request from the corresponding
author. Source data are provided with this paper.

Code availability
The custom ImageJ macro code for wave pattern analysis and gen-
eration of kymographs has been deposited in github [https://github.
com/ShunshiKohyama/Min-wave-analysis-in-GUVs].
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Supplementary Figures 

Supplementary Fig. 1 Effect of macromolecular crowding over FtsZ behavior inside lipid 
vesicles. a Representative 3D max projection images of FtsZ-Venus-mts structures 
inside lipid vesicles under different crowding conditions using Dextran70 and Ficoll70 (2 
µM FtsZ-Venus-mts + 1 mM GTP). Scale bars: 25 µm. b Representative 3D max 
projection images of FtsZ-Venus-mts (2 µM) without the addition of crowders with the 
absence (above) and presence (below) of 1 mM GTP. Scale bars: 25 µm. 
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Supplementary Fig. 2 Reconstitution of the MinCDE system inside lipid vesicles. a 
Encapsulation of MinCDE proteins within lipid vesicles result in different Min wave 
patterns that can be categorized in three main groups depending on their behavior. 
Pulsing oscillations: MinD oscillates between the lumen of the vesicles and the 
membrane surface. Travelling or circling: Min proteins continuously revolve on the 
membrane of the GUV. Pole-to-pole oscillations: Min proteins bind alternately to the 
membrane of the two hemispheres of the vesicle. White arrows represent the behavior 
of MinCDE proteins inside vesicles. Scale bars: 15 µm. b Frequency of Min wave 
patterns at different MinDE ratios. Min wave patterns are differentiated into four 
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categories: absence of waves, pole-to-pole oscillations, traveling waves, or pulsing 
inside vesicles at different MinDE ratios (n = 220 for each condition). The four MinDE 
ratios that showed the relatively high percentage (>65%) of dynamic waves were 
selected for this analysis. c Phase diagram of major MinCDE pattern formation inside 
lipid vesicles without crowding conditions. To facilitate their interpretation, we have 
grouped the three MinCDE wave patterns (Pulsing, travelling or Pole-to-pole) into the 
category of “Dynamic” here in contrast with localization in lumen (No significant 
membrane attachment or protein waves), and localization on membrane (No MinCDE 
waves). These three categories are represented vs. MinDE concentrations. d 
Representative confocal images of lipid vesicles containing MinCDE proteins at different 
MinDE ratios. Scale bars: 25 µm. Source data are provided as a Source Data file. 
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Supplementary Fig. 3 FtsZ structures are reorganized by MinCDE oscillations inside 
vesicles. Time-lapse confocal images of FtsZ-Venus-mts structures in the presence of 
MinCDE proteins. FtsZ structures bundles/mesh or dots are reorganized by the MinCDE 
waves, sometimes forming FtsZ-rings (2µM FtsZ-Venus-mts, 3µM MinD, 3µM MinE, 
0.5µM mScarlet-I-MinC). Time is represented as mm:ss and Scale bars: 10 µm. Confocal 
images were recorded after 10 min of vesicle preparation for 1-2h. 
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Supplementary Fig. 4 Estimation of cell-free expression level under macromolecular 
crowding environment within lipid vesicles. a Standard curve of sfGFP concentration 
against fluorescence intensity (Arbitrary Units) within vesicles. 0, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, and 
30 μM of sfGFP were encapsulated within vesicles, and the mean fluorescence 
intensities of sfGFP were measured. Plots represent the mean intensity and standard 
deviation. n = 30 for each concentration. b-f Time-development of sfGFP expression 
under macromolecular crowding environments. sfGFP was expressed using 2 nM sfGFP 
template inside vesicles with no additives (b), 50 g/L Ficoll70 (c), 100 g/L Ficoll70 (d), 
50 g/L Dextran70 (e), or 100 g/L Dextran70 (f). Then, 100 different vesicles were 
randomly chosen, and the fluorescence intensity of sfGFP in each vesicle was measured 
every 1 min for 200 min. Plots and bars indicate means and standard deviations, 
respectively. g Cell-free expression of sfGFP within vesicles under different crowding 
conditions. Top: Expression of sfGFP under 50 g/L of Ficoll7. Images show the same 
vesicles before incubation and after 200 min incubation at 37 °C. Scale bar: 20 μm. 
Bottom: Box plot of expression levels of sfGFP inside vesicles after 200 min incubation 
at 37 °C. Under Ficoll70 crowding, sfGFP expression level reached around 10 μM, while 
Dextran70 radically impaired expression. Mean is shown as a cross mark, box limits are 
quartiles 1 and 3, line inside boxes indicate median, and whiskers are the highest or 
lowest data points. n = 100 for each crowding condition. Source data are provided as a 
Source Data file. 
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Supplementary Fig. 5 Development of the FtsZ structures within lipid vesicles through 
cell-free expression of FtsA and MinDE proteins. a Schematic illustration of PURE cell-
free expression of FtsA with purified FtsZ. b FtsZ-FtsA mesh structure inside vesicles via 
FtsA expression. Top: Time-lapse images of FtsZ mesh structure formation with 3D max 
projection. FtsZ indicates dynamic assembly into bundles on the membrane inside the 
vesicle along with FtsA expression using 5 nM of ftsA template with 2 μM purified FtsZ-
Alexa488 and 50 g/L Ficoll70. Recording started after 20 min of cell-free expression. 
Scale bar: 5 μm. Bottom: localization change of FtsZ-Alexa488 along with FtsA 
expression in the lumen of the vesicles. FtsZ level (Arbitrary Units) decreases in the 
lumen by expressing FtsA (5 nM of ftsA template), targeting FtsZ to the membrane, while 
the negative control (no DNA) indicates a slight decrease of fluorescence by 
photobleaching. c Time-lapse images of FtsZ-FtsA mesh development with 3D max 
projection. FtsA was expressed at 37 °C using 5 nM of ftsA template with 2 μM purified 
FtsZ-Alexa488 and 50 g/L Ficoll70. FtsZ indicated dynamic assembly into mesh 
structures on the membrane along with time-lapse. Scale bar: 20 μm. d Localization 
change of FtsZ-Alexa488 along with FtsA expression on membrane of the vesicles. In 
contrast to the FtsZ intensity in the lumen (Supplementary Fig. 5b), FtsZ level (Arbitrary 
Units) increased by expressing FtsA, reaching its maxima between 30-40 min of 
expression and later slightly decreased the fluorescence probably due to the 
photobleaching. e Size dependency of the FtsZ intensity on lipid membrane among 
vesicles. After 80 min of cell-free expression of FtsA (with 5 nM of ftsA template), 
fluorescent intensity of FtsZ-Alexa488 (Arbitrary Units) tended to be higher within larger 
vesicles, suggesting that concentration of FtsZ on membrane become higher in larger 
vesicles. f Regulation of FtsZ localization by stable Min traveling waves via co-
expression of FtsA, MinD, and MinE (with 2 nM ftsAopt and 2 nM minDEoperon). Left: 
3D max projections of the transition of Min wave patterns and corresponding FtsZ 
structures. Right: Kymographs of the pattern transition of Min waves and FtsZ structures. 
Compared to Fig. 3c, pole-to-pole oscillations of Min waves were unstable and steady at 
traveling waves. Recording started after 5 min of cell-free expression. mCherry-MinC 
and FtsZ-Alexa488 are indicated in magenta and green, respectively. Source data are 
provided as a Source Data file. 
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Supplementary Fig. 6 Independent reconstitution of MinCDE and FtsZ-FtsA systems 
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by co-expressing all essential components. a Schematic illustrations of co-expression 
systems. Left: Co-expression of mCherry-MinC, MinD, and MinE. Right: Co-expression 
of FtsA and FtsZ-Venus mutant. b Emergence of Min waves by cell-free expressed 
mCherry-MinC, MinD, and MinE inside vesicles (with 2 nM mCherry-MinC and 1 nM 
minDEoperon). Left: 3D max projection of Min wave pattern formation inside vesicles 
after 2 h expression of mCherry-MinC, MinD, and MinE at 37 °C. Right: Kymographs of 
the Min waves inside vesicles correspond to the same letters in the left image captured 
by mCherry-MinC fluorescence. Wave dynamics were highly sensitive to MinDE 
concentrations. Scale bar: 20 μm. c Time-dependent occurrence of Min wave patterns 
inside lipid vesicles. Percentage of Min patterns (dynamic waves and static patterns) 
among vesicles are calculated every 3 min after 10 min incubation. 0.5 nM minDEoperon 
(black points and gray lines) or 1 nM mCherry-MinC + 0.5 nM minDEoperon (magenta 
points and pink lines) were used for MinDE or MinCDE co-expression, respectively. n = 
116 and 100 for MinDE and MinCDE expression, respectively. d 3D max projection of 
the FtsZ-FtsA mesh structures inside vesicles after 1 h co-expression of either FtsZ-G55-
Venus-Q56 or FtsZ-Venus (3 nM ftsZopt-G55-Venus-Q56 or ftsZ-Venus) together with 
FtsA (1 nM ftsAopt) at 37 °C. In contrast to FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56, FtsZ-Venus mostly 
localized in the lumen of vesicles and formed several dot structures on the membrane. 
Scale bars: 20 μm. e Comparison of FtsZ mesh formation dynamics for FtsZ-G55-Venus-
Q56 and FtsZ-Venus. FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 efficiently forms mesh structures on the 
membrane via co-expression with FtsA, while FtsZ-Venus forms dot-like structures. 
Experimental conditions were the same as Supplementary Fig. 4d and images were 
recorded after 20 min incubation at 37 °C. Scale bars: 5 μm. f Purified FtsZ bundles on 
SLBs through FtsA. FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 (left) and wild type FtsZ (right) were anchored 
to the membrane through FtsA and assembled into smilar dynamic vortices. Scale bars: 
10 μm. g Release of Pi as result of GTPase activity of FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 and wild 
type FtsZ. FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 has slightly higher GTPase activity (~6.2 Pi/FtsZ * min-

1) than wild type FtsZ (~4.2 Pi/FtsZ * min-1), thus, both proteins are active under our 
experimental conditions (n=3). Plots represent the mean value of Pi release at each time 
point. GTPase activity of FtsZ proteins was determined from the slope of the linear 
phosphate release. h FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 intensity on the vesicle membrane along 
with co-expression of FtsA and FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 (3 nM ftsZopt-G55-Venus-Q56 
and 1 nM ftsAopt) at 37 °C. Similar to the Supplementary Fig. 5b, intensity of the FtsZ 
(Arbitrary Units) gradually increased with time by binding of FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 on the 
membrane through FtsA. Although similar trends were observed among different vesicle 
sizes, fluorescence intensities tended to be slightly higher within larger vesicles. i Size 
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dependency of the FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 intensity on lipid membrane among vesicles. 
After 80 min of co-expression of FtsA and FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 (with 3 nM ftsZopt-G55-
Venus-Q56 and 1 nM ftsAopt), fluorescent intensity of FtsZ (Arbitrary Units) indicated the 
correlation between vesicle diameter and FtsZ concentration on membrane. Source data 
are provided as a Source Data file. 
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Supplementary Fig. 7 FtsZ-ring structures regulated by various Min wave patterns 
inside lipid vesicles in co-expression system (1 nM ftsAopt, 3 nM ftsZopt-G55-Venus-
Q56, 2 nM mCherry-MinC, and 1 nM minDEoperon templates). a Time-lapse images of 
the formation of the FtsZ-ring like structure regulated by the pole-to-pole oscillation of 
Min waves. The static localization of Min waves further stabilized the FtsZ structure. 
Scale bars: 5 μm. b Time-lapse images of the moving of FtsZ mesh structure driven by 
Min traveling waves around the membrane. Scale bar: 5 μm. c Surface plot of the FtsZ 
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distribution regulated by Min waves within a vesicle. Fluorescence intensities of FtsZ-
G55-Venus-Q56 (Arbitrary Units) on the equatorial plane of the vesicle were measured 
along with time. The FtsZ was randomly distributed initially but then formed two peaks 
that indicate the formation of the FtsZ structure on the membrane by regulation of Min 
waves. d 3D rotational view of a constricted vesicle by the FtsZ-ring. 3D max projected 
image was rotated along with Y-axis in 30 ° increment between each frame and 7 (0 ° – 
180 °) frames were shown. The image was captured started after 3 h of incubation at 
37 °C. Scale bar: 5 μm. All images are 3D max projection with the merged color of 
mCherry-MinC (magenta) and FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 (green). Source data are provided 
as a Source Data file. 
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Supplementary Fig. 8 Radial constriction of lipid vesicles by FtsZ-ring. Scatter plots of 
the short axis of the deformed vesicle (Dafter) (a) or the degree of deformation 
(Dafter/Dbefore) (b) against diameter of vesicles before deformation (Dbefore). Plots (blue 
dots) were calculated among deformed vesicles (aspect ratio < 0.95) after 2-3 h co-
expression of 5 essential genes at 37 °C. Graphs indicate the diameter of shorter axis of 
deformed vesicles (Dafter) was smaller than original vesicle diameters (Dbefore), 
irrespective of vesicle size, showing that FtsZ-ring radially constricts lipid vesicles. n = 
45. Source data are provided as a Source Data file. 
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Supplementary Table 1 List of primers. 
 
Name Sequence (5’ to 3’) 

KN230 ATGGCACGCATTATTGTTGTTACTT 

KN256 GGTATATCTCCTTCTTAAAGTTAAACA 

932 AGACCACAACGGTTTCCCTCTAGAAATAATTTTGTTTAAC 

PG43 TGAAACATGGCAAAGGTAGCGT 

933 AAACCGTTGTGGTCTCCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAAT 

PG44 GCTACCTTTGCCATGTTTCAGAAA 

899 TTGCTCACCATGTGATGATGATGATGATGATGCCT 

900 CTGTACAAGGGTGCAGCGGGTGAATTCA 

227 ATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAG 

641 CTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGC 

885 TTCTTCGCCTTTGCTAACGTGATGATGATGATGATGATGCCTCAT 

886 ATGGATGAACTGTATAAAGGTGCAGCGGGTGAATTCAGC 

692 GTTAGCAAAGGCGAAGAAC 

693 TTTATACAGTTCATCCATACCA 

1065 GGTGCAGCGGGTGAATTC 

979 GTGATGATGATGATGATGATGCCT 

1063 CATCATCACATGGTTTCTAAAGGTGAGGCGGT 

1064 CGCTGCACCTTTGTACAGTTCGTCCATACCGC 

934 CTAGCATAACCCCTTGGG 

510 CATGGTATATCTCCTTCTTAA 

945 GATATACCATGATCAAGGCGACGGAC 

946 GTTATGCTAGTTAAAACTCTTTTCGCAGCC 

947 GAGATATACCATGATTAAAGCTACGGACAGAAAA 

948 TTTTCTGTCCGTAGCTTTAATCATGGTATATCTC 

949 GATTAAAGCTACTGATAGAAAACTGG 

950 CCAGTTTTCTATCAGTAGCTTTAATC 
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Supplementary Table 1 List of primers (continued). 
 
Name Sequence (5’ to 3’) 

951 GCTACTGATAGAAAATTAGTAGTAGGAC 

952 GTCCTACTACTAATTTTCTATCAGTAGC 

KN908 CATGGTATATCTCCTTCTTAAAGTTAAAC 

KN170 ATGTTTGAACCAATGGAACTTAC 

1051 TCCAACCGCTGTTTTACG 

SC46 ATAAAGTTGCAGGACCACTTCTG 

1050 CAGACGATTCAAATCGGTAGCG 

SC47 CAGAAGTGGTCCTGCAACTTTAT 

1052 GCGGTTGGAATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAG 

1053 AATCGTCTGCTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGC 

509 GCACTCGAGCACCACCAC 

685 GGTATATCTCCTTCTTAAAGTTAAACAAAA 

1021 TAAGAAGGAGATATACCATGAGCAAAGGAGAAGAACTTTTC 

1022 TGGTGGTGCTCGAGTGCTCATTTGTAGAGCTCATCCATGCCAT 

SC46 ATAAAGTTGCAGGACCACTTCTG 

960 CCGCATCATTAGTTAATTCCATTGGTTC 

SC47 CAGAAGTGGTCCTGCAACTTTAT 

959 GAACCAATGGAATTAACTAATGATGCGG 

1173 CGAGCTTAAAGACAGTAGCTTCA 

1174 TGAAGCTACTGTCTTTAAGCTCG 

T7P-F CCCGCGAAATTAATACGACTCAC 

T7P-R CAAAAAACCCCTCAAGACCCGT 
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Supplementary Table 2 List of DNA templates for cell-free expression. 
 
Linearized template Original plasmid 

sfGFP pCoofy-sfGFP 

ftsA pET28a-FtsA 

ftsAopt pPT1-FtsAopt 

minDEoperon pPT1-MinD.MinE 

mCherry-minC pET28a-His-mCherry-MinC 

ftsZopt-G55-Venus-Q56 pET11b-FtsZopt-G55-Venus-Q56 

ftsZ-Venus pET11b-FtsZ-Venus 
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Supplementary Table 3 List of DNA templates and concentrations for cell-free 
expression. 
 
Condition Templates and concentrations 

Estimation of sfGFP expression level 
(Supplementary Fig. 4) 

2 nM sfGFP 

FtsA expression with FtsZ-Alexa488 (Fig. 3b, 
Supplementary Fig. 5b-e, and Supplementary 
Movie 3) 

5 nM ftsA 

Co-expression of FtsA, MinD, and MinE (Fig. 3c, d, 
Supplementary Fig. 5f, and Supplementary Movie 
4) 

2 nM ftsAopt and 2 nM 
minDEoperon 

Co-expression of mCherry-MinC, MinD, and MinE 
(Supplementary Fig. 6b and Supplementary Movie 
5) 

2 nM mCherry-MinC and 1 nM 
minDEoperon 

Estimation of wave emergence (Supplementary 
Fig. 6c) 

0.5 nM minDEoperon with or 
without 1 nM mCherry-MinC 

Co-expression of FtsA and FtsZ variants 
(Supplementary Fig. 6d, e, h, i, and Supplementary 
Movie 6) 

1 nM ftsAopt and 3 nM ftsZopt-
G55-Venus-Q56 or ftsZ-Venus 

Co-expression of FtsA, FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56, 
mCherry-MinC, MinD, and MinE (Fig. 4b-f, 
Supplementary Fig. 7, 8, Supplementary Movie 7, 
8, and 9) 

1 nM ftsAopt, 3 nM ftsZopt-
G55-Venus-Q56, 2 nM 
mCherry-MinC, and 1 nM 
minDEoperon 
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Supplementary Notes 

Validation of MinCDE or FtsZ-mts reconstitution inside lipid vesicles under 

macromolecular crowding environments 

In our experimental setup, we used fluorescently labeled MinC (mScarlet-I-MinC) to 

avoid any side effects in the Min wave dynamics as result of the fluorescent protein when 

it is fused to MinD or MinE. When the MinCDE system was encapsulated within lipid 

vesicles, they self-assembled into different patterns: Dynamic waves at the membrane 

(further categorized into previously described modes in spherical vesicles: Pole-to-pole 

oscillations, traveling waves (also referred as circling waves in several literatures1-3, and 

pulsing) (Supplementary Fig. 2a), stationary localization at the membrane, and stationary 

localization in the lumen3,4. The emergence of such oscillatory patterns are strongly 

dependent on the MinDE ratios and concentration4. Therefore, spatiotemporal dynamics 

did not emerge when either MinD or MinE was in excess, resulting in stationary 

membrane localization at high MinD concentration or in the lumen at high MinE 

(Supplementary Fig. 2c and d). We further analyzed the relative frequency of different 

modes among conditions with predominant Min dynamics (>65%). Equimolar 

concentrations of MinDE at 3 µM favored the generation of traveling waves and pole-to-

pole oscillations (Supplementary Fig. 2b). As pole-to-pole oscillations would be the 

desired mode for the spatiotemporal regulation of FtsZ at the membrane, we selected 

this MinDE concentration ratio as our standard condition for further assays. 

 

Moreover, since previous studies stated that macromolecular crowding enhance the FtsZ 

polymerization5-8 and sharpened the regulation of FtsZ by Min waves into steeper 

gradients9-11, we figured that addition of certain macromolecular crowder agents in 
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solution might improve functional co-reconstitution of both systems. Thus, we 

encapsulated the Min system in presence of crowding by using Dextran 70 and Ficoll70 

and observed that they were also functional. Without crowders, Min proteins had yielded 

the three dynamic modes; pole-to-pole oscillation, traveling waves, and pulsing, at 

roughly 15%: 35%: 18% ratios at our standard MinCDE conditions (equimolar 

concentration of MinDE at 3 μM and mScarlet-I-MinC at 0.5 μM). Intriguingly, after adding 

crowders, we observed a slight increase in the pole-to-pole oscillations, in spite of the 

unaltered spherical symmetry of the vesicle, which usually precludes mode selection3. 

Since stable pole-to-pole oscillations are required for correct placement of the FtsZ-ring 

in vivo12,13, any improvement in the prevalence of this wave mode would be highly 

beneficial for the assembly and placement of a functional division ring. However, the 

increase in the frequencies was not highly significant at particular crowding conditions, 

reaching up to 29% of pole-to-pole oscillations at 100 g/L Ficoll70, for instance (Fig. 1e). 

Therefore, we concluded that macromolecular crowding did not significantly affect the 

frequency of Min patterns under our experimental conditions. However, we have not 

analyzed whether other features of Min wave dynamics were affected by crowding in 

solution such as interaction with the membrane, wavelength, velocity of the Min waves, 

or protein-protein interactions such as MinD-MinE complex to induce MinD’s ATPase 

activity9,14,15. At the same time, we confirmed that a high percentage of the vesicles (70-

80%) showed Min wave dynamics under all crowding conditions, thus supporting the co-

reconstitution of Min waves together with FtsZ. 

 

On the other hand, we have also validated the effects of macromolecular crowding 

environments on FtsZ-Venus-mts, an FtsZ mutant that contains the membrane 
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attachment sequence from MinD16. This mutant is able to bind the membrane 

independently of the interaction with the membrane anchor FtsA, which is challenging to 

reconstitute, due to their aggregative nature17. FtsZ-Venus-mts has greatly supported 

and facilitated the in vitro reconstitution and study of FtsZ on membranes without 

dramatically affecting its assembly dynamics9,16,18-20. Therefore, we have encapsulated 

FtsZ-Venus-mts in lipid vesicles under our experimental setup, and successfully 

observed the assembly of different structures upon GTP hydrolysis and addition of 

macromolecular crowders (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 1a). The higher amount of 

FtsZ bundles at higher crowding conditions determined that macromolecular crowding is 

required to functionally connect the FtsZ and MinCDE system. 

 

Effects of macromolecular crowding on PURE Cell-free expression 

Before we started to reconstitute the Min or FtsZ-FtsA system with the cell-free 

expression system, we first tested the effects of crowding on our experimental setup by 

expression of sfGFP. Compared to the expression without crowders, we confirmed a 

relatively lower expression yield of sfGFP under crowding environments, as previously 

reported22-25 (Supplementary Fig. 4). However, the sfGFP yield reached about 10 μM 

with Ficoll70 after 200 min of cell-free expression, whereas Dextran70 radically impaired 

the sfGFP expression level (Supplementary Fig. 4g). Because MinCDE, FtsZ and FtsA 

proteins would need up to 5 μM of the expression yield, we decided to employ the 

Ficoll70 as a crowding agent in cell-free expression experiments. 

 

Analysis of reconstituted MinCDE waves via cell-free expression 

After we reconstituted MinCDE waves via co-expression of mCherry-MinC, MinD, and 
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MinE, we further characterized the Min wave dynamics emerged by cell-free expressed 

proteins. The kymographs revealed that Min wave patterns gradually appeared along 

with the synthesis of mCherry-MinC (Supplementary Fig. 6b). As for MinDE co-

expression (Fig. 4c and Supplementary Fig. 5f), wave patterns dynamically transited 

from pole-to-pole oscillation to traveling waves. Moreover, extended time-lapse 

observation up to 2.5 h captured that Min waves eventually showed static patterns, which 

agreed with the emergence of static patterns after 2-4 h of MinDE expression26. Then, 

we analyzed the time-dependent occurrence of Min wave patterns inside lipid vesicles 

via cell-free expression system. The efficiency of Min patterns (dynamic waves and static 

patterns) among vesicles were lower and also slower in full MinCDE co-expression 

system compared to MinDE expression, (Supplementary Fig. 6c). This impaired 

efficiency of wave emergence might be due to the conflict of the protein synthesis 

resources between mCherry-MinC and MinDE templates. However, we confirmed that 

at least 60% of the vesicles contained Min patterns after 1 h co-expression of MinCDE 

proteins. 

 

Functional FtsZ-FP for FtsZ-FtsA reconstitution via cell-free expression 

In this study, we employed FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 to visualize a functional FtsZ using 

fluorescence microscopy. It is previously known that the C-terminal conjugation with FPs 

impairs the functionality of FtsZ in vivo27,28, because interactions with division proteins 

occur mainly through the C-terminal domain of FtsZ29,30. At the same time, the 

considerable gain in molecular weight from the fusion of FPs with wild-type FtsZ (FtsZ-

FPs, ~67 kDa) renders it difficult to implement a close-to-physiological concentration of 

FtsZ (1-6 μM)31-33 using cell-free expression with respect to FtsA (45 kDa, 0.07-0.3 
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μM)32,33.  

 

To overcome these difficulties, we tested a FtsZ-G55-FP-Q56 mutant, in which a 

fluorescent protein was inserted in between 55th Gly and 56th Gln FtsZ residues 

according to a previous report34. As one of those chimeras (FtsZ-G55-mVenus-Q56) was 

reported as fully functional in vivo, it was naturally expected to have similar functionalities 

as wild-type FtsZ in vitro. Together with the validation of template concentration ratio (3 

nM for FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 and 1 nM for FtsA), we observed the FtsZ mesh structure 

on the membrane (Supplementary Fig. 6d and e). On the other hand, C-terminally fused 

FtsZ-Venus did not show preferential membrane localization, verifying that this chimeric 

FtsZ protein lacks this functionality (Supplementary Fig. 6d and e). Moreover, we 

checked the activity of purified FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 on SLBs and by GTPase assay, 

confirming that FtsZ-G55-Venus-Q56 is active under our experimental conditions and it 

is able to form dynamic structures on SLBs (Supplementary Fig. 6f and g). 

Intriguingly, we observed a size dependency of FtsZ intensity on the membrane among 

both FtsA-only and FtsZ-FtsA expression system. In case of FtsA expression with 

purified FtsZ-Alexa488, the localization of FtsZ molecules in the lumen of the vesicle was 

gradually decreased by the expression of FtsA (Supplementary Fig. 5b), while an 

increase of FtsZ intensity was observed on the membrane (Supplementary Fig. 5d). 

Furthermore, higher FtsZ concentrations on the membrane were observed in larger 

vesicles, suggesting a correlation between size and membrane coverage of FtsZ 

(Supplementary Fig. 5e). Since surface-to-volume ratio decreases in larger vesicles, this 

result suggests that the majority of FtsZ molecules sufficiently bound to the membrane 

through FtsA expression regardless the vesicle sizes. In parallel, FtsA-FtsZ co-
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expression system also indicated gradual increase of the FtsZ intensity on membrane 

along with cell-free expression (Supplementary Fig. 6h) and relatively higher FtsZ level 

within larger vesicles (Supplementary Fig. 6h and i). This size dependency also supports 

the increase of the concentration of FtsZ on the membrane among relatively larger 

vesicles. 

 

Min wave organized FtsZ structures in co-expression system 

After we reconstituted co-expression system of MinCDE and FtsZ-FtsA proteins (Fig. 4), 

we characterized the time-dependent FtsZ dynamics regulated by Min waves inside lipid 

vesicles. In some cases, time-lapse images suggested that Min waves first appeared as 

pole-to-pole oscillations to form the FtsZ-ring, and later transformed into a static bipolar 

localization depending on MinDE concentrations (Fig. 4c and Supplementary Fig. 7a). 

Surprisingly, although we suspect that some sort of energy-driven dynamic mechanism 

is at place in these vesicles, the spatial regulation of the FtsZ-ring like structure to the 

middle of the vesicles seems to be preserved without pole-to-pole oscillation of Min 

waves (Fig. 4c and Supplementary Fig. 7a). The circumferential (360°) surface plot of 

FtsZ intensities revealed that FtsZ was first randomly distributed on the membrane but 

then formed and reinforced two bands over time, corresponding to a ring-like structure 

and implying that the Min waves successfully reshaped FtsZ structures and stabilized 

them (Supplementary Fig. 7c). In addition, also non-deformed vesicles showed FtsZ 

mesh structures antagonistically localized against Min traveling waves (Supplementary 

Fig. 7b). The fact that all three wave modes (pole-to-pole oscillation, bipolar static 

localization, and traveling waves) could be observed after MinCDE expression might 

reflect differences of MinDE concentrations among vesicles (Supplementary Fig. 6b). 
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Supplementary Discussion 

In this work we have achieved the in vitro reconstitution of a minimal division machinery 

composed by FtsZ-ring located at the equatorial plane of a lipid cell-like container by the 

dynamic MinCDE system, reassembling their behavior inside the cell. It might represent 

the first step towards the reconstitution of a functional division machinery able to fulfill 

division of cell-like systems in vitro, one of the major goals of the bottom-up Synthetic 

biology. Moreover, as mentioned in the main text, the use of two different approaches in 

this work has allowed us not only the characterization of our experimental setup at higher 

degree, but also revealing some of the key factors involved in the process (such as 

protein concentration, protein ratios, crowding conditions and buffer composition). Thus, 

by using these two approaches, we provided higher robustness to our results and helpful 

improvements for the in vitro reconstitution of protein systems in cell-like platforms. 

 

Although co-reconstitution of the MinCDE system and FtsZ-Venus-mts has been 

performed previously1,10,11, experimental setups used in those studies lack some critical 

features as a cell model, namely, fully confined spaces and deformable membrane 

surface, where both features have significant impacts over the FtsZ and MinCDE protein 

dynamics. For instance, it is known that cell-sized confinement significantly alters the 

requirements to induce Min waves14, and also deformable membrane systems play an 

essential role to study the FtsZ dynamics20,21,35,36. For instance, Zieske and Schwille10 

reconstituted the Min pole-to-pole oscillation together with FtsZ-mts condensation into 

the middle of PDMS fabricated chamber in particular, however, this demonstration was 

far away from the reconstitution of those protein systems inside cell models. Taken 

together, our observation presented in this study has firstly reported the formation and 
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assembly of a FtsZ-ring located at the middle of the lipid vesicles regulated by the 

MinCDE waves. 

 

One of the key features of our work is optimization of macromolecular crowding 

environments to achieve the assembly of the FtsZ-ring. Macromolecular crowding in 

solution non-specifically enhances molecular interactions by a volume exclusion effect 

that have a huge potential to modulate the kinetics and equilibria of a large number of 

molecular reactions taking place inside the cell37,38. The effect of macromolecular 

crowding in solution also influence the protein-membrane interactions since they are 

thermodynamically and kinetically linked. Eventually, any volume exclusion effect over 

the molecules in solution will affect their equilibria and interaction with the membrane as 

well. To study these molecular dynamics, synthetic macromolecules like Dextran, Ficoll, 

or PEG as well as proteins like BSA have been extensively used to mimic the crowded 

cellular environment in vitro39-41. However, a repulsive interaction of PEG with other 

molecules cannot be fully described quantitatively by an effect of excluded volume alone, 

involving certain attractive interaction between PEG and the hydrophobic side chains on 

the protein surface37,40,41. For this reason, we have decided to exclude PEG from our 

studies.  

 

Previous studies have demonstrated the significant impacts of macromolecular crowding 

over FtsZ and MinCDE protein functionalities. Briefly, crowding conditions promote FtsZ 

bundling in solution and inside vesicles, increase oligomerization and promote the 

assembly of liquid-liquid phase-separated droplets5,7,21,22,35,42,43. On the other hand, 

macromolecular crowding decreases the wavelength and velocity of MinDE waves9,15, 
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while enhancing the emergence of waves inside lipid microdroplets14. Thus, we found 

that macromolecular crowding becomes essential to reconstitute the minimal division 

system. Even though the emergence of Min pole-to-pole oscillations was only slightly 

increased under crowding conditions (Fig. 1e), the presence of FtsZ effectively increased 

the pole-to-pole oscillations for the case of the MinC (from 20% to 40% at 100 g/L 

Dextran70) in comparison with MinCG10D mutant (From 25% to 31% at 100 g/L Dextran 

70) (Fig. 1e and Fig. 2g). In addition, we have also observed a higher increment of FtsZ-

ring formation with MinC under 100 g/L Dextran70 crowding condition (~42%), while 

absence of MinC or MinCG10D mutant could only promote significantly less FtsZ-rings 

(~10-12%) (Fig. 2f). Since frequency of pole-to-pole oscillations was slightly increased 

even with MinCG10D mutant, it is plausible to suggest that the FtsZ bundles on the 

membrane at high crowding conditions is one of the key factors to enhance pole-to-pole 

oscillation in cellular compartments. However, considering increment of the frequency of 

both pole-to-pole oscillation and FtsZ-ring formation with wild-type MinC, the formation 

of FtsZ-ring might have higher impact on enhancement of pole-to-pole oscillations 

following a mutual positive feedback with the Min waves. 

 

Related to this, the mutual positive feedback between FtsZ-ring formation and pole-to-

pole oscillation of Min waves suggested by our data is a new insight that was not 

expected by the current understanding of the molecular dynamics of those protein 

systems. However, it is also plausible to assume that this phenomenon is closely related 

to the geometrical effects on Min waves described previously. Essentially, Min waves 

can sense geometry and reorganize the wave patterns according to the shape of 

membrane matrix or physical barriers10,15, 44. In this regard, considering the presence of 
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thick FtsZ bundles on the membrane promoted by crowding, they might behave as a 

physical barrier, limiting Min proteins to access to the successive membrane area 

required to emerge traveling waves. Indeed, the presence of FtsZ bundles slightly 

increased the pole-to-pole oscillations (From 25% to 31%) without effective regulation of 

Min waves in case of MinCG10D mutant (Fig. 1e and Fig. 2g). Taken together, our 

observations point to a critical biological relevance of macromolecular crowding in the 

synergetic dynamics among Min waves, FtsZ bundles, FtsZ-ring structures, and 

environmental factors such as membrane interaction and confinement. We are only at 

the beginning of appreciating the mutual relationships of these factors to decipher their 

roles inside cells. 

 

In order to further improve our experimental setup and eventually achieve the full 

constriction of the lipid vesicles by the FtsZ-ring together with other division-related 

proteins, several approaches would be considered in future studies. One of the most 

intriguing suggestion from our study is the higher deformability observed in bigger 

vesicles in case of the FtsZ-FtsA system, finding a size dependence of vesicle 

deformation by FtsZ-rings (Fig. 4f and Supplementary Fig. 7). Since the surface-to-

volume ratio becomes smaller in larger spheres, FtsZ-FtsA density on the membrane 

might be increased for larger vesicles at the same protein expression level, as shown in 

our analysis (Supplementary Fig. 4e, 5h, i). Higher density of FtsZ-FtsA on the 

membrane would explain why significant deformations can be only observed in larger 

vesicles, suggesting that higher concentration of FtsZ and FtsA proteins on the 

membrane might be able to exert greater force, highlighting the importance of protein 

density on the membrane. Besides, size-dependent mechanical properties of vesicle 
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membrane such as surface tension and stiffness would favor higher deformation in larger 

vesicles45-47. Quantitative biophysical measurements, e.g., by micropipette aspiration 

and/or optical tweezers should be carried out in future studies to reveal the induced 

forces and clarify the key features driving vesicle deformation among a broad range of 

vesicle sizes. In addition, the lack of major deformations using the FtsZ-Venus-mts (Fig. 

2b-e and Supplementary Fig. 3) remarked the influence of different membrane 

attachment, which could be a critical factor for the generation of greater forces on the 

membrane, as it can modulate the treadmilling behavior of FtsZ18-20. Thus, the control of 

the protein density on the membrane together with different FtsZ attachment protein such 

as ZipA might be an interesting approach to improve the force generation by a FtsZ-ring 

and therefore deformation of vesicles.  

Next, our experimental setup using minimal division proteins can serve as a platform to 

increase the complexity of the system adding more components such as the Zap proteins, 

which can enhance the bundling of FtsZ48, the nucleoid occlusion system to reinforce the 

displacement of FtsZ from the lumen49, or ZipA as a linker of the FtsZ protein to the 

membrane. The addition of complementary division components is an attractive 

approach to improve the system and achieve the reconstitution of a functional divisome 

in vitro. In this regard, ZipA can be a good candidate to improve the deformations by a 

FtsZ-ring as we discussed in the main text. Since ZipA contains a transmembrane region 

instead of a membrane binding domain as FtsA or MinD50 and its insertion into 

membrane bilayer might be able to enhance the membrane bending as hypothesized 

previously51, the combination of FtsZ and ZipA might induce further deformations of 

membrane by FtsZ torsion and treadmilling. Hence, co-reconstitution of FtsZ, FtsA, and 

ZipA as a proto-ring together with Min proteins can potentially improve the current system 
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leading to a higher degree of membrane deformation. 

 

Lastly, the study of different membrane properties and their impact in the formation of 

the FtsZ-ring formation and deformation of vesicles is an interesting approach to improve 

the system. For instance, crowding at the membrane is an interesting approach to 

enhance the polymerization dynamics of FtsZ, as it was previously shown by using 

bacterial cytoskeleton protein MreB52. Different PEG derivatives linked to the 

membrane52 can be a good candidate together with different lipid compositions to obtain 

further optimized membrane properties such as charge, rigidity, surface tension, diffusion, 

and phase-separation. Some of these properties have been already stated that affect the 

behavior of MinCDE and FtsZ31 and therefore, can potentially improve and modulate the 

membrane properties in order to achieve higher frequencies of ring formation, membrane 

deformability or even full scission of the membrane. 
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Supplementary Methods 

Plasmid construction 

The basic information for plasmid construction is given in methods in the main 

manuscript. However, again, plasmids were typically constructed using seamless cloning. 

DNA fragments were amplified with overlaps regions between adjacent fragments by 

PCR, and then PCR products were treated with DpnI and combined using GeneArt 

Seamless Cloning and Assembly Enzyme Mix. For deletion of sequences from plasmids, 

plasmids were constructed using blunt end cloning. A DNA fragment was amplified from 

the original plasmid, treated with DpnI, phosphorylated using T4 Phosphokinase, and 

then ligated with T4 DNA Ligase. All enzymes for cloning were purchased from Thermo 

Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Detailed methods of each plasmid are described 

below, and primers are listed in Supplementary Table 1. 

pIVEX2.3d-sfGFP-His for purification of sfGFP was a kind gift from Dr. Lei Kai from the 

School of Life Sciences, Jiangsu Normal University, China. A DNA fragment for pCoofy 

backbone was amplified from pCoofy1 (Addgene plasmid # 43974) with a 509/685 primer 

set, then, sfGFP gene was amplified from pIVEX2.3d-sfGFP-His with a 1021/1022 primer 

set. These PCR products were assembled using seamless cloning. 

pET28a-His-msfGFP-MinC, pET28a-His-mCherry-MinC, and pET28a-His-mScarlet-I-

MinC were constructed by substituting the eGFP gene from pET28a-His-eGFP-MinC53 

by genes encoding respective fluorescent proteins. First, pET28a backbone was 

amplified from pET28a-His-eGFP-MinC with an 885/886 primer set. Then, msfGFP gene 

was amplified from pET28a-His-MinE (2-31)-msfGFP54 with a 692/693 primer set. These 

PCR products were assembled using seamless cloning to construct pET28a-His-

msfGFP-MinC. For pET28a-His-mCherry-MinC, pET28a backbone was amplified in the 
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same manner with an 899/900 primer set. Then, mCherry gene was amplified from 

pLVX_mCherry-C1 (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA) with a 641/227 primer set. 

These PCR products were assembled using seamless cloning. For pET28a-His-

mScarlet-I-MinC, pET28a backbone was similarly amplified from pET28a-His-eGFP-

MinC with a 1065/979 primer set. mScarlet-I gene sequence was optimized for the E. 

coli expression system and synthesized as a DNA cassette (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

mScarlet-I DNA cassette was then amplified with a 1063/1064 primer set and assembled 

with a pET28a backbone using seamless cloning. 

To construct pPT1-MinD.MinE plasmid, we first deleted the His-tag from pET28a-His-

MinD.MinE55 to obtain minD-minE operon sequence without any tag sequences. A part 

of pET28a-His-MinD.MinE was amplified by PCR with a KN230/KN256 primer set, and 

subsequently, the PCR product was conjugated using blunt end cloning. The resultant 

plasmid (pET28a-MinD.MinE) was further optimized for the cell-free expression system 

by substituting the lac operator region with a stem-loop sequence. Two DNA fragments 

were amplified from pET28a-MinD.MinE using 932/PG43 and 933/PG44 sets, 

respectively. Then, PCR products were assembled using seamless cloning. The 

resultant plasmid was named pPT1-MinD.MinE since the plasmid is not suitable for 

protein expression like a typical pET system because of the lack of the lac operator 

region. 

pPT1-FtsAopt was constructed by cloning the ftsA gene into pPT1-MinD.MinE and 

following optimization of ftsA gene for cell-free expression system. pPT1 plasmid 

backbone was amplified from pPT1-MinD.MinE with a 934/510 primer set. Then, ftsA 

gene was amplified from pET28a-FtsA56 with a 945/946 primer set, and those PCR 

products were assembled using seamless cloning. The resultant plasmid (pPT1-FtsA) 
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was further optimized to increase the AT-content in the first 30 DNA sequences (10 Amino 

acids) by introducing silent point mutations2,22,35. Then, the point mutations (substitution 

of 7 nucleotides) were introduced in three repeats of mutagenesis. First, two fragments 

were amplified from pPT1-FtsA using 947/PG43 and 948/PG44 primer sets, respectively. 

These fragments were assembled using seamless cloning to construct the intermediate 

plasmid (pPT1-FtsA_3xMut). Then, the same procedure was repeated to introduce 

further mutations with 949/PG43 and 950/PG44 primer sets (obtained the intermediate 

plasmid, pPT1-FtsA_5xMut). Finally, the rest of the mutations were introduced using 

951/PG43 and 952/PG44 primer sets to obtain pPT1-FtsAopt. 

pET11b-FtsZ-Venus (conjugation of Venus in the C-terminus of full-length FtsZ) was 

obtained from pET11b-mts-FtsZ-Venus (Venus was referred as YFP in the previous 

manuscripts)18,57 by removing the mts region. A DNA fragment was amplified from 

pET11b-mts-FtsZ-Venus using a KN908/KN170 primer set and conjugated using blunt 

end cloning. 

pET11b-FtsZ58 was first optimized for cell-free expression similar to FtsA optimization, 

and then Venus gene was inserted between G55 and Q56 amino acid residue of FtsZ to 

obtain pET11b-FtsZopt-G55-Venus-Q56. Two DNA fragments were amplified from 

pET11b-FtsZ using SC46/960 and SC47/959 primer sets. These fragments were 

assembled using seamless cloning. The resultant plasmid (pET11b-FtsZopt) was 

linearized into two parts using 1051/SC46 and 1050/SC47 primer sets, respectively. 

Then, Venus gene fragment was obtained from pET11b-FtsZ-YFP-mts16 using a 

1052/1053 primer set. These three DNA fragments were then assembled using seamless 

cloning. 

pET28a-His-mScarlet-I-MinCG10D mutant10 was constructed by substituting the Gly10 
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residue of minC gene by Asp from pET28a-His-mScarlet-I-MinC. Two DNA fragments 

with G10D mutation were amplified from pET28a-His-mScarlet-I-MinC with PG43/1173 

and PG44/1174 primer sets and then these PCR products were assembled using 

seamless cloning to obtain pET28a-His-mScarlet-I-MinCG10D. 
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3.5 Publication P5

Crosslinking by ZapD drives the assembly of short,

discontinuous FtsZ filaments into ring-like structures

in solution

Summary:

This manuscript studies the role of FtsZ-associated proteins, ZapD, in stabilizing the FtsZ

ring in bacteria. We observe the formation of ring-like structures in solution, assembled by

short crosslinked FtsZ filaments stabilized by ZapD. We employed cryo-ET and biochemi-

cal analysis to reveal their 3D organization and shed light on the mechanism of crosslinking

by ZapD. The findings provide a model for how FtsZ-associated proteins can stabilize the

FtsZ filaments into discontinuous ring-like structures similar to those in bacteria.
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Abstract 

In most bacteria, division depends on a cytoskeletal structure, the FtsZ ring, that functions as 

a scaffold to recruit additional proteins, with which it forms the machinery responsible for 

division, the divisome. The detailed architecture of the ring, in particular the mechanisms of 

assembly, stabilization, and disassembly, are still largely unknown. Here, we highlight the role 

of FtsZ-associated proteins (Zaps) that stabilize the FtsZ ring by crosslinking the filaments. 

Among Zap proteins, ZapD binds the C-terminal domain of FtsZ, which serves as a hub for its 

regulation. We demonstrate that ZapD crosslinks FtsZ filaments into ring-like structures formed 

by a discontinuous arrangement of short filaments. Using cryo-electron tomography combined 

with biochemical analysis, we reveal the three-dimensional organization of the ring-like 

structures and shed light on the mechanism of FtsZ filament crosslinking by ZapD. Together, 

our data provide a model of how FtsZ-associated proteins can stabilize FtsZ filaments into 

discontinuous ring-like structures reminiscent of that existing in the bacterial cell. 

 

Introduction 

Cell division is mediated in bacteria by a multiprotein complex whose components interact 

reversibly to form a division ring that drives cytokinesis, the divisome1–5. The FtsZ protein, a 

structural homolog of eukaryotic tubulin with which it shares its GTPase and polymerization 

activities, is central to this process in most bacteria6–12. FtsZ is the main component of the Z-

ring, a structure formed at mid-cell during cell division, which provides a scaffold for recruiting 

other division proteins and is essential for constricting the membrane13–17. The initial pathway 

for ring formation is the GTP-dependent polymerization of FtsZ, which occurs through a 

conformational switch in the polymer allowing treadmilling of single-stranded filaments18–25. In 

response to environmental conditions, the FtsZ filaments can further assemble into various 

structures such as bundles, sheets, toroids, or spirals21,22,26–37. 
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The molecular components involved in cell division must be in the right place at the right time 

during the cell cycle. Several factors in this spatiotemporal regulation modulate FtsZ assembly.  

In Escherichia coli, FtsA and ZipA tether FtsZ to the membrane34,38–43 and, together with a set 

of FtsZ-associated proteins (Zaps), stabilize the ring44–51. Conversely, negative modulators 

prevent FtsZ assembly at other sites, namely Min proteins at the polar regions52,53 and SlmA 

on the nucleoid54,55. Most of these modulators interact with FtsZ through its carboxy-terminal 

end, which acts as a central hub that modulates division assembly56–58. 

 

To date, a high-resolution structure of the FtsZ ring (Z ring) is still missing. Most data support 

a discontinuous arrangement of FtsZ filaments distributed in patches along the equatorial 

circle, and held together by their lateral interactions and interactions with Zap proteins4,16,59–63. 

Cross-linking of filaments by Zap proteins is critical to maintain the juxtaposed organization of 

filaments into a ring-like structure, which may also be relevant to the functionality of the 

divisome and to the mechanism of force generation in cytokinesis1,5,16,19,64–68.  

 

Zap proteins have overlapping functions in stabilizing the Z ring within dividing cells. 

Individually, they are dispensable for division, exhibiting less compacted Z rings in the absence 

of individual genes, while co-knock-out of two or more Zaps leads to cell elongation4,44–47,50,69. 

The different Zap proteins share no sequence homology, and their structure and mechanism 

of FtsZ filament crosslinking differ46,49,70. Zap proteins may also participate in the mechanisms 

of active removal of FtsZ from the septum at the final stage of constriction71,72 and in guiding 

the Z ring to the replication terminus region of the chromosome, through interaction with MatP 

to form the scaffolding anchor called Ter -linkage73. 

 

ZapD is the only Zap protein known to crosslink FtsZ by binding its C-terminal domain, 

suggesting a function as a key stabilizer of the Z ring superstructure45,70,74–78 (Fig. 1a). ZapD is 

a symmetrical dimer consisting of an α-helical domain and a β-strand domain containing a 

positively charged binding pocket required for crosslinking and bundling FtsZ filaments74,78. 

ZapD binds to the C-terminal region of FtsZ through electrostatic interactions78. ZapD 

crosslinks FtsZ filaments, promoting bundling and significantly reducing the GTPase activity of 

FtsZ45. The mechanism underlying the bundling of FtsZ filaments is still unknown, although a 

model of how ZapD crosslinks adjacent FtsZ filaments has been proposed based on the 

structural analysis of ZapD-FtsZ interactions74. In this model, the ZapD dimer connects two 

FtsZ filaments through the C-terminal domain, which organizes them in an antiparallel 

orientation (Fig. 1a). However, the experimental validation of this model is still pending. 

Characterizing how ZapD crosslinks FtsZ filaments can shed light on the molecular mechanism 

behind Z ring assembly.  

 

Here, we used cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) and cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) 

combined with biochemical and biophysical assays to study the structural organization of FtsZ 

polymers in the presence of ZapD. This integrated approach revealed that ZapD promotes the 

assembly of FtsZ filaments into toroidal polymers, which is consistent with the low resolution 

structure of the Z ring visualized in vivo16,79–81. Our findings allowed us to propose a molecular 

mechanism that leads to toroid formation, providing valuable information for understanding the 

stabilization of the Z ring driven by crosslinking division proteins.  
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Results 

ZapD dimer interacts with FtsZ-GDP oligomers  

Before characterizing the interaction between FtsZ and ZapD, we first confirmed the robust 

dimeric state of ZapD through analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) (Supplementary Fig. 1a (I) 

and b), in agreement with previous studies45,75,76,78. On the other hand, unpolymerized FtsZ-

GDP sedimented as two major species compatible with monomers and dimers, as well as a 

small amount of other oligomeric species of FtsZ82 (Supplementary Fig. 1a (II)).   

 

Previous structural studies identified a direct interaction of ZapD through the C-terminal 

domain or central hub of FtsZ, finding charged residues involved in the interaction75,78. To 

independently confirm these results, we studied the interaction between FtsZ-GDP and ZapD 

by AUC (Supplementary Fig. 1a (III)). We demonstrated the formation of FtsZ-ZapD complexes 

that corresponded to a stoichiometry of approximately 2 moles of ZapD per mole of FtsZ 

(Supplementary Fig. 1a (IV)). In addition, we also confirmed the interaction of both proteins by 

fluorescence anisotropy and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) (Supplementary 

Fig. 2a and b). In these experiments, an increase in fluorescence anisotropy or diffusion time, 

respectively, suggests the formation of larger particles as a result of protein-protein 

interactions.  

 

Thus, we confirmed the interaction between ZapD and unpolymerized FtsZ-GDP, which forms 

complexes in solution. The AUC results highlight the formation of specific species of FtsZ and 

ZapD at a molar ratio of approximately 1:2, consistent with the proposed interaction model74.  

 

ZapD interacts with FtsZ-GTP polymers promoting bundling 

ZapD has been suggested to act as a crosslinker of FtsZ filaments promoting bundling in 

solution45, although the molecular mechanism of how ZapD crosslinks filaments remains 

elusive. To decipher the biochemical features underlying the bundling process, we analyzed 

the formation of large FtsZ macrostructures following interaction with ZapD using light 

scattering at 350 nm. Neither FtsZ alone nor ZapD alone showed significant light scattering 

with or without GTP addition. However, ZapD promoted the formation of FtsZ macrostructures 

upon addition of GTP (Fig. 1b). Increasing concentrations of ZapD showed an increase of light 

scattering reaching its maximum at molar ratio of about 1:2 (FtsZ:ZapD) (Fig. 1b). In addition, 

the FtsZ macrostructures disassembled over time. Recurrent replenishment of GTP allowed 

partial recovery of the light scattering signal, suggesting rapid reassembly of the FtsZ bundles 

(Supplementary Fig. 3a). 

 

Additionally, ionic strength and pH modulated the interaction of ZapD and FtsZ, also affecting 

its ability to crosslink FtsZ filaments (Supplementary Fig. 3b and c). The presence of ZapD 

prior to the addition of GTP did not significantly affect the crosslinking of the filaments 

(Supplementary Fig. 3d). Interestingly, increasing concentrations of FtsZ at a fixed ZapD 

concentration did not further promote bundle formation (Supplementary Fig. 3e). This suggests 

that a certain number of ZapD molecules per FtsZ filament might be required or optimal to 

crosslink them efficiently. ZapD also decreased the GTPase activity of FtsZ due to filament 

crosslinking, decreasing it to 30% and reaching 20% at equimolar or higher ZapD 

concentrations, respectively (Fig. 1c), in agreement with previous studies45. Similarly, at higher 

ionic strength, the bundling effect of ZapD was limited (Supplementary Fig. 3b), favoring less 

bundle formation and decreased GTPase activity (Supplementary Fig. 4).  
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These results demonstrate that ZapD dimers can crosslink filaments into dynamic FtsZ 

bundles that disassemble over time. Lower pH and ionic strength favor bundle assembly, as 

predicted from the electrostatic nature of the interaction with ZapD75,78. At the same time, the 

bundling effect of ZapD is strongly dependent on the protein ratio used. This highlights the role 

of the number of ZapD molecules per FtsZ filament in stabilizing the bundle structure, with an 

optimum at a molar ratio of about 1:1 or 1:2 (FtsZ:ZapD), following the same trend observed 

with FtsZ-GDP (Supplementary Fig. 1a (IV)).  

 

ZapD promotes the formation of FtsZ toroids 

Next, we used cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) to reveal the structure and assembly 

mechanism of ZapD-mediated FtsZ bundles. Previous studies had visualized regular bundles 

by negative-stain transmission electron microscopy 45,74,78; cryo-EM allowed us to avoid any 

staining artifact. After the addition of GTP, we observed the formation of single and double 

FtsZ filaments in solution (Fig. 2a). In the presence of ZapD at equimolar or higher 

concentrations, FtsZ filaments assemble into bundles that form circular toroidal structures (Fig. 

2b and c). These toroids have not been observed before for other protein interactions with 

FtsZ. Toroids coexist with other bundle types, but remain predominant (Fig. 2b, c and 

Supplementary Fig. 5a). A close-up view of the FtsZ toroid suggests a partially ordered 

arrangement of filaments in the toroidal structure (Fig. 2c).  

Quantitative analysis of the toroidal structure showed a conserved organization, with an outer 

diameter in the range of the bacterial cell size (502 ± 55 nm) (Fig. 2d), a typical thickness of 

127 ± 25 nm (Fig. 2e) and an average height of 93 ± 15 nm (Supplementary Fig. 5b). By 

measuring the shortest and longest axes, we determined that the circularity of the structure 

was 0.92 ± 0.1 and 0.85 ± 0.1 for the outer and inner diameter, respectively (Supplementary 

Fig. 5c). This conserved toroidal structure could arise from the intrinsic curvature of the FtsZ 

filaments stabilized by ZapD connections.  

FtsZ bundle formation increases at higher concentrations of ZapD, showing a strong 

dependence on protein ratios (Supplementary Fig. 5a). At sub-equimolar concentrations, we 

could not observe FtsZ bundles, in agreement with previous studies45,75,78 and light scattering 

experiments (Fig. 1b, Supplementary Fig. 3). At molar ratios of 1:1 or 1:2 (FtsZ:ZapD), curved 

bundles and toroidal structures are abundant (Supplementary Fig. 5a), with some single and 

double FtsZ filaments (Supplementary Fig. 6). At even higher concentrations of ZapD (typically 

of 1:4 or 1:6 (FtsZ:ZapD)), we observed the formation of straight bundles with striated patterns 

between the FtsZ filaments (Supplementary Fig. 6), as well as the presence of some toroidal 

structures (Supplementary Figs. 5a and 6). Here, the high concentration of ZapD molecules 

may have increased the number of connections between filaments and ultimately promoted 

the formation of straight bundles. This indicates that the assembly of FtsZ-ZapD structures is 

a dynamic process that highly depends on the amount of connections established between 

filaments. Toroids and curved bundles always coexist, but the ratio shifts from toroids to 

straight bundles at high ZapD concentrations.  

Our data demonstrate that ZapD dimers can crosslink adjacent FtsZ filaments, which self-

assemble into bundles and toroidal structures. These toroids are remarkably regular in size 

that matches the bacterial diameter16,79,81,83. This indicates that the inherent curvature of the 

FtsZ filaments is preserved within a range of ZapD connections68.  
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The 3D structure of ZapD-mediated FtsZ toroids revealed by cryo-electron tomography  

Visualization of FtsZ toroidal structures using cryo-EM suggested a regular arrangement of the 

FtsZ filaments within the toroid (Fig. 2c). We then used cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) to 

reveal their three-dimensional (3D) organization with greater precision. We first analyzed 

ZapD-mediated toroidal FtsZ structures at equimolar concentrations (Supplementary Fig. 7a). 

Cryo-ET revealed the dense packing of the toroidal structures, with numerous densities 

connecting the filaments (Fig. 3a, Supplementary Figs. 7a and 8a). Zoomed-in views of the 

toroids showed a near parallel alignment of FtsZ filaments (Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 

8a). In addition, cross-sectional views of the toroids revealed an elongation of the filaments 

along the Z direction: FtsZ form rather small vertical sheets than filaments. A small elongation 

in Z is expected due to the missing wedge artefacts in cryo-ET; however, the observed 

elongation goes far beyond this effect and reveals an intrinsic property of FtsZ structures. FtsZ 

minisheets are either aligned or shifted in Z, while remaining fairly parallel to each other, with 

lateral connections between them (Fig. 3c left and Supplementary Fig. 8d).  

We then extracted the isosurface of the toroids from the tomograms (Fig. 3c right, 3d, 

Supplementary Fig. 8b and Supplementary movie 1). This allowed us to visualize the 3D 

structure of the toroids (Fig 3e, Supplementary Fig. 8c, e and Supplementary Movie 1), 

consisting of parallel FtsZ minisheets connected by lateral connections, presumably mediated 

by ZapD (Fig 3e and Supplementary Fig. 8c and e).  

To assess the role of ZapD in the formation of the observed lateral connections, we compared 

the isosurfaces of single and double filaments in the absence of ZapD (Supplementary Fig. 

9a) with the individual filaments extracted from the toroids (Supplementary Fig. 9b). FtsZ 

filaments were similar regardless of the presence of ZapD. However, filaments extracted from 

toroids were decorated by additional densities (Supplementary. Fig. 9b), which were not found 

in the absence of ZapD, suggesting that they correspond to ZapD proteins interacting with FtsZ 

filaments, as observed within the toroidal structure (Fig. 3e and Supplementary Fig. 8c and e). 

 

ZapD plasticity is essential for toroid shape and stabilization 

Next, we identified putative ZapD connections within the toroids (Fig. 4a; Supplementary Movie 

2). Most connections showed a characteristic bi-spherical shape connecting filaments, 

reminiscent of ZapD dimers (Fig. 4 b-d). A large variability in the putative ZapD connections 

gives rise to the overall toroidal structure. We found lateral connections between two parallel 

FtsZ filaments (or minisheets) at the same toroid height (Fig 4. b). FtsZ filaments at different 

heights can connect diagonally through ZapD connections, forming a 3D mesh (Fig. 4c, d and 

Supplementary Movie 2). We also identified the presence of putative ZapD proteins decorating 

a single FtsZ filament, which can be used to connect other nearby filaments (Fig. 4b). In 

addition, more than one connection between two filaments occurs, allowing strong attachment 

between the filaments (Fig. 4d).  

Visualization of the 3D filament organization showed that the toroid is formed by a 

discontinuous arrangement of short, laterally connected filaments (Supplementary Fig. 10a), 

forming a dense 3D mesh (Fig 4.a and supplementary Fig. 8e). Filament discontinuity does 

not correlate with a higher number of ZapD connections (Supplementary Fig. 10b), indicating 

that ZapD is able to crosslink filaments without causing filament breakage. ZapD can crosslink 

individual filaments laterally in all spatial orientations, resulting in a 3D toroidal structure of 
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curved filaments parallel to each other and connected across the height of the toroid. 

Therefore, the preferential curvature of the filaments is conserved by the lateral connections 

through ZapD at equimolar concentrations, essential for the formation of regular and bacterial-

sized toroids68.    

3D imaging of ZapD-mediated FtsZ toroidal structures by cryo-ET provided crucial information 

about the 3D organization, connectivity and length of filaments inside the toroid. Our data 

revealed that toroids consist of a discontinuous arrangement of FtsZ filaments connected by 

ZapD dimers, resulting in a conserved toroidal structure that has never been observed before 

following the interaction between FtsZ and one of its natural partners in vitro.  

 

A high density of ZapD connections promotes the formation of straight FtsZ bundles  

Our cryo-ET results showed that ZapD dimers crosslink FtsZ filaments and establish multiple 

connections between the filaments in toroids, thereby enhancing their interaction (Fig. 4). 

Biochemical analyses as well as cryo-EM experiments indicate an important role of the 

FtsZ:ZapD ratio in the formation of toroidal structures or straight bundles (Supplementary Fig. 

5a and Supplementary Fig. 6). We then explored how higher densities of ZapD lead to the 

formation of straight bundles using cryo-ET.  

Using the same approach as for the toroids, we collected tomograms of the straight bundles 

and extracted their isosurfaces (Fig. 5a, Supplementary Fig. 7b and Supplementary Movie 3). 

The straight bundles are formed at high ZapD concentrations and consist of a highly organized 

stack of well aligned FtsZ filaments (Fig. 5b). Filaments are connected by multiple ZapD 

proteins, which straighten the structure of the inherently curved filament (Fig. 5c). Interestingly, 

ZapD does not crosslink FtsZ filaments laterally but from the top or the bottom of the filaments 

forming a row of ZapD proteins interacting with both filaments (Fig. 5d). The distance between 

ZapD proteins provided a mean value of 4.5 ± 0.5 nm (Supplementary Fig. 11b), which is 

consistent with the size of FtsZ24. This suggests that all FtsZ proteins interact with the ZapD 

dimers that crosslink the filaments. On the other hand, the distance between two FtsZ filaments 

connected by multiple ZapD proteins was found to be larger than in the absence of ZapD (from 

5.9 ± 0.8 nm to 7.6 ± 1.5 nm) (Supplementary Fig.11a). This indicates that ZapD not only 

connects FtsZ filaments laterally but also stretches them, which could have important 

implications for the functionality of the FtsZ ring.  

These results reveal the important role of the FtsZ:ZapD ratio and the number of connections 

between filaments in the crosslinking mechanism (Fig. 6). Saturating FtsZ filaments with ZapD 

proteins straighten their structure and arranges them into large straight bundles. This supports 

that an equimolar ratio of FtsZ and ZapD is optimal to maintain the preferential curvature of 

the FtsZ filaments and allow toroid assembly. 

 

Dimerization of ZapD is essential to form FtsZ toroids 

Our results suggest that ZapD dimers connect two FtsZ filaments, although the role of 

dimerization has not yet been experimentally established74. We therefore investigated whether 

the dimerization of ZapD was essential to assemble straight bundles and toroidal structures. 

To test this, we produced a mutant of ZapD (“mZapD”) by substituting three amino acids (R20, 

R116 and H140) involved in its dimerization by Alanine, thus decreasing the stability of the 

dimerization interface (Supplementary Fig. 12a).  
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mZapD can interact with unpolymerized FtsZ-GDP as evidenced by fluorescence anisotropy 

and FCS (Supplementary Fig. 12b and c). mZapD is still able to promote FtsZ bundle formation 

but to a much lower extent than wild-type ZapD, as shown by light scattering (Supplementary 

Fig. 12d). We also visualized these bundles by cryo-EM and observed the formation of thinner 

bundles (Supplementary Fig. 13b and c). However, toroidal structures and straight bundles 

were absent in these samples even at high concentrations of mZapD (1:6 molar ratios of FtsZ 

and mZapD). This indicates that a stable dimerization interface is required to assemble ZapD-

mediated structures (Supplementary Fig 13a).  

These results demonstrated that dimerization of ZapD is essential to promote the assembly of 

toroidal structures and straight bundles, although it is not required to promote filament 

bundling. 

 

 

Discussion 

In this study, we demonstrate that ZapD proteins laterally crosslink FtsZ filaments, forming 

discontinuous multilayered toroidal structures of the bacterial size. Exploration of these 

structures using cryo-ET revealed their 3D organization, providing essential information on the 

molecular mechanism behind filament crosslinking into organized macrostructures. We also 

highlighted the importance of FtsZ:ZapD protein ratios and ZapD dimerization for FtsZ toroid 

assembly. This work expanded the current understanding of the FtsZ-ZapD interaction, 

providing new insights into the crosslinking of FtsZ filaments and the structure of a functional 

Z ring. 

Specifically, we show the assembly of FtsZ filaments into toroidal structures by lateral 

crosslinking through ZapD. Preferential assembly of toroids in solution likely is a physiologically 

relevant process given their similarities in shape and size to the Z ring in the cell16,63,79,80,84,85. 

Furthermore, these toroidal structures are an excellent example of what Erickson and 

coworkers have termed the "intermediate curved conformation" of FtsZ filaments, which 

appears to be widespread, as evidenced by many studies performed in vitro and in vivo (see 

Erickson and Osawa 201768 for more details). In qualitative agreement with our observations, 

single-stranded FtsZ filaments can form ring-like structures with a 100-200 nm diameter, as 

revealed by negative stain EM and AFM20,23–25,32,86–88. FtsZ can also form lateral interactions 

among filaments in response to environmental conditions and assemble into 

macrostructures30,46,58,60,65. Surprisingly, using negative stain TEM, Popp and coworkers also 

observed the formation of toroidal structures under non-physiological additives such as 

methylcellulose and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)37. The size of these toroids range from 100 – 500 

nm diameter, similar to what we observed here (Fig. 2d and e). However, unlike the toroidal 

structures formed in the presence of ZapD, no evidence of disassembly upon GTP 

consumption has been described.  

The formation of toroidal structures as a result of filament crosslinking in solution is a clear 

evidence of the robust preferential curvature of the FtsZ filaments favored by nature to form 

bacterial-sized ring-like structures16,68. The presence of ZapD can help, shape and provide 

stability to the network, spacing the filaments and crosslinking them into a discontinuous toroid. 

These features can be further modulated by surface effects at the cell membrane, acting as a 

scaffold for protein self-organization, a process analyzed experimentally67,89–93. In addition,  

FtsZ can also polymerize into ~1µm diameter ring-like vortices when bound to artificial 

membranes, either through ZipA94, FtsA95, or using a membrane-targeting variant of FtsZ96. 
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Interestingly, ZapA proteins can crosslink FtsZ filaments into bundles on the membrane without 

affecting their treadmilling dynamics97. This suggests that lateral interactions through Zap 

proteins can promote bundling without affecting significantly filament dynamics, consistent with 

their role inside the cell. 

We also demonstrated that ZapD-mediated FtsZ toroids recapitulate many of the structural 

features of the FtsZ ring architecture in vivo. The current model of the Z ring based on super-

resolution imaging and cryo-ET, defines a somewhat discontinuous and heterogeneous 

structure composed of randomly overlapping filaments63,79,84. They are arranged in a belt-like 

macromolecular entity containing nodes with a higher density of dispersed filaments, with the 

FtsZ filaments confined to a toroidal zone of about 80–100 nm width and approximately 40–60 

nm radial thickness, located 13-16 nm below the inner membrane63,69,79,81,84,85,98,99. These 

dimensions are similar to the ones of the toroidal structures promoted by ZapD (Fig. 2d and e, 

Supplementary Fig. 5b). 

The Z ring model also suggests that FtsZ filaments are weakly associated with each other via 

protein factors such as Zaps and weak FtsZ-FtsZ interactions, which may play a crucial role in 

their functionality4,16,59,60,102. The similarities of the Z ring to the toroidal structures support the 

important role of FtsZ-associated proteins for filament crosslinking and the mechanism behind 

Z ring assembly. Structural characterization of the toroids using cryo-ET identified individual 

ZapD dimers crosslinking the filaments (Fig. 4). We also confirmed a large variability in the 

conformation of the connections between filaments. Because ZapD is a dimeric protein, it might 

be expected to act as a rigid linker; however, interaction with FtsZ via the central hub could 

provide additional spatial freedom to connect other filaments in various conformations, 

enabling different filament organizations and heterogenicity in the structure (Fig. 4 b-d). This  

suggests that these crosslinkers act as modulators within the ring structure, spacing the 

filaments and allowing them to slide61,63,66,89,93. The ability of FtsZ to treadmill 

directionally95,96,103–105, together with a discontinuous antiparallel organization of transiently 

crosslinked filaments, is hypothesized to underlie the functionality of the Z ring and force 

constriction65–68,106–108. Thus, Zap proteins can ensure correct filament placement and 

stabilization, which is consistent with the toroidal structure assembled by ZapD.  

We found a significant dependence of ZapD concentration in the crosslinking and assembly of 

FtsZ macrostructures. Saturation of ZapD proteins connecting FtsZ filaments promoted their 

assembly into straight bundles, which was never observed at lower ZapD concentrations (Fig. 

5 and Supplementary Fig. 7b). This organization results from increased ZapD connections 

between FtsZ filaments (Fig. 5b-d). The presence of multiple lateral interactions between 

filaments can reduce the flexibility required to form the toroidal structure, forcing the filaments 

into a straight bundle conformation. Therefore, we can hypothesize that the assembly of 

functional FtsZ macrostructures occurs only within a specific range of lateral interactions. At 

the same time, an increase in these lateral connections would shift the interaction toward the 

assembly of non-functional, probably rigid and less dynamic straight bundles (Fig. 6). This, 

along with the large conformational variability found in ZapD connections, may indicate that 

ZapD can modulate the behavior of the entire structure based on a concentration-dependent 

mechanism and due to its high plasticity. 

The assembly of FtsZ macrostructures promoted by ZapD may also open new horizons for the 

biochemical reconstitution of contractile division engines in cell-like test tubes109–111 in the 

framework of bottom-up synthetic biology112,113. Our preliminary results show that crosslinking 

of filaments by ZapD promoted the formation of dynamic FtsZ bundles within lipid vesicles that 

disassembled over time (Supplementary Fig. 13 and 14).  
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To summarize, we demonstrate the assembly of FtsZ toroidal structures formed by a 

discontinuous arrangement of filaments stabilized by crosslinking with ZapD dimers, which are 

consistent with some of the structural features of the FtsZ ring observed in vivo. We also 

proposed a concentration-dependent molecular mechanism of filament crosslinking based on 

previous studies of the interaction and new insights gained from our results. Our in vitro study 

provides new information on the organization and stabilization of FtsZ filaments in a ring-like 

structure that can improve our understanding of the Z ring stabilization and thus the entire 

division process. 

 

Methods 

Protein purification: ZapD protein has been overproduced and purified following the 

procedure previously described in45 with some modifications. The bacterial strain was an E. 

coli BL21 (DE3) transformed with pET28b-h10-smt3-ZapD fusion plasmid45. The cells were 

sonicated for 6-8 cycles of 20 secs and centrifuged at 40.000 rpm in MLA 80 rotor (Beckman 

coulter) for 45 min. The protein was eluted by chromatography in 5-ml HisTrap (GE Healthcare) 

and digested with Smt3-specific protease Ulp1 (SUMO protease encoded in Rosetta pTB145), 

at 1:1 molar relation. Digestion proceeded for two dialysis of 1 hour at 4°C to avoid protein 

precipitation. ZapD and His-Smt3 were separated by chromatography in 5-ml HisTrap (GE 

Healthcare), then the protein was eluted in a 5-ml HiTrap Desalting column (Healtcare) to 

eliminate completely possible traces of free phosphates in the buffer. Final concentration of 

ZapD was determined by absorbance at 280 nm using an extinction coefficient (ε) of 25230 M-

1 cm-1 and ZapD purity was checked by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Protein 

fractions were frozen in buffer 50 mM KCL, 50 mM Tris-CL, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM DTT and 

2% glycerol. ZapD mutant (mZapD) was purified following the same procedure using the 

corresponding plasmid. E. coli FtsZ was overproduced and purified following the calcium 

precipitation method described previously82. Briefly, E. coli BL21 (DE3) pLysS cells were 

transformed with pET11b-FtsZ, grown in LB medium and selected with Ampicillin 100 μg/mL. 

After induction and growth, the pellet was resuspended in PEM buffer (50 mM PIPES-NaOH, 

pH 6.5, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA) and disrupted using a tip sonicator for 3-4 cycles. The lysate 

was then separated by centrifugation for 30 min at 20,000 x g at 4 °C, and the supernatant 

was mixed with 1 mM GTP, 20 mM CaCl2 and incubated at 30 ºC for 15 min to induce FtsZ 

polymerization and bundling. Subsequently, the FtsZ bundles were pelleted by centrifugation 

for 15 min at 20,000 x g at 4 °C, and the pellet was resuspended in PEM buffer and centrifuged 

again for 15 min at 20,000 x g, 4 °C, collecting the supernatant. Precipitation and resuspension 

steps were repeated to improve the purification. The buffer was then exchanged using an 

Amicon Ultra-0.5 centrifugal filter unit 50 kDa (Merck KGaA). FtsZ purity was checked by SDS-

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and concentration was determined by absorbance at 280 

nm using an extinction coefficient (ε) of 14000 M-1 cm-1 82. Protein solutions were aliquoted, 

frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80 °C until further use. 

 

Plasmid Design and Molecular Cloning: To generate the ZapD mutant (mZapD), seamless 

cloning method was used according to the provider’s protocol (ThermoFisher Scientific 

/Invitrogen GeneArt™ Seamless Cloning and Assembly Enzyme Mix (A14606)) using the 

plasmid pET28b-h10-smt3-ZapD and the primers listed in (Supplementary Table 1). All 

enzymes for cloning were from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Briefly, DNA 

fragments were amplified with Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase andorigo primers 

(Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Then, PCR products were treated with DpnI and 
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combined using GeneArt Seamless Cloning and Assembly Enzyme Mix. The plasmid was 

propagated in E. coli OneShot TOP10 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and purified using 

NucleoBond Xtra Midi kit (Macherey-Nagel GmbH, Duren, Germany). Directed site 

mutagenesis was made by substituting three amino acids in the ZapD sequence by Alanine 

(R20, R116, H140). The plasmid was then verified using Sanger Sequencing Service 

(Microsynth AG, Balgach, Switzerland).  

 

Protein labelling: Covalent labelling of FtsZ with Alexa 488 the amino groups of N-terminal 

amino acid residue with Alexa Fluor 488 carboxylic acid succinimidyl ester dye following the 

procedure previously described22. ZapD and mZapD were labelled with ATTO-647N carboxylic 

acid succinimidyl ester dye in the amino group. Before the reaction, ZapD was dialyzed in 20 

mM HEPES, 50 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, pH 7.5 and the probe was dissolved in 

Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). The reaction was allowed to proceed for 35-60 min at RT and 

stopped with 10 % Tris-HCl 1 M. The free dye was separated from labelled protein by a Hi-

TRAP Desalting column (GE Healthcare). The final degree of labelling of FtsZ and ZapD was 

calculated from the molar absorption coefficients of the protein and the dye. It was around 0.5 

moles of probe per mole of FtsZ and around 0.3/0.4 moles of dye per mole of ZapD. 

 

Analytical ultracentrifugation; sedimentation velocity (SV) and sedimentation 

equilibrium (SE): Sedimentation velocity assays were performed to detect the homogeneity 

and association state of individual proteins and the stoichiometry of the formed protein-protein 

complexes. In brief, the experiments were carried out at 43-48 Krpm in an Optima XL-I 

analytical ultracentrifuge, equipped with UV–VIS absorbance and Raleigh interference 

detection systems. The sedimentation coefficient distributions were calculated by least-

squares boundary modeling of sedimentation velocity data using the c(s) method114 as 

implemented in the SEDFIT program. The s-values of the present species were corrected to 

standard conditions (pure water at 20ºC, and extrapolated to infinite dilution) to obtain the 

corresponding standard s-values (s20,w) using the program SEDNTERP115. Multi-signal 

sedimentation velocity (MSSV) data were globally analyzed by SEDPHAT software116 using 

the “multi-wavelength discrete/continuous distribution analysis” model, to determine the 

spectral and diffusion deconvoluted sedimentation coefficient distributions, ck(s), from which 

the stoichiometry of protein complexes can be derived117. Sedimentation equilibrium of ZapD 

was carried out to confirm the association state of the protein in the same experimental 

conditions and concentration range tested by sedimentation velocity (2-30 µM). Short columns 

(100 µL) SE experiments were carried out at 14000 and 10000 rpm. Weight-average buoyant 

molecular weights were obtained by fitting a single-species model to the experimental data 

using the HeteroAnalysis program118, once corrected for temperature and buffer composition 

with the program SEDNTERP115. 

 

Light scattering assay: Light scattering of protein samples was collected by measuring the 

absorbance at 350 nm in a TECAN plate reader (Tecan Group Ltd., Mannedorf, Switzerland). 

All samples reached a final volume of 50 μL in a 364-Well Flat-Bottom Microplate (UV-Star, 

Greiner Bio-One GmbH) before measuring the absorbance. Different concentrations of FtsZ 

and ZapD were premixed in the well-plate and measured before addition of GTP to extract 

subsequently the individual blank values. Concentrations of FtsZ and ZapD varied from 0 to 

80 μM and buffer conditions are specified in each graph and the caption of the figures ranging 

from 50 to 500 mM KCl, 6 to 8 pH, always supplemented with 50 mM Tris-Cl and 5 mM MgCl2. 

Manual mixing was performed after addition of GTP and orbital oscillations for 5 sec in the 

TECAN were made prior to any measurement to avoid sedimentation of the samples. Time 
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measurements were taken as specified in each condition. Reported values are the average of 

3-12 independent measurements ± Standard deviation.  

 

GTPase activity of FtsZ: GTPase activity of FtsZ was measured by quantification of the 

inorganic phosphate with a colorimetric assay (BIOMOL GREENÒ kit from ENZO life sciences) 

for two minutes. 5 μM FtsZ was used in our standard buffer (5 mM MgCl2, 50 mM Tris-HCl, 50 

mM KCl, pH 7) or buffers at higher KCl concentrations (50-500 mM KCl) and polymerization 

was triggered by 1 mM GTP. ZapD was added at different concentrations and premixed with 

FtsZ before addition of GTP. 13 μL fractions were added to a 96-Well Flat-Bottom Microplate 

(UV-Star, Greiner Bio-One GmbH) every 20 sec after addition of GTP and mixed with the 

Reaction buffer reaching 50 μL and 100 μL of BIOMOL GREEN reagent, to stop the reaction. 

After stopping the reaction, samples were incubated for 10 min at RT and the absorbance was 

measured at 620 nm in a Varioskan Flash plate reader (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA). 

Concentrations of inorganic Phosphate were calculated from a phosphate standard curve, 

while the GTPase activity reaction rate (V, mol P/mol FtsZ/ min) was determined from the slope 

of the linear part of phosphate accumulation curves. 

 

Preparation of EM grids. Cryo-EM grids were plunge frozen with a Vitrobot Mk.IV (Thermo 

Fischer Scientific) using 3 µL of the samples applied to previously glow discharged R 2/1 Holey 

Carbon Cu 200 mesh EM grids (Quantifoil). Samples were 10 µM FtsZ with or without ZapD 

or mZapD at different concentrations specified in each case (0 – 60 µM). Proteins were mixed 

in our working buffer containing 50 mM, 5 mM MgCl2, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7. Samples were 

incubated for 2 minutes after the addition of 1 mM GTP to trigger polymerization. The Vitrobot 

was set to 4° C, 100% humidity, blot time 3 s, blot force 3. Whatman no. 1 filter paper was 

used for blotting and liquid ethane kept at liquid nitrogen temperatures was used as a cryogen 

for vitrification. 

Cryo-EM and cryo-ET. Cryo-EM data was acquired on two microscopes as follows. Cryo-EM 

micrographs were acquired within SerialEM119 on a Talos Arctica transmission electron 

microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific) operated at 200 kV, equipped with a Falcon III (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) direct electron detector operated in integrating mode. Images were recorded 

at 73,000x magnification (pixel size 1.997 Å) and 92,000x magnification (pixel size 1.612 Å) at 

-2.5 µm to -5 µm target defocus with an approximate total electron dose of 60 electrons / Å². 

Cryo-EM micrographs and Cryo-ET tilt series were acquired within SerialEM on a G2 Titan 

Krios transmission electron microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific) operated at 300 kV, 

equipped with a FEG, post-column energy filter (Gatan) and a K3 camera (Gatan) operated in 

electron counting mode. Micrographs were recorded at 42,000x magnification (pixel size 2.154 

Å) at -5 µm target defocus with an approximate total electron dose of 60 electrons / Å². Tilt 

series were recorded at 42,000x magnification (pixel size 2.154 Å) at -5 µm target defocus with 

an approximate total electron dose of 100-140 electrons / Å². Acquisition was performed using 

a dose-symmetric tilt scheme, a tilt range of +/-60°, an angular increment of 2°. 

Tomogram reconstruction: Tilt series preprocessing was performed using the TOMOMAN 

package (https://github.com/williamnwan/TOMOMAN). In brief, MotionCor2120 was used to 

align individual frames, followed by cumulative dose-weighting using an exposure-dependent 

attenuation function, as described in121. Dose-weighted tilt series were aligned using IMOD122 

either by employing gold fiducials (if available) or by patch-tracking, and binned tomograms 

(pixel size 8.616 Å) were generated using weighted back-projection. Stacks were split into odd 
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and even frames to generate half-set tomograms which were used for training and subsequent 

denoising in cryoCARE123. 

Denoised tomograms were directly employed for segmentation of the toroids, straight bundles 

and individual filaments by cropping an area of interest and displaying the volume as isosurface 

in USCF ChimeraX124. To highlight connections between filaments, the respective parts were 

cropped from the volume using the Volume Eraser tool in USCF Chimera125. 

All micrographs and slices through tomograms were visualized using IMOD. Isosurface 

renderings of toroids, straight bundles and individual filaments were displayed using USCF 

ChimeraX and USCF Chimera. 

Fluorescence anisotropy: Anisotropy measurements were performed using a TECAN plate 

reader (Tecan Group Ltd., Mannedorf, Switzerland). Excitation and emission wavelengths 

were 625 nm and 680 nm, respectively. ZapD or mZapD labelled with ATTO 647N were used 

as fluorescence tracer with a final concentration of 150 nM of ATTO-647N and supplemented 

with unlabeled ZapD reaching a concentration of 5 μM. FtsZ was added at increasing 

concentrations to analyze their interaction. Binding affinities (apparent KD) were determined by 

fitting the Hill equation to the normalized anisotropy data. Each condition was measured in 

three independent samples.  

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS): FCS measurements were performed using 

a PicoQuant MicroTime200 system equipped with an Olympus 60x, NA1.2 UPlanApo water 

immersion objective. A pulsed 636 nm diode laser was used to excite fluorescence of 

Atto647N-labelled ZapD, mZapD or free Atto647N carboxylate (for calibration). Three 

measurements of 60 s each were performed per sample at room temperature (21°C), and 

three samples per condition were measured. The repetition rate of the pulsed laser was 26.7 

MHz, and the average power was 1 µW at the objective back pupil. Fluorescence was collected 

through the same objective, spatially filtered through a 50 µm diameter pinhole, and spectrally 

filtered through a 690/70 nm bandpass filter before being split by a neutral beam splitter onto 

two avalanche photodiodes (Excelitas SPCM-AQRH-14-TR). Photon count events were 

digitized using a PicoQuant TimeHarp 260 Nano TCSPC card. Time-correlated single photon 

counting information was used for monitoring data quality during measurements, but not in 

further analysis. As especially in samples with FtsZ ZapD, and GTP present simultaneously 

we occasionally saw large, bright particles that are difficult to treat in FCS analysis, data was 

subjected to a burst removal algorithm similar to Margineanu et al. 126 and only “non-burst” 

data was used in correlation analysis to obtain statistics representative of the large number of 

small oligomer particles, ignoring rare large ones. Cross-correlation functions of the two 

detectors were calculated and fitted with a standard model for three-dimensional diffusion in 

with rapid dye blinking: 

𝐺(𝜏) = 𝐺0 [
1 − 𝐹𝐵 + 𝐹𝐵𝑒

−
𝜏
𝜏𝐵

1 − 𝐹𝐵
]

1

1 +
𝜏
𝜏𝑑
√

1

1 +
𝜏

𝑆2𝜏𝑑

 

With amplitude 𝐺0, diffusion time 𝜏𝑑, point spread function aspect ratio 𝑆, and blinking 

parameters 𝐹𝐵 and 𝜏𝐵. Custom software was written in Python for burst removal, correlation, 

and fitting, based on tttrlib 0.0.19 (https://github.com/Fluorescence-Tools/tttrlib). The software 

is in ongoing development, and available upon request. 
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Fluorescence Microscopy: Images of lipid vesicles were recorded on a Zeiss LSM780 

confocal laser scanning microscope using a Zeiss C-Apochromat x40/1.20 water-immersion 

objective (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany). FtsZ-Alexa 488 was excited using a 488 nm 

argon laser, while ZapD-ATTO 647N and DOPE-ATTO 655 were excited by the 633 nm HeNe 

laser. All confocal images were processed using ImageJ. 

 

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP): On lipid vesicles, a circular spot on 

the bundle was illuminated with full 488 laser power for 0.164 s (10 iterations on the Zen Black 

software (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany)). The average fluorescence intensity was 

recorded every 5 second for 250 seconds and the mean intensity in a second area of the same 

dimensions was recorded in the same field of view to correct for the intensity drift. The 

fluorescence intensity was then corrected and normalized to facilitate its interpretation. The 

data represents 5 independent measurements and the standard deviation from different 

vesicles in 3 different samples. 

 

Preparation of lipid vesicles: Lipid vesicles were prepared following the double emulsion 

principle109,127.1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) and 1-palmitoyl-2-

oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-(1'-rac-glycerol) (POPG) (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL, 

USA) were mixed and dissolved in chloroform at 25 g/L in a molecular ratio of 7:3. 100 μL of 

the lipid mixture was dried by nitrogen gas stream and 10 μL of decane (TCI Deutschland 

GmbH, Eschborn, Germany) was added to resuspend the lipids inside a N2 globe box at low 

humidity. Subsequently, 1 mL of mineral oil (Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) was added 

and vortexed for 1 min to prepare a lipid-oil mixture. To form the lipid vesicles, a 96-well Flat-

Bottom Microplate (SensoPlate, Greiner Bio-One GmbH, Kremsmuenster, Austria) was used 

for both, vesicle formation and visualization. The inner and outer solutions were prepared in 

working buffer at the same osmolarity, which was measured using an osmometer (Fiske Micro-

Osmometer model120, Fiske Associates, Norwood, MA, USA). Sucrose and glucose 100 mM 

were added in outer and inner solutions respectively to create a density gradient. 100 μL of 

the outer solution was added into a well in a 96 well-plate, and subsequently, 50 μL of the lipid-

oil mixture was layered on top of the outer solution. Emulsion solution containing the protein 

mixture was obtained from 2 μL of the inner solution and 100 μL of the lipid-oil mixture mixed 

in a 1.5 mL tube by tapping. Then, ~80 μL of this emulsion solution was dripped on the multi-

layered solution. Next, lipid vesicles were obtained by centrifugation for 10 min at 1500 rcf at 

room temperature and directly visualized under the confocal microscope. FtsZ (5 µM) and 

ZapD (0 - 20 µM) were added at different protein ratios and 1 mM GTP was added to trigger 

FtsZ polymerization in working buffer. To allow visualization of the membrane in confocal 

microscopy, 0.01% Mol of DOPE-ATTO 655 was added to the lipid mixture. 

 

Image analysis: Electron microscopy images were processed and analyzed using IMOD and 

ImageJ. The dimensions of the toroidal structures, FtsZ bundles and distances between 

filaments were manually measured using ImageJ and IMOD. Distances were plotted as 

histograms using Origin (OriginPro, Version 2019b. OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, 

USA.).  For each toroid analyzed (n = 67) the inner and outer diameter were measured 

collecting the major and minor distance in each case. The circularity of the toroid was the result 

of the division between the minor diameter divided by major diameter for each toroid. The 

height of the FtsZ toroid was manually measured from the tomograms, collecting 4 

measurements per toroid to assure a correct representation of the size (n = 17). For the 

distances between double filaments and straight bundles, they were also manually measured 

by using IMOD. Each measurement represents only one FtsZ double filament or one FtsZ-
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ZapD double filament, however, the same bundle could be measured more than once as they 

are composed for multiple filaments. The measurements were collected from >3 independent 

samples. The distances between ZapDs connecting two FtsZ filaments were measured 

following the same methodology. The mean value and standard deviation of different datasets 

were calculated and added to the figures together with the n used for each case. 
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Figure 1. ZapD binds FtsZ and promotes filament bundling. a Scheme of the FtsZ protein 
and its interaction with ZapD. E. coli FtsZ (blue) forms monomers in solution that oligomerize 
depending on the buffer conditions. Upon GTP consumption, FtsZ homopolymerizes 
directionally, assembling single stranded filaments. ZapD is a robust dimer (magenta) that 
interacts directly with FtsZ, crosslinking filaments by promoting lateral interactions between 
them. Although the molecular mechanism is still unclear, the current hypothesis of interaction 
defines a dimer of ZapD crosslinking two FtsZ filaments through the C-terminal region of FtsZ. 
According to this model, the orientation of the FtsZ filaments is antiparallel, allowing the growth 
and treadmilling of the filaments in opposite directions. However, the mechanism of Z-ring 
assembly and crosslinking in the midcell is still unknown. b Light scattering assay measuring 
the absorbance at 350 nm of samples containing 5 µM FtsZ and increasing concentrations of 
ZapD. The light scattering of the sample was measured 5 minutes after the addition of 1 mM 
GTP at working buffer (50 mM KCl, 50 mM Tris-Cl, 5 mM MgCl2 pH 7). FtsZ polymers do not 
scatter light at this wavelength; therefore, the signal at 350 nm corresponds to the presence of 
large FtsZ macrostructures and bundles. Blanks were measured before the addition of GTP 
and then subtracted from subsequent measurements. The mean value and SD of >3 
independent replicates are plotted in the graph. c GTPase activity of FtsZ after addition of 1 
mM GTP in presence of increasing concentrations of ZapD at working conditions (50 mM KCl, 
50 mM Tris-Cl, 5 mM MgCl2 pH 7). The mean value and SD plotted in the graph are the result 
of 3 independent replicates. The GTPase activity was measured as a result of the Pi released 
from GTP consumption. The units are Mol GTP consumed per Mol FtsZ per min.  
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Figure 2. ZapD promotes the formation of FtsZ toroids. a Cryo-EM micrographs of FtsZ 
filaments (FtsZ-GTP form) (left) and ZapD protein (right) at 10 µM under working conditions 
(50 mM KCl, 50 mM Tris-Cl, 5 mM MgCl2 pH 7). Scale bars are 100 nm b Cryo-EM images of 
FtsZ (10 µM) in the presence of equimolar concentrations of ZapD and 1 mM GTP in working 
conditions. Cryo-EM grids were plunge frozen 2 min after GTP addition to favor the assembly 
of FtsZ and ZapD structures. The proteins were mixed before the polymerization was triggered 
by GTP addition. Scale bars are 250 nm. c Micrograph of an individual FtsZ toroid found under 
the same conditions as in (b). Close-up view of an area within the toroid is framed by a dotted 
black line, revealing the large amount of FtsZ filaments that form its structure. d Distribution of 
the outer diameter of the FtsZ toroid. Each toroid was measured perpendicularly in the shortest 
and longest axis to ensure the reliability of the measurement. The mean value and standard 
deviation are shown in the graph. e Distribution of toroidal thickness. It was measured as the 
result of the difference between the outer and inner diameter of each toroid. The mean value 
and standard deviation are shown in the graph. 
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Figure 3. 3D structure of FtsZ toroids revealed by cryo-ET. a Representative micrograph 
of a FtsZ toroid resulting from the interaction of FtsZ with ZapD. The image is the average of 
five 6.4 nm thick tomographic slices (total thickness of 32 nm) of the reconstructed tomogram 
around the equatorial plane of a single FtsZ toroid. Scale bar is 150 nm. The concentrations 
of FtsZ and ZapD were 10 µM and 1 mM of GTP was added to trigger polymerization under 
working conditions (50 mM KCl, 50 mM Tris-Cl, 5 mM MgCl2 pH 7). b Cryo-ET image of a 
single FtsZ toroid. A close-up view of the toroidal structure (left) shows the alignment of FtsZ 
filaments forming the toroid. The image is the average of five tomographic slices of the 
reconstructed tomogram. 10 µM FtsZ was used with either equimolar or double (20 µM) 
concentration of ZapD in the presence of 1 mM GTP. No significant structural differences were 
observed in the toroidal structures among samples containing equimolar or double ZapD 
concentrations. c Cryo-ET image (left) shows the cross-section corresponding to the area 
located at the white dotted line in (a). This image is the average of nine tomographic slices 
from the denoised tomogram. The isosurface of the cross-section (right) shows the alignment 
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and organization of the FtsZ filaments within the toroid. This suggests a regular distribution of 
filaments assembling the toroid. FtsZ filaments are represented in blue. d Isosurface of the 
FtsZ toroid shown in (a). It was extracted from the reconstruction of the denoised tomographic 
volume and positioned in different views to facilitate its visualization: (top) front view, (middle) 
side view and (bottom) lateral view. e A close-up view of the segmented toroidal structure. It 
shows the complex internal organization of filaments assembling the toroid. It corresponds to 
a zone within the toroid shown in (d). 
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Figure 4. FtsZ filaments are connected by putative ZapD crosslinkers to assemble the 
toroidal structure. a Top (left, top), side (left, bottom) and lateral (right) views of the isosurface 
from an area within the toroidal structure shown in (Fig. 3a). The FtsZ filaments are colored 
blue, while filament connections or putative ZapD proteins are labelled magenta to facilitate 
interpretation of the results. Other putative ZapD proteins decorating the FtsZ filaments were 
not labelled in magenta because they were not forming any clear connection between the 
filaments. b-d Different examples of connections between filaments by putative ZapD proteins 
within the toroid. Filaments are labelled in blue and putative ZapD in magenta to facilitate their 
interpretation. From left to right, the localization of the analyzed area, a close-up view of the 
structure of interest, different views of the connections and a schematic to illustrate the 
interpretation of the data. The schematic (right) represents the localization of ZapD proteins 
(magenta) and FtsZ filaments (blue). b Lateral connection of two FtsZ filaments by a putative 
ZapD dimer. In this example, the attachment of each globular density or putative ZapD 
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monomer was bound to each filament, allowing for a lateral connection c Putative ZapD 
connections stabilizing two filaments by a lateral interaction. Additional ZapD decorations 
attached only to one of the filaments appear to be available for other connections. d Multiple 
ZapD proteins can connect to filaments and stabilize the interaction. First, the two upper 
filaments are connected to each other by lateral connections through several putative ZapD. 
The lower filament connects laterally with the two other filaments. In the upper part, additional 
decorations or putative ZapD proteins would be available to establish further connections 
forming a tridimensional mesh. 
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Figure 5. The presence of a high ZapD concentration promotes the formation of straight 
FtsZ bundles. a Representative images of straight FtsZ bundles resulting from the interaction 
of FtsZ with high ZapD concentrations under working conditions (50 mM KCl, 50 mM Tris-Cl, 
5 mM MgCl2 pH 7). The concentrations of FtsZ and ZapD were 10 µM and 60 µM, respectively, 
and 1 mM of GTP was added to trigger polymerization. The straight bundles were only found 
at high ZapD concentrations. The image is the average of five 6.4 nm thick tomographic slices 
(total thickness of 32 nm) of the reconstructed tomogram. Scale bars are 100 nm. b Isosurface 
of the straight bundles from the denoised tomographic volume. FtsZ filaments are colored in 
blue and putative ZapD connections in magenta. Three different views (top (left) and side views 
(middle, right)) are shown. Straight bundles are organized in a regular organization. Multiple 
connections between filaments are found in a very regular manner; putative ZapD proteins 
align and stack to stabilize two FtsZ filaments by crosslinking them. In addition, lateral 
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connections were also found linking couple of stabilized filaments among them, ultimately 
assembling the straight bundle. c Different views of one of the isolated filaments from the 
straight bundle. A side view of the filaments (middle) shows a spike-like structure regularly 
located at the top of the FtsZ filaments, connecting them as observed in the top view (right). d 
Different close-up views of the filament structure shown in (c). In the cross-section of the 
structure (middle, top), it is clearly visible that the ZapD proteins connect the two filaments, 
forming a bridge over them. A schematic of the suggested interaction (right, bottom) shows the 
location of putative ZapD dimer in this structure.   
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Figure 6. Proposed molecular mechanism of the bundling effect of ZapD on FtsZ 
filaments. Based on our experiments and in agreement with preliminary studies, we propose 
a molecular mechanism for the interaction between FtsZ and ZapD. FtsZ filaments are highly 
dynamic and they can interact laterally with each other, forming double filaments through weak 
lateral interactions. On the other hand, each ZapD dimer can bind to two FtsZ filaments, 
promoting the formation of lateral interactions between FtsZ filaments. At low concentrations 
of ZapD, only a few lateral connections are formed and thus no bundles can be assembled. 
However, at higher ZapD concentrations, reaching a protein ratio of FtsZ and ZapD of 1:1 or 
1:2 (FtsZ:ZapD), more ZapD-mediated connections are established between FtsZ filaments 
and the formation of bundles and toroidal structures is favored. Toroidal structures are 
composed of a meshwork of short filaments, crosslinked laterally by ZapD dimers. A further 
increase in the concentration of ZapD (protein ratio of 1:4 or 1:6 (FtsZ:ZapD)) can also increase 
the number of connections on the FtsZ filaments, straighten up their structure and allowing the 
formation of straight bundles. This structure is formed only under high ZapD concentrations 
although coexists with scarce toroidal structures. The assembly of FtsZ macrostructures is 
dependent on the number of lateral connections through ZapD dimers and some intermediate 
states are expected between toroids and straight bundles. 
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Legends to Supplementary Movies 

 

Supplementary Movie 1. Tomogram of a FtsZ toroidal structure promoted by ZapD showed 

in Figure 3a followed by segmentation of the tomogram. FtsZ filaments are in blue. Successive 

rotations of the segmented volume allow to visualize the structure of the toroid in 3D.  

Supplementary Movie 2. Isosurface from the toroid showed in Figure 2a. FtsZ filaments are 

shown in blue and putative ZapD connections in magenta. A close-up view and rotations of the 

segmented volume show the filament meshwork and the connections by ZapD in 3D. 

Supplementary Movie 3. Tomogram of a FtsZ straight bundle formed at high concentration 

of ZapD proteins showed in Figure 5b. Successive segmentation of the tomogram with FtsZ 

filaments labelled in blue and putative ZapD connections in magenta. Rotations, close-up 

views help the interpretation of the data and show the 3D structure of the straight bundle.   
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Supplementary Figures 

Supplementary Figure 1. Characterization of the ZapD dimer and ZapD-FtsZ-GDP 
interaction by Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC). a Sedimentation coefficient distribution, 
c(s), obtained by sedimentation velocity (SV) with (I) ZapD at different protein concentrations 
at working conditions (50 mM KCl, 50 mM Tris-Cl, 5 mM MgCl2 pH 7). More than 95% of the 
sample sedimented as a single specie with an experimental sedimentation coefficient of 3.5 S 
once corrected to standard conditions (s20, w: 3.6 S ± 0.1). It matched with the expected value 
for ZapD dimers.  (II) Sedimentation coefficient distribution, c(s), obtained by SV of FtsZ at 15 
µM at working conditions (50 mM KCl, 50 mM Tris-Cl, 5 mM MgCl2 pH 7). (III) Sedimentation 
coefficient distribution, c(s), obtained by SV of the interaction of 15 µM FtsZ and increasing 
concentrations of ZapD in physiological glutamate-acetate buffer. There is an axis break at 1.6 
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to highlight protein complexes. (IV) Represents the global multi-wavelength (280 and 250 nm) 
analysis of the sedimentation coefficient distribution for FtsZ-ZapD complexes obtained by SV 
and decomposition into component sedimentation coefficient distributions ck(s) for FtsZ (solid 
trace) and ZapD (dashed trace) using FtsZ:ZapD initial ratio of 1:4. Numbers over the peaks 
correspond to the FtsZ:ZapD molar stoichiometry observed for each complex. b Concentration 
gradient obtained by sedimentation equilibrium (SE) of ZapD at 10 µM. Experimental data 
(empty circles) are shown together with the best-fit analysis corresponding to ZapD dimer (solid 
line), monomer (dashed line) and trimer (dotted line). The lower plot represents the residuals 
of the fitting of the experimental data to the dimeric model. ZapD was shown as a stable dimer, 
showing a buoyant mass of 14,415 Da, corresponding to a molecular mass of 56200 ± 400 
Da, considering the partial specific volume calculated from the ZapD amino acid sequence. 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 2. Biochemical characterization of the ZapD-FtsZ-GDP 
interaction by FCS and fluorescence anisotropy. a Interaction curve of FtsZ-GDP and ZapD 
by fluorescence anisotropy. The fluorescence anisotropy measurement of 5 µM ZapD 
supplemented with 150 nM ZapD-ATTO 647N at increasing concentrations of FtsZ 
demonstrated a direct interaction between both proteins with an apparent Kd of 10.26 ± 1.07 
(SE). Samples were in working conditions (50 mM KCl, 50 mM Tris-Cl, 5 mM MgCl2 pH 7) and 
the error bars represent the standard deviation among 3 independent samples. b Fluorescence 
correlation microscopy (FCS) analysis of increasing concentrations of FtsZ-GDP with 5 µM of 
ZapD supplemented with 100 nM ZapD-ATTO 647N in working conditions. The FCS analysis 
demonstrated an increasing diffusion time of ZapD along with the FtsZ concentration as result 
of higher proportion of ZapD bound to FtsZ. The plotted line is only to guide the eye. Each 
condition was measured in three independent samples.  
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Supplementary Figure 3. Biochemical characterization of the ZapD and FtsZ bundles by 
light scattering. The characterization of the FtsZ bundles resulting from the interaction with 
ZapD was made by measuring the light scattering of the samples at 350nm in a plate reader. 
The mean value and standard deviation are the result of 3-6 independent samples. The signal 
from the blanks was collected before polymerization of FtsZ and subtracted for further 
measurements. Control of ZapD and FtsZ polymers independently did not show any significant 
difference with the blank after GTP addition. The working buffer was used unless it is specified 
in the legend (50 mM KCl, 50 mM Tris-Cl, 5 mM MgCl2 and pH 7). The absorbance was 
measured every 5 min for 100 min. a Measurement of light scattering over time of 5 µM FtsZ 
in the presence of ZapD at increasing concentrations. Both proteins were mixed prior to the 
addition of 1 mM GTP. A decay in the signal can be observed over time, highlighting the 
dynamic nature of the FtsZ bundles. After 100 min, extra 1 mM GTP was added and FtsZ 
bundles were reassembled, showing lower increase of the signal due to a higher concentration 
of GDP in the samples, likely sifting the reaction. The addition of 1 mM GTP was done twice 
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after 100 min. b Assembly of FtsZ bundles at different ionic strength conditions using KCl. The 
concentration of FtsZ and ZapD was 5 µM for both proteins, adding 1 mM GTP in the working 
buffer supplemented with different concentrations of KCl (50-500 mM KCl). Higher ionic 
strength in the buffer reduced the amount or size of bundles formed in solution, as the FtsZ-
ZapD interaction is decreased. c Effect of pH in the FtsZ bundling process. The protein 
concentration used was 5 µM of ZapD and FtsZ with the addition of 1 mM GTP in the working 
buffer at different pH (6.5-8 pH). Lower pH enhanced the amount of FtsZ bundles promoted by 
ZapD, as lateral FtsZ-FtsZ interactions are promoted at lower pH. d Analysis of FtsZ bundling 
over time when ZapD was mixed with FtsZ prior or after the GTP addition and polymerization. 
The concentration of FtsZ and ZapD was 5 µM and 1 mM GTP in working buffer. ZapD mixed 
with FtsZ before or after GTP addition did not show significant difference in the formation of 
FtsZ bundles. e FtsZ bundling at different concentration of FtsZ with 5 µM ZapD and 1 mM 
GTP in working conditions. In this case, the signal from FtsZ bundles was normalized to 
facilitate the interpretation of the results. The signal plotted corresponds to 5 min after the 
addition of GTP. There was a clear decrease in the signal obtained at high concentration of 
FtsZ due to the low protein ratio ZapD/FtsZ. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 4. Ionic strength in the buffer lowers the effect of ZapD over FtsZ 
GTPase activity. GTPase activity of FtsZ in the presence of equimolar concentration of ZapD 
(5 µM) after addition of 1 mM GTP at different ionic strength conditions (50 – 500 mM KCl, 50 
mM Tris-Cl, 5 mM MgCl2 pH 7). The mean value and SD of the FtsZ GTPase activity 
correspond to 3 independent replicates. The GTPase activity was measured as result of the Pi 
released from GTP consumption. The units are Mol GTP consumed per Mol FtsZ per min.   
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Supplementary figure 5. FtsZ toroids and bundles formed at different protein ratios. a 
Cryo-EM images of FtsZ bundles and toroids promoted by interaction with ZapD at different 
protein ratios. From top to bottom, the protein ratios used were 1:1, 1:2, 1:4, 1:6 for FtsZ at 10 
µM and ZapD concentrations ranging from 10 to 60 µM. Samples were plunge frozen two 
minutes after the addition of 1 mM GTP. In these samples, similar toroidal structures and 
bundles were observed regardless protein ratios, including spirals and curved bundles. Scale 
bars are 250 nm. b Distribution of the measured height of toroids from the tomographic volume. 
The cross-section of the toroids collected by tomography was used to measure the height of 
each toroid. Distance measurements were made from each toroid in the middle of the bundle 
at the four cardinal points to assure the reliability of the results. The mean value and SD are 
shown in the graph. c Circularity of FtsZ toroids. The shortest and largest distance of the outer 
and inner diameter were measured for each toroid from the cryo-EM images. The division 
between the shortest and longest diameter provided the circularity of the FtsZ toroids. The 
mean value and SD are shown in the graph. The circularity of the inner and outer diameter is 
significantly different (T-test t(4.2), p-value <0.001).  
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Supplementary figure 6. FtsZ single and double filaments found at different FtsZ and 
ZapD ratios. Cryo-EM images of single and double filaments found together with toroids and 
bundles in samples containing FtsZ and ZapD at different protein ratios. FtsZ concentration 
was 10 µm, while ZapD was present at increasing concentrations (from top to bottom 0, 2.5, 
5, 10, 20, 40 and 60 µM), mixed prior addition of 1 mM GTP. In the cryo-EM samples, only 
single and double filaments were found as shown in samples from 1:0 to 1:1. In these filaments, 
we could not discard or confirm the presence of ZapD connecting the FtsZ filaments. They 
were not easily differentiated from double filaments formed in the absence of ZapD 
consequence of weak FtsZ-FtsZ lateral interactions. For the case of saturation of ZapD (1:4 or 
1:6), double FtsZ filaments and straight bundles showing a characteristic striped pattern 
perpendicularly to the FtsZ filaments were found. Scale bars are 100 nm.  
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Supplementary figure 7. FtsZ structures found at low and high ZapD concentrations. 
Representative micrographs of FtsZ structures and bundles promoted by ZapD at different 
protein ratios under working conditions. The images are an average of five slices from the 
reconstructed tomographic volume to enhance the signal to noise ratio of the image. Scale 
bars are 250 nm unless they are labelled with 100 nm. a Equimolar concentrations of FtsZ and 
ZapD (10 µm) formed toroids and bundles after 1 mM GTP addition. Samples were plunge 
frozen 2 min after triggering polymerization. b High concentration of ZapD (60 µm) promoted 
the formation of straight FtsZ bundles, although they coexisted with scarce amount of FtsZ 
toroids and double filaments showing striated patterns. 
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Supplementary Figure 8. Segmentation of a FtsZ toroid by using Cryo-ET. a Micrograph 
of a FtsZ toroidal structure from the reconstructed tomogram. FtsZ and ZapD were at equimolar 
concentrations (10 µm) mixed prior the addition of 1 mM GTP. The dotted white line represents 
the localization of the cross-section shown in (e), while the black dotted square shows the area 
of a close-up view showed below the image. An average of five slices are shown. Scale bar of 
the zoomed area is 50 nm. b Segmentation of the toroid shown in (a). The isosurface of the 
toroid was extracted from the denoised full tomographic volume and positioned in different 
views (top) front, (middle) side and (bottom) lateral views. The curved filaments observed at 
the upper part of the toroid corresponds to a bundle that was located at the top layer of the 
toroid. It was erased to facilitate the representation of the toroid. c Segmentation of the zoomed 
area shown in (a). Top view of the isosurface from the toroidal structure. d Micrograph of the 
toroid cross-section (left) and its isosurface (right). The cross-section corresponds to the white 
dotted line shown in (a) and the micrograph is the average of five tomographic slices. e 
Different views of the isosurface of the toroidal structure. The represented meshwork of 
filaments corresponds to the image shown in (c) at different views. 
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Supplementary figure 9. Segmentation of FtsZ filaments. a Isosurface of single and double 
FtsZ filaments in the absence of ZapD extracted from the denoised tomographic volume. FtsZ 
filaments from cryo-ET samples (10 µm) in presence of 2 mM GTP. The single and double 
filaments were extracted from the isosurface from the micrographs shown at the left side of 
each case. A top and lateral view of the segmented filaments are shown. Scale bars represent 
50 nm. b Comparison of isolated FtsZ filaments from the following samples: (top) absence of 
ZapD, (Middle) a toroidal structure at equimolar concentrations of FtsZ and ZapD (10 µm) and 
(Bottom) a straight bundle at high concentration of ZapD (60 µm). The protein ratios in each 
case are shown at the left side of each example. Side and top views of the three segmented 
filaments are shown in left and center columns, while a cross-section of the filaments is shown 
at the right column. The cross-section corresponds to the dotted line shown at the side top 
view. Different blue tones differentiate the three analyzed conditions. The presence of extra 
densities decorating the FtsZ filaments are present in these structures, strongly suggesting 
that they are ZapD proteins decorating and connecting filaments.  
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Supplementary figure 10. The FtsZ toroid is formed by a ZapD-linked discontinuous 
filaments. a Image of the isosurface from the meshwork of filaments shown in (Fig. 4a). A 
black marker (sphere) is positioned in every discontinuation or finalization of FtsZ filaments 
(blue) within the toroid. Magenta markers were located at every clear connection between FtsZ 
filaments in order to analyze their presence in areas near discontinuations. A closer view of 
the image framed by a dotted black line shows the finalization and discontinuation of some 
FtsZ filaments. The black marker was substituted by a dotted circle to demonstrate the 
absence of filaments in the area. The images at the left and right side are just different areas 
of the same mesh of filaments within the toroid. b Images on the left and center represent the 
spatial three-dimensional localization of discontinuations (black) and connections (magenta) 
of FtsZ filaments in the analyzed area of the toroid shown in (Fig. 4a) (blue filaments). A top 
and side view of the structure show the localization of the discontinuation and connections. 
The overlap of the two (right) does not show a significant colocalization or correlation among 
them.  
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Supplementary figure 11. Distance between FtsZ filaments and ZapD-connected 
filaments. a Distribution of the distance between two FtsZ filaments in the absence (blue) or 
presence (magenta) of ZapD at high concentration (FtsZ:ZapD 1:6). The distance between 
filaments were measured from the cryo-EM and cryo-ET images and plotted in the graph as a 
distribution of distances. Both conditions fitted a normal distribution and images from >3 
independent samples were used to measure the distance between filaments. The mean value 
and SD are shown in the graph for each condition. The data sets were significantly different as 
determined by a T-test with a t(25), p-value <0.001. The presence of ZapD crosslinking 
filaments enhances the distance among them in comparison with weak FtsZ-FtsZ interactions. 
b Distribution of the distance between two ZapD proteins in a straight bundle under saturation 
of ZapD. The distance between two ZapD proteins was measured from tomographic images 
obtained in samples containing FtsZ (10 µM) in the presence of ZapD at high concentration 
(60 µM) in presence of GTP. The distribution obtained fitted a normal distribution. The mean 
value and SD are shown in the graph. The regular distance found between ZapD proteins 
connecting filaments could indicate the presence of one ZapD dimer per FtsZ monomer 
forming the filament. 
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Supplementary figure 12. mZapD binds FtsZ-GDP and can promote bundling of FtsZ 
filaments. a Scheme of the structure of the weakened dimerization ZapD mutant (mZapD). 
The structure shown corresponds to the ZapD wt dimer (5DKO), highlighting the mutations 
made in red color. We mutated three amino acids involved in the dimerization of ZapD (R20, 
R116 and H140) by Alanine substitution, destabilizing and weakening the dimerization of the 
protein. A closer view of the dimerization site shows the mutations performed in the structure 
of one of the monomers (red dotted lines).  b Molecular interaction between FtsZ-GDP and 
ZapD or ZapD mutant (mZapD) measured by fluorescence anisotropy and compared with the 
results shown in Supplementary Fig. 2a for ZapD and FtsZ-GDP. 5 µM of mZapD was 
supplemented with 150 nM of mZapD-ATTO 647N and FtsZ at increasing concentrations. 
mZapD (red) also binds FtsZ-GDP with an apparent Kd of 12.42 ± 5.45 (SE). The x-axis is 
represented in log units. The mean value and standard deviation are the result of 3 
independent samples. c Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) analysis of increasing 
concentrations of FtsZ-GDP with 5 µM of ZapD or mZapD supplemented with 100 nM ZapD 
or mZapD chemically labelled with ATTO 647N. The plot corresponding to ZapD was the same 
as shown in Supplementary Fig. 2b and it is included here to facilitate the interpretation of the 
results. The x-axis is represented in log units. The diffusion curve demonstrated an increasing 
diffusion time of mZapD along with the FtsZ concentration which supports a direct interaction 
of this protein with FtsZ-GDP. The plotted line is only to guide the eye. Each condition was 
measured in three independent samples. d Light scattering signal of FtsZ and ZapD by 
measuring absorbance at 350 nm after 5 min of GTP addition. The concentration used was 5 
µM FtsZ at increasing concentrations of ZapD (0 - 80 µM) and 1 mM GTP in working buffer. 
The data represents the main value and standard deviation of >3 independent samples. The 
signal showed for ZapD is the same shown in Fig. 1b and it is included here to help the 
interpretation.  
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Supplementary figure 13. mZapD can bundle FtsZ without promoting toroids. a Proposed 
schematic of the interaction mechanism of FtsZ-GTP and mZapD protein. The mZapD protein 
is mutated in the dimerization site to weaken the dimerization and favor the monomerization 
of the protein. Thus, interaction of dynamic FtsZ filaments with mZapD monomers is weakened 
and the stabilization of toroidal structures or straight bundles is not possible, while dynamic 
bundles can still be formed. b Cryo-EM image of 10 µM mZapD. mZapD is homogeneously 
distributed and it did not aggregate in our working conditions. Scale bar is 100 nm. c 
Representative cryo-EM images of FtsZ and mZapD at increasing concentrations of mZapD 
and 1 mM GTP under working conditions. At equimolar concentrations of FtsZ and ZapD (10 
µM) we could not find any FtsZ bundle and only single and double FtsZ filaments could be 
observed (top). At higher concentrations of mZapD (20 and 60 µM, middle and bottom row, 
respectively), FtsZ bundles were formed despite no toroids or straight bundles were observed 
in these samples. The lack of these structures suggested that a stable dimer is required to 
form them. Scale bars are 250 nm unless 100 nm or 50 nm labels are shown. 
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Supplementary figure 14. FtsZ and ZapD form bundles inside artificial cell models. a 
Representative confocal image of co-reconstituted FtsZ and ZapD inside lipid vesicles as 
artificial cell models. FtsZ was encapsulated at 10 µM and supplemented with 1 µM FtsZ-Alexa 
488 (cyan) in working buffer while lipid vesicles formed by POPC:POPG (80: 20) were 
fluorescently labelled adding DOPE-ATTO 655 (magenta) to allow their visualization.  FtsZ in 
presence of 2 mM GTP was distributed homogeneously in the lumen of the vesicle (left) while 
co-reconstitution with equimolar concentration of ZapD (10 µM) and 2 mM GTP promoted the 
assembly of dynamic FtsZ bundles (middle). Formation of bundles was only possible inside 
lipid vesicles after the supplementation with macromolecular crowders. The assembly of FtsZ 
bundles crosslinked with ZapD inside lipid vesicles is a major advance towards the in vitro 
reconstitution of the division system, facilitating the study of a more physiologically relevant 
bundles. On the other hand, FtsZ-GDP was homogeneously distributed in the lumen of the 
vesicle and no significant differences were observed after polymerization, when FtsZ was 
encapsulated in the presence of 2 mM GTP (top, right). 10 µM ZapD supplemented with 0.5 
µM ZapD-Alexa 647N (magenta) was also encapsulated in lipid vesicles and homogeneously 
located in the lumen (bottom, right). B Co-reconstitution of both proteins at equimolar 
concentrations (10 µM) in the absence (Top) or presence (bottom) of 2 mM GTP at working 
conditions. In this case, ZapD promoted the formation of large FtsZ bundles that disassembled 
over time. As represented in the graph on the right, the fluorescence intensity of a line drawn 
across the vesicle in the equatorial plane showed the colocalization of ZapD with FtsZ 
promoting the assembly of bundles by direct interaction and demonstrating the crosslinking of 
ZapD. Scale bars represent 10 µm 
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Supplementary figure 15. Formation of bundles at different FtsZ and ZapD ratios inside 
artificial cells. A Representative confocal images of the co-reconstitution of FtsZ and ZapD 
proteins inside lipid vesicles at different protein ratios (From top to bottom 1:2, 1:1, 2:1 
FtsZ:ZapD) in the absence or presence of 2 mM GTP in the left or middle and right, 
respectively. FtsZ was encapsulated at 10 µM and supplemented with 1 µM FtsZ-Alexa 488 
(cyan) in working buffer, while unlabeled ZapD was encapsulated at (5, 10, 20 µM). Lipid 
vesicles formed mixing POPC:POPG (80: 20) were fluorescently labelled adding DOPE-ATTO 
655 (magenta) (0.05%) to allow their visualization. The shape and phenotype of FtsZ bundles 
inside vesicles were not significantly different among different protein ratios, although the 
number of vesicles containing FtsZ bundles increased at higher ZapD concentrations. Scale 
bars are 5 µm. All confocal images were collected from >3 independent experiments. C 
Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) of the FtsZ bundles inside lipid vesicles. 
The mean intensity of a circular area drawn in the FtsZ bundles was measured before and 
after the photobleaching, normalized and plotted in the graph. The mean intensity and standard 
deviation shown in the graph correspond to 6 independent replicates in different vesicles 
containing equimolar concentrations (10 µM) of FtsZ and ZapD in presence of 2 mM GTP. On 
the left, confocal images of one of the analyzed samples during the bleaching process.  
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Supplementary Table 1 List of primers. 

 

Name Sequence (5’ to 3’) 

ZapD-R20A  GAAAAAATGCGTACATGGCTGGCTATTGAGTTTT 

ZapD-R116A GGCAATTTCTGCGTGAAGATGCTTTGATTGCTC 

ZapD-H240A CTTTGATTTACCTACATTGGCTATTTGGCTGC 
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Discussion and perspectives

This thesis contributes to the understanding of the molecular dynamics of FtsZ from

a bottom-up perspective, providing new insights into its role in cell division and cytokinesis.

The findings of the presented papers not only focus on the molecular mechanism of FtsZ

from various perspectives but also improves the in vitro reconstitution of minimal division

components, bringing us closer to a complete bottom-up construction of a synthetic cell.

Briefly, we initially demonstrated a tension-dependent reorganization of FtsZ filaments

on the membrane by trapping and deforming GUVs in a microfluidic device (P2). Fur-

thermore, we uncovered the biophysical mechanism behind the generation of membrane

constriction by FtsZ filaments, which is a GTP-driven torsional stress, providing impor-

tant insights into our understanding of FtsZ’s role in the cell (P3). Additionally, we

examined the spatiotemporal localization of FtsZ and MinCDE by co-reconstituting them

inside GUVs using purified proteins and cell-free expression. This led to the assembly of

FtsZ-rings positioned in the equatorial plane of spherical GUVs by the MinCDE oscillatory

system, and the discovery of a positive feedback between FtsZ and MinCDE in the posi-

tioning of the ring and the emergence of oscillatory waves (P4). Lastly, we characterized

the interaction of FtsZ and ZapD, revealing the formation of bacterial-sized toroidal struc-

tures through filament crosslinking in solution. The characterization of these toroids using

cryo-ET provided a novel understanding of the architecture, assembly, and stabilization of

the FtsZ-ring. After a brief introduction of the findings, I proceed to revisit all the results

presented in this dissertation to discuss them in the context of the original objectives,

highlighting the principal conclusions and advances achieved over the course of this PhD

study.
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Publication P2.

Effects of the geometry of the compartment

and membrane tension

In collaboration with Dr. Kristina Ganzinger, we developed a microfluidic device

for the mechanical manipulation of giant unilamellar vesicles (P2). This device allows the

trapping and reversible deformation of spherical GUVs into a bacterial rod-shape without

compromising their free-standing membranes, enabling the analysis of the effect of the

compartment geometry, curvature and membrane tension on processes reconstituted in

and on vesicle-based minimal cells.

Other platforms to deform free-standing lipidic systems were developed using similar strate-

gies, such as deforming small lipid droplets in microfluidic channels [168], printing BSA

structures of various shapes to hold and squeeze GUVs [416], or micropatterning the sur-

face and attaching GUVs [417]. Our microfluidic device is based on a previous design

optimized to catch GUVs and facilitate their visualization without further deformation

[418, 419]. In our design, we adapted and added extra features such as wider structures

and longer funnels to promote the elongation of GUVs. Thus, we achieve controllable and

reversible deformation by squeezing or releasing GUVs from the trap, maintaining high

capture efficiency at various GUV sizes.

We successfully applied our microfluidics device to deepen our understanding of the be-

havior and functionality of FtsZ inside cellular models. Reconstituted membrane-bound

FtsZ (FtsZ-YFP-mts) formed filaments and aligned along the shortest axis of rod-shaped

GUVs, consistent with previous findings on SLBs [284] and their biological role. Ad-

ditionally, reversible vesicle deformation required deflation of the GUVs, decreasing the

membrane tension due to osmotic imbalance and, leading to a reorganization of FtsZ from

filaments into cone-like structures on the membrane. These structures were only present on

deflated membranes, stabilizing protrusions and promoting subsequent GUV deformations

by serving as a membrane reservoir.

These results showed two new and interesting features of FtsZ: (1) its ability to adapt and

reorganize into different structures based on the geometry and surface tension of the lipid

membrane and (2) its ability to stabilize the excess of the membrane through deformation.

We found that high membrane tension hinders the formation of FtsZ cone-like structures, as

previously observed on planar surfaces [292, 55, 287] and in P3. Previous studies stated that

spatial constraints imposed by planar surfaces impact other properties of FtsZ, affecting

its functionality [294, 298]. In contrast, soft membranes offer less mechanical resistance,

allowing the formation of cone-like or ring-like structures that can deform the membrane
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and stabilize protrusions [158, 159]. Therefore, the use of GUVs as membrane platforms in

the study of FtsZ structures avoid restrictions on filament assembly and allow for a wider

range of structures to be formed, showing an advantage for the study of the structure,

intrinsic curvature, and persistence length of the filaments. The combination of GUVs

with other division proteins can uncover previously unseen features of FtsZ-ring assembly

and functionality due to the lack of spatial constraints imposed by planar surfaces.

Overall, controllable deformation of GUVs represents a significant advance with respect

to microfluidic devices previously created and a step towards bottom-up reconstitution

of protein systems, adding an extra layer of complexity. Our microfluidic system allows

the stable visualization of spatiotemporal processes inside rod-shape GUVs, making it

desirable for reconstituting geometry or curvature-dependent biological systems [420], such

as the oscillatory MinCDE, actin, MreB, developmental factors or membrane proteins. This

microfluidic platform presents a new approach for testing the functionality of reconstituted

cellular systems from a bottom-up perspective using GUVs. Future developments of this

device may include a microfluidic-based system to generate GUVs with a tight range of sizes

before trapping, making it more useful for studying reconstituted systems. Double emulsion

methods to generate GUVs in microfluidic devices can also be coupled to a trapping system,

as previously demonstrated [421, 422].

Publication P3.

The mechanism underlying FtsZ’s force constriction

Next, and closely related to P2, I collaborated with Dr. Diego Ramirez on a project

whose main goal was to address the highly debated role of the FtsZ system in the force

generation process during cytokinesis (P3).

It is widely accepted that FtsZ assembles a minimal ring at the midcell, serving as a

scaffold for the rest of the division components. However, its exact role in leading the

division process or participating in cytokinesis is not yet clear. While several models have

been proposed in recent years [232, 405, 298, 395, 233], the experimental characterization

of the force exerted by FtsZ is a challenging task due to technical limitations and the

large number of components involved in division [423, 185, 186]. FtsZ has been described

to exert forces on lipid membranes, as previously shown by the group of Rivas using

siZipA-FtsZ [325], and Danelon’s group using FtsA-FtsZ [157] inside GUVs. Likewise, by

reconstituting the FtsZ-YFP-mts mutant inside or outside of soft GUVs, we also observed

the formation of outward or inward conical deformations, respectively. This suggests that

drilling forces are acting against the membrane, in line with previous findings in P2 and

Osawa et al.[158, 159]. The intrinsic curvature of FtsZ filaments arises from a twist in
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their structure [276, 277], and the helical nature of these filaments has previously been

demonstrated [284, 333]. On flat surfaces, FtsZ self-assembles into treadmilling vortices

with a conserved direction [55, 287]. However, we have shown that in conical surfaces,

the treadmilling becomes bidirectional, as confirmed in vivo [288, 246]. The geometry

of FtsZ and its bidirectional treadmilling behavior can induce forces against deformable

membranes and impose torsional stress in tubular geometries. Despite these findings, the

relationship between the structure of FtsZ, its treadmilling, and force generation is still

not fully understood.

Therefore, to gain a deeper understanding of the mechanics of FtsZ-dependent membrane

deformations and constriction, we have developed an in vitro system using lipid tubes

pulled by optical tweezers from FtsZ-decorated GUVs. Through the use of this experi-

mental platform, we demonstrated that FtsZ can cause helical deformations in lipid tubes,

which are further compressed by the protein’s GTPase activity and likely through bidi-

rectional treadmilling of the FtsZ filaments. We hypothesize that FtsZ’s GTPase activity

drives the extra force required to constrict the helix’s pitch through torsional stress im-

posed by the intrinsic structure of the FtsZ filaments, which form ring-like structures. Our

results also suggest that membrane tension and the nature of FtsZ’s membrane attachment

can play a role in the forces exerted. This was evident as super-coiled deformations of the

lipid tubes were observed when siZipA was used instead of the FtsZ-YFP-mts mutant to

bind FtsZ to the membrane. Additionally, the strong dependency of membrane attachment

on the velocity of the treadmilling has been noted [329]. Future studies could be conducted

using our optical tweezers-based experimental setup to further analyze this phenomenon.

Our in vitro setup let us quantify the directional forces exerted by FtsZ, which were found

to be within the pN range, strong enough to deform and constrict soft lipid tubes, deflated

GUVs, and even wall-less E. coli cells. Interestingly, we estimated that FtsZ can generate

a force of approximately 1 pN per unit of FtsZ-ring. However, it has been calculated

that around 8 pN of force is needed to constrict E. coli [424], while more than 15 pN is

required to deform erythrocytes [425]. Although the force generated by FtsZ might not

be enough for the entire process of bacterial cytokinesis, membrane budding was observed

in both deflated GUVs and wall-less E. coli cells. The GTP-driven treadmilling of FtsZ

inside cells has been found to be essential for correct placement and coordination during

the initiation of septal constriction [392, 306] and PG synthesis [288, 246, 398], leading

to the formation of abnormal septums in cells containing GTPase defective FtsZ. This

suggests that treadmilling could coordinate and drive the process of cytokinesis by also

applying force to the membrane. The new lipids synthesized during the division process

might reduce the membrane tension, leading to an excess of the membrane at mid-cell

[405, 217]. This may lower the force required to deform the membrane, allowing FtsZ

to generate constriction and deform the membrane. This hypothesis is in line with the
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reversible tension-dependent reorganization of FtsZ on the membrane described in P2,

which could also trigger further events during the division process, including coordination

with the late components of division, force generation, and ultimately cytokinesis.

Several mechanisms of membrane constriction have been hypothesized which can be grouped

into three categories [232, 233]. These are (i) the FtsZ condensation model, with FtsZ-

ring as the main force generator [411, 306], (ii) the bending model, in which FtsZ only

constricts to trigger PG synthesis [424, 389], and (iii) the concerted constriction model, in

which both machineries work together, with FtsZ pulling and the PG machinery pushing

the membrane [408, 410]. Although a consensus has not yet been reached, all of these

models involve some force exerted by FtsZ, either as the main force generator, trigger or

driver of the process [236, 395, 426]. However, the large number of essential components

involved in division and the low range of forces exerted by FtsZ make it difficult to isolate

the role of FtsZ and understand its mechanism of function in vivo. Thus, our study helps

to reveal the role of FtsZ, where the torsional stress driven by GTPase activity is com-

patible with the proposed mechanisms of force constriction, expanding the knowledge of

the system. Future investigations could focus on the precise coordination of the FtsZ-ring,

treadmilling of filaments, and PG synthesis machinery, revealing the forces involved in the

process and the mechanism of function of participating proteins.

Publication P4.

First steps for the in vitro reconstitution of a minimal

division system

Building upon the observations published in P2 and P3 that showed FtsZ’s ability

to deform free-standing membranes and exhibit reversible filament reorganization, we de-

cided to study FtsZ’s interaction with other division partners in cell-like environments. To

this end, I collaborated with Dr. Shunshi Kohyama to develop a minimal division machin-

ery using a bottom-up approach. We succeeded in coordinating MinCDE and FtsA-FtsZ

proteins within cell-like systems, resulting in a minimal division machinery capable of

self-assembling in the equatorial plane and constricting GUVs (P4).

The reconstitution of a macromolecular machinery in vitro is a complex challenge that

requires precise control over all factors involved in order to optimize their performance and

fulfil their function. Regarding the division of a synthetic cell, it involves the spatiotemporal

localization of a division machinery that ultimately leads to the constriction and fission

of the reaction compartment. In our study (P4), we successfully self-assembled a minimal

bacterial division ring inside GUVs through two approaches: (1) using purified components,
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combining a FtsZ-mts variant and the MinCDE system, and (2) expressing the full FtsA-

FtsZ and MinCDE proteins using the PURE cell-free expression system. This led to the

formation of FtsZ-ring structures in the equatorial plane of the spherical GUVs, guided

by MinCDE pole-to-pole wave oscillations, and partially constricted the lipid container,

resembling the physiological function of the division machinery.

Previous studies have succeeded in independently encapsulating the MinDE system inside

GUVs using either purified proteins [364] or a cell-free expression system [151, 152], result-

ing in the emergence of oscillatory waves. For the FtsZ protein, the FtsZ-YFP-mts mutant

[291] or FtsZ-ZipA [325] was reconstituted inside GUVs using purified proteins, causing

the GUVs to deform. On the other hand, the expression of FtsA, ZipA, and FtsZ inside

GUVs [150] or expression of FtsA with added purified FtsZ [157] led to the formation of

filaments and membrane necks. However, coordination between the Min and FtsZ systems

has only been possible in open membrane platforms, with FtsZ displacement caused by

Min oscillations [151, 302, 303, 367]. In our study, we achieved the co-reconstitution of

both systems inside cell-like compartments, using GUVs (P4). Additionally, the use of

purified proteins and the cell-free expression system enabled the assembly of the FtsZ-ring

inside GUVs from complementary perspectives.

Concretely, the reconstitution of purified protein systems offers higher control over each

component, allowing for deeper characterization and optimization of critical factors in

their functionality [33, 34]. Our use of purified components revealed new insights into the

functional relationship between FtsZ and Min proteins in the assembly of the FtsZ-ring. For

example, buffer conditions are critical to the functionality of FtsZ and MinCDE systems

inside GUVs [335, 427], as well as protein concentrations and ratios that characterize

MinCDE self-organization and wave-mode [362, 428], and the impact of macromolecular

crowding [156, 76, 366, 302, 429, 430].

The addition of macromolecular crowders to mimic cellular environments in vitro is a

growing trend in bottom-up reconstitution research. Volume exclusion effects enhance

FtsZ self-association into large bundles of polymers, as previously analyzed in solution

and planar membranes [76, 302, 429, 431, 432]. Macromolecular crowders such as ficoll

or dextran have been used to facilitate the visualization of FtsZ assemblies by confocal

microscopy, resulting in a bundling effect. Using GUVs, we found the minimum amount

of crowders required to promote the assembly of bundles on the membrane, in agreement

with previous studies [325, 432]. In the case of MinCDE, the presence of macromolecular

crowders slows down the velocity and reduces the wavelength of oscillatory waves, limiting

the exchange of Min proteins from the membrane to the solution [302, 430]. Experiments

using lipid droplets also demonstrated enhanced wave emergence with BSA crowding [366].

In GUVs, macromolecular crowding did not have a clear impact on wave emergence in the
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absence of FtsZ. However, high concentrations of crowders can affect membrane properties

[75], reducing vesicle yield and cell-free expression of proteins [433]. Therefore crowding

conditions must be optimized for each specific system.

Importantly, crowding might increase the protein localization to the interface between so-

lution and membrane [61, 434]. This phenomenon is seen demonstrated in our experiments

using GUVs, where a higher fraction of proteins bind to the membrane, improving its role

as a nucleator and likely increasing protein-protein interactions. For example, crowding

enhances the displacement of FtsZ by Min waves [302] in agreement with our results. Con-

versely, in the absence of crowders, no macrostructures of FtsZ can be observed on the

membrane, and thus no ring formation can occur. Therefore, macromolecular crowding

is a crucial factor for the assembly of a minimal division machinery in our experimental

conditions, as bundle formation is necessary to form the ring.

Another key finding from the P4 study is the positive feedback between the MinCDE sys-

tem and the FtsZ-ring structure. Our research showed that the FtsZ-ring is assembled

and positioned in the equatorial plane of the GUV through pole-to-pole oscillatory waves,

which are further stabilized by the presence of the ring, leading to mutual enhancement.

This mechanism has potential biological implications, providing insight into the tight spa-

tiotemporal control of FtsZ-ring assembly and positioning in vivo. This phenomenon is

likely related to the geometrical effects reported in previous studies on both the FtsZ and

MinCDE systems [284, 430, 340, 367]. Our findings in P2 showed the alignment of FtsZ

to the shortest axis of the reaction container, while Min proteins can sense the geometry

of the accessible membrane area and reorganize wave patterns aligning to the longer axis

[340, 435]. Thus, the presence of large FtsZ bundles and partial constriction of GUVs at

the equatorial plane can stabilize the pole-to-pole oscillations, defining certain polarity.

On the other hand, our findings confirmed that MinC is not essential for the positioning of

the FtsZ-rings, although its presence enhances the displacement of FtsZ and the formation

of rings. This is related to the recently found function of Min proteins, which defines the

indirect directional displacement of membrane-bound molecules through a friction-driven

mechanism called diffusiophoresis [303, 341]. This behavior stems from the Min reaction-

diffusion mechanism and the cooperative attachment-detachment of MinD on the mem-

brane [345, 344]. This was demonstrated on supported lipid bilayers (SLBs), as MinDE-

mediated displacement of FtsZ was confirmed, but was improved by the presence of MinC

[368, 303]. Our observations further characterize this molecular mechanism by showing

that Min wave dynamics can be impacted by the presence of molecules as physical barriers

on the membrane. In this case, thick FtsZ bundles can be pushed by Min waves at the

time-averaged minima in the equatorial plane. At the same time, the bundles themselves

occupy space on the membrane, dividing the membrane surface of GUVs into two distinct
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regions and limiting the available area for Min proteins. Given this ”separator” effect, Min

waves may not be able to access the necessary consecutive membrane area to form other

wave modes, such as travelling waves, leading to a preference for pole-to-pole oscillatory

waves. This can enhance the positioning of FtsZ at the equatorial plane of the GUV,

creating positive feedback that stabilizes both. Although these results are only the first

demonstration of this phenomenon, further experiments and theoretical studies are needed

to fully understand the positive feedback mechanism.

Furthermore, by utilizing a PURE cell-free expression system within GUVs, we were able

to express and coordinate five functional proteins (MinCDE, FtsA, and FtsZ) which self-

organized into a minimal division ring. The reconstitution of the MinCDE and FtsA-FtsZ

”de novo” synthesized proteins is a significant advancement in the in vitro reconstitution

of a minimal division machinery in cell-like systems. Cell-free expression systems help to

overcome the limitations of purified systems, which often struggle with purifying compo-

nents such as membrane proteins or enzymes. The PURE cell-free expression, on the other

hand, provides the advantage of constructing complex biological systems within synthetic

cells through the expression of proteins ”in situ”, enabling for reconstitution of a “life-

like” synthetic cell [142, 144]. However, this strategy entails a higher degree of complexity

and technical challenges, making it difficult to adjust parameters and optimize conditions

such as salt, pH, lipid composition, macromolecular crowding, and protein concentrations

[433, 144]. Despite these challenges, our demonstration shows that it is possible to recon-

stitute complex machinery in vitro using cell-free expression systems, providing exciting

new opportunities for future research.

Interestingly, the results in P4 indicate that FtsZ-rings can generate constriction in the

equatorial plane of GUVs. Notably, only FtsZ-rings formed through cell-free expression

were able to generate enough force to deform GUVs at isosmotic conditions, while no

deformations were observed in the purified protein system using the FtsZ-mts variant. A

higher protein density of FtsA-FtsZ molecules attached to the membrane in the cell-free

expression system, compared to the fixed concentration in the purified components could

generate higher forces on the membrane. Moreover, differential attachment of FtsZ through

FtsA, rather than direct binding of the FtsZ-mts variant, may also explain the deformations

observed inside GUVs. The PURE cell-free system also requires a specific buffer and

additional components that could have an effect on FtsZ’s behavior. A good example of

this is the high concentration of Mg2+ present in the PURE buffer, which is known to

have an effect on FtsZ dynamics, as well as other charged molecules [281, 429, 431]. These

differences highlight the role of external factors, either by direct interaction (protein-protein

or membrane-protein) or indirect (buffer conditions) on the molecular dynamics of FtsZ on

the membrane. In future experiments, the implementation of other division components

or a decrease in surface tension, such as through SUV fusion and osmotic unbalance (P2),
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might significantly enhance constriction and even lead to fission and full division of the

compartment.

Publication P5.

Stabilization and crosslinking of FtsZ filaments

Finally, we studied the stabilization process of the FtsZ-ring and crosslinking of

filaments to try to further describe the molecular mechanism behind the process and to

progress in the understanding of FtsZ-ring assembly and structure. Our focus was on the

interaction between FtsZ and ZapD, a stabilizer of the FtsZ-ring within cells. Our findings

showed that ZapD can crosslink FtsZ filaments into regular toroidal structures in solution,

which aligns with some of the features of the FtsZ-ring observed in bacteria.

The stabilization and condensation of the FtsZ-ring are crucial for correct cellular division

[387, 268, 194]. This process is thought to be carried out by the crosslinking of filaments

through the Zap proteins, however, the molecular details of this interaction and the struc-

ture of the ring are not yet well understood. By investigating the interaction between

ZapD and FtsZ in solution, we gained insight into the organization of the FtsZ-ring and

the process of filament crosslinking.

It has been previously stated that ZapD crosslinks FtsZ filaments through a transient and

reversible interaction at the central hub of FtsZ [257, 380, 381]. By employing biochemical

studies, we characterized the crosslinking of filaments and defined the crucial role of ZapD

dimerization, supporting their current model of interaction [381]. Interestingly, ZapD

promotes the stabilization of short FtsZ filaments into a toroidal structure (around 500 nm

in diameter) which is in the range of a bacterial cell. Characterization of these 3D structures

using cryo-EM and cryo-ET revealed that they are assembled into a multilayered array of

discontinuous short filaments stabilized by crosslinking. These structures are similar to

some models of the FtsZ-ring in vivo [397, 391, 186], suggesting that FtsZ has an intrinsic

preference to form toroidal structures, even in solution and outside of cellular environments.

Therefore, studying the toroidal structure can provide new information about the assembly

and functional stability of the FtsZ-ring during division.

Indeed, the role of crosslinking proteins in the functionality of the FtsZ-ring is one of the

biggest questions that remains unanswered. Although FtsZ filaments can self-assemble

into bundles by electrostatic lateral interaction between filaments in vitro, the presence of

these bundles in vivo and their biological function are uncertain [387]. The mechanistic

implications of a FtsZ macrostructure crosslinked by protein factors compared to a bundle

assembled by FtsZ lateral interactions are still unclear. It is thought that the space gener-
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ated by crosslinkers plays an important role in the functionality of the FtsZ-ring, although

the central hub of FtsZ can also function as a spacer [263, 268, 285]. Zap proteins may

maintain a regular organization of the filaments, as observed in vivo [389, 333], likely by

allowing them to slide and distribute the effects of FtsZ uniformly around the cell by tread-

milling in both directions [288, 246], even exerting forces by torsion (P3). Additionally, Zap

proteins can control the flexibility of filaments and their local density on the membrane,

which can affect the behavior of FtsZ, as seen on SLBs [436].

Our study of the toroidal structures showed that ZapD can align the FtsZ filaments and

generate space between them in an organized manner, while also controlling the structure

of the FtsZ assemblies. The saturation of ZapD crosslinkers increases the connections

between filaments, stiffening the structures from dynamic curved bundles and toroids into

rigid straight bundles. This demonstrates that ZapD can modulate the structure of FtsZ

via the crosslinking of filaments, which can also affect the behavior of FtsZ. This structural

modulation suggests a functional implication of Zap proteins not only as stabilizers of the

ring but also as modulators of the FtsZ-ring’s behavior.

Additionally, the toroidal structure promoted by ZapD is compatible with an antiparallel

distribution of filaments. In P3, we showed that FtsZ filaments can treadmill in both

directions on cone-like surfaces or tubular membranes, replicating their natural behavior.

However, stabilization by protein crosslinkers can potentially increase torsional stress and

thus the force exerted on the membrane. This stabilization can also help in the aligning

of FtsZ on the membrane, resulting in an antiparallel arrangement of short filaments con-

nected laterally by Zap proteins, affecting their flexibility and local density [301, 436, 157].

This antiparallel filament arrangement has been considered a mechanism of force genera-

tion [387, 405, 395, 233]. The toroidal internal architecture supports this idea, although

our observations are limited to assemblies in solution. The effects of filament crosslinking

on FtsZ molecular dynamics and force generation are still unclear, and further research is

needed to clarify the molecular details. Nevertheless, our results provide valuable insights

into the FtsZ-structure and filament stabilization by crosslinking.
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Last perspectives and conclusions.

To conclude, it is noteworthy to compare the different FtsZ structures assembled in

each of the experiments presented in this dissertation, as they have significant implications

then again diverse conditions and circumstances. The FtsZ-rings assembled on the mem-

brane in P2 and P3, or the toroidal structures in solution shown in P5, could be considered

more representative of a physiological state as they match the size of bacteria. However,

the minimal division ring assembled inside GUVs in P4 is around ten times larger, which

is more interesting from a synthetic biology viewpoint, as it allows a better visualization

by fluorescent microscopy. The assembly of these larger FtsZ-rings made of FtsZ bundles

was found to increase the force exerted on the membrane, leading to GUV constriction,

while bacterial-sized vortices only created conical protrusions and deformed lipid tubes,

generating forces in the pN range (P3). The mechanistic and structural differences be-

tween bacterial-sized or larger FtsZ-rings are still not clear, but they suggest that lateral

associations of FtsZ filaments into bundles can result in higher forces on the membrane.

These forces can be further increased by lateral associations mediated by protein crosslink-

ing, although these effects are yet to be studied. Thus, the assembly of toroidal structures

promoted by ZapD (P5), and their reconstitution on membranes could demonstrate the

role of filament stabilization in the generation of forces. Differences among the molecular

mechanisms behind the force generation from individual filaments (P2 and P3), FtsZ bun-

dles (P4), or crosslinked filaments (P5) are not well understood, and their study represents

an exciting opportunity to reveal the biological implications of filament stabilization and

the basis of force constriction.

For this reason, and arising from the high plasticity and adaptability of FtsZ to different

environments, it is interesting to study the various FtsZ structures in similar 3D platforms.

This thesis presents evidence that FtsZ can reorganize in response to the biophysical prop-

erties of the membrane, from FtsZ vortices or FtsZ rings made of single filaments (as

described in P2 and P3) and on flat surfaces to the assembly of larger ring structures

made of bundles in crowded conditions (as shown in P4) or toroidal structures in solution

induced by crosslinking (as seen in P5). Different attachments to the membrane (either

independently using FtsZ-YFP-mts, or through FtsA or ZipA), along with the addition

of division components like crosslinkers (ZapD) or crowding agents, adds an extra degree

of complexity to the system with great potential to alter FtsZ’s dynamics. As previously

shown, ZipA-bound FtsZ can likely exert higher forces in pulled tubes than FtsZ-mts (P3)

and FtsZ bundles attached through FtsA could also deform the vesicles in (P4). Charac-

terizing the assembly and force exerted by these different structures, in conjunction with

Zap proteins such as ZapD (P5), could aid in advancing our understanding of the intrinsic

plasticity of FtsZ and its role inside the cell and the mechanisms for membrane constric-
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tion. Our studies have only just begun to shed light on the assembly and constriction

forces of FtsZ, not only in cells but also in synthetic systems.

Several valuable insights can be extracted from the combined work in regards to the

bottom-up reconstitution of a functional FtsZ-based cell division machinery. Largely, it

seems clear that FtsZ-based systems offer a wide range of options to undergo localized

constriction of the GUV, although the use of other division components or external agents

is required to efficiently drive the division of artificial cells. The findings advocate to-

wards elegant strategies to engineer the ring by combining FtsZ with various membrane

attachment factors and crosslinkers (such as ZapD or other Zap proteins) to potentially

exert stronger force on the membrane and constrict the GUV. Adding MinCDE proteins

and other cellular-mimicking components, such as nucleoid mimics, crowders, and LLPS

systems can enhance the spatiotemporal localization of the contractile ring. The use of

microfluidic approaches to deform GUVs into bacterial rod-shape can also improve the

alignment of the FtsZ ring and oscillatory waves, as well as the use of differential lipid

composition or vesicle types [105] to lower the membrane tension and facilitate deforma-

tion of the compartment. All these promising new avenues should be considered in the

road map towards the creation of controllable minimal division machinery, bringing us

closer to the goal of constructing a minimal synthetic cell. A monumental step that will

unleash numerous capabilities offers new opportunities for designing biosynthesis path-

ways, drug delivery, smart sensing-reporting systems, tissue formation, and even symbiotic

relationships with living cells.
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